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This dissertation explores the negotiations and conflicts over race, sex, and 

disease that shaped the changing contours of the nightlife in Panama from 1903 to 1945. 

It investigates why sexual commerce on the isthmus evoked an array of masculine 

anxieties from various historical actors, including U.S. officials, Panamanian authorities, 

and Afro-Caribbean activists.  I argue that the conflicting cultural encounters over sex 

work remained at the heart of U.S. imperial designs, Panamanian nationalism and state-

building efforts, and Afro-Caribbean visions of racial advancement during the first half of 

the twentieth century.  Moreover, these global visions of manliness generated at the local 

level also took shape in dialogue with each other.  This interconnected discourse on 

manliness highlights the intertwined histories of the United States, Latin America, and 

the Caribbean in the early twentieth century.  Migrant women at the center of the drama, 

however, became particularly adept at navigating the multiple structures of patriarchal 

control.  They manipulated the legal system, resisted abuses of power, participated in 

labor organizations, pursued economic opportunities, pressed moral claims, demanded 

respect, and highlighted injustices.  Women embroiled in controversy selected from an 

array of ideas circulating the region.  They also played off competing understandings of 

manhood in order to achieve their own ends.  Often these various strategies of negotiation 
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had contradictory outcomes.  Active engagement with patriarchal institutions could 

simultaneously reinforce gender and racial norms while challenging the material reality 

of daily life.  Nevertheless, the failure by the U.S. and Panamanian governments to curtail 

sexual deviancy and venereal disease underscored the limits of imperial power at a key 

global crossroads in the Americas. 
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Introduction 

Gringos, gringos, gringos… Blacks, blacks, blacks… 
Shops and stores, a hundred races in the sun. 

Square cholitas and clumsy mulatas 
filled the prostitution halls. 

 
A decrepit car passes by with tourists. 
Soldiers, sailors, who come and go, 

and man-chasing prostitutes 
who have discovered the land of Adam. 

 
Panamá the easy, Panamá the open, 
Panamá, the one of Central Avenue 

which is a crossroads, bridge, port and door 
where one should enter the Canal. 

 
Movement.  Traffic.  All the cantinas, 

All the drunks, all the fox-trots, 
And all the rhumbas and all the odor 

And all the gringos that God gives us. 
 

Ten thousand foreigners and thousands of billfolds… 
Liquor, music… War is awful! 

The millions dance their ghastly dance. 
Gringos, blacks, blacks, gringos… Panamá! 

 
-Demetrio Korsi, “A Vision of Panamá” 

 

During the Second World War, the sounds of a vibrant cosmopolitan nightlife 

echoed through the streets of Panama City as travelling musicians from across the 

Americas blared jazz, calypso, cumbia, mento, tango, rumba, and son.  On any given 

evening, a Cuban percussionist might play alongside a Panamanian saxophonist of West 

Indian descent in a North American owned nightclub.  Meanwhile, U.S. sailors and 

soldiers paid women from Panama, Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Colombia, and Peru 

to dance along with the music.  With large numbers of U.S. soldiers arriving to protect 
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the Panama Canal during World War II, people from across the region found 

opportunities in the bustling urban economy.  Local business-owners unfurled English 

advertisements to lure North American soldiers who spent cash in the many restaurants, 

saloons, cabarets, tourist shops, and red-light districts. 

Demetrio Korsi’s wartime poem of the militarized isthmian nightlife conflated 

sexual promiscuity with foreignness and U.S. imperialism.  His portrayal also reflected a 

racist nationalism that linked blackness as a detrimental foreign by-product of the 

Panama Canal.  World War II also marked a zenith of anti-black populism that resulted in 

restrictive immigration policies and the denationalization of a generation of Panamanians 

of Caribbean descent.  Many Panamanian nationalists, such as Korsi, viewed the cities as 

English-speaking enclaves where the government had lost all sovereignty over its own 

destiny.  “Blacks” and “gringos,” Korsi complained, overran Panama City and converted 

the country into a center of international vice.  From his perspective, U.S. imperialism 

had transformed the capital of the Republic into a playground for North Americans and 

their black West Indian lackeys.  Korsi’s poem represented only one manifestation of the 

local discontent that the U.S. presence generated in relation to race, sex, migration, and 

empire.  This dissertation explores the many conflicting attitudes toward sex work in 

Panama.  These contested visions of race and sex arose from rapid historical changes that 

had emerged in full swing at the dawn of the twentieth century. 

After the War of 1898, the United States exerted new influence as the dominant 

imperial power across the Caribbean basin.  A narrow strip of land known as the Isthmus 

of Panama became the centerpiece of U.S. designs for global supremacy.  The building of 

a new interoceanic waterway would serve military, economic, and political goals for the 

new empire.  First, the canal would function as a strategic hub for the U.S. military with 

the seaway providing U.S. naval power access to the Pacific and Atlantic oceans.  
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Second, it would strengthen global trade networks as a key entrepôt in the region.  

Finally, the new canal would reinforce the growth of agro-export economies that 

produced raw material for markets in the U.S. and Europe that began during 1870s. 

Panama also emerged at the center of demographic and social transformations 

underway at the turn of the century.  As the U.S. embarked on achieving these goals, 

working people throughout the Caribbean responded to regional changes in creative 

ways.  They assessed opportunities in distant locales and took chances by relocating to 

new lands in the hope of a better life.  The building of the Panama Canal marked an 

enormous shift in global migration patterns, especially in the Caribbean.  Workers also 

came from Europe, North America, and elsewhere to earn a living off the enormous 

amounts of capital spent by the U.S. government.  Women from across the globe also 

joined the exodus, but their opportunities for paid labor were much more limited than 

men.  Most found opportunities in the informal economy that surrounded the construction 

project.  They cooked meals, laundered clothes, tended garments, raised children, and 

sold goods at the market.1  Some risked violence and disease by selling sex in economies 

dominated by men in order to earn cash.  The social reproductive work performed on a 

daily basis by women contributed a crucial form of labor often overlooked by the 

histories of the Panama Canal.  

Empire’s Angst highlights the centrality of migration and sexuality in the process 

of imperial formation in Panama.  The following chapters traces distinct patriarchal 

anxieties at various historical moments that ultimately shaped the changing contours of 

the Panamanian urban nightlife from the building of the canal to World War II.  My 

research seeks to recreate a rich socio-cultural history of men and women laboring on the 
                                                
1 Lara Putnam, The Company They Kept: Migrants and the Politics of Gender in Caribbean Costa Rica, 
1870-1960 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Putnam, Radical Moves: Caribbean 
Migrants and the Politics of Race in the Jazz Age (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013). 
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outskirts of the Panama Canal.  It spotlights the contentious debates and anxieties that 

surrounded migrant sex work in a militarized service-based economy.  Multiple men 

viewed sex at this global crossroads with unease and ambivalence.  They frequently 

blamed women for engaging in immoral behavior but typically ignored the factors that 

engendered it.   

Patriarchal worldviews constructed by multiple historical actors shaped attempts 

to control sex on the isthmus.  This dissertation investigates why sexual commerce on the 

isthmus evoked an array of masculine anxieties from various historical actors, including 

U.S. officials, Panamanian authorities, and Afro-Caribbean activists.  I argue that the 

conflicting cultural encounters over sex work remained at the heart of U.S. imperial 

designs, Panamanian nationalism and state-building efforts, and Afro-Caribbean visions 

of racial advancement during the first half of the twentieth century.  Moreover, these 

global visions of manliness generated at the local level also took shape in dialogue with 

each other.  This interconnected discourse on manliness highlights the intertwined 

histories of the United States, Latin America, and the Caribbean in the early twentieth 

century.  

Migrant women at the center of the drama became particularly adept at navigating 

these multiple structures and discourses of patriarchal control.  They manipulated the 

legal system, resisted abuses of power, participated in labor organizations, pursued 

business opportunities, pressed moral claims, demanded respect, and highlighted 

injustices.  Moreover, women embroiled in controversy frequently selected from an array 

of ideas circulating the region.  They also played off competing understandings of 

manhood in order to achieve their own ends.  Often these strategies had contradictory 

outcomes.  At times, their engagement with patriarchal institutions and discourses could 
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reinforce gender and racial norms, but it might also have challenged and altered the 

material reality of daily life. 

Empire’s Angst insists upon the importance of Panama in the history of imperial 

formation, nationalism, and diaspora formation by highlighting the intersections of 

mobile labor networks and sexuality.  This research exposes a hidden history of cultural 

encounters facilitated by the U.S. military presence on the isthmus where laboring people 

and state authorities constantly negotiated competing notions of race, sex, and disease.  

The failure by the U.S. and Panamanian governments to curtail sexual deviancy and 

venereal disease underscores the limits of imperial power at a key global crossroads.  

Although the U.S. asserted its power through the creation of the Canal Zone, the new 

political borders also inadvertently compounded the challenges of policing sex.   

This research highlights various state responses to distinct migratory networks 

that intimately shaped the isthmian nightlife.  The study begins in 1903 when the Hay-

Bunau-Varilla Treaty reconfigured the geopolitical landscape.  The new borders shaped 

sexual commerce and prostitution became a transborder phenomenon between two 

sovereign territories: the U.S. Canal Zone and the Republic of Panama.  While most 

historical research on Panama focuses on the construction of the Panama Canal from 

1904 to 1914, my study extends this chronological scope to the era of World War II in 

order to explore the socio-cultural aftermath of the U.S. military presence in the 

Republic.  

Methodologically, this study employs a qualitative analysis of case studies and 

official correspondence discovered through a year and a half of multi-archival research in 

both Panama and the United States.  The National Archives of Panama provided a range 

of criminal and municipal court records that I used to explore how people creatively 

engaged with the state.  These underutilized sources have enabled me to reconstruct a 
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socio-cultural history of the changing contours of sex work in Panama.  This research 

also utilizes criminal investigations and administrative correspondences from the Archive 

of the Ministry of Foreign Relations, and the presidential libraries of Belisario Porras and 

Ricardo J. Alfaro.  This research also analyzes a series of newspapers housed at the 

National Library of Panama, which provided insight into nationalist politics.  

In the U.S. National Archives, I mined the Panama Canal Records in search of a 

variety of documents, including labor investigations, public health correspondence, and 

military records.  These documents provided a window into the troubled efforts to control 

the foot soldiers of the U.S. military on the isthmus.  This research also utilizes 

diplomatic correspondence, immigration records, and U.S. newspapers that I used to 

illuminate cultural anxieties over sex in Panama.  After gathering the sources from over a 

year of field research, I utilized micro-historical techniques to track individuals who 

repeatedly appeared across multiple archives or documents.  This allowed my research to 

recreate the experience of previously unknown historical actors while reconstructing the 

rich local context in which they operated.  My framework also attempts to remain 

attentive to broader regional patterns that structured the first half of the twentieth century. 

A third major archival source of information includes a rich set of Afro-Caribbean 

newspapers published in Panama, such as the Workman and the Panama Tribune.   These 

black publications became central in reconstructing the perspectives of Afro-Caribbean 

men and women laboring at the center of the U.S. empire in the region.  With these 

sources, my research seeks to contribute to a rich scholarship on the African diaspora in 

the Americas.  Black feminist scholarship has pushed historians to consider the 

intersections of race, class, gender, and sexuality in relation to cultural politics of racial 
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uplift history.2  Meanwhile, Martin Summers and Michelle Ann Stephens have focused 

on the centrality of fraternal comradeship in the development of black masculine 

thought.3  Recently, historians have also highlighted the intertwined histories of diaspora 

formation, geographic mobility, and empire in the region.4  This dissertation seeks to 

bridge these strands of historiography by highlighting the prominent place of Panama in 

African diaspora history.  Empire’s Angst contributes to the literature on diasporic 

community formation by emphasizing the importance of the local level in the process of 

constructing ideas of black manliness and sexuality in relation to global projects for black 

sovereignty.  

A key factor that distinguishes the Isthmus of Panama from other places in the 

region entails its geographic locale.5  Its location on a narrow strip of land between two 

large oceans had captured imperial interests as a strategic entrepôt.  During the colonial 

period, the isthmus witnessed annual trade fairs as Spanish merchants unloaded fleets of 

                                                
2 Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of 
Empowerment (New York: Routledge Press, 2000); bell hooks, Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center  
(Cambridge, MA: South End Press, 2000); Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, “African-American Women’s 
History and the Metalanguage of Race.” Signs 17 (Winter 1992): 251-274; Kevin Gaines, Uplifting the 
Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1995); Michele Mitchell, Righteous Propagation: African Americans and the Politics 
of Racial Destiny after Reconstruction (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004). 
3 Martin Summers, Manliness and Its Discontents: The Black Middle Class and the Transformation of 
Masculinity, 1900-1930 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004); Michelle Ann Stephens, 
Black Empire: The Masculine Global Imaginary of Caribbean Intellectuals in the United States, 1914-1962 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2005). 
4 Putnam, Radical Moves; Putnam, The Company They Kept; Frank A. Guridy, Forging Diaspora: Afro-
Cubans and African Americans in a World of Empire and Jim Crow (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2010); Stephens, Black Empire; Lisa Brock and Digna Castañeda Fuertes, Eds. Between 
Race and Empire: African Americans and Cubans before the Cuban Revolution (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1998); Winston James, Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia: Caribbean Radicalism in 
Early Twentieth-Century America (New York: Verso, 1998); Minkah Makalani, In the Cause of Freedom: 
Radical Black Internationalism from Harlem to London, 1917-1939 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2011); Harvey R. Neptune, Caliban and the Yankees: Trinidad and the U.S. Occupation 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2007).  
5 Alfredo Castillero-Calvo, “Transitismo y dependencia: El caso del istmo de Panamá” Nueva Sociedad 
Nro. 5 (Marzo-Abril, 1973), 35-50. 
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manufactured goods bound for South America in exchange for silver from the Peruvian 

mines at Potosí.6  After the wars for independence, the isthmian province of Nueva 

Granada became a key transit zone for the quickest route from New York City to San 

Francisco during the 1850s gold rush.7  After the opening of the U.S. canal in 1914, 

Panama’s transit zone witnessed the steady arrival U.S. naval warships and the creation 

of military stations surrounding the waterway.  The new interoceanic seaway also 

accelerated commercial steamship traffic to the crossing.  This transit space at the heart 

of the Americas facilitated a tremendous growth in transnational webs of connections 

during the U.S. progressive era and the subsequent Jazz Age.     

During the early twentieth century, the port cities of Panama City and Colón 

emerged as important urban contact zones in the hemisphere on par with Harlem, 

Havana, Kingston, and Buenos Aires among others.  Panamanian cities differentiated 

itself from these other urban centers because of its territorial relationship to the United 

States.  As part of a larger imperial project, the United States in 1903 carved out the 

Canal Zone in order to control the construction of the Panama Canal.  This restructuring 

of geopolitical power on the isthmus created a borderland space at the heart of the 

Americas where the Zone divided the newly independent and sovereign Republic of 

Panama in half.  Although the Canal Zone and the Republic often legislated contrasting 

laws, a lively cosmopolitan nightlife bound these two spaces intimately together.  On a 

daily basis, residents from the Canal Zone trekked across the international border to 

spend leisure time and money in the saloons, dancehalls, and brothels.  This dissertation 

conceives of the transborder space that encompassed both the Canal Zone and the 

                                                
6 Christopher Ward, Imperial Panama: Commerce and Conflict in Isthmian America, 1550-1880 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1993). 
7 Aims McGuinness, Path of Empire: Panama and the California Gold Rush (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 2008), 6. 
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Panamanian cities as an urban contact zone that elicited sexual anxieties.  As Mary 

Louise Pratt notes, such “contact zones” consist of “social spaces where cultures meet, 

clash, and grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetrical relations of power.”8   

In addition to the creation of new political boundaries, other factors contributed to 

the formation of the Panamanian nightlife.  The era of U.S. prohibition against liquor, 

gambling, and prostitution, also had a dramatic impact on recreational activity across the 

Americas, especially along borderland spaces and military enclaves.  Domestic 

progressive reforms, such as Prohibition, had international consequences that redirected 

recreational activity beyond U.S. borders.  It also reinforced imperial discourses that 

blamed immorality on the natural inferiority of host societies in Latin America.9  

Panama’s urban ports resembled cities along the U.S.-Mexico border, such as Tijuana, 

which became known as “Satan’s Playground.”  During the Prohibition era as North 

American diplomats, tourists, criminals, and celebrities alike flocked across the border to 

drink at elegant gaming resorts.10  Panama’s cities also echoed other places in the region 

that experienced U.S. military sex tourism, such as Guantanamo, Cuba where the U.S. 

naval station shaped the service-oriented economy.11  Havana, Cuba also became a 

frequent destination for U.S. tourists and organized crime during Prohibition, which 

                                                
8 Mary Luise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (New York: Routledge, 1992), 4. 
9 Donna Guy, White Slavery and Mothers Alive and Dead (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000), 
17-32. 
10 Paul J. Vanderwood, Satan’s Playground: Mobsters and Movie Stars at America’s Greatest Gaming 
Resort (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010); see also, Robert Buffington, “Prohibition in the 
Borderlands: National Government- Border Community Relations” Pacific Historical Review 43 (Winter 
2001): 19-38.   
11 Jana K. Lipman, Guantánamo: A Working-Class History between Empire and Revolution (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2009), 100-143. 
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earned it a reputation as a sexual playground for North Americans before the Cuban 

Revolution.12  

This study approaches the concept of “prostitution,” or sex work, as a specific 

form of sexualized and racialized labor structured in a historically specific imperial 

context.  Luise White argued that prostitution in Nairobi, Kenya under British 

colonialism revealed gendered labor patterns that were subject to historical changes and 

structural variation rather than traditional understandings of morality or victimization.  

Sexual labor, she argued, linked the formal economy of men’s work with the informal 

spheres of women’s labor.  This connection also played an important role in the social 

reproduction of the workforce on a daily basis.13  Although U.S. canal and military 

officials frequently targeted women as threats to imperial order in Panama, they 

implicitly relied on sexual recreation to satisfy workers and soldiers.  This allowed 

women in the service economy to negotiate the specific structural constraints that shaped 

women’s labor around men’s entertainment.  Sex work continually blurred the boundaries 

between leisure and work; private and public; pleasure and discipline; respectability and 

disrepute.  The Isthmus of Panama served as a pivotal locale in the hemisphere of the 

Americas for various historical actors to sift through these contradictory ideas. 

Despite the historical attempts by the U.S. and Panamanian governments to render 

women’s migrant labor invisible, Empire’s Angst seeks to make visible the centrality of 

sex work to the transnational political economy at an American crossway.  It also places 

contested ideas of manliness and womanhood at the center of international diplomacy, 

                                                
12 Peter Moruzzi, Havana Before Castro: When Cuba Was a Tropical Playground (Salt Lake City: Gibbs 
Smith, 2008); John Paul Rathbone, The Sugar King of Havana: The Rise and Fall of Julio Lobo, Cuba’s 
Last Tycoon (New York: Penguin Press, 2010), 153. 
13 Luise White, The Comforts of Home: Prostitution in Colonial Nairobi (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1990), 10-21; see also Ann Laura Stoler, Capitalism and Confrontation in Sumatra’s Plantation Belt, 
1870-1917 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), 30-34; Putnam, The Company They Kept, 110. 
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state formation, and labor politics.  Moreover, it demonstrates how women experienced 

and engaged with a variety of patriarchal structures that often transcended political 

boundaries.  This builds upon the feminist scholarship that has highlighted not only how 

the “personal is political” but also how, in Cynthia Enloe’s words, the “personal is 

international” through the militarization of daily life.  For policymakers in militaries 

across the world, service economies at military outposts consistently functioned, 

implicitly or explicitly, to provide soldiers sexual access to women.14  Much of this 

research highlights how military prostitution has structured international politics across 

the globe since World War II.15  Other scholars argue that much of the globalized sex 

trade today, including sex tourism, mail order brides, and strip clubs, emerged out of 

militarized service economies of the past.16   

Between 1898 and the Second World War, Panama served as a cornerstone of the 

U.S. military presence in the region and a vital U.S enclave in Latin America.  The 

isthmus became central to processes of U.S. empire building, Caribbean migratory 
                                                
14 Cynthia H. Enloe, Bananas, Beaches, and Bases: Making Feminist Sense of International Politics 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), 195; Enloe, Maneuvers: The International Politics of 
Militarizing Women’s Lives (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000); Enloe, Does Khaki Become 
You? The Militarisation of Women’s Lives (Boston: South End Press, 1991); Enloe, The Morning After: 
Sexual Politics at the End of the Cold War (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993).  For other 
influential feminist scholarship on international relations, see J. Ann Tickner, Gender in International 
Relations: Feminist Perspectives on Achieving Global Security (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1992); Tickner, Gendering World Politics: Issues and Approaches in the Post-Cold War Era (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2001); For the role of masculinity in international relations, see Marysia 
Zalewski and Jane Parpart, eds.  The “Man Question” in International Relations (Boulder: Westview Press, 
1998).   
15 Katharine H.S. Moon, Sex Among Allies: Military Prostitution in U.S.-Korea Relations (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1997); Saundra Pollock Sturdevant and Brenda Stoltzfus, eds. Let the Good 
Times Roll: Prostitution and the U.S. Military in Asia (New York: The New Press, 1992); Jin-kyung Lee, 
Service Economies: Militarism, Sex Work, and Migrant Labor in South Korea (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2010); Sarah Kovner, Occupying Power: Sex Workers and Servicemen in Postwar Japan 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2012); Maria Höhn and Seungsook Moon, Over There: Living with 
the U.S. Military Empire from World War Two to the Present (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010); 
Enloe, Bananas, Beaches, and Bases, 65-92. 
16 Sheila Jeffreys, The Industrial Vagina: The Political Economy of the Global Sex Trade (London: 
Routledge, 2009), 107-128; Enloe, Bananas Beaches, and Bases, 36. 
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patterns, and Latin American nationalism.  Panama, however, has remained of peripheral 

interest to scholars, despite a flurry of research on the cultural history of U.S. militarism 

and prostitution in the region.  Historians have complicated our understanding of the 

politics of race, gender, sex, and labor in Trinidad, Cuba, Haiti, and Puerto Rico during 

the first half of the twentieth century.17  Scholars, however, have ignored the 

interconnections between sexual anxieties, migrant labor, and empire-building in 

Panama.  Military outposts often produced unique concerns over soldiery and efficiency 

in comparison to agro-export economies.  Lara Putnam, for example, has argued that the 

United Fruit Company in Costa Rica paid lip service to moral improvement for Afro-

Caribbean workers but in reality tolerated prostitution in order to keep the male 

workforce satisfied.  Venereal disease, moreover, never became a topic of much 

concern.18  My research highlights that the military presence and the Canal Zone as a 

settlement colony generated much different concerns that informed imperial anxieties 

over racial degeneration and venereal disease. 

This study contributes to a body of scholarship that seeks to uncover a rich 

transnational socio-cultural history of U.S. empire-building.  This literature has followed 

Amy Kaplan’s call to rectify “the absence of culture from the history of U.S. 

imperialism” and “the absence of empire from the study of American culture.”19  

                                                
17 Neptune, Caliban and the Yankees; Laura Briggs, Reproducing Empire: Race, Sex, Science, and U.S. 
Imperialism in Puerto Rico, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), Eileen J. Suárez Findlay, 
Imposing Decency: The Politics of Sexuality and Race in Puerto Rico, 1870-1920 (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1999); Lipman, Guantánamo; Mary Renda, Taking Haiti: Military Occupation and the 
Culture of U.S. Imperialism, 1915-1940 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001). 
18 Putnam, The Company They Kept, 77-80. 
19 Amy Kaplan, “‘Left Alone with America’: The Absence of Empire in the Study of American Culture,” 
in Amy Kaplan and Donald Pease, eds. Cultures of United States Imperialism (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1993), 11.  For a discussion on the long history of scholars in denial of U.S. empire, see Ian Tyrell, 
“American Exceptionalism in in an Age of International History,” American Historical Review 96 (October 
1991):1031-1055.  For a discussion of “imperialism” as a useful analytical category, see special issue 
“Imperialism: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis?” Radical History Review 57 (Fall 1993).  
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Kaplan’s observation of U.S. cultural history reiterated William Appleman Williams’ 

critique that the U.S. diplomatic historiography ignored the question of empire.20  More 

recently, scholars have brought the “cultural turn” and questions of empire to U.S.-Latin 

American relations in order to rethink a “new imperial history.”21  This research has 

revealed a complex range of interactions among multiple historical actors that have 

disrupted notions of “foreign versus local.”22  Moreover, a landmark anthology, Colonial 

Crucible: Empire in the Making of the Modern American State, has examined how a 

range of colonial practices abroad impacted U.S. state-building at home.23  This literature 

has built off a research agenda set by Ann Stoler and Frederick Cooper’s insistence to 

“treat the metropole and colony in a single analytic field.”24 

The historiography on the Panama Canal reflects these broader shifts in a 

movement toward unveiling myths that have shrouded the waterway.  Traditionally, U.S. 

historians have generated a cottage industry of canal histories by telling an epic story of 

larger-than-life personalities and ingenious engineering exploits that made the U.S. 
                                                
20 William Appleman Williams, The Tragedy of American Diplomacy (New York: W.W. Norton, 1991 
[1959]).  For his first challenge to the “realist” camp of diplomatic historians, see Williams, “The Frontier 
Thesis and American Foreign Policy,” Pacific Historical Review 24 (Nov. 1955): 379-395.  For classic 
realist scholars, see Samuel Flagg Bemis, The Latin American Policy of the United States: An Historical 
Interpretation (New York: Norton, 1965 [1943]); George F. Kennan, American Diplomacy, 1900-1950 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951).  Williams’ scholarship inspired a new generation of U.S. 
diplomatic historians that explored how political and economic interests guided foreign policy.  They 
argued that U.S policymakers largely, but not entirely, achieved these goals through informal means.  
Walter LaFeber, The New Empire: An Interpretation of American Expansion, 1860-1898 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1963). 
21 For a discussion of cultural approaches to imperial histories and the role of national narratives, see 
Antoinette Burton, ed.  After the Imperial Turn: Thinking with and through the Nation (Durham, Duke 
University Press, 2003).  For a collection that considers the “deprovincializing” U.S. history, see Thomas 
Bender, ed. Rethinking American History in a Global Age (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 
22 Gilbert M. Joseph, Catherine C. LeGrand, and Ricardo D. Salvatore, eds.  Close Encounters of Empire: 
Writing the Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations (Durham: Duke University Press, 1998).   
23 Alfred W. McCoy and Francisco A. Scarano, eds. Colonial Crucible: Empire in the Making of the 
Modern American State (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2009). 
24 Ann Laura Stoler and Frederick Cooper, “Between Metropole and Colony: Rethinking a Research 
Agenda,” in Ann Laura Stoler and Frederick Cooper, eds. Tensions of Empire: Colonial Cultures in a 
Bourgeois World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 4. 
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seaway possible.25  For these authors, the Panama Canal represented a triumphant episode 

of “American exceptionalism” on the world stage.  New cultural histories of empire, 

however, have demonstrated the contentious nature of migrant work by addressing the 

intersections of race, class, and gender.26  Other cultural historians have made notable 

contributions to the history of science, technology, and the environment.27  Meanwhile, 

another persistent strand of “anti-imperialist” popular histories on the Panama Canal has 

portrayed the Republic of Panama as a simple creation of the United States solely for the 

purpose of building the canal.28  Nevertheless, scholarship influenced by the work of 

                                                
25 These narratives tend to ignore entirely social, economic, and political developments in the Republic of 
Panama.  For a sample of this literature, see David McCullough, Path Between the Seas: The Creation of 
the Panama Canal, 1870-1914 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1977); Matthew Parker, Panama Fever: 
The Battle to Build the Canal (London: Hutchinson, 2007); Gerstle Mack, The Land Divided: A History of 
the Panama Canal and Other Isthmian Canal Projects (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1944); Miles P. 
DuVal, And the Mountains Will Move: The Story of the Panama Canal (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1947); DuVal, From Cadiz to Cathay: The Story of the Long Struggle for a Waterway Across the 
American Isthmus (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1940); Ian Cameron, The Impossible Dream: The 
Building of the Panama Canal (New York: William Morrow, 1972). 
26 The best representation of this shift is Julie Greene, The Canal Builders: Making America’s Empire at 
the Panama Canal (New York: Penguin Press, 2009) and Alexander Missal, Seaway to the Future: 
American Social Visions and the Construction of the Panama Canal (Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 2008); see also Velma Newton, The Silver Men: West Indian Labor Migration to Panama, 1850-
1914 (Kingston: Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of West Indies, 1984); Michael 
Conniff, Black Labor on a White Canal: Panama, 1904-1981 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 
1985). 
27 Stephen Frenkel, “Jungle Stories: American Representations of Tropical Panama,” Geographical Review 
86 (July 1996): 317-333 and “Geographical Representations of the ‘Other’: The Landscape of the Panama 
Canal Zone,” Journal of Geographical History 28, no. 1 (2002): 85-89; John Lindsay-Poland, Emperors in 
the Jungle: The Hidden History of the U.S. in Panama (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003); Paul Sutter, 
“Tropical Conquest and the Rise of the Environmental Management State: The Case of the U.S. Sanitary 
Effort in Panama,” in McCoy and Scarano, eds. Colonial Crucible, 317-328; Ricardo D. Salvatore, 
“Imperial Mechanics: South America’s Hemispheric Integration in the Machine Age,” American Quarterly 
58 (September 2006): 663-691; David McBride, Missions for Science: U.S. Technology and Medicine in 
America’s African World (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2002), 41-77.  Alexandra Minna 
Stern, Eugenic Nation: Faults and Frontiers of Better Breeding in Modern America (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2005). 
28 John Weeks and Phil Gunson, Panama: Made in the U.S.A. (London: Latin American Bureau, 1991); 
Ovidio Diaz Espino, How Wall Street Created a Nation: J.P. Morgan, Teddy Roosevelt, and the Panama 
Canal (New York: Four Walls Eight Windows, 2001); Noel Mauer and Carlos Yu, The Big Ditch: How 
America Took, Built, and Ultimately Gave Away the Panama Canal (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2011).  
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leading Panamanian historians has highlighted how the roots of Panamanian nationalism 

grew out of the 19th urban oligarchy’s desire for autonomy without disrupting the social 

hierarchy.29   

The renewed focus on the construction of the Panama Canal, however, has 

obscured the enduring presence of the U.S. military on the isthmus.  The canal served a 

crucial function for U.S. imperial designs during the first half of the twentieth century.  

After the War of 1898, the United States wielded decisive control over a string of islands 

across the Caribbean and the Pacific, including Puerto Rico, Cuba, Hawaii, the 

Philippines, and Guam.  In 1903, Panama emerged as a strategic location that would 

connect this empire through the creation of a transisthmian canal.  At the turn of the 

century, U.S. military strategists, such as Alfred Thayer Mahan, envisioned a waterway 

as an integral component for the United States to become a formidable sea power in the 

world.  National greatness, Mahan argued, only could be achieved through strong naval 

supremacy.  The Panama Canal would serve as a key linchpin that would allow the U.S. 

Navy to dominate both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.  Mahan’s argument for the 

importance of naval power in Influence of Sea Power upon History inspired policymakers 

across the globe on a race to build larger and stronger navies.30  For Theodore Roosevelt, 

                                                
29 Historian Peter Szok has been a leading critic of these simplistic interpretations.  See, Szok, Wolf Tracks: 
Popular Art and Re-Africanization in Twentieth-Century (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi), 10, 16; 
Szok, ‘La última gaviota’: Liberalism and Nostalgia in Early Twentieth-Century Panamá (Westport: 
Greenwood Press, 2001).  For influential scholarship by Panamanian historians who have implicitly denied 
this myth of Panamanian independence, see Ricaurte Soler, Formas ideologícas de la nación panameña 
(San José: Editorial Universitaria Centroamericana, 1972); Alfredo Figueroa Navarro, Dominio y sociedad 
en el Panamá colombiano, 1821-1903 (Panamá: Impresora Panamá, 1978); Alfredo Castillero Calvo, ed. 
Historia general de Panamá (Panama: Comité Nacional del Centenario, 2004); Castillero Calvo, “El 
movimiento anseatista de 1826: Primera tentativa autonomista de los istmeños después de la anexión a 
Colombia” Tareas 1, no. 4 (November 1971): 3-25; see also McGuinness, Path of Empire. 
30 Alfred Thayer Mahan, Influence of Sea Power upon History, 1660-1783 (London: S. Low Marston, 
1890). 
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Mahan’s ideas also provided impetus for the U.S. to demonstrate a virile white manhood 

on the international stage through military might.31 

Coming off the heels of continental conquest, U.S. imperial expansion in 1898 

marked a new era with crucial implications for racial thinking.  The building of the 

Panama Canal also possessed symbolic power in debates over the United States’ role in 

the world.  Shortly after the U.S. took possession of the Philippines, the military found 

itself embroiled in a bloody conflict as Filipino insurgents demanded independence from 

U.S. occupation.  The construction of the Panama Canal served as a potent antidote to the 

violence because it justified the supposedly benevolent role the United States would play 

as an imperial power.  Nevertheless, from the moment workers first broke ground in 

Panama, heated debate over the construction project centered on what impact U.S. 

expansionism would have on the white race.   

Concerns over racial degradation in the tropics through sex, however, belonged to 

a larger transnational pattern among various colonial enterprises across the globe.  As 

Robert Young highlighted, British colonial authorities across the world throughout the 

19th century fretted over questions of hybridity and interracial sex.  They feared that 

colonial sites would corrupt the white race, not only through the affects of climate but 

also via sex with the “natives.”  This danger, Young emphasized, necessitated strict 

control over sexuality and morality in colonial sites in order to protect the race and 

bolster white supremacy.32 
                                                
31 Kristin Hoganson, Fighting for American Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the Spanish-
American War and Philippine-American War (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998); Gail Bederman, 
Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880-1917 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). For gender as a category of analysis, see Joan Wallach Scott, 
Gender and the Politics of History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999). 
32 Robert Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture, and Race (London: Routledge, 1995).  
Young built upon Edward Said’s famous concept of the discursive ‘Other,’ see Said, Orientalism (New 
York: Pantheon, 1978).  See also, Ronald Hyam, Empire and Sexuality: The British Experience 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1990); Kenneth Ballhatchet, Race, Sex, and Class under the 
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My research on the U.S. presence in Panama contributes to an expanding 

literature on the intersections of race, sex, and empire-building.  Why do anxieties over 

race and sex persistently emerge in colonial settings?  Influenced by the work of Michel 

Foucault, scholars have recognized that state institutions target race and sexuality as a 

central concern for regulating society because it involves the social reproduction of 

power.  Foucault famously wrote that sexuality functioned as “an especially dense 

transfer point for relations of power.”  Deviant sexual practices, therefore, implicitly lead 

to alterations of stable social hierarchies based on race and threaten the status quo.33    

Recent scholarship has built off Foucault’s concepts by emphasizing the 

important role sex, gender, and class played in constructing racial hierarchies in the 

context of colonial order.34  Anne McClintock highlighted how “race, class, and gender 

are not distinct realms of experience… rather they come into existence in and through 

relation to each other – if in contradictory and conflictual ways.”35  Meanwhile Ann 

Stoler argued that these sexual discourses were also “productive of class and racial power 

not mere reflections of them” in maintaining hierarchies of inclusion and exclusion.36  

The politics of sexuality and the management of intimate spheres at imperial sites, she 

emphasizes, reveal colonial categories that distinguished “between ruler and ruled” in 

attempts to consolidate power.  Nevertheless enforcing a broader moral order necessitated 
                                                                                                                                            
British Raj: Imperial Attitudes and Policies and their Critics, 1793-1905 (London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicholson, 1980).    
33 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality Volume 1, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage Books, 
1990 [1987]), 103.   
34 Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (New York: 
Routledge, 1995); Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire: Foucault’s History of Sexuality 
and the Colonial Order of Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995); Stoler, Carnal Knowledge and 
Imperial Power: Race and the Intimate in Colonial Rule (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002); 
Stoler, ed. Haunted by Empire: Geographies of Intimacy in North American History (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2006); Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton, eds. Bodies in Contact: Rethinking 
Colonial Encounters in World History (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005). 
35 McClintock, Imperial Leather, 5. 
36 Stoler, Race and Education of Desire, 176. 
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targeting large swaths of people, which inherently disrupt notions of the “colonizers” 

versus the “colonized.”37  

Empire’s Angst conceives of Panama as a central hemispheric crossroads where 

far-flung but overlapping networks of labor migration linked together during the first half 

of the twentieth century.  Each of the chapters investigates a different strand of migrant 

work that belonged to a larger knot of intersecting circuits.  This dissertation seeks to 

illuminate an entangled web of interconnected histories through the prism of workers on 

the move.  It considers the flow of sex workers as one of many streams of labor migration 

on the isthmus.38  Soldiering constituted another important manifestation of migrant work 

that intersected in Panama.  Other groups of mobile working-people included Caribbean 

activists, urban entrepreneurs, cabaret entertainers, and rural Panamanian migrants.  The 

various threads of this story treat migration and labor as deeply intertwined categories of 

analysis.  The dissertation organizes the following chapters around these various groups 

of mobile workers, who constantly engaged in forms of resistance to labor control by the 

state.  Each of these historical actors, moreover, experienced their migrant lives through a 

particular set of racial and sexual lenses.  

This study historicizes the political struggles over migrant work and sex work 

during a crucial period of U.S. empire-building.  The first chapter entitled “‘A Whirlpool 

of Vice’: The Political Geography of Sex Work in Panama” examines how the urban 

borderlands of Panama grew into a prosperous center of a global sex trade during the 

                                                
37 Stoler, Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power, 8. 
38 I frequently use the term “sex worker” in order to highlight labor aspect of working in an industry where 
historically clients paid for both sexual services and companionship.  It remains a problematic term because 
of slippage in its definition.  Not all state-registered sex workers, for example, necessarily sold sex but 
simply worked in a state-licensed establishment selling alcohol.  In some historical cases, in order for 
women to legally dispense drinks they had to register as a “prostitute.”  Historical definitions of 
“prostitute” by government authorities also remained extremely problematic because of its consistent 
ambiguity and variation over time and space. 
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building of the Panama Canal.  Men and women from Europe, North America, the 

Caribbean, Central America, and South America took advantage of a growing traffic in 

steamships that intersected in Panama.  They found work renting rooms, pouring drinks, 

and selling sex in Panama’s regulated brothel district.  Their labor contributed to the 

formation of recreational space for men to escape the highly disciplined world of the 

Canal Zone.  While Panamanian officials welcomed the presence of foreign prostitutes, 

U.S. progressive reformers decried white women’s sexual exploitation in the “tropics.”  

Sex workers themselves skillfully engaged multiple discourses and institutions designed 

to control women’s economic autonomy.  White women from the States dominated the 

brothel business during the construction era, but circumstances soon changed after a 

series of riots in the red-light districts resulted in new laws governing the brothels.  

Although social unrest stemmed from discontent with lack of national sovereignty, U.S. 

officials focused on undermining the presence of North Americans in the sex trade. 

Ironically, imperial anxieties during the First World War shifted the focus on 

removing migrant black Caribbean women accused of illicit prostitution from the 

isthmus.  The second chapter, “‘Sacrificed at the Alter of Vice’: Afro-Caribbean 

Activism and Sexuality in Panama,” underscores the multiple conflicting discourses 

surrounding black women’s sexuality during a period of international warfare, labor 

organizing, racial segregation, and xenophobia.  It traces how the evolving contours of 

Caribbean migration shaped masculine visions for black sovereignty.  I argue that 

sexuality played a central role in the formation of black manliness and transnational 

projects for racial uplift.  The chapter also examines how working and middle-class Afro-

Caribbean women responded to discourses of black manhood.   They found multiple 

avenues to challenge black patriarchal visions on a daily basis, whether through the court 

system, in the newspapers, or in the labor halls.  
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Chapter three, “The Regulation of Prostitution and Sex Worker Activism in 

Panama” shifts the attention to various migrant women working as licensed sex workers 

in the Panama’s red-light districts from the construction era through the 1930s.  It 

underscores how the state regulation of prostitution engendered discontent among 

prostitutes registered with the government to practice the profession.  The analysis 

examines a series of petitions and complaints filed with municipal authorities in charge of 

overseeing public morality.  I argue that changes in the laws governing prostitution 

occurred because of sex worker activism.  Registered women ultimately had the ability to 

influence the development of the legal system that governed their labor.  It also highlights 

how the common experience of state engagement allowed women of various 

backgrounds to form cross-racial and cross-national alliances.  Sex workers frequently 

highlighted the inadequacies of the state’s logic to control sex and disease in the port 

cities.  They expressed dismay at the proliferation of dancehalls and cabarets as major 

sites of unregulated prostitution and questioned why registered women should obey 

unfair laws. 

The dissertation then explores the process of racialization that occurred within the 

burgeoning cabaret circuit by tracing both white and black networks of performers who 

arrived in Panama during the Jazz Age.  Chapter four, “New Routes to Respectability: 

Contesting Whiteness, Class, and Sexuality,” returns to the changing role that white 

women from the United States played in the urban nightlife beginning in the 1920s.  

Despite progressive reformers desire to extract them from the Republic, North American 

women forged new routes to respectability in the Panamanian cities by creating a high-

end cabaret business.  Although they challenged prevailing ideas and practices about 

whiteness and sexuality in empire, urban entrepreneurs also attempted to erect social 

boundaries in the cabarets based on race and class.  Meanwhile people of African descent 
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travelled well-worn paths of migration to create their own network of black entertainers.  

They sought to breakdown racial barriers on the isthmus but also faced new challenges to 

their movement across the region.  Nevertheless, by World War II rapidly changing 

circumstances allowed women of African descent and other Latin American women to 

begin eroding the racial barriers erected on the cabaret stage. 

The fifth chapter, “Panamanian Nationalism and the Criminalization of Venereal 

Disease on the Isthmus,” analyzes how entertainment networks impacted the 

development of nationalism and public health on the isthmus from the 1920s to the 

1940s.  It argues that the transnational cabaret circuit marginalized Panamanian women 

as state officials increasingly targeted them in their efforts to control venereal disease.  

Panamanian nationalist medical legislators attempted to clean up Panama’s image on the 

international stage by embarking on campaigns against clandestine prostitutes in the 

dancehalls.  They achieved this by criminalizing venereal disease and using medical 

exams as a new tool to detect illicit sex.  Women resisted these new state efforts that 

further limited their economic autonomy and challenged their honorability.  Working-

class Panamanian women expressed disillusionment with nationalist discourses that 

ignored their plight.    

While chapter five analyzes the fraught interactions between Panamanian 

nationalists and cabaret workers, the final chapter, “Contesting Military Manhood at a 

Tropical Crossroads,” argues that the mobile labor of U.S. servicemen became a major 

hindrance to imperial order and colonial control.  Although military officials believed 

controlling men’s sexuality was key to maintaining the stability of social categories and 

racial boundaries, they never successfully reformed ideas about military manhood.  This 

failure reflected the U.S. military authorities own contradictory ideas and policies toward 
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sexuality and disease.  Moreover, they refused to address the broader structural 

inequalities that shaped social relations in militarized societies. 
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Chapter 1:  “A Whirlpool of Vice”: The Political Geography of Sex 
Work in Panama, 1903-1918 

In May 1907, Mr. Ferguson, the editor of the New York Defender, wrote a 

scathing critique of the U.S. government’s failure to end immoral conditions during the 

construction of the Panama Canal.  After visiting the isthmus, Ferguson described the 

Republic of Panama as a “whirlpool of vice” that corrupted white North American men 

and women.  “I saw enough in one day in Colon,” he bemoaned, “to shock the American 

people beyond measure.”  Ferguson recalled encountering a group of three hundred 

intoxicated North American canal workers in a saloon carousing with white prostitutes 

from the States.  In a short time span, he claimed, the isthmus also had become a major 

center for organized criminal syndicates, which brought young white women from across 

the United States to Panama.  Among these women, Ferguson lamented, included the 

“daughter of a neighbor of mine.”1 

Ferguson’s exaggerated portrayal of Panama’s brothel districts inundated with 

U.S. citizens underscored a major apprehension related to U.S. empire-building in the 

“tropics.”  At what expense would the creation of an interoceanic canal through the 

isthmus tax the moral fiber of white North Americans?  The massive influx of cash to 

build the Panama Canal (1904-1914) inadvertently transformed the isthmus into a global 

magnet for sexual commerce.  To the dismay of U.S. authorities, this included a 

significant number of men and women from the States.  One canal official affirmed that 

the term “American women” had become the “isthmian name for whores” due to their 

pervasiveness in the sex trade during the construction era.2  Fears of interracial mixing 
                                                
1 “Calls Panama Zone Whirlpool of Vice,” Los Angeles Times, 28 May 1907. 
2 Another slang word for brothels, or “American houses,” further associated North Americans to the 
expansion of sexual commerce during the construction era.  Quote from John Major, Prize Possession: The 
United States and the Panama Canal, 1903-1979 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 130; 
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produced division among U.S. officials’ attitude toward white women in the sex trade.  

The notion of white women’s sexual degradation in the tropics horrified U.S. authorities, 

but they also turned a blind eye to their presence in order to keep the male North 

American workforce satisfied.3 

The relationship between sexuality and the Panama Canal project occupied a 

significant place in debates over the nature of U.S. imperialism during the Progressive 

era.4  Recent scholarship has demonstrated that sensationalistic accounts, such as 

Ferguson’s, belonged to an ongoing tug-of-war over the symbolic meaning over the 

waterway’s construction.  Many North American observers viewed the successful 

building of a canal as the fulfillment of United States’ destiny to bring “civilization” to 

inferior races.  Meanwhile, muckraking journalists warned that the U.S. was mired in a 

dystopian nightmare where “backward” people corrupted the “civilizing mission.”  White 
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1942 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001), 89; Ann Laura Stoler, “Making Empire Respectable: 
The Politics of Race and Sexual Morality in 20th Century Cultures,” American Ethnologist Vol. 16 No. 4 
(November 1989): 634-660. 
4 Scholars have begun to place the U.S. progressive era into transnational frameworks since Daniel Rodgers 
influential analysis of the cross-fertilization between European and North American social reformers, see 
Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1998).  
For women temperance activists on the global stage during an age of empire and progressivism, see Ian 
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women’s involvement in sex work not only represented the seamy underbelly of the 

construction project, but it disrupted U.S. designs for the role women would perform in 

domesticating empire.  Officials desired North American women to fulfill a domestic role 

by tending the home front in the Canal Zone.  The presence of housewives, authorities 

believed, would aid in the transformation of Panama’s untamed jungles into a familiar 

suburban space for workers.5  U.S. officials imagined the Zone as a settler colony 

populated by white North American men and women in contrast to the multi-racial 

Panamanian cities.6  U.S. authorities, therefore, perceived the presence of white women 

selling sex in the racially diverse cities as a threat to their vision of empire-building in the 

“tropics.” 

This chapter argues that colonial anxieties over white women’s participation in 

the brothel business played a significant role in reshaping a transnational sex trade in 

Panama.7  My analysis traces how steamship routes fostered the rise of the brothel 

                                                
5 Alexander Missal, Seaway to the Future: American Social Visions and the Construction of the Panama 
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1880-1940 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009). 
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districts in Panama from the canal construction era through World War I by mapping out 

specific geographic linkages that shaped the isthmian brothel district.  During the 

construction era, migrant North American sex workers created new linkages between the 

States and a growing sex market in Panama as they found economic opportunities on the 

outskirts of the canal.  Historians who have examined the politics of prostitution in the 

U.S. traditionally bind their study of sex work to a specific city or region in a nation-state 

framework.8  I underscore the interconnectedness of sex markets in the U.S. and Panama 

as the sex trade underwent significant transformations linked to host of unanticipated 

racial and gender anxieties during U.S. empire-building abroad.   

My research on the sex trade in Panama during the construction era also resituates 

our understanding of development of progressive era legislation in the United States and 

immigration law.  Although most historians who have examined the Mann Act focus on 
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domestic inter-state travel, they rarely study the effects this legislation had on a 

transnational level.9  Moreover, the scholars who analyzed the sexual policing of U.S. 

international borders focus on racial and gendered anxieties over foreign-born women 

entering the States.10  My analysis highlights how white women travelling to imperial 

sites abroad elicited racial and gender anxieties that inspired progressive legislation in the 

States.11  American anxieties over the growing outbound traffic of “young girls” to 

brothels in the “tropics,” especially in Panama, inspired the Mann Act as much as the 

desire to control the movement of women within the states.  Moreover, there exists a 

longstanding debate over the coercive nature and extent of the so-called “white slave 

trade” or sex trafficking.12  This research suggests that women, often with limited options 
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available, actively sought economic opportunities abroad and forged new migratory 

routes.  Along the way, they also creatively engaged with various patriarchal structures 

and discourses that governed daily life across borders. 

The chapter begins with a discussion of how the brothel districts functioned as a 

borderland space for U.S. officials, as they effectively blurred differences based on race, 

gender, and nationality.  The analysis underscores the central role that sea-bound 

connections played for men and women seeking avenues for upward mobility in the 

region.  Men involved in the brothel business asserted their own notions of patriarchal 

control over migrant networks while playing an intimate role in the lives of sex workers.  

At the same time, women maneuvered competing mechanisms of patriarchal control as 

that pervaded an illicit, transnational underworld.  The chapter then explores ways that 

linkages between U.S. and Panamanian ports aroused progressive North American 

activists to demand stricter policing of these routes.   

Although Lara Putnam has highlighted how imperial indifference fostered 

circum-Caribbean migration, my research underscores how U.S. authorities targeted 

specific migratory flows.13  Sex workers who travelled between the U.S. and Panama 

managed to elude the reach of the state by creatively adapting to revamped efforts to curb 
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their mobility.  New legislation designed to halt the movement of white women to 

Panama, however, did generate friction between U.S. and Panamanian authorities.  The 

Republic’s brothel districts soon emerged as a contentious issue in U.S.-Panamanian 

relations after a series of riots left scores of civilians dead.  Subsequent negotiations 

resulted in a fundamental transformation of the political economy of sex work on the 

isthmus.  

During the World War I era, U.S.-led efforts dramatically altered the business of 

leisure and sex in Panama.  At the height of the U.S. construction project, state-

sanctioned saloons and brothels flourished unlike any period before.  Although women 

from many nationalities prospered in the entertainment districts selling alcoholic 

beverages and sex, white women from the States tended to dominate the “respectable” or 

high-end brothel business.  The Mann Act alone did not necessarily deter the movement 

of women from the States to Panama, but a number of other factors did contribute to a 

major shift in the sex industry.  First, the unwinding of the construction project by 1913 

reduced economic incentives for women seek opportunities in Panama’s districts.  

Second, the transformation of local Panamanian laws regulating brothels during World 

War I undermined women’s role in the once bustling leisure economy.  As a result of 

U.S. pressure, Panamanian authorities adopted a series of reforms that banned the sale of 

alcohol in the red-light districts.  The wartime reforms also restricted women’s economic 

activity in the district by banning the practice of subleasing the rooms of a brothel.  After 

the war, the position of a brothel madam no longer existed as a legal occupation.  As a 

result, sex workers no longer rented rooms from a brothel manager as previously but 

instead directly paid the property owner for an individual room.   
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Race, Migration, and Sex Work in the Emergence of a New Borderland Republic 

During the early twentieth century, the structure of sexual commerce in Panama 

developed as a unique borderland phenomenon between two sovereign spaces: the U.S. 

Canal Zone and the Republic of Panama.  In 1903, the Hay-Bunau-Varilla Treaty 

reconfigured the geopolitical landscape on the isthmus largely based on U.S. interests.  

Although the treaty granted Panama sovereignty from Colombia, it also created the U.S.-

controlled Canal Zone, a swath of territory that divided the new republic in half.14  From 

these new international boundaries emerged a dynamic borderland between the Canal 

Zone and Panama’s two largest cities each located at opposite ends of the canal.  Panama 

City, located on the Pacific end of the canal, lay adjacent to the port of Balboa in the 

Canal Zone.   On the Caribbean side, Colón bordered the Canal Zone’s port of Cristobal.  

The borders between the Republic and the Canal Zone, however, remained particularly 

fluid as people freely travelled between the two spaces. 
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Illustration 1: Panama Canal Zone [Source: William R. Shepherd, Historical Atlas 
(1923.)]. 

 

 

Illustration 2 and 3: Panama City and Colón, Republic of Panama [Source: Gerstle 
Mack, The Land Divided: A History of the Panama Canal and Other 
Isthmian Canal Projects (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1944)].

Nevertheless, the Canal Zone and the Republic frequently formulated starkly 

different laws in each jurisdiction, which only heightened social tension.  Although U.S. 
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authorities outlawed prostitution in the Zone, the Panamanian government adopted the 

approach of regulating the sex trade.  The Panamanian state also embraced a more 

laissez-faire attitude toward alcohol consumption.  A 1908 guidebook advertised 131 

saloons in Colón while Panama City featured 220 of the same.  Meanwhile the Zone 

hosted thirty-four saloons with standing room only and an early closing time.53  By 1919, 

the passage of the Volstead Act prohibited the consumption and production of alcohol in 

the United States.  The onset of prohibition in the States also forced Canal Zone 

authorities to close the few saloons that remained in U.S. territory. Meanwhile, Panama’s 

elite profited from the service-oriented economy, which thrived on people from the Canal 

Zone who crossed the border to spend paychecks and leisure time in the Republic.54  U.S. 

prohibition, therefore, further codified well-established practices by Zonian residents who 

treated the Republic as a massive playground.   

Despite the frequent border crossings, U.S. officials differentiated the Canal Zone 

as a distinct place from its neighboring Republic in order to legitimate the imperial 

enterprise.  For William Gorgas, the chief sanitation officer, the creation of the Canal 

Zone represented an epic turning point in human history: the “conquest of the tropics.”  

He predicted that a multitude of “white settlers” would return to their “natural home, the 

tropics” but also warned of the importance of racial purity.  U.S. officials, such as 

Gorgas, imagined that they had converted an untamed, pestilent jungle into an outpost of 

white civilization through the application of science, technology, and manly 

determination.  The Canal Zone, as a result, embodied an idealized space of efficient 
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orderliness, sanitized domestication, moral rectitude, and good governance.  On the other 

hand, canal authorities viewed the Panamanian cities as chaotic cesspools of immorality 

governed over by a corrupt and racially inferior people.  In order to prevent the 

contamination of white civilization, U.S. authorities attempted to maintain clear racial 

and moral boundaries on the isthmus.55 

The presence of North American women in the Republic’s entertainment zones 

disrupted imperial designs for the management of space on the isthmus.  For U.S. 

officials, white women from the States served a crucial role as housewives in the 

domestication of the Canal Zone as Julie Greene has demonstrated.  Unlike other sites of 

U.S. empire, Canal authorities encouraged thousands of white North American wives to 

migrate to the Canal Zone through subsidized housing and commissary privileges.  

Officials imagined that by providing a sense of home in a foreign land, white women 

would have a moralizing impact on North American men.  They believed that housewives 

would increase worker productivity and keep men away from the Republic’s multi-racial 

red-light districts.56  On the other hand, white women who sold sex in a foreign country 

undermined U.S. claims of moral superiority and damaged white prestige abroad. 

Regardless, Canal employees also ventured to the Republic’s entertainment 

districts for excitement because few recreational activities existed in the Zone beyond 

YMCA clubhouses.  Before 1912, Panama City’s brothel district, known as the Navajo, 

was located only two blocks away from Central Avenue, the main commercial 
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thoroughfare.57  On the Caribbean side, the location of the entertainment district, known 

as Boca Grande, loomed near the Colón/Cristobal border by only one or two blocks.  

Brothels and saloons lined the three blocks along Cash and D Street between 10th and 13th 

Street, where the district had existed since the founding of the city in 1850.  Passengers 

from the Canal Zone could arrive by train at the Panama Railroad terminal where Boca 

Grande remained only a few paces beyond the station. 

In the Canal Zone, the Isthmian Canal Commission (I.C.C.) formulated a 

racialized payroll for canal workers that shaped the dynamics of paid sex in the Republic.  

Canal officials fashioned a two-tiered scheme where “skilled workers” were paid in U.S. 

gold currency while “unskilled labor” received their pay in Panamanian silver, the local 

currency.58  As a rule, the I.C.C. placed all white North Americans on the gold roll and 

relegated the majority of Afro-Caribbean workers to the silver roll despite varying 

degrees of skill levels.  The Gold employees, who comprised about ten percent of the 

workforce, received handsome wages that averaged around 87 dollars per month plus 

generous benefits.  Meanwhile, the average silver employee earned a meager pittance of 

ten cents per hour.59    

As historians have shown, the dual payroll system evolved overtime into a more 

rigid system of racial segregation.60  Nevertheless, by 1909 the gold/silver distinction 

permeated every facet of Canal Zone life as way of drawing the “color line.”  
                                                
57 The Navajo district’s name originated from the leading brothel of the district of the same name, which 
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Pittsburgh Press, 1985), 31-32. 
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Reminiscent of the Jim Crow South, commissary buildings had separate “gold” and 

“silver” entrances.  Gold and silver employees also had separate drinking fountains, 

hospital rooms, labor trains, mess halls, living quarters, and schools.61  Although racial 

boundaries became more fluid and flexible in the brothel district, the highest paid 

prostitutes largely catered to the desires of the gold employees.  One brothel owner in 

Panama City distinguished her clientele through the establishment’s name alone: “The 

Gold Dollar House.”62 

Canal Zone social hierarchies also influenced racial attitudes toward law 

enforcement in the Republic, especially in the entertainment districts.  Both the Canal 

Zone and the Republic maintained separate police forces to uphold different sets of laws 

for a population that flowed back and forth across the border.63  In the Republic, most 

North Americans from the Canal Zone viewed Panamanian police officers as illegitimate 

sources of authority.  They frequently referred to them derisively as “spiggoty cops.”64  

An I.C.C. official confirmed these widespread racist attitudes toward Panamanians: “The 

average American has the utmost contempt for a Panaman [sic] and never loses an 

opportunity, especially when drunk, to show it.”65  

The U.S. canal project also attracted large numbers of migrant workers from the 

Caribbean to live in the Republic but work in the Canal Zone.66  The isthmus became one 
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66 The oligarchy of Panama frequently expressed anxiety that black English-speaking foreigners would 
dilute the Hispanic character of the isthmus.  Curiously, they tended to obscure the migrant roots of many 
members of this ruling coalition, such as the Boyd, Duque, and Lewis families that migrated to Panama 
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of many sites in the region where people of African descent from the Caribbean migrated 

by the hundreds of thousands in search of economic opportunities during early 1900s.  As 

North American capital expanded throughout the region, West Indian migrants also found 

work on banana plantations in Costa Rica and sugarcane fields in Cuba as well as down 

New York City streets.67  During the construction of the canal, the I.C.C. turned to Afro-

Caribbean men who supplied the bulk of the labor force.  Nearly 200,000 migrants 

packed their suitcases for Panama from Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad, Martinique, 

Grenada, St. Lucia, Antigua, St. Kitts, Monteserrat, and Guadaloupe.68  Afro-Caribbean 

women from these islands also journeyed to Panama and labored in the informal 

economy by preparing food, selling at markets, and tending garments as well as working 

in the sex trade.  Some brothel managers employed Afro-Caribbean women in the district 

to work as housekeepers with the task of laundering bed linen.69 

In addition to Caribbean workers, the canal construction project also attracted a 

diverse array of migrants living in close quarters in the Panamanian cities.  Jamaican 

bartenders, Barbadian carriage drivers, Colombian merchants, Spanish grocers, Italian 

doctors, Greek landlords, North American restaurateurs, East Indian retailers, and 

Chinese shopkeepers filled the city streets.  Migrant women from across the globe also 
                                                                                                                                            
during the 1850s.  See, Alfredo Figueroa Navarro, Dominio y sociedad en el Panamá colombiano, 1821-
1903 (Panamá: Impresora Panamá, 1978). 
67 The majority of Afro-Caribbean contract laborers came from Barbados.  Putnam, The Company They 
Kept; Irma Watkins-Owens, Blood Relations: Caribbean Immigrants and the Harlem Community, 1900-
1930 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996); Elizabeth McLean Petras, Jamaican Labor 
Migration: White Capital and Black Labor, 1850-1930 (Boulder: Westview Press, 1988); Marc McLeod, 
“Undesirable Aliens: Race, Ethnicity, and Nationalism in the Comparison of Haitian and British West 
Indian Immigrant Workers in Cuba, 1912-1939” Journal of Social History 31 (Spring 1998) 599-623: Jorge 
L. Giovannetti “Black British Subjects in Cuba: Race, Ethnicity, Nation, Identity in the Migratory 
Experience, 1898-1938” (Ph.D. diss., University of North London, 2001). 
68 Conniff, Black Labor on a White Canal. 
69 This often mirrored a similar dynamic in labor relations in the Canal Zone where white North American 
housewives managed and employed West Indian and Panamanian women.  Julie Greene argued that North 
American women “defined their identity through the distinctions they discerned between themselves and 
those who served them” and they experienced a range of emotions toward domestic laborers.  Greene, 228.   
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came to the Isthmus to work as domestic workers, seamstresses, street vendors, 

laundresses, and some as prostitutes.  In the red-light districts, women represented almost 

every nationality throughout the Americas and Europe.  The cosmopolitan nature of 

prostitution on the isthmus, however, long predated the U.S. construction era.70 

The boom and bust cycles of sex work on the isthmus had developed in close 

association with demographic transformations that began during the nineteenth century.  

The construction of the U.S.-owned Panama Railroad in the 1850s created an economic 

windfall that attracted large numbers of migrant labor as well as sex workers.  During the 

California Gold Rush, Panama became the fastest route for prospectors to journey from 

the U.S. east coast to California.  Brothels opened to meet the demands of passing North 

Americans who arrived via Pacific Mail and Royal Mail Steamship companies en route to 

the U.S. west coast.  Other customers included Caribbean workers and a multitude of 

Chinese migrants who arrived to construct the U.S.-owned Panama Railroad.  The 

completion of the railroad in 1855 ultimately deflated the local economy after the railroad 

shrank its labor force.  Moreover, boatmen, muleteers, sex workers, and brothel owners 

all faced reduced earnings as travelers spent less time and money because the railroad 

dramatically reduced transit time.71   

Prostitution flourished once again during a subsequent economic boom in the 

1880s as the French attempted to build a sea-level canal across Panama.  The major 

infusion of capital enticed a second wave of Caribbean migrants who arrived by the tens 

                                                
70 For the cosmopolitan nature of the Panamanian cities see Peter Szok, ‘La Última Gaviota’: Liberalism 
and Nostalgia in Early Twentieth Century Panamá (Westport Conn.: Greenwood, 2001), 45-48; Greene, 
309-310.  
71 Aims McGuinness, Path of Empire: Panama and the California Gold Rush (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 2008). 
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of thousands as well as a handful of French foremen.72  Nevertheless, the workforce 

remained particularly cosmopolitan.  The French era brought engineers from Germany, 

Switzerland, Russia, and Italy as well as Dutch and English contractors.  Laborers also 

arrived from Colombia, Venezuela, Cuba, and other countries across the region and even 

from West Africa.  Among the workers also included five hundred African Americans 

from Gulf ports, such as Galveston and New Orleans.  White North Americans also 

arrived as mechanical engineers and dredging operators and filled positions for the 

Panama Railroad Company as engineers and telegraph operators.  This diverse labor 

force's demand for sex also attracted a wide array of sex workers from across the globe.73  

The isthmian sex trade, however, soon collapsed after construction work ended 

abruptly in 1888 after top-officials bankrupted the French Canal Company through graft 

and corruption.  Many workers fled the isthmus for opportunities elsewhere while others 

remained.74  Many stranded Afro-Caribbean workers squatted on land settlements near 

Colón.  Others headed north along the Caribbean coastline to find work constructing 

Minor Keith’s railroad project in Costa Rica.75  While Afro-Caribbean sex workers 

traversed similar routes, others stayed in Panama.  Likewise, a handful of French 

prostitutes apparently remained on the isthmus as well.  During the U.S. construction era, 

a large number of well-established French brothels, such as the Marsellaise, the Braseria 
                                                
72 Of the 19,000 workers in 1884, 16,000 workers came from the British West Indies, primarily Jamaica.  
According to Lara Putnam, cyclical migration characterized this period as people from Jamaica came and 
went from Panama on their own accord to the annoyance of canal contractors.  Putnam, The Company They 
Kept, 44. 
73 According to David McCullough, telegraph operators signaled the arrival of new sex workers from 
France with the code “langoustes arrivées” or “lobsters arrived.”  See, McCullough, 147.  
74 In 1885, a wave of racial violence against all black workers accompanied the response by Colombian 
troops to the Pedro Prestán revolt in Colón.  Many West Indians fled the isthmus as partisan political unrest 
surged in Panama. After the U.S. landed troops in Colón, Colombian soldiers hung Pedro Prestán, a Liberal 
politician of African descent, directly above the Panama Railroad tracks for setting fire to Colón during the 
uprising.  See McCullough, 175-179; Petras, 114-115; Putnam, The Company They Kept, 44. 
75 Of the estimated 13,000 to 20,000 West Indians, the Governor of Jamaica arrange for the repatriation of 
at least 7,500 Jamaicans from Colón. See, Putnam, The Company They Kept, 45. 
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Parisienne, the Café de Paris, La Mascotte, and the Lapin Blanc, harkened back to the 

French canal days.76 

The initiation of the U.S. construction project spurred a revival of regulated 

sexual commerce on the isthmus.  Both U.S. and Panamanian authorities formulated a 

harmonious approach toward the regulation of prostitution during the construction era.  

Not surprisingly, Canal Zone authorities promoted the regulatory approach adopted by 

the Panamanian state.  By 1903, states across the globe regulated sex work through 

municipal governments, which commonly outlined segregated districts and required 

medical inspections of prostitutes.77  In a letter to Panamanian President Belisario Porras, 

Canal Zone Governor George Goethals outlined the logic of U.S. approval regulating the 

sex trade in the Republic.  “The ideal condition,” he reasoned, “would be one where 

prostitution could be eliminated.”  However, Goethals quickly dismissed this notion 

because he believed it remained “impossible to attain this ideal in practice.”   His 

rationale entailed carefully separating aspects of sexual sanitation from ideas of morality.  

“While not condoning the moral aspects of prostitution,” Goethals wrote to Porras, “we 

must recognize that there is a sanitary feature to it.”78  Regulating sexual commerce, 

therefore, trumped the ideology of moral uplift for workers during this period. 
                                                
76 See casefile 52484/7, Reel 4, Part 5, Series A, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service 
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Cambridge University Press, 1980); Mark David Wyers, ‘Wicked’ Istanbul: The Regulation of Prostitution 
in the Early Turkish Republic (Istanbul: Libra Kitapçılık ve Yayıncılık, 2012); Laurie Bernstein, Sonia’s 
Daughters: Prostitutes and Their Regulation in Imperial Russia (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1995); Alain Corbin, Women for Hire: Prostitution and Sexuality in France after 1850 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1990). 
78 George Goethals to Belisario Porras, 25 April 1914, File 37-H-10 Part 1A, RG 185, NARA. 
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North Americans laboring in the Republic’s nightlife as bartenders, piano players, 

and prostitutes also provoked widespread anxieties over racial miscegenation.  The global 

currents that intersected in Panama provided a sense of racial fluidity that made U.S. 

officials uneasy.  A poem entitled “As It Was” by a North American bard, John Hall, 

captured this uncertainty toward racial boundaries in the districts:  
 

’Way down in Colon town; 
Where Mongol mates with Turk; 
Where white man’s skin is brown; 
Where white-slave traders lurk.”79 
 

For North American visitors, the throngs of diverse people in the district also 

elicited ambiguous feelings toward interracial romance.  Another poem by Hall entitled 

“The Lure of the Tropics” described a “seductive influence” that held “its victims happy 

prisoners.”  In the entertainment districts, white men flirted with “brown-eyed ‘cholitas’” 

and ultimately “surrender[ed] to the Enchantress.”  This exotic sexual enticement, Hall 

wrote, remained a “dangerous thing when the moral structure of the native of colder 

climes is frail.”80  Likewise, U.S. officials viewed North Americans who frequented the 

red-light districts as morally weak, delinquent men who threatened to undermine Anglo-

Saxon claims of racial superiority. 

For U.S. authorities, the intimate involvement of U.S. citizens in Panama’s 

nightlife confused racial, sexual, and moral boundaries in uncomfortable ways.  The 

presence of white North Americans in the red-light districts also undermined racial 

prestige abroad.  By the end of the construction period, Canal officials made various 

attempts to extradite and deport U.S. citizens who earned a living in the Republic’s 

                                                
79 John Hall, “As It Was” in Panama Roughneck Ballads (Panama and Canal Zone: Albert Lindo, Panama 
Railroad News Agency, 1912), 18; also quoted in Greene, 312.  
80 Hall, “The Lure of the Tropics,” in Panama Roughneck Ballads, 9-11. 
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entertainment districts.  In May of 1915, Canal Zone Governor Chester Harding sent 

Ernesto Lefevre, Panama’s Secretary of Foreign Relations, a list of “white American 

males” who worked in Cocoa Grove as saloonkeepers and pianists.  “These men,” 

Harding lamented, “are of the lowest imaginable type and are a disgrace to their country.”  

He described several of the bartenders as “pimp[s] for negro prostitutes” with extensive 

criminal records.  Further, the governor labeled the brothels’ piano players as homosexual 

deviants or “sodomist[s] and practicer[s] of other crimes against humanity.”81  Official 

anxieties over criminality, race, sexuality, and nationality reflected the inability of U.S. 

authorities to control the movement of people to Panama.  Migrant people created their 

own world on the fringes of the Panama Canal construction as they took advantage of 

increasing steamship travel to the isthmus.  

The Panamanian Hub in Regional Transportation Networks 

Men and women in the global sex trade forged new linkages and sex markets 

during the canal construction through steamship travel established in the nineteenth 

century.  By the early twentieth century, a steady traffic of steamships crisscrossed the 

Caribbean and Atlantic seaboard, which regularly transported people, goods, and mail.  

The canal project further accelerated linkages between the isthmus and a variety of port 

cities throughout the Americas.  In Panama, both North American men and women 

bought and sold brothels and saloons at an astounding pace alongside other migrant 

people.  As often as people arrived to the isthmus, they also frequently departed.  This 

rapid movement of people linked the entertainment districts of Panama City and Colón 

with the Tenderloin in New York City, the Levee neighborhood in Chicago, the Barbary 

                                                
81 Chester Harding to Ernesto Lefevre, 25 May 1915, Canal Zone Correspondence, Volumen Especial, No. 
4, Archivos Relaciones Exteriores de Panamá (AREP). 
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Coast in San Francisco, and Storyville in New Orleans.  The port of New York further 

facilitated a substantial movement of sex workers from Europe to the isthmus. 

The U.S. construction of the Panama Canal re-inaugurated a burgeoning new 

market for a loosely organized global sex trade.  Sadie Solomon’s expansive brothel 

network during the early 1900s represents how Panama’s vice districts became closely 

connected to other global hubs for sexual commerce.  According to historian Edward 

Bristow, Solomon managed and owned brothels in Panama, Vancouver (Canada), New 

York and Texas (U.S.), Buenos Aires (Argentina), Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), and 

Johannesburg (South Africa).82  In the U.S., Clifford Griffith Roe, a prolific author and 

leading crusader against commercial sex, noted how economic boom and bust cycles 

could shift the geography of the global sex trade.  During the 1890s, according to Griffith 

Roe, unscrupulous traffickers amassed “small fortunes” through commercial sex 

generated by gold mining booms in Alaska and South Africa.  Afterward these organized 

criminal networks, he claimed, “sent many of their victims to the Panama Canal.”83    

The Pacific coast of South America constituted an important linkage for migrant 

people bound for Panama.  At least two major steamship companies competed to connect 

passengers from Panama City to ports along the Pacific coast of Colombia, Ecuador, 

Peru, and Chile.  Small motorboats frequently departed between Panama City and the 

port of Buenaventura, which facilitated substantial migration from the interior of 

Colombia to the isthmus. Meanwhile, the Peruvian Steamship Company and the Pacific 

Steam Navigation Company provided a three-day direct service from Panama City to 

                                                
82 Edward J. Bristow, Prostitution and Prejudice: The Jewish Fight Against the White Slave Trade, 1870-
1938 (New York, Schocken Books, 1983), 170. 
83 Clifford Griffith Roe, The Prodigal Daughter: the White Slave Evil and the Remedy (U.S.: s.n., 1911), 
103.  Other U.S. progressive activists also noted how “well-known procurers transferred their activities... to 
Panama” during the construction era.  See Maude E. Miner, Slavery of Prostitution: A Plea for 
Emancipation (New York: Macmilllan Company, 1916), 118. 
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Guayaquil, Ecuador via larger steam-powered ships.  From Guayaquil, the steamships 

continued to the Peruvian ports of Paita, Callao, Mollendo, as well as the Chilean port of 

Valparaiso.  Chilean migrant Josefina Moya, the owner of the Chile Bar in Panama City, 

undoubtedly traveled these steamship networks up the Pacific coast to Panama.  

Likewise, Rosa Hernández and Manuela Jado, brothel owners of La Perla del Pacifico 

and La Flora de Lima respectively, migrated from Peru to Panama City along these routes 

as well.84 

Steamship advertisements in Panama’s daily newspapers reflected particular 

routes travelled largely by Afro-Caribbean men and women.  These steamers, by far, 

circulated the largest quantities of migrants during the construction era.  Beginning in 

1905, the United Fruit Company (UFCo) offered a weekly service between New Orleans 

and Colón called the “Gulf and Panama Route.”  The UFCo ships on this route also made 

port calls at Limón (Costa Rica) and Bocas del Toro (Panama), which were two 

important enclaves for banana production.  The UFCo also provided direct service 

between Colón, Kingston (Jamaica), and Liverpool (England).85  Likewise, large numbers 

of Afro-Caribbean workers used the Leyland and Harris Line that circulated between 

Colón, Kingston, Veracruz and Tampico (Mexico), and Bocas del Toro (Panama).  The 

Royal Mail Steam Packet Company also made weekly direct trips between Kingston and 

Colón.86  The standard fare from Jamaica to Panama cost five dollars, roughly equivalent 

to five days work on the isthmus or two weeks of wages on the island.87 

                                                
84 Casefile 52484/7, Reel 4, Part 5, Series A, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service 
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85 The Panama Morning Journal, March 1914. 
86 The Colón Starlet, 27 December 1904; The Panama Morning Journal, March 1914. 
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New York City, New Orleans, and San Francisco emerged as dominant points of 

departure for Panama-bound migrants from the United States.  For the Atlantic coast, 

New York City remained the leading hub with frequent departures bound directly for 

Panama.  On the Caribbean gulf side, New Orleans linked Colón to cities as distant as 

Chicago and a host of mid-western towns as well as places throughout the South.  On the 

Pacific seaboard, San Francisco to a lesser extent connected the U.S. west coast to 

Panama City, via the Canal Zone port of Balboa.  Ralph Davis, a North American 

bartender in Panama City, for example, left Los Angeles with his brother Fred for San 

Francisco, where they boarded a steamship bound for Panama.88     

A cohort of North American men, who worked in Panama City’s entertainment 

district during 1915, reflected the diverse routes that people travelled to the isthmus from 

the States.89  This particular group hailed from three broad regions in the country.  From 

the east coast, they travelled from Virginia, Washington D.C., Connecticut, Pennsylvania, 

and New York.  A second group came from southern states, including Texas, Louisiana, 

and Alabama.  A third cluster travelled from the Midwest states of Wisconsin, Ohio, and 

Kansas.  They also originated from both rural towns and urban cities.  For example, 

saloon owner Albert Muldoon cited Cleveland as his hometown.  Meanwhile, George 

Wagner, a card dealer at Muldoon’s saloon, came from the rural town of Jewell, Kansas.  

Both Muldoon and Wagner, however, most likely arrived to Panama City via Colón after 

departing from New Orleans.   Neighboring saloonkeepers from Birmingham, Alabama 

and Rapids Parish, Louisiana probably arrived from New Orleans as well.  Alternatively, 
                                                
88 Declaración de Fred Davis, 4 July 1912, p. 510, secretaria de relaciones exteriores, cartas, octubre 1912 
a deciembre 1913, serie 4.03 tomo 2, los Archivos de Belisario Porras, University of Panama.  On July 4, 
1912, Ralph Davis died from a bayonet wound to the abdomen during a riot in Panama City’s Cocoa Grove 
district, which sparked a major crisis in U.S.-Panama relations. 
89 During an investigation into a gambling racket allegedly headed by North American men, witnesses 
identified their places of origin with unusual specificity.  See Canal Zone Correspondence, Volumen 
Especial, No. 4, Archivos Relaciones Exteriores de Panamá. 
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Charles White, Albert Gutberlet, and George Bryan respectively from Washington D.C., 

New Haven, and Philadelphia left from New York City.90  

The construction project revived the New York City-Colón route as the pre-

eminent sea-bound connection between the U.S. and Panama.  By 1904, the Panama 

Railroad S.S. Line featured weekly departures between Colón and New York.  Patrons 

paid $75 per ticket for a weeklong journey that spanned nearly 2000 miles.  By 1910, 

other companies established connections, including the Royal Mail and Hamburg lines.   

The steep costs, however, did not necessarily preclude New York-bound sex workers 

from partaking in the luxury.  In 1910, U.S. immigration officials emphasized how 

“sporting women” favored the Royal Mail and Hamburg steamships because of the 

“superior accommodations and from the fact that each vessel is equipped with a band of 

music.”91  Some North American prostitutes in Panama frequently returned to the U.S. on 

vacation, according to a U.S. official in Peru.  He received a telegram from a steamship 

headed from Colón to New York that informed him: “these boats are full of prostitutes 

going from the Isthmus to their homes to spend the holidays.”92 

In New York, a coalition of progressive reformers and woman suffrage activists 

viewed the flow of sex workers as a one-way street.  They perceived New York’s port as 

an out-bound channel for nefarious foreign traffickers who supplied markets abroad with 

innocent women from the States.  Progressive activists routinely used newspapers to 

decry how “native young girls” were “sold like cattle to dealers” overseas.  Due to 

corrupt New York City municipal authorities, they argued, the port had become “the 
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great and main distributive center for this hideous traffic.”93  In reality, however, New 

York City functioned as a transit point between various locales.  Close observers could 

not ignore the inbound route.  “The number of girls brought over here,” one analyst 

admitted, “is surprisingly large… they come in every ship.”94   

Although most progressive activists portrayed the flow of women as 

unidirectional, New York City remained an important hub that connected the isthmus to 

larger international migratory networks.  Via New York, the Panama Railroad S.S. Line 

connected passengers to European ports, including Antwerp (Belgium), Bremen and 

Hamburg (Germany), Genoa (Italy), Gibraltar (Spain), Le Havre (France), Glasgow, 

Liverpool, London and Southampton (England).95  New York also linked Colón with 

other important cities on the Atlantic coast of South America, such as Buenos Aires 

(Argentina) and Rio de Janeiro (Brazil).96   

Criminal court cases in Panama confirm that the New York-Colón connection 

served as an important nexus for migrant people beyond the United States.  Eva Goguet 

and Romain Gouaillard, for example, arrived at Ellis Island from Le Havre, France on 

November 21, 1908.97  Two years later, they travelled together to Colón and opened a 

cantina and brothel in the Boca Grande district.98  Likewise, several Jewish women from 

                                                
93 “Proof Pile Up” The Evening Post, 29 October 1909; undated pamphlet entitled “Political Protection of 
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94 “Political Protection of the White Slave Traffic,” in folder 6.2, box 91, the Lillian D. Wald papers. 
95 The Colón Starlet, 26 July 1904. 
96 Untitled report by Francis Keller, 17 October 1907, folder 6.3, box 91, the Lillian D. Wald papers. 
97 For the ship manifest that includes both Eva Goguet and Roman Gouaillard see Ellis Island online 
records at: http://www.ellisisland.org/search/shipmanifest.asp?MID=20923102520896486560&FNM= 
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Germany also lived in New York City prior to their arrival in Panama.  Sadie Cohen, for 

example, testified that she had lived previously in New York before migrating to the 

isthmus.99  

The naming practices of brothels in Panama also provide a window into the 

migratory networks of sex workers that spanned multiple locales during the construction 

era.  Several migrant entrepreneurs in Panama, for example, named their brothels and 

saloons after establishments in New York City and New Orleans.  Owners in Panama and 

New York both named brothels the Tuxedo, the Haymarket and the Bohemia.100  

Likewise, Isthmian and New Orleanian establishments shared the names the Crystal 

Palace, the Royal Bar, the Arlington, and the Monte Carlo.101  All three locales featured a 

brothel called the Cairo.102  These parallel institutions in Panama, New York and New 

Orleans highlight the interconnections forged by sex worker between various port cities.  

Brothel names also reflect the particularly circuitous paths that sex workers 

traveled in the early 1900s.  At a superficial glance, the fact that Maria Tamayo, a 

Colombian woman in Colón, owned a brothel named The Brooklyn Bar would seem 

perplexing.  What could explain the name of her establishment?  Perhaps she simply 

purchased it from a North American woman from New York City and left the name 

unchanged?  A closer examination of Tamayo’s travels, however, reveals a more 

intriguing story.  She did not migrate directly from Colombia to Panama, but instead 
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lived for a period in the United States.  Around 1905, Tamayo married Manuel Villa, a 

Spanish migrant from Galicia, in New York City before they eventually set sail for Colón 

around 1908.103  Upon reconsideration, Tamayo and Villa likely named their 

establishment in Panama “Brooklyn” in homage to their previous home. 

Moreover, migrant sex workers used these networks to provide financial 

assistance to family members throughout the region.  Dora Finkel, a German woman, 

informed the Governor of Panama that she used her profits from the district to support the 

education of her children in the U.S.  “I am a woman,” Finkel explained, “only working 

to earn myself a living and to support my sons who attend school in the United States.”104  

Likewise, Isabel González also testified before Panamanian authorities that she regularly 

sent remittances to relatives abroad in Cuba.  “I earn money for all my expenses by 

myself,” González proudly stated, and “almost always send money to my family in 

Cuba.”105 

In the imagination of progressive activists in the States, the port of New Orleans 

also functioned as a funnel for sending women from the U.S. to foreign sex markets in 

Latin America.  Clifford Griffith Roe, for instance, warned that traffickers frequently 

recruited women in New Orleans for shipment to Havana and Panama.106  The flow of 

people between New Orleans and Colón, however, functioned differently than U.S. 

progressive reformers portrayed.  Isabel González, for instance, traveled from Cuba to 

New Orleans before she arrived in Colón.107  Many others traveled similar circuitous 

routes throughout the Caribbean basin.   
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The growing traffic of steamships to Panama also shaped the structure of the sex 

trade on the isthmus during the canal construction.  North Americans and Europeans 

dominated the demographic make-up of women residing in Panama City’s brothel district 

during the construction era.  Although the numbers fluctuated on a regular basis, a 

detailed U.S. investigation from October 1909 provides a snapshot into the sexual 

marketplace in Panama.  French citizens represented the largest nationality and 

comprised a quarter of all registered prostitutes who lived in Panama City’s Navajo 

district.  North American women figured at twenty-one percent.  The next largest group 

included Germans who comprised around eleven percent, which barely surpassed the 

number of Colombians (10%).  Panamanians and Jamaicans only represented six and four 

percent respectively of the total.108   

Compared with Panama City, the number of North American and European 

women in Colón’s brothel district did not reach the same scale.  Since Colón figured as a 

major site of Afro-Caribbean migration throughout the nineteenth and early-twentieth 

century, Caribbean women had established a stronger foothold at the Atlantic end.  In 

1909, Jamaicans comprised twenty-five percent of the all registered prostitutes in the 

district, followed by Colombians (20%), Germans (11%), North Americans (10%), 

Panamanians (8%), Barbadians (5%), Costa Ricans (5%), and French (4%).109  In 1910, 

the numbers shifted significantly and Afro-Caribbean women lost a significant 

percentage of the brothel business to North American women.  U.S. authorities listed 

Colombians as the dominant group (24%), trailed closely by North Americans (22%).  

                                                
108 Other nationalities included Peruvians (6%), Venezuelans (4%), Austrians, Belgians, Chileans, Costa 
Ricans, Curacao, Ecuadorians, Guatemalans, Hondurans, Hungarians, Puerto Ricans, Russians, Romanians, 
and Spanish (1% each). These numbers are based off of U.S. immigration records, see case file 52484/7, 
Subject: Correspondence, Series A, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 
109 Other groups included Austrians, Hungarians, Italians, and Trinidadians (2% each) as well as Irish, 
Martinicians, Peruvians, Puerto Ricans, Salvadorans, and Spanish (1% each).  
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Panamanians, Jamaicans, Germans, and French represented twelve, ten, eight, and seven 

percent respectively.110  Similar to Panama City, U.S. investigators reported the largest 

groups of registered prostitutes living outside of the brothel district as Jamaicans (35%), 

Colombians (16%), Panamanians (14%), and Barbadians (11%).111  These women largely 

catered to working-class Caribbean and Afro-Panamanian men who were frequently 

shunned by sex workers in the district.  

Although sex workers frequently travelled to Panama independently, many 

women arrived in the company of men who were also in search of economic 

opportunities.  Many bartenders claimed that lack of employment elsewhere encouraged 

them to find work as saloonkeepers.  Frank Bell, for example, left Jamaica to find work 

in Panama but could only find a job as a bartender at Annie de León’s brothel in Panama 

City.112  Likewise, Frank Early pointed to a long history of employment problems.  

Although Early worked in Louisiana as a Deputy Sheriff for St. Tammany Parish in 1907, 

his law enforcement career ended for unknown reasons.  Afterwards he sought 

employment with the New Orleans Great Northern Railroad Company only to receive a 

rejection letter.  These setbacks, in part, inspired him to set his sights on opportunities 

abroad.  After arriving to Panama, however, he only found part-time employment as a 

night watchman for the Panama Railroad Company and supplemented his income 

through bartending in Colón, according to his testimony.113 
                                                
110 The 1910 report also listed smaller numbers of women from Austria, Barbados, Costa Rica, Cuba, 
England, Hungary, Italy, Mexico, Poland, Puerto Rico, Russia, Spain, Trinidad, and Venezuela.  See ibid.  
111 Smaller percentages consisted of Germans (8%), French (5%), Puerto Ricans (5%), Russians (3%), and 
Trinidadians (3%).  See ibid. 
112 Expediente 140, caja 5, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP. 
113 Frank Early submitted to the the 2nd Criminal Court a document from the State of Louisiana stating that 
he was sworn in as Deputy Sherriff on August 7 as well as his rejection letter.  Expediente 1278, caja 353, 
2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP.  Early returned to New Orleans and apparently opened My Place Saloon during 
the early 1910s on Bienville Street in Storyville.  The establishment hosted vaudeville shows and jazz 
performances, including the legendary African American jazz composer Tony Jackson and remains one of 
the only surviving buildings from the Storyville era. 
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Other bartenders offered additional explanations for working in the multitude of 

saloons.   Charles Lindeman, a 19 year-old migrant from Jamaica, testified that several 

factors influenced his decision.  Lindeman stated that due to his “insufficient education” 

he could find work elsewhere.  Work as a bartender allowed him to survive because he 

“did not have a father nor mother to care for me.”114  Manuel Villa claimed that a physical 

disability in his right leg kept him from menial labor as a canal construction worker.115  

Likewise, Jean Louis from Paris, France purchased a saloon in Colón because an illness 

that prevented him from work in the Canal Zone.116 

The nicknames of supposed traffickers frequently highlighted the diverse range of 

people and locales that intersected in Panama’s red-light districts during the construction 

era.  Several names stressed the individual’s nationality or ethnicity such as “Billy Irish” 

and “Billy the Jew.”  Other names emphasized specific locations associated with that 

person.  Harry Gross, for example, also went by “Harry Boston” while another one of his 

associates was known as “Louie London.”117  Court testimonies often recounted a 

suspected trafficker’s connection to the United States.  Samuel Frenkel, a trafficker in a 

bitter dispute over his wife, revealed a laundry list of “Jewish and American pimps” with 

lengthy resumés in a range of places in the United States.  Frenkel told authorities that 

David Cohen fled Missoula, Montana after the police arrested him for pimping.  He also 

accused John Richardson, a veteran pimp of twenty years from New Orleans, as a major 

player in the movement of sex workers.118   

                                                
114 Expediente 140, caja 5, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP. 
115 Expediente 1278, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP. 
116 Ibid. 
117 Expediente 1224, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP.   
118 Ibid. 
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Panamanian authorities also viewed men involved the isthmian sex trade as 

foreign elements that produced upheaval and conflict.  In court testimony, Panamanian 

police officers frequently portrayed bartenders as exploitative, profit-hungry pimps who 

created social unrest.  Officer Marcelino Herrera testified that the saloonkeepers 

frequently sat outside the doors of the bedrooms with pocket watches and timed the 

sexual transaction inside.  The pimp would rap on the door to notify the customer that 

their purchased amount of time had expired.  If the patron refused to leave, according to 

Herrera, the pimp would throw the customer out of the room.  “This is the custom of 

almost all the pimps,” he explained, “which causes many scandals and fights.”119   

Nevertheless, women in the entertainment districts managed to achieve economic 

autonomy independent of men.  From October 1909 to August 1910, the growth of 

brothels in both Colón and Panama City illustrate that migrant women used the 

profession to gain a degree of mobility.  In Colón, the ratio of registered women living in 

the district per brothel decreased from 4.9 to 2.9 as the number of brothels increased from 

thirty-five to forty-five.  The proportion in Panama City also decreased from an average 

of 5.4 women per brothel to 3.6 as the number brothels increased from twenty-six to 

thirty-nine.120  These numbers indicate that while the number of sex workers in the 

district remained relatively constant, the number of women owning brothels increased. 

Despite opportunities for economic autonomy, ideas of race and class permeated 

the structure of the sexual marketplace during the construction era.  These notions 

became particularly evident in the system of payment for sexual transactions.  During a 

1909 criminal probe into supposed traffickers, Panamanian investigators interviewed over 

                                                
119 Expediente 1278, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP. 
120 Case file 52484/7, Subject: Correspondence, Series A, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service. 
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thirty women in Colón’s district.  Their testimony revealed a bargaining system based on 

race and class between prostitutes and their clientele.  Moreover, each woman specified a 

range of individual pricing schemes and stated the type of men that they would have 

sexual intercourse with based on the customer’s race.  These policies varied greatly 

among each individual woman.  Many prostitutes in the brothel district refused to have 

sex with men of African descent because it would reduce their ability to command a high 

price.  Sadie Kohn told investigators that she only had sex with “only white men that pay 

me what I ask.”  Moreover, she stated that she did not “accept black men nor do I even 

want to see them.”121  

Panama’s district resembled characteristics similar to districts in the U.S. South 

and Southwest, where brothels were segregated by the clientele’s race rather than the 

prostitute’s skin-color.122  Although racial ideas among many North American gold roll 

employees generated a specific demand in Panama for white sex workers, a few women 

of color appealed to white men’s desire for “exotic” sex.  Brothel prostitutes largely 

catered to North American workers’ desire not to have sex with women who had 

intercourse with black men.  Therefore, negotiating the price of a sexual transaction 

depended more on the perceived race of a sex worker’s clientele rather than her skin 

color.123  For example, Ada Bennett, a Jamaican woman, charged a minimum of two gold 

pesos and only had sex with white men.  Two Panamanian women, Margarita Meléndez 
                                                
121 Expediente 1278, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP.  
122 Gabbert, “Prostitution and Moral Reform in the Borderlands: El Paso, 1890-1920,” 591-592; James A. 
Sandos, “Prostitution and Drugs: The United States Army on the Mexican-American Border, 1916-1917,” 
Pacific Historical Review Vol. 44, No. 4 (1988), 632-633. 
123 Michael Donoghue argued that racism among North American and European canal workers created a 
demand white sex workers from the U.S. and Europe during the construction era because many of them 
refused to have sex with women of color.  My analysis of sex worker’s racial policies offers a more 
nuanced understanding of the sexual market place in Panama by highlighting how women of color could 
achieve status by choosing which men they had sex with.  See Michael E. Donoghue, “Imperial Sunset: 
Race, Identity, and Gender in the Panama Canal Zone, 1939-1979” (Ph.D. Dissertation: University of 
Connecticut, 2006), 242. 
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and Cecilia Cosareles, also stated that they did not sleep with “hijos del país 

[Panamanians] but only Americans.”124   

Meanwhile, Lillie Blum, a Jewish woman from Germany, negotiated with “all 

men without distinction to class or color” for a base price of three silver pesos.  Likewise, 

Jennie Gross from Hungary also testified that she accepted any man “without distinction 

to nationality or race.”  In addition to whiteness, the patron’s perceived income also 

figured into the asking price.  Lizzie Cole stated that she typically charged three gold 

pesos but that “there are times when wealthy men pay me more.”  Likewise, Elish Ward 

affirmed, “well-to-do men pay in proportion.”125 

The women’s testimonies, however, also reveal how racial distinctions in the 

brothel district remained slippery.  Bessie Waldorf, a Jewish woman from the U.S., 

informed investigators that she only slept with “Americans and white Spaniards.”  

Meanwhile Bessie King stated that she had sex with “white men and Americans.”  Fannie 

Schwartz, a Russian migrant, testified that she accepted “Americans and hijos del país 

provided that they are decent people.”  Margarita Dalerina from Italy meanwhile 

negotiated with “all decent men.”126  Decency, in other words, served as code for 

whiteness and class respectability.    

The red-light districts were not the only section of the city where women found 

business opportunities in the service economy.   Canal Zone investigators also estimated 

that Colón and Panama City each had twenty-five to thirty saloons respectively “operated 

by women of various color and nationality, not registered as common prostitutes, but who 

are known to be of questionable character.”  Moreover, registered prostitutes also found 

                                                
124 One gold peso was equivalent to two silver pesos. 
125 Ibid. 
126 Ibid. 
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work outside of the district during the construction period.  In Panama City from 1909 to 

1910, the number of licensed sex workers living and working outside the district 

increased from thirty-six to seventy-seven.  Working-class Panamanian, Colombian, 

Jamaican, and Barbadian women dominated this sector of the sex trade.  Due largely to 

race and class, they were pushed out of the high-end brothel scene and compelled to work 

the streets in poorer, peripheral neighborhoods.127  

Some migrant women in the brothel districts achieved degrees of economic 

autonomy that allowed them some flexibility in the determination of conditions 

surrounding their labor.  Sadie Kohn and Violet Nelson, for example, co-owned and 

managed an establishment named the Tuxedo that operated more as a saloon than a 

brothel.  “Men do not customarily sleep in the Tuxedo,” Kohn explained.  Nelson added 

that they “only bring customers there to drink.”  Occasionally, however, they made 

exceptions when a patron accepted their terms.  “The only time that I will sleep with a 

man,” Kohn testified, “is unless some good customer that pays well and wants to sleep 

there for the night.”  Moreover, she clarified to Panamanian authorities that they worked 

independently of any men: “I don’t have any man that represents me… I only live with 

Violet Nelson.”128  Not all sex workers, however, could achieve the same degree of 

independence as Kohn and Nelson. 

Many sex workers had to negotiate intimate ties that bound personal relationships 

with men and business.  Couples often worked closely together in the saloon-brothel 

business, and husbands frequently forbid wives from sexual commerce.  Nellie Davis 

from England, for instance, worked as a prostitute in Colón for four months before 
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marrying John Reinhardt.  Davis told investigators, “After I retired from being a 

prostitute, I promised him that I would not have sex afterwards with any other man.”129  

Nevertheless, she continued to tend the bar at the Little Germany saloon, which he 

owned.  In the case of Eva Goguet, she began to partake in the sex trade only after her 

husband left the isthmus, according to her brothel-mate.130 

 Women involved in sexual commerce became adept at navigating multiple and 

conflicting structures of patriarchal control in Panama and beyond.  The next section 

analyzes an extensive case study of a quarrel among one migrant couple in Panama: 

Nellie Rose and Samuel Frenkel.  This fascinating court case, found in Colón’s Second 

Criminal Circuit Court in the National Archives of Panama, highlights two salient themes 

of this chapter.  First, it illuminates the multiple linkages that facilitated increased 

migration to the isthmus.  Second, their conflict underscores how various historical actors 

contested and maintained patriarchal authority within a profoundly transnational sex 

trade.  Both men and women in the sex trade creatively used a range of discourses to suit 

their needs.  As this case illustrates, prostitutes, such as Rose, managed to exert some 

control over their lives despite the often-gloomy conditions of a sex trade that spanned 

multiple locations. 

Contesting Patriarchal Authority on the Isthmus 

On March 15, 1910, Samuel Frenkel, wrote a letter to President Carlos Antonio 

Mendez, in a desperate attempt to reclaim control over his 24 year-old wife, Nellie Rose.  

Frenkel identified himself as a 42 year-old Jewish dental surgeon from Boston and “a 

sitisen [sic] of the United States of America.”  After coming from New York to Colón in 

search of his wife who had “escaped his side” in the U.S., he found Rose in the Cairo 
                                                
129 Ibid. 
130 Expediente 1203, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP.   
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brothel and angrily confronted her:  “Who allowed you to be a prostitute?”  He then 

demanded that she return with him to the U.S., but Rose steadfastly refused.  Instead, she 

threatened to denounce Frenkel as a trafficker and have him sent to “life in prison” if he 

tried to force her to leave.  According to Frenkel, Rose had developed a close relationship 

with three powerful officials in Colón, including the alcalde (mayor), the chief of police, 

and the police captain, who all worked as “her protectors.”  Frenkel portrayed these men 

as corrupt tyrants on the payroll of the city’s “fifty pimps” who each paid the authorities 

twenty gold pesos per month.  For this reason, Frenkel explained, the city’s officials 

usurped his right as a husband to retrieve his wife from the depths of Colón’s 

underworld.131 

Frenkel’s accusations serve as a window into how Panamanian authorities could 

become quickly embroiled in interpersonal conflicts.  Many migrant prostitutes in 

Panama operated within overlapping patriarchal networks of control that spanned 

numerous countries.  When conflicts erupted between migrant couples, men intimately 

involved with sex workers in the brothel district often found their own conceptions of 

patriarchal authority at odds with governing officials.  Frenkel’s attempt to expose the 

collaboration between corrupt authorities and traffickers painted a scenario that inverted 

Panamanian municipal officials’ presumed role as guardians of public morality.   

Frenkel borrowed from an imperial discourse that blamed the hemispheric 

problem of sex trafficking on the innate venality of Latin American host societies.132  He 

elaborated in painstaking detail how the sex trade corrupted Colón’s municipal 

authorities.  His accusations ranged from petty bribes to the sexual exploitation of 

women.  According to Frenkel, the police not only became financially invested in 
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protecting traffickers, but they also enjoyed nightly sexual favors from the victims of the 

trade.  Both the chief of police and the police captain, he insisted, slept each night in the 

brothels of Colón.  In exchange for protecting the operation of “Frank the Greek,” 

Captain Champsaur frequented “the Greek’s place” on a nightly basis.  According to 

Frenkel, Champsaur arranged a similar deal with Bertha Spitzen, the madam at the Cairo 

who had “plenty of money to spend on the police.”  Moreover, Frenkel bemoaned: “she 

keeps about six women for real slaves under the protection of the police captain.  He is 

the boss there.”   Perhaps he singled out the police captain because this was personal.  

Captain Champsaur, Frenkel charged, had an ongoing adulterous affair with his wife.133   

In exchange for sexual license, the police captain did more than overlook legal 

transgressions, according to Frenkel.  He also provided traffickers with privileged 

knowledge that served to shield their collaboration.  When the governor of Colón came to 

investigate the Boca Grande district and turned up no evidence of traffickers, Frenkel 

explained that Captain Champsaur had directed suspects to a safe place to hide.  He also 

advised traffickers to open business fronts in Colón, Frenkel claimed, in order to launder 

the money that they made off of prostitutes.  The police captain, he added, frequently 

aided his allies in preparation for courtroom testimonies and provided them convenient 

scripts and alibis.134 

Aside from corrupt authorities, the heart of Samuel Frenkel and Nellie Rose’s 

story remains a transnational tale of a marriage gone terribly sour.  Frenkel acknowledged 

to the judge that Rose refused to leave with him to the U.S. because he failed to “treat her 

right.”  He claimed that the fundamental problem for Rose’s desire to remain a prostitute 

was simply because she had gone “crazy” and that she suffered from “a very weak 
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mind.”135  As a result, Frenkel argued, Bertha Spitzen and Rose’s new pimp, John 

Richardson, manipulated Rose into continuing her life as a prostitute.136  As the drama 

unfolded, however, Rose’s testimonies also revealed her own adept abilities at operating 

within the dominant understanding of female victimhood at the hands of unscrupulous 

men.  She depicted Frenkel as an abusive husband that had forced her into prostitution 

and then constantly stole all her profits from the sex trade.   

Nellie Rose’s testimony highlighted how men and women involved in 

international sex trafficking cases creatively engaged in patriarchal discourses in order to 

achieve their own ends.  In fact, most lawsuits did not arise from litigious moral 

reformers or vigilant authorities, but rather from the people most involved and affected 

by sexual commerce.  Rose’s court statements, moreover, exposed a highly sophisticated 

knowledge of the racialized and gendered understandings that surrounded the routes of a 

global sex trade.  For instance, she evoked common stereotypes that Jewish men involved 

in the traffic of women were “thoroughly vicious and bad” and “there for the money… 

ready to go to any length.”137  Historians have demonstrated, however, that anti-Semitic 

thought marked Jewish involvement in the sex trade as a sign of commercial greed and 

religious depravity.  Meanwhile, these depictions willfully ignored how Jewish migration 

was historically rooted in bloody pogroms that swept Europe in the 1880s.138   
                                                
135 Frenkel’s assertion reflected a common anti-Semitic stereotype among European psychopathologists 
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Rose’s explanation of her relationship to Frenkel uncovered a much more sordid 

account of their intertwined lives that spanned far-flung locations across the globe.  Her 

path to the isthmus highlights the very normal routes that Jewish men and women 

traveled since the 1880s.  In court, Rose identified herself as a Jewish woman from 

Russia, but she stated that she had married Frenkel in London, England by 1906.   Six 

months later the newlyweds arrived in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where Rose claimed that 

Frenkel abused his “marital authority” and coerced her into prostitution.  At this point, 

Rose changed her name from her “Nellie Kachinsky” to “Nellie Rose” in order to be able 

to practice the profession.  Sixteen months later, Frenkel and Rose left Buenos Aires for 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil where she found herself two months pregnant.  After he discovered 

her pregnancy, according to Rose, Frenkel brought Rose to New York City where he 

forced her to continue working in the sex trade throughout her pregnancy.139 

In her struggle to disassociate herself from Frenkel, Rose attempted to undermine 

his patriarchal claims as a husband by questioning his role in the parentage of the child.  

Rose claimed that she “didn’t even know if Frenkel was the father of her son,” because 

she had “practiced prostitution the whole time.”  At eight months pregnant, Rose entered 

a New York hospital to deliver the baby, but she remained there for another month until 
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she gave birth to a baby boy.  Three months later, Frenkel took the newborn and placed 

him to an orphanage, much to Rose’s displeasure.  She claimed that he did not have that 

right because she doubted that he fathered the child.140   

Although Frenkel claimed to be the father of the child and an upstanding U.S. 

citizen, Rose portrayed him as a hardened criminal operative in expansive network of 

human traffickers.  Moreover, she detailed Frenkel’s acquired knowledge of operating 

under the radar of authorities.  For example, she stated that his real name was Javino 

Jojinski but he changed it when he became a U.S. citizen.  He adopted this measure, Rose 

claimed, in order to hide his dark past in Russia, where he served for three years as a 

convict in Siberia for robbery before escaping from prison.  After the birth of her son in 

New York City, Rose contended that Frenkel compelled her to continue sex work in 

several other U.S. cities, such as Boston and Chicago.  She explained that Frenkel was 

able transport her from city to city because he developed the knowledge of how to avoid 

law enforcement undetected.  He arranged for her to travel alone from Chicago to Colón 

via New Orleans because he “knew that the authorities would have severe measures 

against pimps.”  Likewise when Frenkel wrote letters to Rose in Panama, he addressed 

her as his “sister” in order to dispel suspicion of his involvement in trafficking women to 

Panama.  After he arrived in Colón, Frenkel tore up the letters in order to destroy any 

incriminating evidence.141  Moreover, once he reunited with Rose in Panama, he also 

stole over another two-hundred gold pesos that she had saved from her labor and the sale 

of a brothel on the isthmus.142    
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Despite her story of Frenkel as an abusive Jewish sex trafficker, Rose 

contradicted her own account that she was a powerless victim by actively utilizing social 

contacts.  Sex workers, such as Rose, frequently cultivated relationships with other 

women who shared a similar experience within these migrant networks.  For example, 

Rose reconnected in Colón with Clara Goldstein, an old friend who she had originally 

met in Buenos Aires while working in the same brothel.143  They also traveled parallel 

circuits.  Goldstein testified that she encountered Rose and Frenkel in both Rio de Janeiro 

and Boston.  Her testimony also spoke to the fact that Rose did not passively accept 

Frenkel taking her hard earned money.  After he arrived in Colón, Frenkel and Rose lived 

together in the brothel and at night Goldstein could hear them fighting over the money 

that she made.  Another friend, Kate Lewis also testified to the abusive relationship 

between Frenkel and Rose.144  One day, Lewis testified, Rose wept and told her “Frenkel 

wanted to hit her because she had not brought enough money,” even after she had given 

Rose three gold pesos earlier that day.145   

Panamanian authorities used Rose’s testimony of abuse to undermine Frenkel’s 

claims to patriarchal authority.  Nevertheless, Frenkel formally charged that Rose had 

committed adultery and demanded that the Panamanian state force her to fulfill her 

wifely duties to obey his commands.  Initially, the alcalde of Colón dismissed Frenkel’s 

case by declaring that he lacked the “moral authority to make his wife live with him” 

since he “had put her down the road of prostitution.”  After an appeal, Judge H. González 

Guill re-examined the case and took a more cautious approach to undermine Frenkel’s 

claims.  First, the judge dismissed the case on the grounds that Frenkel could not provide 
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“sufficient proof of marriage” in the form of a certificate, even though Frenkel and Nelly 

both agreed they were married.146  

Panamanian officials revealed ambivalence over how to govern over the presence 

of a growing sex trade rooted in a vast underworld.  Although Frenkel detailed 

widespread corruption between traffickers and the police force, Judge Guill refused to 

investigate the allegations.  He also declined to prosecute either Samuel Frenkel or his 

foes for the illicit procurement of women due to “insufficient evidence.”147  Nevertheless, 

the case suggests that some local officials willingly collaborated with criminal networks 

involved in sexual commerce, especially in the form of accepting petty bribes to turn a 

blind eye.  Although Panamanian authorities accommodated the global sex trade, U.S. 

officials initiated a campaign in 1911 to dismantle these networks.   

Most U.S. authorities expressed little concern for Jewish women, such as Nellie 

Rose, but they fretted over the presence of “American girls” in the brothels of Panama.  

U.S. immigration officials embarked on an effort to stymie the flow of women to the 

isthmus because progressive moral reformers fervently publicized the threat that the sex 

trade in Panama had on North American womanhood.  These concerns resulted in the 

development of new legal tools to thwart the movement of sex workers with the passage 

of the Mann Act in 1910.148  The legislation had mixed results for stopping the Panama-

bound traffic due to the creative adaptation of people involved in the sex trade.  

Moreover, the Panamanian government cooperated with U.S. authorities when it suited 

their own interests.  Its misgivings toward U.S. policy allowed some women to 

circumvent efforts to expel them. 

                                                
146 Ibid. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Langum, 261. 
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The Implementation of the Mann Act in Panama 

The 1911 crusade against North American sex workers in Panama originated with 

the case of Helen Spencer, the owner of the infamous Navajo brothel in Panama City.  

During July 1909, moral reform activists throughout the States used the well-publicized 

incident to clamor for the protection of “American girls” from the clutches of the 

“tropical” sex trade.  In New York City, Spencer had supposedly duped Dixie Jerome, 

Marie Nevins and June Patterson to travel to the isthmus as “chorus girls” bound for “an 

engagement in a local play house.”  While aboard the steamship, the newspapers 

reported, Spencer revealed her true intentions to force them into a brothel.149  Fortunately 

the steamship captain, the press reported, came to the women’s rescue and returned them 

to New York.  Meanwhile, Spencer managed to evade U.S. authorities until they arrested 

her in Guayaquil, Ecuador after passing through Panama.150  The case of Helen Spencer 

rekindled fears of seedy networks operating between New York and Panama.  It also 

added urgency to adopted new legal measures to combat the movement of sex workers 

from the States.  Moreover, the episode confirmed New York’s progressive social 

reformers worst fears that traffickers routinely preyed on vulnerable young women and 

coerced them into a life of prostitution.151   

                                                
149 Accounts that Spencer remained aboard the ship, however, proved false.  She actually departed from 
New York over a month after this steamship incident. 
150 U.S. agents worked closely with both Panamanian and Ecuadorian officials to track and arrest spencer.  
See, “Solicita detención de Helen Spencer para su extradición,” No. 14 in Legación de Washington en 
Panamá, Volumen 9, Año 1909, Archivos Relaciones Exteriores de Panamá (AREP).  Spencer’s father 
posted a $5000 bail to secure her release from prison, see “Mrs. Spencer Set Free,” The New York Times, 
12 August 1909. 
151 The story of Helen Spencer coincided with a period of prolific stories about white slavery in the United 
States.  Historian Brian Donovan noted that between 1905 and 1910 newspapers frequently published 
“white slave” stories.  Moreover, from 1909 to 1910, moral crusaders, missionaries and progressive 
activists published at least eight books on the subject.  See, Donovan, 17.  
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The detention of Spencer followed a familiar script in U.S. newspapers that told 

the story of an older procuress that deceived underage girls into prostitution in Panama.152  

In 1906, the Los Angeles Times reported that a “business-like woman who claimed she 

was a theatrical manager” tricked fifteen young actresses to travel from New York to 

Colón where the “girls were sold to brothel keepers.”153  In 1907, Rose Johnson, a 

Protestant missionary stationed in Colón, reported to the National Purity Congress in 

Chicago that she had attempted to rescue a twelve-year-old girl from a brothel in Colón 

after a “strange woman” abducted the child from the streets in New York City.  After her 

efforts failed, Johnson received word that the “girl had been beaten to death.”154  Despite 

sensationalized news reports, evidence for extensive child sex trafficking during this 

period remains dubious.  Instead, middle-class moral reformers in the U.S. often 

portrayed mobile sex workers as underage in an attempt to assert control over working-

class women.  

Newspaper editors across the U.S. used the Helen Spencer case to rekindle fears 

that “American girls” from New York fell victim to traffickers bound for Panama.155  

After Spencer’s arrest, for example, the New York Times published an article entitled 

“Warn Girls Going to Colón.”  It also reported that the U.S. Secret Service Bureau began 

to inspect for “any young women booked for that port.”156  The Trenton Evening Times 

                                                
152 The case of Helen Spencer exemplifies David J. Langum argument of how white slavery narratives in 
the U.S. during the early 1900s “hovered uncomfortably between fact and fiction.”  See Langum, 15. 
153 The Los Angeles Times, 21 June 1906. 
154 Ibid, 7 November 1907. 
155 See articles in several newspapers during July 1909 including: The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, The Nevada Daily Mail, 23 July 1909; The Day (New London, Connecticut), 23 July 1909; The 
Evening News (Providence, Rhode Island), 23 July 1909; The Titusville Morning Herald (Titusville, 
Pennsylvania), 24 July 1909; The Ogden Standard (Ogden City, Utah), 22 July 1909; The Syracuse Herald 
(Syracuse, New York), 23 July 1909; The Trenton Evening Times (Trenton, New Jersey), 22 July 1909; The 
New York Call, 23 July 1909; and The Meriden Morning Record (Meriden, Connecticut), 24 July 1909.  
Many newspapers published the story via the Associated Press account.  
156 The New York Times, 11 July 1909. 
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claimed that the Spencer case barely scratched the surface of a “gigantic traffic in ‘white 

slaves’ between New York and the Canal Zone.”157  The Nevada Daily Mail quoted a 

Canal Zone police official C.W. Barber who declared, “Many American girls, especially 

actresses, had been lured to Panama.”  The sight of American girls in Panama’s brothels, 

according to Barber, “would make your heart bleed.”158  

Helen Spencer’s extradition records in Panama’s Archive of Foreign Relations 

reveal a more complex story.  Officials from New York State built their legal case to 

arrest Spencer in a foreign territory around the testimony of Marie Nevins, who claimed 

that Spencer had offered her a job as a singer in a concert hall.  According to Nevins, 

Spencer concealed the true nature of her establishment and through “fraud and 

deception… that I was induced to set sail.”  Furthermore, Nevins claimed that Spencer 

“inveigled and kidnapped me… with force of arms” and “kept [her] detained against her 

will.”  Another supposed victim, June Patterson, however, stated that Spencer “did not 

conceal the fact that her establishment in Panama was in reality a sporting house,” albeit 

high class.  While aboard the steamer bound for Panama, Patterson and company learned 

from other passengers and the ship’s captain that “Spencer’s house was a house of 

prostitution of the most ordinary type and extremely low in character.”  The discrepancy 

between the passengers’ description and Spencer’s version caused Patterson to reconsider 

the offer.159 

For both Marie Nevins and June Patterson, Helen Spencer offered them prospects 

for lucrative employment after meeting Spencer through mutual acquaintances.  At the 

age of twenty-one, both Nevins and Patterson found themselves unemployed in New 

                                                
157 The Trenton Evening Times, 22 July 1909. 
158 The Nevada Daily Mail, 23 July 1909. 
159 “Solicita detención de Helen Spencer para su extradición,” No. 14 in Legación de Washington en 
Panamá, Volumen 9, Año 1909, AREP.   
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York City after brief stints working for theatrical companies.160  Both had accumulated 

debt due to lack of work, which Spencer offered to repay in addition to financing their 

transportation to the isthmus.  Spencer, however, required that they repay her after their 

work started in Panama.  According to Patterson, Spencer “described the life of the 

sporting women connected with her establishment in the most attractive and alluring 

terms.”  She also recalled that Spencer promised that “I would meet gentlemen of great 

means and that my life there would be a life of ease and luxury.”  Nevertheless, Patterson 

understood that each week she would pay twenty dollars for room and board, at least 

three dollars for a maid, and one dollar for medical expenses.  After her weekly expenses, 

however, she “would be allowed the keep whatever money I made over.”161 

A wax-sealed letter written by Helen Spencer provided insight into a madam’s 

efforts at operating a brothel from afar.  She depended on regular steamships between 

New York and Colón not only to transport new recruits but also to send business 

directives.  Spencer entrusted June Patterson to deliver the correspondence to Rita 

Morrison, her de facto manager at the Navajo.  The letter revealed that Spencer relied on 

multiple associates and relatives to help her manage affairs.  In New York, Spencer 

conducted business over a telephone that she had installed at her mother’s home in 

Manhattan in order to contact potential recruits via a network of intermediaries.  In 

Panama, she depended on Morrison and a man known as “Nelson” to balance her 

accounting books.  Spencer informed Morrison that she had instructed Jerome, Nevins 

and Patterson that “they must turn in their money every cent at night before they go to 

                                                
160 This reaffirms historian Mara Keire’s assertion that unemployed or underemployed vaudeville and 
theater performers frequently worked in red-light districts in New York City during the early 1900s. 
161 “Solicita detención de Helen Spencer para su extradición,” AREP. 
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bed with a man, so you collect just as fast as they can make it.”  Nevertheless, Spencer 

reminded Morrison: “Don’t get them out of the good idea.”162   

Brothel owners, such as Helen Spencer, frequently challenged dominant ideas of 

sex work as disreputable and loathsome for white North American women in Panama.  

Spencer projected an aura of respectability both in her business dealings with prospective 

employees and how she publically responded to criminal charges.  In August 1909, the 

prosecuting attorney of New York learned that Marie Nevins had fabricated “essential 

particulars” in her testimony.  As a result, the State of New York dropped all charges 

against Spencer.  In response to the false charges, Spencer complained, “her reputation 

had been injured.”  Moreover, she explained that her arrest in Ecuador also interrupted an 

exclusive “tour through South America” that she had planned with her husband.163 

For North American reformers, the Helen Spencer case added urgency to stymie 

the mobility of sex workers and their associates between the U.S. and abroad.  Moreover, 

the Panama Canal had emerged already as a key symbolic battleground for the domestic 

progressive movement to become part and parcel of U.S. benevolent imperialism.164  

Therefore, after the U.S. congress passed the Mann Act on June 25, 1910, Canal Zone 

officials quickly utilized the new legislation to curtail the circulation of prostitutes to and 

from Panama.  They only achieved a modicum of success, however, as men and women 

involved in the sex trade found new routes to old destinations. 

                                                
162 Ibid.  Other business associates in Colón included James Daly, a saloonkeeper and New Yorker, in 
addition to multiple contacts at the upscale Metropole Hotel in Panama City.   
163 “Mrs. Spencer Set Free,” The New York Times, 12 August 1909.  Spencer continued to manage the 
Navajo until at least August 1911.  See “Affidavit of Helen Spencer in connection with Captain Gilson”, 17 
August 1911, folder 10, box 4, Personal Papers of Major General Smedley D. Butler, United States Marine 
Corps Archive (Quantico, Virginia). 
164 Alfred Charles Richard claimed that no other event generated as much newspaper coverage in the U.S. 
than the construction of the canal.  See Richard, The Panama Canal in American National Consciousness, 
1870-1990 (New York: Garland, 1990), 213.  For the relationship between the domestic progressive 
movement and U.S. imperialism in Panama, see Greene, Canal Builders; Missal, Seaway to the Future. 
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The U.S. government’s attempt to control particular migratory streams largely 

failed because people engaged in the sex industry adopted a variety of techniques to elude 

U.S. authorities.  In an early attempt, U.S. officials targeted Maurice Stein, a Jewish man 

with supposed connections to underground organizations in New Orleans.  Authorities 

arrested Stein for allegedly transporting Sadie Stein from Panama City through Canal 

Zone territory bound for the New Orleans Bar in Colón.165  During his trial, witnesses 

testified that Maurice Stein operated a legitimate laundry establishment while others 

claimed that the business was merely a front.166  Soon after posting bail, Stein 

clandestinely fled the Canal Zone.  He soon arrived in New Orleans, where U.S. officials 

suspected that he found refuge with Sam Felix, an old friend and Storyville’s “most 

notorious character.”167 

When U.S. and Panamanian authorities tried to investigate individuals associated 

with these underground networks, they often found it nearly impossible to keep abreast of 

the suspect’s whereabouts.  Panamanian authorities, for example, questioned Violet 

Nelson about the location of Rudy Keller, an alleged trafficker.  She informed them that 

he already had departed from Colón several weeks prior on a trip bound for Buenos 

Aires.168  Moreover, suspected men frequently fled the isthmus to avoid legal troubles 

during police investigations.  George Lyttle, a U.S. citizen under investigation, posted 

                                                
165 The Panama Star and Herald, 9 September 1911; see Casefile 52484/7, Reel 4, Part 5, Series A, 
Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service for Sadie Stein’s registration at the New Orleans 
Bar on August 10, 1910. 
166 The Panama Star and Herald, 9 September 1911. 
167 Commissioner-General of Immigration to Commissioner of New Orleans, 1 November 1911, casefile 
52484/7, Reel 4, Part 5, Series A, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.  For quote 
regarding Felix, see Griffith Roe, 333-335.  For Felix’s connections to New York and Brazil, see Epstein 
Landau, Spectacular Wickedness, 25-26. 
168 Expediente 1278, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP; Expediente 1224, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, 
ANP. 
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bail on May 15, 1909 and quickly set sail for the States after narrowly escaping 

Panamanian police authorities.169 

By 1912, observers noted that the application of the Mann Act did not deter 

resolute sex workers or the supposed traffickers.  Frank G. Carpenter wrote an article 

entitled “Panama Wide Open?” that warned the American Vigilance Association that 

traffickers had developed methods to dodge Canal Zone port authorities.  Underage girls, 

he emphasized, continued to be the primary victims of these underground networks.  

“You can see at the windows and in the door looking out on the street,” Carpenter 

depicted the squalid scene, “little girls with painted faces.  Most of them are mere 

children, fifteen, sixteen, and seventeen years of age, of French origin.  They are 

smuggled into Panama from France through Costa Rica and other Central American 

ports.”170   

After the Mann Act, European and North Americans involved in the sex trade 

developed new routes to land undetected in the Republic.  They increasingly avoided 

travelling on large steamships and began using smaller sailing vessels, such as sloops, 

from nearby ports in the region.  All passengers aboard large ocean-going vessels would 

dock first at Cristobal in the Canal Zone before entering the Republic and thus remained 

subject to the scrutiny of U.S. immigration authorities.  By utilizing more conspicuous 

local transportation networks, foreign sex workers could arrive directly in the Republic 

by using boats used for fishing or transporting local produce to market.  Later in the 

1920s, a League of Nations report complained about the ongoing problem of migrant sex 

workers traversing these paths.  “The city of Colón,” the investigator complained, “has a 

strip of 300 yards long which is Panama Territory at which small coastal boats can land.”  

                                                
169 Ibid. 
170 Frank G. Carpenter, “Panama Wide Open?” Vigilance (September, 1912). 
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The Caribbean ports at Bocas del Toro and Limón, in particular, became frequent points 

of departure of smaller vessels in order for sex workers to arrive stealthily at Colón.171   

Registered prostitutes in Panama also remained vigilant against efforts to curtail 

their mobility and adopted measures to undermine these methods of control.  U.S. 

immigration officials complained: “sporting women on the isthmus are constantly making 

their way to the United States.”  U.S. Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization officers 

complained that constantly changing names and nationalities made it difficult for port 

inspectors to pinpoint suspect women.172  According to a New Orleans immigration 

official, one sex worker familiar with the Panama scene, informed him: “it was known 

amongst these women [foreign prostitutes in Panama] that lists had been prepared and 

forwarded to Washington.”  In response to this measure the women applied to remove 

their names from the official municipal registry of prostitutes before they departed for the 

United States.173 

Initially, the Mann Act created friction between U.S. officials and Panamanian 

authorities.174  In 1912, Governor of Colón province, Juan D. Arosemena, complained 

that Canal Zone port authorities at Balboa and Cristobal for “selfish reasons” prohibited 

“all white women” who they suspected to be prostitutes.  Panamanian officials, such as 

Arosemena, feared the repercussions of protecting only white women from the States 

would undermine their ability as men to protect Panamanian women.  Arosemena 

                                                
171 League of Nations, Traffic in Women and Children Committee (Geneva: League of Nations, 1928), 129.   
172 F. M. Larned to Captain F.C. Boggs, 18 July 1910, casefile 52484/7, Reel 4, Part 5, Series A, Records 
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 
173 Commissioner of New Orleans to Commissioner-General of Immigration, 13 July 1910, casefile 
52484/7, Reel 4, Part 5, Series A, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 
174 My analysis of this period complicates Julie Greene’s observation that Panamanian and Canal Zone 
authorities coordinated efforts to stop the migration of white prostitutes after the passage of the Mann Act 
of 1910.  This discrepancy, in part, stems from the fact that Greene based her conclusion on the Annual 
Report of the I.C.C. in 1912.  See Greene, 307. 
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protested that U.S. officials casted their nets too wide because they did not recognize a 

woman’s freedom to choose sex work as a profession.  He advocated that U.S. officials 

should differentiate between “known-prostitutes [who arrived] out of their own free will” 

and “young girls” who were tricked and deceived.  Therefore, he urged the government 

of Panama to open the “doors to outside elements that come to prostitute themselves 

here… which are already going to be prostituted somewhere else.” Otherwise, the 

governor feared that Panamanian women would continue to partake in the sex trade in 

alarming numbers.  “According to reliable facts,” he asserted, “thirty percent of the 

prostitutes in Panama City today are Panamanian women when in previous eras, not 

forgetting the French Canal, the number of isthmian prostitutes were extremely small.”175 

The Panamanian Supreme Court occasionally rebuked Canal Zone authorities for 

subverting the national sovereignty of Panama.  In 1911, U.S. port authorities also 

continued to target other associates of the Navajo establishment in an attempt to break up 

the syndicate.  After Canal Zone officials sought the deportation of two associates of the 

Navajo brothel, Carmen King and Rita Morrison, the Supreme Court upheld their legal 

residency in the Republic.176  In 1913, Claude J. Pierce, a Canal Zone quarantine official, 

detained and attempted to deport women associated with the “white slave trade.”  Jennie 

Jacobs, a brothel-mate of Sadie Stein at The New Orleans Bar, arrived to Colón after 

vacationing in Jamaica when Pierce attempted to have her deported from the isthmus.  

                                                
175 República de Panamá, Memorias de la Secretaría de Gobierno y Justicia, 1912, 96-99.  
176 República de Panamá, Registro judicial: organo del poder judicial de la república (vol. 8, no. 146), 
1206-1210, found in “Deportación de Laberto Bertholt,” Canal Zone Correspondence, Volumen Especial, 
No. 4, AREP. 
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The Panamanian jurists, however, subsequently ordered her release on the grounds of her 

lengthy residency in the Republic.177  

The Brothel Districts in U.S.-Panamanian Relations 

The ultimate downfall of Panama’s brothel districts coincided with the completion 

of the canal as well as the diverging interests of the U.S. and Panamanian governments.  

Although U.S. and Panamanian authorities initially agreed on regulating the sex trade, the 

Republic’s entertainment districts frequently emerged as a point of contention in 

diplomatic relations.  Fatal riots frequently broke out in the district that left both U.S. and 

Panamanian citizens dead.  These conflicts ultimately challenged the limits of Panama’s 

sovereignty on the isthmus.  By 1916, the U.S. had disarmed the Panamanian police force 

of high-powered rifles after accusing them of instigating undue violence upon innocent 

U.S. citizens.  Canal Zone officials justified the intervention by citing U.S. responsibility 

to maintain public order as stipulated in the 1903 treaty.  This incident of disarmament 

left many Panamanian men feeling emasculated and disenchanted with the promises of 

what the canal project would bring to the “sovereign” Republic.178 

As U.S. port authorities struggled to end the movement of sex workers from the 

States, Panamanian officials endeavored to accommodate the presence of foreign 

prostitutes.  Municipal authorities attempted to grapple with a particularly mobile sex 

industry through the active management of urban space.  In 1911 they relocated the 

brothel district from city center to a more peripheral neighborhood called Cocoa Grove 

conveniently located near the Canal Zone.  As the city expanded eastward, the Cocoa 

Grove site remained tucked away on the western coastline. 
                                                
177 República de Panamá, Registro judicial: organo del poder judicial de la república (vol. 10, no. 37), 
291-193 found in “Deportación de Laberto Bertholt,” Canal Zone Correspondence, Volumen Especial, No. 
4, AREP. 
178 Greene, 332. 
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Although many elite men in Panama initiated their sons into manhood with a visit 

to the city’s brothels, they justified the 1911 removal as a specific measure to protect 

young elite Panamanian men.179  Municipal authorities intentionally designed the 

placement of the Republic’s first university, the Instituto Nacional, as an impetus to rid 

the city center of prostitutes.  Construction of the school took place only blocks away 

from the bustling Navajo district on West 16th street.180  Meanwhile, canal authorities 

applauded the removal of the district outside of the commercial heart of the city.  They 

had worried that the Navajo district could contaminate “honorable” North American 

women who shopped along Central Avenue only a block away.181 

Although the closure of the Navajo brothels did not create conflict between Canal 

Zone and Panamanian authorities, it did provoke significant rifts among the Republic’s 

landowning oligarchy.  The major conflict over the removal of the district from the city 

center occurred between the Liberal and Conservative parties over who would profit most 

from urban planning.  A Liberal Party newspaper, La Prensa, filed a litany of complaints 

over the newly proposed district by the Conservative Party in power.182  Foremost, 

however, they objected to the fact that only five or six people owned property in the 

proposed area, who would be “clearly favored” from such a decree.183  In a 

correspondence to Canal Zone administrator Maurice Thatcher, Federico Boyd, the 

alcalde of Panama City, explained that La Prensa’s attacks stemmed from the fact that 

                                                
179 For mention of elites taking their sons to brothels, see Donaghue, 241. 
180 “Las casas de tolerancia,” El Diario de Panamá, 21 August 1911; “Removal of Undesirables from 16th 
Street,” Panama Morning Journal, 2 July 1911. 
181 J.P. Fyffe to M. H. Thatcher, 8 August 1911, 64-Y-4 (I), RG 185, NARA. 
182 Two prominent Liberal Party politicians, Guillermo Andreve and Ramón M. Valdés, respectively 
owned and edited La Prensa. 
183 “Un decreto que debe ser anulado,” La Prensa, 21 August 1911; “El Gobernador Arango tiene la 
palabra,” La Prensa, 23 August 1911. 
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“there are hostile personal interests at stake.”184  Despite his frank explanation, the 

Boyd’s family property in the proposed district kept Federico Boyd in the thick of the 

fray. 

An examination of property owners in the districts reveals a messy knot of 

conflicting interests among public authorities in the Republic who were invested in 

profits generated by the sex trade.  The majority of proprietors in both the Cocoa Grove 

and Navajo districts consisted of elite Panamanian families.185  Moreover, elites with 

connections to the municipal council benefited handsomely when the districts borders 

changed.  Augusto Boyd, for example, profited as a Cocoa Grove property owner when 

the district moved 1911 under the direction of his father, Federico Boyd.186  Moreover, 

Augusto Boyd had even deeper professional ties to the regulated sex industry since he 

was a medical doctor.  Municipal officials commonly required brothel owners to submit a 

note from a medical authority who could certify that the house was in “hygienic 

condition.”  They also obliged the property owner to approve the rental of the house out 

for such purposes.  On one occasion, Augusto Boyd signed his name as the property 

owner to give his permission to use the building as a brothel.  On the same day, without 

                                                
184 Federico Boyd to Maurice Thatcher, 29 August 1911, 64-Y-4 (I), RG 185, NARA. 
185 The Estripeaut family owned much of the property in the Navajo district along West 16th Street.  As 
Chief of Police in 1916, Canal Zone authorities complained that Rodolfo Estripeaut remained unwilling to 
crack down on clandestine brothels that operated in the old red-light district.  He personally owned two 
different lots and Odilia P. de Estripeaut and Felix Estripeaut owned six lots.  In Cocoa Grove, various elite 
families in Panama owned land in the form of the Panama Real Estate Company, which included elites 
such as the Villalaz, the Duque, the Boyd, and the Arias families.  U.S. officials complained in 1917 that 
the Panamanian government would not adopt a proposal to move the red-light district five miles outside the 
cities because it would “kill the goose that lays the golden egg.”  See, D.C. Howard’s memo “Control of 
Venereal Disease” 26 September 1917, 37-H-10, Part 1a, RG 185, NARA. 
186 As alcalde, Federico Boyd presided over Panama City’s municipal council during 1911.  For a list of 
Cocoa Grove property owners in September 1916 see 64-Y-4 (II), RG 185, NARA.  In September 1916, 
Augusto Boyd owned six different property lots in the restricted district.  In 1915, he earned an annual 
income from renting in the district 5,800 balboas (the Panamanian currency based on the silver standard at 
the time) and paid the standard three percent tax.  The value of his property totaled 26,500 balboas. 
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hesitation as a supposedly disinterested and independent physician, Boyd certified his 

own house and attested to the establishment’s healthy status.187   

Nearly six months after municipal authorities removed sex workers from the 

Navajo district to Cocoa Grove, a series of riots strained U.S.-Panama relations as never 

before.  On July 4th, 1912, a rowdy group of North American canal workers and soldiers 

celebrated the U.S. holiday in Panama City’s Cocoa Grove district.  As the night wore on, 

several of the inebriated revelers shouted patriotic slogans, threw firecrackers at 

bystanders, and caused a general raucous.  After receiving numerous complaints, the 

Panamanian police attempted to restore order but met resistance from several North 

Americans.  Their hostility toward Panamanian authority brought long-standing tensions 

over honor, respect, and sovereignty to a boil.  The struggle soon erupted into a full-scale 

riot as the North Americans grouped themselves against the Panamanian police as well as 

local civilians.  When the dust settled, one U.S. citizen lay dead from a bayonet wound 

and several others were seriously injured.188 

As Julie Greene has argued, the Cocoa Grove riot of 1912 stemmed in large part 

from U.S. involvement in Panamanian politics as well as the belligerent behavior of 

North Americans.  After independence in 1903, the Conservative Party in alliance with 

the Panamanian police force enjoyed the overt support of the U.S. government against the 

Liberal Party.  When the U.S. abruptly ended their boycott against the nationalist Liberal 

candidate Belisario Porras, it left the Conservatives and their allies among the police 
                                                
187 Expediente 78, caja 2, 1914, AP, AE, ANP.  Conflicts of interests also plagued the property owners of 
Colón’s red-light district of Boca Grande.  The powerful Duque family, who owned the daily newspaper 
The Panama Star and Herald and served in multiple political administrations, possessed property in both 
Cocoa Grove and Boca Grande.  Ruben Arcia, a Colón governor, owned property in the district as did 
Colón’s Second Circuit Criminal Court, Rodolfo Ayarza.  Several medical doctors, including Augusto 
Boyd, Angelo Papio, and Alfonso Preciado, also owned property in Boca Grande.  These ties not only 
plagued the Panamanian oligarchy, but all landlords in Colón, including the U.S.-owned Panama Railroad 
Company, which leased property in Boca Grande.  
188 For an excellent analysis of the Cocoa Grove riots see Julie Greene, The Canal Builders, 303-333. 
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embittered.  On July 1, 1912, Porras and the Liberal Party won an important victory after 

the U.S. election supervisors disarmed the Panamanian police of rifles after discovering a 

secret cache of arms purchased from the U.S. War Department.  Next, the election 

officials sent a Canal Zone police force into Panama City to maintain order for the entire 

day.  This ensured a Porras victory due the Liberal party’s overwhelming support by 

working-class Afro-Panamanians and the presumption that the Panamanian Conservative 

police force would have kept Porras backers from the polls.  Meanwhile, the 

Conservative Party blamed the U.S. for subverting the Republic’s national sovereignty.  

Three days later, disgruntled Panamanian police officers reassumed their command and 

attempted to reassert their authority over boisterous celebrations for U.S. Independence 

Day by North Americans in the Republic.189 

Regardless of the political party in power, the United States used the ensuing riot 

of 1912 as justification to undermine Panamanian sovereignty.  Additional riots in Cocoa 

Grove occurred in 1915 that largely pitted U.S. soldiers against Panamanian police 

officers and resulted in the deaths of both Panamanian and U.S. citizens.  This further 

complicated the mediation process as the U.S. and Panamanian governments blamed each 

other for the violence.  Although Porras had initially benefitted from U.S. involvement in 

the 1912, his administration vehemently denounced the U.S. disarmament of the 

Panamanian police in 1916 as a violation of the Republic’s sovereignty.190  Shortly after 

the intervention, Canal Zone police also established stations and patrols in Colón’s red-

light districts to minimize conflicts between Panamanian police and the new arrivals of 

U.S. sailors.191 

                                                
189 Ibid, 321-322. 
190 Ibid, 330-332. 
191 República de Panamá, Memoria de Relaciones Exteriores, 1918, 35-36.  
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U.S. officials also designed the deployment of overt force to coerce the 

Panamanian government to cooperate in subsequent negotiations around the red-light 

districts.  Canal officials frequently reminded authorities in Panama that the brothel 

districts remained explosive sites of social disorder as they recommended new measures 

for the government to adopt.  Although they ignored the complicity of certain groups 

involved in violent outbreaks, Canal officials also used the riots as an excuse to blame 

U.S. citizens who labored in the districts.  Working-class residents of the brothel districts, 

however, usually found themselves stuck in the middle of riotous state of affairs.  From 

1916 through 1917, Canal authorities pressured Panamanian officials to extradite U.S. 

citizens from Cocoa Grove despite several legal obstacles.  When Panamanian authorities 

proved resistant to deporting lawful residents, Canal officials urged them to sentence 

several individuals to hard-labor prison camps.  They believed this would deter other 

North Americans in the entertainment zone from staying in Panama.192 

A combination of factors coalesced to transform the sex industry in Panama by 

First World War.  Demographically, the number of North Americans working in the 

Republic’s districts witnessed a dramatic decline between 1915 and 1917. This had less 

to do with official persecution or mass deportations.  Rather, many of the men and 

women involved in the brothel districts already had migrated elsewhere.  As the Canal 

Zone workforce declined with the opening of the interoceanic waterway in 1914, many 

saloonkeepers and sex workers alike left the isthmus in search of opportunities elsewhere. 

By the end of World War I, the once-flourishing brothel business in Panama lay 

in ruins as women largely fled the district after a series of reforms changed the structure 

of the commercial sex trade.  Pressure from the U.S. during World War I persuaded 

                                                
192 Department of State Memorandum.  21 March 1916.  File 819.11151/2; Williams Jennings Price to the 
Secretary of State.  21 March 1917.  File 819.11151/4-8, RG 59, NARA. 
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lawmakers in the Republic to pass a series of legislation based on progressive-era reforms 

in the States.  First, President Ramón Valdes issued an executive decree that prohibited 

men from subleasing rooms to prostitutes while managing the brothel’s saloon.193  Next, 

the Colón Board of Commerce pressured authorities to ban women from operating 

saloons.194  Finally, a U.S. military prohibition against soldiers from entering the 

Republic during the war convinced Panamanian officials to ban alcohol in the red-light 

district.195 

The prohibition against women selling alcohol encouraged sex workers to market 

new illicit substances.  Soon after forbidding the sale of alcohol, registered prostitutes in 

the red-light districts began to distribute cocaine to meet the growing demands of 

addicted U.S. soldiers.   Tellingly, three North American sex workers from an earlier era 

faced legal prosecution over distribution of cocaine in Cocoa Grove in July 1918, but 

Canal health authorities negotiated the charges to be dropped if they agreed to depart for 

the States.  The U.S. Health Officer of Panama City, Henry Goldwaithe, proudly reported 

that he personally observed the women set sail for New York.196  

The emergence of illegal substances in the districts was indicative of the 

significant changes for women’s economic autonomy that occurred during the war.  U.S. 

and Panamanian officials endeavored to transform the districts into a space solely for 
                                                
193 República de Panamá, Memorias de Gobierno y Justicia, 1918, 21.  Laws regarding men working in the 
district also became increasingly stricter.  Under Decree 12 of 1918, foreign men could be deported if he 
was associated with “protecting” or “living” with a prostitute.  See Memorias de Gobierno y Justicia, 1918, 
155.  Panamanian authorities occasionally used this decree to deport foreign men who continued to work in 
the district.  See, expediente 86, caja 3, 1917, AP, SAE, ANP. 
194 “Alcalde After Cantines in Barrio Rojo,” 12 June 1918; “Commerce Board and Order No. 20” 22 June 
1918, Panama Star and Herald. 
195 The Governor of Colón told reporters that he would make it so that “American authorities will have 
nothing to criticize.”  See, “Colon’s Alcalde is a Busy Man,” 18 June 1918; “Lid Taken Off City 
Yesterday,” 9 July 1918;  “Arcia Making Many Reforms,” 13 July 1918; “New Orders for Restricted 
Area,” 17 July 1918, Panama Star and Herald. 
196 Arthur T. McCormack to Rodolfo Estripeaut, 30 July 1918, 37-H-10, Part 2; Henry Goldwaithe to 
Arthur T. McCormack, 11 October 1918, 37-H-10, Part 3, RG 185, NARA. 
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regulated sex while abolishing other forms of leisure.  Authorities discouraged activities, 

such as drinking, gambling, and dancing, from the district largely at the behest of U.S. 

demands.  Meanwhile, madams no longer managed or owned brothel establishments.  

Instead, landlords rented individual rooms or “cribs” directly to sex workers.  Moreover, 

increasingly strict prohibitions on alcohol in the district brought to a close the era of large 

brothels doubling as saloons.  Women no longer poured beer for canal workers, but rather 

dealt cocaine secretly to addicted U.S. soldiers.  As a result, legal sex work as a path 

toward economic autonomy became more tenuous as authorities restricted the rights of 

women.  

Conclusion 

During the creation of the Panama Canal, Canal Zone officials implicitly 

depended on migrant sex workers in the region to satisfy the sexual demands of a large 

male workforce.  Many women from the U.S. and beyond took advantage of new routes 

to the isthmus in order to partake in economic opportunities created by the deluge of cash 

that flooded the Panamanian cities.  White women from the U.S. and Europe became 

significant actors in the brothel districts because of contradictory ideas of race, class, 

nationality, and sex.  Although canal authorities viewed them as shameful degradations of 

honorable white womanhood, madams from Europe and North America fashioned 

themselves as white respectable women who operated high-class establishments.  

Although U.S. officials eventually dismantled the lucrative brothel industry dominated by 

white women, the process of refashioning respectability in the isthmian nightlife 

continued.  North American women continued to work in Panama’s entertainment 

districts, where they forged new paths to whiteness, wealth, and respectability through a 

burgeoning cabaret scene during the 1920s. 
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The free-flowing movement of migrants to the region also aroused a host of racial 

and patriarchal apprehensions over women’s economic autonomy.  The brothel districts 

in Panama also undermined racial and gender boundaries that U.S. authorities had 

worked diligently to erect on the isthmus.  After the completion of the canal, authorities 

aimed to disentangle U.S. citizens from working in the entertainment districts.  They also 

endeavored to reassert control over women’s economic activity on the outskirts of the 

canal.  Attempts by U.S. officials to control what type of women participated in the sex 

trade, however, engendered opposition from their Panamanian counterparts.  They 

viewed U.S. attempts to prevent North American sex workers from participating in the 

isthmian sex trade as a threat to Panamanian women who would fill the sexual vacuum 

created by their absence. 

The next chapter examines how these debates over womanhood continued 

through the World War I era.  Although official anxieties over sexual commerce shifted 

focus away from white women toward migrant black women from the Caribbean, sex on 

the isthmus remained a hotly contested issue.  Sexual contact between U.S. soldiers and 

Afro-Caribbean women, in particular, sparked debate among U.S authorities, Panamanian 

politicians, and Afro-Caribbean labor activists.  While each group all agreed that 

prostitutes were morally depraved women infested with disease, they strongly disagreed 

on the appropriate manner of dealing with the crisis.
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Chapter 2:  “Sacrificed on the Altar of Vice”: Afro-Caribbean Activism 
and Sexuality in Panama, 1914-1930 

On February 24, 1920, Afro-Caribbean activists launched a massive strike that 

brought operations on the Panama Canal to a halt for an entire week.1  Almost the entire 

labor force of nearly 15,000 black employees refused to attend work in protest against 

slashed wages as the cost of living skyrocketed on the isthmus.  Canal administrators, 

horrified by the unprecedented display of assertiveness, reacted with vindictive 

repression against the strikers.  Authorities evicted families from their living quarters, 

deported most of the labor organizers, and eventually rehired workers at even lower 

wages.  This unbridled show of force effectively ended a period of labor unrest that 

increased after the opening of the canal in 1914.  Nevertheless, the 1920 strike 

represented a major protest by the West Indian community in Panama against racist labor 

policies and worker exploitation by U.S. authorities. 

Gendered ideas of race and labor pervaded Afro-Caribbean activism following the 

end of the construction era.  During a Labor Day march in 1919, demonstrators carried 

placards with slogans that read: “Are we slaves or free men?” and “Here we are – Negro 

advancement.”  Another banner asked:  “Must our girls be sacrificed on the altar of vice?  

NO!”2  Caribbean labor activists argued that West Indian women would not stoop to 

prostitution if canal authorities paid black men a decent wage.  During the time of 

upheaval, racial anxieties over sexuality and manliness emerged as a central component 

to articulate notions of racial uplift.   Afro-Caribbean labor activists, however, comprised 
                                                
1 I use the terms “Afro-Caribbean,” “Caribbean,” “West Indian,” and “black” interchangeably for reasons 
of variation.  The terms encompass people of African descent from various islands in the Caribbean under 
the imperial jurisdiction of the British Empire during the early twentieth century, including Jamaica, 
Barbados, Trinidad, Montserrat, St. Lucia in addition to other islands.  As historical actors in the twentieth 
century, they often referred to themselves as “West Indians,” “British West Indians,” or simply “negroes.” 
2 Workman, 30 August 1919; Michael Conniff, Black Labor on a White Canal (Pittsburgh: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1985), 54-55. 
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only one group of men concerned with the sexuality of West Indian women.  During the 

war, diplomatic struggles between U.S. and Panamanian authorities focused on the 

presence of migrant Caribbean women in the sex trade.  While U.S. military health 

officers demanded their deportation, officials in the Republic feared the absence of West 

Indian women would force large numbers of Panamanian women into prostitution.   

After the canal opened in 1914, heated debates over prostitution in Panama 

continued to tap into a myriad of rival anxieties over race, manliness, and sexuality.  

While the first chapter explored how U.S. officials aimed to extract white North 

American women from the isthmian sex trade, this chapter spotlights a very different 

group of migrant women in Panama.  During the First World War, Afro-Caribbean 

women became the topic of contentious arguments among various groups of men who all 

articulated conflicting interests in the perceived immorality of black women.  Although 

this analysis in this chapter does not examine the lives of the sex workers themselves, it 

does examine the competing discourses that surrounded migrant Afro-Caribbean 

women’s sexuality.  While most men agreed that prostitutes embodied harmful disease 

and moral depravity, they all strongly disagreed on how to deal with a local crisis that 

had global implications.   

This chapter begins by tracing the changing contours of Afro-Caribbean migrant 

networks that unfolded alongside broad political and economic transformations in the 

region during the post-emancipation era.  From this migratory context emerged a robust 

organizational and print culture that fostered grassroots activism based on new gendered 

notions of black manhood, labor rights, and political sovereignty.  Next, it examines how 

Afro-Caribbean men confronted West Indian sex workers at the center of U.S.-

Panamanian relations during World War I.  These black activists articulated a vision of 
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manhood and racial uplift that simultaneously policed female sexuality while confronting 

U.S. canal authorities over the dire economic straits.   

Afro-Caribbean women, however, refused to remain silent during public debates 

over black women’s sexuality.  Caribbean women activists incorporated feminist 

perspectives with ideas of racial uplift in order to challenge the double standards placed 

upon them by Afro-Caribbean men.  This activism increasingly shifted the debate away 

from deviant womanhood toward a focus on youth culture.  The emphasis on the youth 

allowed women to criticize men’s role in upholding morality among the Afro-Caribbean 

community.  Faced with xenophobic measures by the Panamanian government, the 

cultivation of morality among a largely Panamanian-born generation also allowed black 

activists to demonstrate worthiness for national citizenship while maintaining a global 

outlook.   

This analysis utilizes a variety of sources to illuminate competing perspectives of 

Afro-Caribbean women’s sexuality from the opening of the canal in 1914 to the dawn of 

a populist era in Panama in 1930.  In addition to diplomatic correspondence, 

administrative records, police reports, petitions and Panamanian court records, this 

chapter primarily relies on a rich archive of black newspapers to uncover the perspective 

of local Caribbean activists in Panama.  As scholars have shown, newspapers facilitated a 

steady circulation of news and ideas that constantly crossed national and imperial 

boundaries.  This thriving black international press linked communities throughout the 

Caribbean basin with black populations the United States, France, England, and Africa as 

part of a broader collective with shared political goals.3  During the interwar years, the 
                                                
3 Brent Hayes Edwards, The Practice of Diaspora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black 
Internationalism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003).  For an excellent analysis on the role of the 
black press in the circulation of popular culture, see Lara Putnam, Radical Moves: Caribbean Migrants and 
the Politics of Race in the Jazz Age (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013), 123-152; for 
linkages between Chicago and São Paulo, see Micol Seigel, Uneven Encounters: Making Race and Nation 
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black press allowed migrant men and women to refashion ideas from a kaleidoscope of 

intellectual currents circulating in the international arena, including Pan-Africanism, 

democracy, colonialism, nationalism, Bolshevism, eugenics, and feminism.4  Although 

scholars have focused attention generally on Caribbean intellectual activists in major 

urban metropolises, this analysis contributes to a literature that has shifted attention to 

activists in supposed “peripheral” communities in the circum-Caribbean.5  It argues that 

specific U.S. imperial formations in Panama uniquely informed gendered debates of 

racial uplift that reverberated beyond the isthmus as activists on the move continually 

evoked the vexing problem of sexuality in Panama elsewhere. 

The focus on the role deviant sexuality played in Afro-Caribbean activism 

contributes to a vibrant and growing field of African diaspora studies.  Recent scholarship 

has highlighted diaspora formation as a historically specific process of establishing 

connections across political and cultural borders through a variety of routes and 

institutions.6  Scholars frequently describe Caribbean intellectuals and activists as 

“radicals” in order to highlight their struggles against white global supremacy in its 
                                                                                                                                            
in Brazil and the United States (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 179-205; for the role of print 
culture in the creation of nationalism as “imagined communities” during the Age of Revolution, see 
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism 
(London: Verso, 1991). 
4 Michelle Ann Stephens, Black Empire: The Masculine Global Imaginary of Caribbean Intellectuals in the 
United States, 1914-1962 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005), 8.  
5 Putnam, Radical Moves, 124; Frank Guridy, Forging Diaspora: Afro-Cubans and African Americans in a 
World of Empire and Jim Crow (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010); Marc McLeod, 
“‘Sin dejar de ser cubanos’: Cuban Blacks and the Challenges of Garveyism in Cuba,” Caribbean Studies 
(Vol. 31 No. 1, 2003); Jorge L. Giovannetti, “The Elusive Organization of ‘Identity’: Race, Religion and 
Empire Among Caribbean Migrants in Cuba,” Small Axe (Vol. 10, No. 1), 2006.  
6 Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1993); James Clifford, Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1997); Robin D.G. Kelley, “‘But a Local Phase of a World Problem’: Black 
History’s Global Vision.” Journal of American History 86 (1999); Robin D.G. Kelley and Tiffany 
Patterson, “Unfinished Migrations: Reflections on the African Diaspora and the Making of the Modern 
World,” African Studies Review (Vol. 43, No. 1, 2000); Guridy, Forging Diaspora; Minkah Makalani, In 
the Cause of Freedom: Radical Black Internationalism from Harlem to London, 1917-1939 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2011). 
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varied forms.7  Indeed, grassroots activists in Panama creatively reimagined a new racial 

collective that challenged U.S. imperial racism abroad that inspired broad-based social 

movements.  Ending the analysis here, however, obscures crucial gender and generational 

components in the making and remaking of these global demands for justice.  This 

research also contributes to a growing subfield that places gender and masculinity at the 

center of diaspora formation by analyzing the specific dynamics of a local community 

laboring at a major crossroads of U.S. empire.8 

Caribbean Crossroads: The Place of Panama in Migrant Routes, 1830-1918 

The demise of slavery in the British West Indian colonies during the 1830s 

initiated successive waves of migration throughout the Caribbean basin.   Emancipation 

in 1838 further hastened the decline of the British Caribbean sugar industry as former 

slaves fled plantations.  With growing regional competition from sugar producers in 

Cuba, Puerto Rico, Brazil, and Louisiana, British investors steered capital away from the 

Caribbean.  Meanwhile, people of African descent in the post-emancipation period 

creatively combined strategies for economic survival, such as working on plantations for 

                                                
7 Winston James examines factors that determined an exceptional “racial consciousness” among Anglo-
Caribbean migrants that “disposed them to radical politics” in comparison with migrants from the 
Hispanic-Caribbean.  See, James, Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia: Caribbean Radicalism in Early 
Twentieth-Century America (New York: Verso, 1998); for a critique on the utility of comparative 
approaches in understanding the “radical” lives of Garveyites in the Caribbean, see Guridy, Forging 
Diaspora, 66.  Meanwhile, Lara Putnam argues that Caribbean migrants “created radical new ways of 
thinking about themselves, their communities, and their rights,” which generated “popular cultures of black 
internationalism” that would fundamentally shape social movements during the twentieth century.  Putnam, 
Radical Moves, 3.   
8 Stephens, Black Empire; Ula Yvette Taylor, The Veiled Garvey: The Life and Times of Amy Jacques 
Garvey (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Martin Summers, Manliness and Its 
Discontents: The Black Middle Class and the Transformation of Masculinity, 1900-1930 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2004), Anne Macpherson, From Colony to Nation: Women Activists 
and the Gendering of Politics, 1912-1982 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009); Barbara Bair, 
“True Women, Real Men: Gender, Ideology, and Social Roles in the Garvey Movement” in Gendered 
Domains: Rethinking Public and Private in Women’s History, eds. Dorothy Helly and Susan Reverby 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992). 
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low-wages, cultivating small landholdings for subsistence, and migrating to the cities and 

beyond.  Indeed, for several generations after the abolition of slavery, West Indians 

consistently took to the sea in search of economic prospects throughout the circum-

Caribbean basin.9 

Slavery’s end in the British Caribbean also coincided with dramatic economic, 

political, and technological transformations throughout the region during the 19th century.  

As British investments waned, U.S. capital expanded new transportation networks and 

stimulated the growth of agro-export economies across the region.  North American fruit 

companies purchased large expanses of land, planned new railways, and invested in 

steamship fleets in order to transport new commodities, such as bananas and sugar, to 

consumers in the United States.10  As multiple U.S. companies competed for 

consolidation over these new commodity chains, a growing traffic in steamships linked 

North American ports along the eastern seaboard (largely New York and Boston) and the 

Caribbean coastline (New Orleans, Galveston, and Mobile) with ports throughout the 

Caribbean.  Although initially competitors, these North American fruit companies 

wielded enormous political influence and eventually merged overtime to form the United 

Fruit Company.11  As steamships crisscrossed Caribbean waters like never before, they 

not only carried bananas and sugar but people too.12   
                                                
9 Elizabeth McLean Petras, Jamaican Labor Migration: White Capital and Black Labor, 1850-1930 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1988); Velma Newton, The Silver Men: West Indian Labour Migration to 
Panama, 1850-1914 (Kingston: Institute of Social and Economic Studies, University of West Indies, 1984), 
7-8.  
10 John Soluri, Banana Cultures: Agriculture, Consumption, and Environmental Change in Honduras and 
the United States (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005); Steve Striffler and Mark Moberg, eds.  Banana 
Wars: Power, Production, and History in the Americas (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003); César J. 
Ayala, American Sugar Kingdom: The Plantation Economy of the Spanish Caribbean, 1898-1934 (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999). 
11 Stacy May and Galo Plaza, The United Fruit Company in Latin America (New York: Arno Press, 1976); 
Lester Langley and Thomas Schoonover, The Banana Men: American Mercenaries and Entrepreneurs in 
Central America, 1880-1930 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1995); Paul J. Dosal, Doing 
Business with the Dictators: A Political History of the United Fruit in Guatemala, 1899-1944 (Wilmington: 
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In order to facilitate these broad economic reconfigurations, U.S. investors turned 

to Afro-Caribbean migrants as a cheap source of labor to perform a variety of tasks.  

They cleared jungle, laid railroad tracks, poured concrete, harvested bananas, cut 

sugarcane, and loaded freight on railroad cars and steamships.  Although the sudden 

influx of capital in one locale could fundamentally alter migrant networks with new 

prospects of higher wages, Lara Putnam’s research has demonstrated that the 

development of migratory patterns was more complicated.  She emphasizes that informal 

networks of friends and family significantly influenced a migrant worker’s decision-

making process.  People on the move depended on ties of kinship as they planned 

journeys, paid for their passage, and learned of new opportunities.  “The number of 

British Caribbeans traveling to any given destination under contract,” Putnam 

underscores, “was always smaller than the number who made the trip at their own 

expense and under their own authority.”13  In other words, the whims of U.S. capital did 

not simply dictate the movement of an exploited workforce.  Rather migrants themselves 

took advantage of these growing connections and established interconnected 

communities throughout the region. 

The Isthmus of Panama lay at the center of regional transformations, particularly 

with the creation of new transcontinental modes of transportation beginning in the 19th 

century.  In the wake of U.S. westward continental expansion, the U.S.-Mexico War, and 

                                                                                                                                            
Scholarly Resources, Inc., 1993), 75-91, 141-156; Jason Colby, The Business of Empire: United Fruit, 
Race, and U.S. Expansion in Central America (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2011); Marcelo Bucheli, 
Bananas and Business: The United Fruit Company in Colombia, 1899-2000 (New York: New York 
University Press, 2005); Putnam, Radical Moves, 27.  
12 Scholars have recently applied different terms to describe historically specific regional transformations.  
Frank Guridy coined the term “U.S.-Caribbean world” in order to describe a “cross-border” and “translocal 
zone” that emerged out of the expansion of U.S. economic, military, and political influence in the region.  
Guridy, Forging Diaspora, 7-8.  Meanwhile, Lara Putnam described how Caribbean migrants created a 
distinct transnational “circum-Caribbean migratory sphere,” Radical Moves, 21-48. 
13 Putnam, Radical Moves, 22; see also Putnam, The Company They Kept, 35-74. 
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the discovery of gold in California, North American investors and engineers began 

planning the first transcontinental railway in the Americas across Panama (a province of 

Nueva Granada at the time).  By the completion of the railway in 1855, an estimated 

5000 Jamaican workers had migrated to lay tracks and some settled permanently in Colón 

and Panama City.14  Another boom and bust cycle occurred during the French canal 

project from 1880 to 1889.  A much larger wave of roughly 50,000 Caribbean migrants 

arrived, largely from Jamaica, while as many as 20,000 laborers perished from accidents 

and disease.  They established, nevertheless, institutions of community support, including 

churches, mutual aid societies, fraternal orders, and social clubs, as well as businesses 

and schools.15  After bankruptcy ended French ambitions for an interoceanic canal, many 

West Indians headed along the Caribbean coast of Central America to lay railroad tracks 

and work on banana plantations.16 

Beginning in 1904, the U.S. government invested $352 million dollars in the 

Isthmian Canal Commission (I.C.C.) to construct the Panama Canal and amassed a 

diverse labor force unlike any undertaking before it.17  This surge of capital reshaped 

regional demographics and migration networks.  Lara Putnam’s research emphasizes how 

U.S. canal project linked two distinct migratory spheres that had previously developed 

over the later half of the 19th century.  The first sphere included routes that centered on 
                                                
14 Aims McGuinness, Path of Empire: Panama and the California Gold Rush (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 2008). 
15 Conniff, 18-19. 
16 Putnam, The Company They Kept; Aviva Chomsky, West Indian Workers on the United Fruit Company 
in Costa Rica, 1870-1940 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1996); Philippe Bourgois, 
Ethnicity at Work: Divided Labor on a Central American Banana Plantation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1989); Glenn A. Chambers, Race, Nation, and West Indian Immigration to Honduras, 
1890-1940 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2010); Frederick Douglass Opie, Black Labor 
Migration in Caribbean Guatemala, 1882-1923 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2009); Ronald N. 
Harpelle, The West Indians of Costa Rica: Race, Class, and the Integration of an Ethnic Minority 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2001). 
17 Julie Greene, The Canal Builders: Making America’s Empire at the Panama Canal (New York: Penguin 
Press, 2009). 
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the western Caribbean with Jamaican migrants heading to Central American republics.  A 

second circuit developed around the eastern Caribbean islands from Antigua to Barbados, 

where migrants gravitated toward Trinidad and Venezuela to partake in gold mining, 

rubber tapping, and cocoa harvesting booms.  The U.S. canal project, Putnam highlights, 

bridged these two eastern and western migratory worlds for the first time and thus 

reshaped migratory routes in the decades to follow.18  

As the majority of the I.C.C. workforce, Afro-Caribbean men performed a wide 

range of indispensable labor during the U.S. construction of the Panama Canal.  They 

toiled primarily as “pick and shovel” laborers at a rate of ten cents per hour shoveling 

coal, digging graves, burrowing out machinery from mud, carrying dynamite, clearing 

brush, spraying mosquito larvae, working the docks, and mopping floors.  A second class 

of “skilled artisans” earned up to twenty cents per hour working as foremen, ship 

captains, steam-shovel operators, plumbers, masons, painters, electricians, carpenters, 

boilermakers, machinists, drill runners, and pipefitters as well as bakers, cooks, waiters, 

and barbers.19  Another group of upwardly mobile Afro-Caribbean men resided in both 

the Canal Zone and the Republic’s port cities where they worked as doctors, dentists, 

lawyers, tailors, teachers, and church ministers.  West Indian entrepreneurs also opened 

print shops, mortuary homes, photography studios, pharmacies, bookstores, as well as 

grocery, furniture, tire, and jewelry stores.20 

Migrant Caribbean women also played a crucial role in the local and regional 

economy.  They too filled a variety of work functions, and oftentimes juggled multiple 

jobs with domestic responsibilities, such as child rearing, washing clothes, and cooking 

                                                
18 Putnam, Radical Moves, 22-26. 
19 Greene, 126-128. 
20 Ibid; Conniff, 72; see also, advertisements in the Workman from 1919 to 1929 for urban trades and 
professions. 
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meals.  Although a few chose to work seasonally in the sex trade, most women toiled in 

the informal economy as self-employed domestic workers, seamstresses, laundresses, 

milliners, street vendors, and caretakers.  Some migrant women also found formal 

employment at Canal Zone laundry facilities or in hospitals as nursing assistants.  While 

a small minority of Caribbean women operated brothels in the cities, they more often 

managed restaurants, refreshment stands, boarding houses, cigarette kiosks, and produce 

booths.  A few upwardly mobile women also owned retail clothing boutiques and beauty 

parlors, where they circulated the latest trends in the Americas. 

Along with reconfigured patterns of migration, work on the U.S. canal also 

generated new linkages in the form of sending remittances and mail throughout the 

region.  Though short lived, this unprecedented amount of wealth in Barbados became 

known as “Panama money,” which further stimulated migration.  Although the I.C.C. 

recruitment office in Barbados contracted 20,000 laborers, at least another 150,000 

migrants paid their own transportation.  Family members often saved money to send back 

to relatives abroad for the purpose of reuniting in Panama, and women’s labor played a 

particularly important role in financing this broad movement of people across the 

Caribbean.  One Barbadian woman, for example, left her daughter in the care of an aunt, 

and spent her savings on deck fare to travel to Colón.  From Panama she sent back home 

“money, clothes, sheets, pillowcases, everything.”  After years of operating a fruit stand 

and laundering clothes, she returned to Barbados with enough savings to bring her 

daughter back to the isthmus.21  

                                                
21 Bonham Richardson, Panama Money in Barbados, 1900-1920 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee 
Press, 1985), 3, 154-155; Conniff, 4.  Putnam highlights how this very common practice of “child 
borrowing” or informal fostering provided flexibility in the mobile lives of migrant women.  See Radical 
Moves, 37; The Company They Kept, 53, 138. 
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Nevertheless, the end of construction for the Panama Canal in 1914 altered the 

flow of migrants once again.  Although roughly 40,000 to 50,000 West Indians stayed in 

Panama after the canal’s completion, many more moved on after canal work slowed in 

1913.22  Although some migrants searched for ways back to their native islands, over 

100,000 Caribbean migrants flocked to Cuba as sugar production soared due to a 

devastated sugar beet industry in war-torn Europe until 1927.23  Others joined African-

American migrants from the U.S. South to urban centers along the Atlantic coast, such as 

New York City, Boston and to a lesser degree, Montreal.24  While smaller numbers 

perhaps found work near oil fields throughout the Caribbean gulf from Mexico to 

Venezuela.25  For Caribbean migrants who remained in Panama, racism and declining 

local conditions encouraged them to overcome “inter-island rivalries and insularity” and 

organize Pan-African associations.  

Migration, Manhood, and the Making of Afro-Caribbean Activism 

Despite the wide variation of occupation and social class among Caribbean 

migrants, Jim Crow segregation in the Canal Zone and racist xenophobia in the Republic 

permeated life on the isthmus.  From segregated payrolls and drinking fountains to racist 

police officers and employers, all Caribbean migrants experienced the social impact of 
                                                
22 Conniff, Black Labor on a White Canal, 46. 
23 Marc McLeod, “Undesirable Aliens: Race, Ethnicity, and Nationalism in the Comparison of Haitian and 
British West Indian Immigrant Workers in Cuba, 1912-1939” Journal of Social History (Vol. 31, No. 3, 
1998); Jorge L. Giovannetti, “Black British Subjects in Cuba: Race, Ethnicity, Nation, and Identity in the 
Migratory Experience, 1898-1938” (Ph.D. Dissertation: University of North London, 2001); Aviva 
Chomsky, “‘Barbados or Canada?’ Race, Immigration, and Nation in Early Twentieth-Century Cuba” 
Hispanic American Historical Review (Vol. 80, No. 3) 2000; Lara Putnam, The Company They Kept. 
24 Irma Watkins-Owens, Blood Relations: Caribbean Immigrants and the Harlem Community, 1900-1930 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996); Violet Johnson, The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians 
in Boston, 1900-1950 (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 2006); James, Holding Aloft the Banner 
of Ethiopia; James W. St.G. Walker, The West Indians in Canada (Ottowa: Canadian Historical 
Association, 1984), 8-9. 
25 Putnam, Radical Moves, 31; Jonathan Brown, “Foreign and Native-Born Workers in Porfirian Mexico,” 
American Historical Review (Vol. 98, No. 3, 1993): 798-800. 
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race on a daily basis.  Although not unique to Panama, racial barriers encouraged black 

migrants to view themselves as part of a broader oppressed community, regardless of 

occupation and wealth.  This collective manifested itself on an ideological level as 

working together for racial advancement or racial uplift, which transcended national 

boundaries and implicated all people of African descent as belonging to a larger whole.26  

Leaders from the upwardly mobile black middle class, or aspiring class, typically 

fashioned themselves as agents of progress.  They argued that slavery in the Americas 

had cast the “negro race” into a state of degradation, which required a specific 

prescription to overcome.27  Uplift advocates espoused a philosophy of self-help through 

education, entrepreneurship, and thrift.  They also stressed the importance of racial 

solidarity through patriarchal authority, refined physical culture, sobriety, and upright 

sexual morality.28  Although the ideology of racial uplift provided activists a language of 

commonality, it also served to police morality and respectability.  

A number of historical factors encouraged West Indians to organize collectively 

after 1914 as they encountered deteriorating economic conditions and persistent racism.  

First, the vibrant organizational culture of Afro-Caribbean migrants fostered community 

                                                
26 Traditionally scholars have examined the ideology of racial uplift within the context of U.S. history.  
See, Kevin Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth-Century 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995); Michele Mitchell, Righteous Propagation: African 
Americans and the Politics of Racial Destiny after Reconstruction (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2004).  More recent scholarship demonstrates that notions of racial advancement 
transcended national borders.  See, Kelley “‘But a Local Phase of a World Problem’”; Guridy, Forging 
Diaspora, 71-73. 
27 Historians have begun to use Michele Mitchell’s concept of an “aspiring class” to describe a black 
middle class for a variety of reasons.  First, it underscores the tenuous nature of economic class based on 
racial discrimination.  Second, the concept of “aspiring” also highlights working-class peoples’ desire for 
upward social mobility.  These cultural ties of commonality across the region bound the community of 
Afro-Caribbean community together into a transnational collective.  See, Mitchell, xx, 9.  For the use of the 
concept by scholars of racialization in Cuba, see Guridy, Forging Diaspora, 208 n. 27; Takkara Brunson, 
“Constructing Afro-Cuban Womanhood: Race, Gender, and Citizenship in Republican-Era Cuba, 1902-
1958” (Ph.D. Dissertation: University of Texas at Austin, 2011), 21-22.  
28 Gaines, 2. 
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activism and provided necessary experience in running meetings, managing funds, and 

addressing social needs.  Community institutions not only provided support to those in 

need, but they also promoted public debate as well as policing of morality.  Rooted in 

migratory networks, membership in associations also connected people to local 

communities across geopolitical borders.  Moreover, the black press on the isthmus 

developed from this rich, transnational associational culture and shaped Caribbean 

visions of political alternatives.29  While social institutions laid the foundation for 

political involvement, World War I ignited a wave of activism like never before.  

Participation in the global conflict in the name of democracy encouraged Afro-Caribbean 

to demand equality in the face of ongoing racism.30  

Afro-Caribbean activism after the opening of the canal originated from a long 

history of associational culture on the isthmus since at least the 1880s.  Mutual aid 

societies, fraternal lodges, friendly societies, social clubs, and churches formed the basis 

of social organization that gave rise to Pan-African associations and labor unions during 

the First World War.  Caribbean migrants built community institutions in order to support 

each other in the midst of a harsh social environment.31  Women also independently 

organized their own mutual aid societies during the construction era, such as the 

Women’s Problem Social Club, which lasted throughout the 1930s in Panama.  Most 

mutual aid societies provided members a small stipend if illness prevented them from 

working.  In the case of death, the association allocated funds for not only for funeral 

services but also for orphans and the deceased member’s spouse.  These institutions, 

                                                
29 Putnam, Radical Moves, 23, 35-36, 138. 
30 James, 52-69. 
31 Jorge L. Giovannetti, “The Elusive Organization of ‘Identity’: Race, Religion and Empire Among 
Caribbean Migrants in Cuba,” Small Axe (Vol. 10, No. 1), 2006; Trevor O’Reggio, The Evolution of Black 
West Indian Society in Panama (Lanham: University Press of America), 72; Putnam, Radical Moves, 35-
36. 
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moreover, policed morality by inserting clauses in the bylaws to terminate benefits due to 

“drunkenness or immoral conduct.”32 

A dynamic transnational print culture also emerged from Caribbean migratory 

circuits and intersected with organizational life.  The rise of an Afro-Caribbean press 

further encouraged activism after 1914 among a highly literate, albeit working-class, 

population.33  At least three daily newspapers between 1914 and 1930, each had a “West 

Indian” section of the paper edited by Caribbean journalists.34  Moreover, Hubert 

Nathaniel Walrond published the weekly Workman from 1913 to 1930 as well as other 

Caribbean journals, including the West Indian Progress.35  Later, Sydney Young founded 

the Panama Tribune in 1928 to compete with the Workman for local readership.36  In 

addition to reporting on local events, the black press also circulated information about 

world affairs and the plight of black communities abroad.  The expansive circulation of 

newspapers, as Lara Putnam notes, connected communities as disparate as Chicago, 

Pittsburgh, Baltimore, New York, London, Kingston, Havana, Bridgetown, Georgetown, 

Limón, and Panama City.  Moreover, it further encouraged Afro-Caribbean migrants to 

rethink ideas of race and empire by placing local issues into a global framework.37 

                                                
32 Several of these organizations’ by-laws and registration paperwork for the Panamanian government are 
located in box titled “Secretaria de Gobierno y Justicia: logías, sociedades de beneficios, varios asuntos, 
1915-1930,” in Administración del Estado, Archivos Nacionales de Panamá.   
33 Lara Putnam highlights that British West Indians were among the most highly literate colonial subjects 
in the world during the interwar years.  See Radical Moves, 128. 
34 These papers included the Panama Star and Herald, the Panama Morning Journal, and the Panama 
American. 
35 Walrond published the Workman from 1913 to 1930, but all editions from 1913 to 1918 are no longer 
extant as are most copies of the West Indian Progress.  One edition is located in 2-P-59/16, Part 3, RG 185, 
NARA. 
36 Young left the Panama American after a racist encounter with the owner, who refused to pay Young a 
“white man’s salary” despite his talent and dedication.  The Panama Tribune remained in print until 1972.  
See Conniff, 18, 72.  
37 Putnam, Radical Moves, 123-152. 
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The proliferation of social institutions and the flowering of the black isthmian 

press served as the basis for racial organizing and labor mobilization as well as 

formulating new ideas of black manhood.  Before the arrival of the Marcus Garvey’s 

Universal Negro Improvement Association and African Communities League (UNIA-

ACL), Caribbean activists had already established Pan-African organizations, including 

the Association of United Loyal Negroes (AULN).38  The AULN frequently collaborated 

with the West Indian Labour Union (WILU) and their membership rosters frequently 

overlapped.  During AULN fundraising drives for the “Africa Movement Fund,” for 

instance, both WILU officers and a fraternal organization called the Morning Star Lodge 

of Independent United Order of Mechanics donated to the cause.  Moreover, the AULN 

and WILU jointly filed petitions on “behalf of members of the colored race” to Canal 

Zone officials through the British Legation in Panama.  The AULN and the WILU also 

dominated the West Indian editorial pages of the Panama Morning Journal.  Not 

surprisingly, many of the officers and members of these organizations ultimately joined 

the ranks of the UNIA in the following months.39 

                                                
38 The AULN was closely associated with the National Association of Loyal Negroes (NALN), headed by 
William Pilgrim in Colón.  The AULN, affiliated with Egyptian-born Pan-African activist, Dusé 
Mohammed Ali, who was based in London, England.  Ali impacted the development of Garvey’s UNIA-
ACL both on an ideological level and its organizational growth.  Robert Hill, ed.  The Marcus Garvey and 
Universal Negro Improvement Association Papers, Volume XI, The Caribbean Diaspora, 1910-1920 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 53-55 n. 1; Putnam, Radical Moves, 133.  According to Robert 
Hill, Garvey adopted the “Africa for the Africans” political platform from West Indians in Panama.  Hill, 
“Boundaries of Belonging: Essay on Comparative Caribbean Garveyism” Caribbean Studies (Vol. 31, No. 
1, 2003), 19-20. 
39 See Panama Morning Journal, 11 and 19 December 1918.  James Benjamin Yearwood, for example, 
organized and served as Secretary of the AULN in Panama and Costa Rica in 1918.  He urged local 
chapters to join the UNIA and at the 1920 UNIA convention he was elected assistant secretary-general of 
the parent organization.  Robert Hill, ed.  The Marcus Garvey and Universal Negro Improvement 
Association Papers, Volume XI, The Caribbean Diaspora, 1910-1920 (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2011), 105 n. 1.  Likewise, Garveyite activist, William Stoute, also vocally supported the efforts of the 
AULN.  See “Letters to the Editor,” Panama Morning Journal, 3 December 1918.   
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Individuals frequently belonged to multiple organizations, and as a result, their 

members created a significant amount of institutional overlap in membership between 

labor unions, race-based associations, mutual aid societies, fraternal lodges, and the 

press.40  In 1918, WILU activist B. A. Kerr, however, viewed the proliferation of “rival 

organizations” as an impediment to racial progress.  However, he also underscored the 

similarity in their goals.  “Let all these petty societies come under one head,” Kerr 

advocated, “call[ed] the National Association (anything you please).  Have its Back-to-

Africa day, its Red Cross day, its Educational day, (for I think the Democrats, the 

YMCA, and the Lodges more educational than any thing else.) What a mighty swell of 

force!”  Furthermore, he recounted how he toured various fraternal lodges to drum up 

support for the WILU.41  Kerr’s participation in multiple community organizations 

illustrates how these institutions facilitated activism and a common project of racial 

uplift.   

The common experience of migration and multiple encounters with racism in 

various locales encouraged members of various organizations to adopt global 

perspectives as well as identify with other people of African descent.  The travels of Dr. 

Felix Ethelbert Lowe, for example, reflect the expansive institutional ties of several 

organizations in Panama.  Dr. F. E. Lowe, a native of St. James Parish (Jamaica), studied 

pharmacy at Montego Bay before pursuing a medical degree at Queen’s College in 

Ontario, Canada from 1902 to 1906.  After a brief return to Jamaica, he set out for 

Panama in 1908 to practice medicine in the Canal Zone.  Dr. Lowe crossed the Atlantic in 

1911 to take courses on midwifery at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland.  Two years 

                                                
40 Jorge Giovannetti makes a similar argument in “The Elusive Organization of ‘Identity.’” 
41 “Letters to the Editor,” Panama Morning Journal, 17 November 1918. 
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later he returned to the isthmus, where he opened a practice in Panama City and became 

loosely involved in multiple West Indian associations.42 

Although Lowe’s itinerary reflects a particular route travelled by upwardly mobile 

medical professionals, it also helps to explain the geographic scope of the AULN in the 

development of black manhood.  The AULN not only had chapters in Panama City and 

Colón, but also in Montreal (Canada), London (England), and Boston (U.S.).43  Although 

Lowe’s formal membership with the AULN remains unknown, he actively coordinated 

efforts in Panama with the AULN and WILU during 1918 in support of British Caribbean 

soldiers during World War I.  Regardless, his journeys between Jamaica, Canada, 

Panama, and Great Britain highlight the mobile world of Caribbean professional men on 

the isthmus.44  Not surprisingly, AULN officers articulated ideas of manhood, mobility, 

and race as central to the establishment of the organization: “the founders of this noble 

Association are men of grit and valor, with years of experience gathered in various parts 

of the world where they have travelled always having the interests of the ‘Negro Race’ at 

heart.”45 

Felix Ethelbert Lowe’s affiliations also illustrate how the black press in Panama 

and social institutions fostered labor mobilization and racial activism.  As a founding 

member, Dr. Lowe organized Isthmian League of British West Indians (ILBWI) and 

became its vice-president.46  According to the West Indian Progress, an Afro-Caribbean 

monthly publication affiliated with the ILBWI, Dr. Lowe remained “greatly concerned 

                                                
42 For brief biographical accounts of Dr. F. E. Lowe, see enclosure of the West Indian Progress in 2-P-
59/16, Part 3, RG 185, NARA; “Prominent on the Isthmus,” Workman, 3 December 1921. 
43 “Loyal Negroes Meeting Attended By Large Crowd,” Panama Morning Journal, 13 November 1918. 
44 “West Indians to Have Three Floats Saturday,” Panama Morning Journal, 11 October 1918; “West 
Indian Victory Parade Demonstrates True Patriotism,” Panama Morning Journal, 13 November 1918.    
45 “Loyal Negroes To Meet Sunday,” Panama Morning Journal, 8 November 1918. 
46 George W. Westerman, “Historical Notes on West Indians on the Isthmus of Panama,” Phylon (Vol. 22 
No. 4) 1961, 348. 
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about the development of his race, and has identified himself with every worthy 

movement within his reach that aims at the betterment of his people on the Isthmus.”   

Lowe also served as the vice-president of the Isthmian League of British West 

Indians, which published the West Indian Progress at Hubert Nathaniel Walrond’s 

Workman print shop.  The ILBWI, according to an editorialist, “[was] destined to 

become one of the most influential… institutions of Negro advancement” because it 

addressed poor wages, unequal pay, racial discrimination, the high cost of rent, food, 

education, and health care.  Lowe’s position in the ILBWI also positioned him to become 

involved in negotiating the end of a strike in 1916.47  Moreover, his involvement with a 

variety of organizations illustrates the multiple avenues that Caribbean migrants used to 

contest deteriorating conditions after 1914. 

Grassroots activism laid the foundations for the widespread growth of Marcus 

Garvey’s UNIA alongside organized labor mobilization in 1919 and 1920.  Pan-African 

activists in Panama, as Carla Burnett demonstrated, selectively combined messages of 

racial pride and unity with an agenda of workers’ rights.  Garveyites in Panama served as 

the key labor leaders behind the 1920 strike despite the fact that Garvey himself typically 

frowned upon worker unionization.48  Despite the failure of the strike, the UNIA’s 

presence multiplied rapidly to forty-nine chapters after its establishment in Panama 

between 1919 and 1926.49  Garveyite labor leaders also worked under the auspices of a 

U.S.-based union, the United Brotherhood, to mobilize silver workers during the 1920 

strike.  Similar to the AULN-WILU-Panama Morning Journal alliance, the UNIA and 

                                                
47 West Indian Progress enclosure in 2-P-59/16, Part 3, RG 185, NARA. 
48 Carla Burnett, “‘Are We Slaves or Free Men?’ Labor, Race, Garveyism, and the 1920 Panama Canal 
Strike” (Ph.D. Dissertation: University of Illinois at Chicago, 2004). 
49 After Cuba, Panama hosted the second most number of UNIA chapters after Cuba in Latin America and 
the Caribbean.  Tony Martin, Race First: The Ideological and Organizational Struggles of Marcus Garvey 
and the Universal Negro Improvement Association (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1976), 16. 
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the United Brotherhood forged close ties with the Workman during 1919 and the 

newspaper subsequently functioned as a mouthpiece for Garveyite labor activists.50  

In addition to organizational culture, World War I also shaped interrelated ideas 

of racial justice, pan-African sovereignty, and black manhood in Panama.  Afro-

Caribbean men eagerly insisted that they prove their manhood on the battlefield in 

support of freedom, democracy, and civilization against tyranny and oppression.  Over 

2000 black men in Panama joined the ranks of the 15,000 volunteers that composed the 

British West Indies Regiment (BWIR).  The British armed forces stationed these troops 

throughout the world, including the Middle East, Africa, India, and Europe.  Many 

returned to the isthmus after the conflict ended, including at least 850 BWIR veterans in 

July 1919 alone.51  Afro-Caribbean migrants in Panama proudly proclaimed patriotic 

allegiance to the British Empire in the spirit of democracy.  The Panama Morning 

Journal reported that thousands crowded Panama City’s streets to bid farewell to loved 

ones as West Indian men on horseback waved British flags and musicians played 

patriotic songs.52   

                                                
50 Black workers in Panama initially reached out to the predominantly white labor union as the best chance 
to improve conditions.  The railroad union, in turn, hope to organize canal workers in order to coordinate 
strikes that could cripple east-west transportation.  After white labor organizers left Panama amidst scandal, 
Afro-Caribbean men took the United Brotherhood’s local reigns of leadership.  Burnett, 17; Conniff, 85. 
51 Volumen: Año 1917, Legación de Gran Bretaña en Panama, Archivos de Relaciones Exteriores de 
Panamá (Panama City); Richard Smith, Jamaican Volunteers in the First World War: Race, Masculinity, 
and the Development of National Consciousness (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006); 
Glenford Howe, Race, War and Nationalism: A Social History of West Indians in the First World War 
(Kingston: Ian Randle, 2002), 41; Humphrey Metzgen and John Graham, Caribbean Wars Untold: A Salute 
to the British West Indies (Kingston: University of West Indies Press, 2007); James, 52-66; Conniff, 68; 
Putnam, “Nothing Matters but Color: Transnational Circuits, the Interwar Caribbean, and the Black 
International,” in Michael O. West, William G. Martin, and Fanon Che Wilkins, eds. From Toussaint to 
Tupac: The Black International since the Age of Revolution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2009), 114. 
52 “Thousands Witness the Departure of the Boys for the Battle Front” and “West Indians in Panama 
Rallying Around the Flag,” Panama Morning Journal, 14 May 1917; “West Indians and the War,” Panama 
Morning Journal, 16 May 1917. 
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The war proved a powerful catalyst for race-based organizing for men and women 

alike.  On Armistice Day, the AULN published an appeal to join the ranks of the 

organization:  “If you believe that the black boy or black girl is the equal of other boys 

and girls of other races, then prove it now by co-operating to demonstrate our manhood 

and womanhood, not by talking, but by doing things.”53  The next day a festive crowd of 

AULN supporters paraded to the doorstep of the British consul in order to petition the 

King of England.  Thomas Kyrr, the AULN president, demanded that the Allied Powers 

handover German colonies in East Africa to “loyal British West Indians” in order to 

create a sovereign black state in Africa.  In addition to “civilizing the backward tribes of 

Africa,” they argued, this imperial state would serve as a global center for education, 

culture, commerce, and industry.  They also imagined the state to represent people of 

African descent worldwide no matter which country they resided.  Although the AULN 

invited women to join the cause, it highlighted the primary importance of political 

sovereignty for black men:  “If these objects do not appeal to you, then you are dead to 

all sense of race pride and race manhood.”54 

For Afro-Caribbean men, claims of manhood emerged as contentious point as 

race-based organizing collided with the international politics of World War I.  Although 

social institutions provided the basis of unity, disputes and rivalries developed regularly.  

Activist men regularly articulated their differences before the public by publishing in the 

newspapers claims to manliness while emasculating their adversaries.  The AULN’s 

“Back to Africa movement,” for instance, sparked a bitter controversy between Hubert 

                                                
53 “The Greatest Movement in History of the Negroes of the World,” Panama Morning Journal, 12 
November 1918. 
54 “West Indian Victory Parade Demonstrates True Patriotism,” Panama Morning Journal, 13 November 
1918; “The Greatest Movement in History of the Negroes of the World,” Panama Morning Journal, 12 
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Nathaniel Walrond, editor of the Workman, and William A. Pilgrim, President of the 

National Association of Loyal Negroes (NALN) in Colón. 

The Pilgrim-Walrond dispute evoked ideas of imperial citizenship, racial loyalty, 

and black manliness at the twilight of World War I.  On December 30, 1918, Pilgrim 

published a fierce denunciation of the Workman’s depiction of the “Back to Africa 

movement” as mere German propaganda aimed to create dissent among black subjects of 

the British Empire.  Irritated by Walrond’s accusations of disloyalty toward the Allied 

cause for democracy, Pilgrim clarified that “our aims are purely racial… from this you 

will see Mr. Workman that there is no place in our activities for Germany, except in your 

fertile imagination.”  Next, Pilgrim attacked the Workman’s “pro-labor” reputation by 

accusing Walrond of racial disloyalty.  Walrond’s newspaper, according to Pilgrim, did 

not represent people of African descent but rather Bolshevik revolutionaries in Russia:  

“Now let me take you to task you would be Lenin and your unworthy bunch of Trot[s]ky 

satellites.  Hit straight if you are men...”55   

H. N. Walrond’s denunciation of the “Back to Africa” movement, according to 

Pilgrim, also disqualified him from the fraternity of black men.  “Sir, I have no place in 

my heart for a traitor,” he wrote, “and far less for a man without any manhood.”  

Pilgrim’s insults also portrayed Walrond as an effeminate assimilationist and sellout of 

the black race.  “Mr. Workman, if you want to be a whiteman,” he offered, “I know a 

recipe which I can give you gratis, though I can not guarantee it will straighten the kinks 

out of your hair… Yours truly African, Wm. A. Pilgrim.”56   

                                                
55 Wm. A. Pilgrim, “An Open Letter to the Editor of the Workman,” Panama Morning Journal, 30 
December 1918. 
56 Ibid. 
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Pilgrim and Walrond’s contest over black manliness portended the centrality that 

gendered ideas of racial loyalty would play during the labor strikes of 1919 and 1920.  

Pilgrim’s assault on Walrond’s manly credentials, however, only served as a temporary 

setback for the newspaper.  An alliance between Garveyites and the Workman solidified 

the paper as an undisputed forum to lead the charge for workers’ rights and black 

sovereignty.  Likewise, the UNIA became the eclipsed other Pan-African organizations 

for representing the Afro-Caribbean community and claims of manliness fueled its 

meteoric rise. 

The “New Negro” emerged as the standard model for manhood among Garveyite 

activists.  This vision of a collective racial manhood derived from a global discussion of 

manliness that underwent significant changes during the 1910s throughout the 

Americas.57  Similar to other places in the world, men in Panama described a new sense 

of “negro manliness” in terms of the distinction between “New Negroes” and “Old 

Negroes.”  In the Workman, they contrasted the new “100% true and loyal negroes” 

against the former “traitorous negroes,” who could hardly be called “men.”58  The New 

Negro became real men while the Old Negro remained emasculated.  “The time has 

come,” the Workman proclaimed, “when we must exhibit the real qualities of manhood, 

self-respect, honor, courage, fearlessness, independence, dignity, and at last but not least 

self-preservation.”59   

                                                
57 For a discussion of the politics behind the gendered-discourse of Garveyites in Harlem, New York 
concerning the “New Negro” and the “Old Negro” see Summers, 106-107.  See also Mitchell, 242-243.  
Michelle Ann Stephens argued that the tensions embedded in the Garveyite cultural politics of the “New 
Negro” embodied “impulses toward militarism, statehood, and empire.”  See, Stephens, 38. 
58 “All in Favor Say ‘Aye!’” Workman, 5 July 1919; Eduardo Morales, “If You Are a Negro,” Workman, 4 
October 1919; William Stoute, “American Civilization and the West Indian,” Workman, 28 June 1919. 
59 “All in Favor Say ‘Aye!’” 
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For Garveyite activists in Panama, the incorporation of labor rights as a central 

component to combat white racism became fundamental to the New Negro cause for 

manhood.  Black men, for instance, would challenge “a white boss” who told a black 

worker to “shut up” by talking back “as he has the right to do.”  The editorial denigrated 

the alternative model of the Old Negro by ridiculing working-class vernacular associated 

subservience.  “The kind of Negro that doesn’t talk back in that case is the old school 

kind who was taught to quiver ‘when backra massa a tawk.’”60  The Old Negro, for 

Garveyites, represented a feeble subservience linked to enslavement and emasculation.  

In contrast, a true spokesman for the race employed refined, articulate speech to 

denounce labor exploitation and white bigotry.  Only New Negroes at the center of the 

American crossroads could effectively contest global white supremacy to make their 

presence known. 

Afro-Caribbean Women in U.S.-Panamanian Relations 

While Afro-Caribbean men articulated a new sense of manhood capable of 

challenging racial and economic injustice during the war, U.S. authorities targeted black 

women as a pernicious group on the isthmus.  Worried about the increasing number of 

venereal disease cases among white soldiers, U.S. health officers blamed Afro-Caribbean 

women for infecting the troops and sowing seeds of racial degeneration among future 

North American citizens.  They insisted that Panamanian officials deport over one 

hundred and fifty women from the Republic to the British Caribbean.  This section 

examines why Afro-Caribbean women emerged at the center of diplomatic debates 

between U.S. and Panamanian officials during the war.  

                                                
60 “Of Course Be Manly,” Workman, 11 October 1919. 
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For Canal Zone officials, Afro-Caribbean women elicited new racial anxieties 

over sex and disease during World War I.  U.S. health authorities viewed black women as 

the most pernicious source of venereal disease that threatened white U.S. soldiers on the 

isthmus.  Authorities designed the Canal Zone as a central hub for the U.S. Army and 

Navy as frequent military interventions became a hallmark of the neocolonial era 

throughout the region.  By the First World War, U.S. health campaigns on the isthmus 

shifted away from controlling yellow fever toward preventing venereal disease among 

U.S. soldiers.  After the opening of the canal, health officials frequently portrayed STIs as 

a more formidable challenge than eliminating yellow fever during the construction era.61  

Compared with yellow fever, however, the social nature of venereal disease proved more 

elusive-- especially during the war.  Although figures in the Panama Canal Department 

reflected the growing trend for the Army overall, the number of cases proved to be much 

higher on the isthmus than other U.S. military outposts. 

The stakes for controlling venereal disease remained especially high in Panama.  

According to U.S. medical authorities, the “white race” at large faced the debilitating 

effects of tropical degeneration, especially through interracial sex with black women.  A 

central tenet of white susceptibility to tropical disease posited by medical experts of the 

day claimed that whites in tropical climates could deteriorate morally, mentally and 

physically.  White people in the tropics, according to one health official in Panama, 

remained liable to “degenerate themselves in that lethargic but contented state [known as] 

tropical morals.”62   

                                                
61 Richard Blatchford to the Adjunct General of the Army, 6 August 1918.  File 819.1151/31, RG 59, 
NARA; William C. Gorgas, “Venereal Disease and the War,” Journal of Social Hygiene (1918), 4. 
62 “Venereal Disease in the Canal Zone,” Journal of Social Hygiene (1919), 262. 
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Moreover, racial intermixing, according to Canal Zone officials, produced unruly 

subjects as well as harmful disease.  Edgar Bocock, the superintendent of Santo Tomás 

Hospital in Panama City, complained that the “extremely mongrel population” of Panama 

City had prevented the establishment of “law and order.”  Further, the “heterogeneous 

mixture” allowed “all manners of vice” to flourish until the city had become one of the 

“plague spots of the world as a center of dissemination of the venereal diseases.”63 

U.S. officials frequently underscored the profoundly cosmopolitan character of 

sexual commerce in the Republic because they feared the consequences of interracial sex.  

During March 1919, Canal Zone health authorities generated a list of foreign prostitutes 

according to their place of birth with the intent to deport them from the Republic.  The 

record included women from the Caribbean (Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad, St. Lucia, 

Martinique, Guadeloupe, St. Thomas, Puerto Rico, and Cuba), Europe (France, Spain, 

Italy, Belgium), North America (Canada and the United States), Central America (Costa 

Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua) and South America (Colombia, 

Venezuela, Ecuador, and Chile).64  Despite the multi-national nature of sexual commerce 

in Panama, U.S. authorities focused their energies on the deportation of Afro-Caribbean 

women. 

Canal Zone health authorities warned how blackness on the isthmus, in particular, 

could adversely impact white global supremacy.  In 1925, former Canal Zone Chief 

Health Officer, Arthur T. McCormack, warned of his experience in Panama during the 

war in order to promote anti-miscegenation laws in the United States.  “I had the 

opportunity going to Panama,” McCormack told a roundtable panel, “where… the 

negroid influence was predominant, and where degeneration of all races had been more 
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rapidly brought about by that element.  I think it of extreme importance to white 

civilization to prevent the contamination.”65 

Although U.S. health officials considered all sex workers as sources of disease, 

they viewed Afro-Caribbean prostitutes as particularly threatening to the health of the 

white race.  In 1919, a “particularly anxious” Dr. Henry Goldthwaite, Panama City’s U.S. 

Health Officer, urged immediate action because Afro-Caribbean women were the “worst 

and filthiest type [of prostitute].”66  West Indian prostitutes, from the perspective of U.S. 

authorities, also threatened to contaminate white womanhood in the States via infected 

soldiers.  The black prostitute would supposedly contaminate a U.S. soldier, who would 

then return to the States and transmit the disease to his wife.  These degenerative diseases 

not only sullied white women, according to Canal Zone officials, but they also threatened 

irrevocable damage to future generations of white U.S. citizens. 

The deportation of Afro-Caribbean women emerged as the central goal for U.S. 

health authorities as they embarked on a new anti-prostitution campaign on the isthmus in 

1918.  For U.S. officials, West Indian women also represented the largest group of 

foreign prostitutes, especially Jamaicans.  In January 1919, Arthur McCormack noted that 

British subjects from Jamaica constituted sixty-five percent of more than 700 prostitutes 

in Panama City.  Canal officials also demanded that Panamanian authorities abandon the 

government’s regulation of sex work and quickly embrace an abolitionist approach to 

prostitution.67  Months earlier, Army General Richard Blatchford prohibited U.S. soldiers 
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from entering the Republic as a measure against “immoral conditions” in the cities.  The 

military order, however, also functioned as an economic blockade against Panama’s 

service economy.  As a result, U.S. officials hoped that the absence of U.S. dollars would 

encourage the Panamanian government to dismantle the regulatory regime and deport 

Caribbean prostitutes. 

Panamanian authorities, however, steadfastly refused U.S. demands and declared 

the Canal Zone policies as an imposition on their national sovereignty.  They argued that 

moneyed North American men remained the fundamental root of the problem.  

Regardless, canal officials attempted to convince their Panamanian counterparts that 

Afro-Caribbean prostitutes constituted a major threat to the Republic as well as the Canal 

Zone.  In a letter to Panamanian President Belisario Porras, McCormack charged that the 

British West Indian women acted as “parasites on the body politic… busily engaged in 

destroying and degrading the young manhood of your Republic and civilian population of 

the Canal Zone.”  He recommended that the Panamanian government “send the British 

and other foreign subjects back to the countries from which they came.”68 

Panamanian officials dealt the U.S. anti-prostitution campaign a crushing blow by 

refusing to deport the West Indian women.69  In July 1919, Ernesto LeFevre, the 

Secretary of Foreign Affairs, voiced vehement objections to the extradition of West 

Indian prostitutes in a meeting with U.S. diplomats, health officials, and military 

personnel.  U.S. officials wanted to secure the deportations as a prerequisite for allowing 

the soldiers to visit the Republic.  Even though the U.S. soldiers’ forays into the 
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Panamanian territory constituted a significant source of revenue for the government, local 

officials refused to budge.  They feared that deportation would create a vacuum that 

would reduce many “Panamanians of the lower classes” to engage in sex work in 

unprecedented numbers.  For Panamanian officials, Afro-Caribbean prostitutes served as 

an ideal buffer between the U.S. soldiers’ sexual desires and Panamanian women.  

LeFevre warned U.S. authorities “let loose” the soldiers, then Panamanian officials would 

not be able to curtail the soldiers’ “desire for women.”  As a result, the Secretary of 

Foreign Affairs agonized over the possibility “that many instances might occur” where 

U.S. soldiers would insult “decent Panamanian woman” in their quest for sex.70 

The Panamanian government’s confrontations with disease and prostitution 

underscored the centrality of regulating sex work to concepts of national sovereignty.  It 

also demonstrated their desire to control only certain groups of women.  Elites in Panama 

viewed the prevalence of prostitution as a foreign imposition generated by the sexual 

needs of the U.S. presence that threatened the chastity of Panamanian women.  For 

Panamanian officials the crisis justified the adoption of a lax immigration policy that 

allowed foreign prostitutes to work freely in the port cities.  Panamanian authorities, 

however, required migrant women to register with the state.  In turn, the regulatory 

regime demarcated where sex workers could live, mandated that they attend weekly 

medical examinations, and forced them to remain hospitalized if they contracted venereal 

disease.  According to Panamanian health officials, U.S. soldiers who visited the red-light 

districts greatly contributed to the spread of venereal disease since the regulatory system, 

in theory, kept sex workers disease-free. 
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As they resisted U.S. attempts to shape domestic policies, Panamanian officials 

highlighted how Canal Zone health officials ignored the role that North American 

soldiers played in the spread of venereal disease.  The U.S. demand for the complete 

abolition of prostitution, according to Panamanian officials, placed an unjust burden on 

their country.71  They argued that prostitution in the Republic thrived because of the 

North American demand for paid sex.  In September 1919, Secretary of the Treasury, 

Santiago de la Guardia, delivered a speech against the U.S.-led anti-vice campaign.  The 

problem of prostitution, according to De la Guardia, stemmed from U.S. soldiers who 

invaded Panama “in search of bad women to satisfy their sexual desires which they 

cannot do in the Canal Zone.”  The soldiers, he argued, spread venereal disease among 

sex workers.72 

Panamanian officials also charged that the U.S. desire to deport Caribbean women 

portended disaster for local Panamanian women.  They viewed the protection of “their” 

women as a crucial component to their idea of a viable nation-state at the heart of U.S. 

empire.  However, they did not include Afro-Caribbean women as part of this vision.  

Instead, West Indian women mitigated the threat that U.S. soldiers posed against the 

“respectable and decent women of our society,” according to De la Guardia.  If they 

agreed to deport Afro-Caribbean prostitutes, he feared, it would leave “no guarantees for 

our honorable and virtuous women.”73  Therefore, authorities in the Republic viewed 

black foreign prostitutes as an ideal buffer against U.S. soldiers demands for sex.  If they 
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deported Afro-Caribbean migrant women, it would create a sexual vacuum filled by 

Panamanian women.  

As Caribbean women became a central focus of U.S.-Panamanian diplomatic 

relations during the First World War, they also drew the attention from a very different 

population of non-state actors.  During the war years, prostitution on the isthmus also 

generated anxieties among a particularly mobile group of Afro-Caribbean men.  A drastic 

deterioration of living and working conditions following the end of the construction era 

engendered a new era of Afro-Caribbean activism based on a well-established 

organizational culture that stretched across the region.  Caribbean volunteers participation 

in World War I further catalyzed demands for racial equality and economic justice in the 

region, particularly in Panama.  In this context, Afro-Caribbean labor and racial activists 

confronted the issue of Caribbean women’s sexuality as they created new ideas of 

manhood for themselves.  

Racial Manhood and Deviant Women in the Panama Canal Strikes of 1919 and 
1920 

Notions of manhood, deviant women, and labor rights inspired unprecedented 

levels of protest as Caribbean activists articulated new notions of racial uplift.  During a 

spontaneous dockworker strike in May 1919, nearly 1500 Cristobal dockworkers walked 

off the job in objections to racial violence, reduced hours without increased wages, and 

growing inflation.  With no official organized union supporting the strikers, Garveyite 

activists filled the leadership void.  The strike quickly gained sympathizers beyond the 

docks as men and women in the laundry, ice plant, machine shops, coaling plant station, 

and commissaries joined the longshoremen’s protest.  As UFCo bananas rotted on the 

docks, Canal Zone police informants sent transcripts of Garveyite speeches during 

several mass meetings held at the Universal Loyal Negro World Association hall in 
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Colón.  The meetings ranged from 400 to 1800 silver workers, including West Indians, 

Spaniards, and Panamanians who joined in a cross-ethnic and cross-racial alliance.  As a 

result, bilingual Garveyites emerged as important leaders during the strike.74  

Both labor activists and Panamanian politicians utilized notions of manliness to 

achieve different political ends during the dockworker strike.  Although activists bridged 

the linguistic barriers through translating speeches, they also employed a common 

language of manhood to unite the strikers.  Organizer Antonio Sinistierra told the 

assembly in Spanish, “I am asking you all again, stick together as dock men and not as 

Spaniards and Jamaicans, but as one man for there is no division among us.”  Aware of 

the politics of manhood, Panamanian authorities appealed to patriarchal sentiments in 

order to end the dockworker strike.  Colón Governor Reuben Arcia expressed sympathy 

with the strike but also paternalistically urged the stevedores to return to work.  “I pity 

your conditions for I know it is for a just cause,” Arcia told the 1800-person crowd, “I am 

here tonight not only as your Governor, but as a friend, a brother, and a father.  I am a 

father because I am the Governor of the Province, and I know that you all love me… so 

take my friendly advise as a father and go back to work.”75   

In the face of opposition by Panamanian officials, labor activists highlighted how 

Canal Zone authorities’ anti-prostitution campaign insulted all non-white men in the 

Republic.  One bilingual labor organizer named Russell, who identified himself as a “son 

of the soil” and a “true born Panamanian,” addressed the strikers.  Russell claimed that 

the 1903 treaty betrayed promises of equality, and the crowd interrupted him shouting: 
                                                
74 2-P-59/19, RG 185, NARA; Burnett, 69-77; Risa Faussette, “Race, Migration, and Port City Radicalism: 
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Indians in protest against Canal authorities who relegated the Spaniards to the silver roll alongside black 
workers.  Greene, 159-179.  
75 12 May 1919, memorandum to the Chief of Police and Fire Division, 2-P-59/19, RG 185, NARA.   
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“They call us Spighottys!”  Moreover, after the Canal Zone military governor, General 

Richard Blatchford, demanded that Panama City and Colón be renamed “Sodom and 

Gomorrah,” Russell argued that all men in the Republic should be outraged.  He 

contended that Blatchford “cursed both the Panamanian’s and every other nation’s 

women and girls when he said there isn’t a you[n]g lady in the Republic of Panama.”  

North American chauvinism, he decried, insulted equally the manhood of Panamanian, 

West Indian, and Spanish men.76 

Strike leaders also articulated grievances that centered on the ability of silver 

employees as workingmen to provide dignity for their women and children.  N. George, a 

pipefitter at a cold storage plant, told fellow workers: “I am a man [with] 15 children… 

after I am no more, my children should live respectfully, I want my wife to be my lady 

and my children ladies and gentlemen… I am afraid of nothing… I am prepared to die for 

my race.”  One bilingual Garveyite, Henry Duncan, challenged the silver workers 

regardless of their nationality to conduct a racial experiment: “Send your wives to the 

commissary tomorrow and see the differences of the treatment between herself and the 

white women.”77  

Afro-Caribbean activists also acknowledged the important contributions that 

women made in order to sustain the strike effort.  Duncan highlighted how hard-working 

black women financially supported their husbands’ protest at the docks.  “Another thing 

that I must explain to you all,” Duncan extolled, “[is] these women that [have] their 

husbands and selling a little 5 cents cocoanut oil, a little 10 cents ripe bananas, those are 

the women that are assisting us.  They go home at night and give their husbands a 50 
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cents to come here… so that we may keep up our aim.”  As domestic workers and 

laundresses joined the ranks, men praised them as key allies.  One speaker, a “negro 

named Shine,” told the audience that “the white people are going to starve us but we are 

going to starve them first because there will be no food, there won’t be none to wash their 

clothes, for the girls are also leaving, and… by doing so the victory is ours.”78   

Although Afro-Caribbean women attended the meetings and made demands, a 

telling moment at one meeting revealed how the archival record frequently silenced their 

voices.  A Canal Zone memorandum for May 4th, for instance, nonchalantly noted that a 

schoolteacher named G. E. Parker introduced a woman to speak before the assembly “but 

her speech was not of any consequence and no record was made of it.”79  Although the 

memo does not identify who exactly determined what to record, labor activists 

monopolized the podium and viewed leading union activity and racial organizing as a 

man’s responsibility.  This episode of the nameless woman highlights the obstacles that 

all Afro-Caribbean women constantly faced as activists in receiving a fair hearing from 

activists and informants alike.  Certain women, however, managed to attract the 

unwelcomed attention of labor leaders. 

As the stevedore strike progressed, activists blamed the workers’ wives for 

becoming too involved in labor politics.  They argued that these women emasculated 

laborers more than their employers and undermined the cause.  Henry Duncan 

complained in Spanish of “petticoat men” who received orders from “their wives” to 

return to work.  “These men are men that their wives can dictate to, telling them if they 

did not go out to work… if they did not take what was offered them, they could not stay 

in their homes.”  As the numbers dwindled to four hundred supporters, Dr. Samuel 
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Percival Radway, a Barbadian physician and Garveyite, upbraided unsupportive wives 

and praised the remaining strikers as real “men.”  “I must explain my gratitude toward 

you men,” he began, “I have seen men come to me daily and I said to them… I know 

your wife has driven you from your house… [because] they could not stand the 

annoyance of their wives at home during the strike.”  Radway’s solution ostracized 

uncooperative women who exerted too much influence over their husband: “Now I must 

say gentlemen… cut those women out.”80 

Labor activists during the stevedore strike also urged the rank-and-file to shun 

drinking and paying women for sex in order to pursue the ideals of thrift, chastity, 

solidarity, and sobriety.  As funds diminished and ranks thinned, the leaders implored 

black workingmen to save their hard-earned money and contribute to the collective effort.  

Organizer Jones blamed “bad women” or prostitutes for draining the financial resources 

from unionizing effort and told the audience to live up to the principles of black 

manliness.  “I would ask you gentlemen,” Jones urged, “to cut out that rum drinking, 

keep away from those bad women and save your dimes.”81   

For Garveyite activists, however, the longshoremen strike of 1919 proved fertile 

grounds in formulating interrelated ideas of racial progress, labor protest, black manhood, 

and deviant sexuality.  Although the strike ended after the Canal Zone governor made 

minor concessions, such as a three-cent wage increase and overtime pay, Garveyites 

viewed it as success on the ideological front.  As they continued to organize at the local 

level, Afro-Caribbean activists perceived ideas of gender and sexuality as central to labor 

and racial mobilization.  
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For Afro-Caribbean men, the perceived promiscuous sexual behavior among the 

West Indian youth threatened aspiring black families because it undermined their 

respectable reputation and the entire project of racial uplift.  “In these places respectable 

families reside,” the Workman complained, “the environment which surrounds them is 

most degrading as they both see and hear things that should never be done nor said in 

their sight or within their hear.”  According to uplift ideology, the nuclear family 

composed a central building block to the successful advancement of the Negro race.  Sex 

before marriage caused young men and women to shirk the “responsibilities and 

obligations” of creating nuclear families that served to “propagate the race.”82  A marked 

rise in “mad dissipation of pleasure and licentiousness,” according to Garveyite activists, 

threatened to undermine stable patriarchal families and social order.  The successful 

advancement of the race in Panama and beyond, they argued, depended on the coherency 

and stability of the family unit.83 

Garveyite men consigned the moral burden of racial advancement squarely on 

women.  A Workman editorial entitled “The Eternal Feminine,” for example, warned of 

the dangers sexual promiscuity had for the goal of black nationhood: “The greatest, the 

most virile nations of history, preserved the sanctity of the hearthstone… their fall was 

primarily due to profligacy and prostitution.”  The editorial, moreover, placed all 

responsibility on Caribbean women to uphold the race’s potential.  “Three things 

contributed to the fall of the Grecian Empire,” the Workman reminded readers: “WAR, 

WINE, and WOMEN.” 84  The fate of racial advancement, in other words, depended on 

the moral uprightness of black women. 
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According to the Workman’s editor Hubert N. Walrond, black women’s primary 

function as mothers served to reproduce patriarchal authority.  “The word ‘woman’ 

suggests to us the word ‘Mother’ –the dearest word in the English language- nourisher of 

youth, prop and stay of our later years; bearer of our ‘kings to be.’”  Yet, the editorial 

went on to complain of a menacing problem: West Indian women on the isthmus had 

failed to live up to these standards of motherhood because of their growing involvement 

in the sex trade.  “It seems to us that our women, big and small,” the Workman decried, 

“are not assuring to us this vision of a future worthy of the race to which we belong.”  

The editorial concluded: “We need good women.”85   

Black activists railed against young Afro-Caribbean women because their 

supposed sexual deviancy undermined the manly progress achieved by the New Negro.  

“A perilous situation stares many of our girls and young women of the under stratum,” 

the Workman warned, “where soldiers, sailors, and incorrigible civilians meet these 

women and indulge in their licentious proclivities.”86  Working-class black women 

involved in prostitution, furthermore, threatened to mar all black women.  “It must be 

remembered that no race can rise higher than its womanhood,” he declared, “and no 

commercial or political strength can fill for a people that moral and social status which its 

women fail to create.”87  

Tropes on black manhood also infused the politics of labor organizing and shaped 

attitudes toward prostitution.  Asserting manliness became crucial to challenging both a 

decline in living standards and persistent racial segregation in the Canal Zone.  Poor 

wages, black activists argued, kept black male workers from earning the income 
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necessary to support a family.  Women therefore had to work outside of the home to 

make ends meet as wages for men declined.  While black activists condemned women for 

deviant sexual behavior, they also recognized that dire economic straits forced women 

into prostitution. 

Many Garveyite leaders imagined that black manhood would manifest itself as 

one powerful union and act as a panacea to remedy all social ills in the Afro-Caribbean 

community.  William Stoute, a schoolteacher who led the 1920 strike, framed his labor 

activism in terms of black manliness.  “I am a God made man,” he declared in the 

Workman, “and I will assert my manhood.”88  During a time of growing “intercolonial 

and international fraternization,” non-union workers, according to Garveyites, possessed 

“no traits of independence or manliness.”  Thus, “such creatures (how hard it is to call 

them men!) are the new class of traitors to the race and it is for us to clean them up as 

quickly and as thoroughly as we can.”89  For Caribbean activists in Panama, unorganized 

labor posed a substantial obstacle to a united black manhood cable of achieving Negro 

progress.  Moreover, black workers unwilling to unionize proved unmanly because they 

failed to stand up for their daughters and wives as patriarchs of the black race. 

Afro-Caribbean labor organizers viewed worker exploitation by Canal Zone 

employees as racial emasculation of black men.  Gendered ideas of labor stated that men 

had an obligation to work for a respectable income in order for women to raise children 

and tend the domestic sphere.  William Stoute argued that the meager salaries that men 

received, however, forced their wives to find work outside of the home.  “We, men, are 
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so underpaid,” Stoute wrote, “[that] our women are forced to work in the laundry, 

laboratory, and packing house.”  Manual labor, Stoute believed, denied West Indian 

women a dignified womanhood. 

Caribbean activists also incorporated the dominant gendered ideas of the day that 

often measured racial groups by “virility” and the capacity to reproduce.  Notions of an 

emasculated black manhood that compelled women to work outside of the home also 

intersected with heredity, reproduction, and other eugenic ideas.  Black men decried that 

women’s bodies could not handle the exploitative conditions and argued that the paltry 

wages women received further hampered their ability to reproduce.  “This kind of work 

deranges their delicate organs,” Stoute explained, “but they can’t afford to engage the 

services of a physician… so our wives are unfitted for motherhood.”  For Garveyites, this 

predicament endangered the Negro race worldwide.  “Our children, if any,” Stoute 

continued, “are deprived of virility and vitality… quite an easy way to exterminate a 

people.”90   

The relationship between labor and women’s sexuality constituted a central theme 

in the emerging culture of political protest in the World War I era.  West Indian men 

understood themselves as the economic breadwinners of the family.  Without a living 

wage to meet the rising inflation and increased housing costs the black family unit stood 

the risk of disintegration.  “Men are receiving less than a dollar on their monthly 

paychecks after deductions for house rent and commissary books are made,” the 

Workman lamented in December 1919.  As a result, this “fact is sending our best girls 

into the lowest depths of degradation and prostitution,” the Workman decried.  Sexual 

promiscuity and prostitution portended disaster for black families because “wives are 
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proving unfaithful,” according to the editorial, and “virgins are selling their virtue for the 

necessities of life.”91   For black men, family coherency depended on the Victorian ideas 

of faithful wives and honorable virgin daughters.  In this rhetoric of labor protest, black 

women became the victims of economic exploitation at the hands of canal authorities 

who refused to increase wages for black men.  Even worse, they argued, deteriorated 

conditions drove black women into degrading sex work that specifically served the sexual 

needs of white North American men. 

The culture of manly confrontation also required black men to protect “their” 

women from the sexual appetite of white men.  Although black women who had already 

fallen into prostitution represented a lost cause, defending respectable black woman 

became imperative to the New Negro’s manhood.  Upholding racial purity and policing 

men and women’s sexuality became central to the project of achieving black manhood.  

Eduardo Morales, a leading UNIA activist and labor organizer, argued that racial purity 

required the protection of womanhood and moral policing: 

Let our coloured men stick to and protect our coloured girls and 
women even as white men protect their white girls and women.  
Let us begin to boycott all coloured girls and women who 
disgrace themselves with white men; and let every coloured girl 
and woman boycott every man who disgraces himself with a 
white woman.92 

Bound up in the language of protecting respectable women required asserting 

control over black female sexuality.  Yet, black men also had an obligation to uphold 

racial purity.  Men and women who broke these commitments and betrayed the “Negro 
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race” faced social stigmatization.  Nevertheless, Morales rhetoric revealed that the 

discourses of defending women incorporated the politics of controlling them. 

Likewise, Afro-Caribbean activists frequently portrayed interracial sex as a 

corrupting influence upon the New Negro goal of racial purity.  Marcus Garvey, for 

example, blamed white women for corrupting black men in Panama in order to counter 

white stereotypes that black men’s bestial sexuality threatened white womanhood.  At a 

Harlem speech crowded with migrants from Panama, Garvey highlighted the prominent 

place that white women occupied in Panama’s sex trade during the construction of the 

canal.93  “They talk about black men desiring white women,” Garvey lambasted, “it’s a 

lie!”94   

In Garvey’s depiction of prostitution in Panama, white women not only desired 

black men for sex, but they also siphoned off the hard-earned money of black workers.  

“Those of you who have been in the Panama Canal Zone,” Garvey asserted, “will 

remember that you were unable to walk in peace in certain parts of Colón without being 

hailed by a white woman.”  He argued, “all those… who have traveled, know that there is 

no more artful woman than the white woman (great applause) … [for] she is the first 

woman who sold herself for money and taught the world prostitution.  (Renewed loud 

applause.)”  In this process of “teaching the world prostitution,” Garvey blamed white 

women for corrupting “the dar[k]er races” who “in their native purity knew nothing of 

immorality.”95   

                                                
93 This speech by Marcus Garvey responded to statements made by “Miss Ray Beveridge,”  who had ties to 
the League of Truth, an organization in the U.S. that sided with Germany during World War I.  Beveridge 
protested the presence of black soldiers stationed in Germany because the “brutal lust of the black savages” 
threatened white women in Germany.  See Robert Hill, ed., The Marcus Garvey and Universal Negro 
Improvement Association Papers, v. 4 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 108-113. 
94 The Negro World, 15 October 1921 quoted in Hill, The Marcus Garvey Papers, v. 4, 111.  
95 Ibid. 
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Interracial sex in Panama also informed the cultural production of Afro-Caribbean 

literary works that circulated throughout the U.S., the Caribbean, and Europe during the 

1920s.  Eric Walrond grew up in Panama where he worked as a journalist and later 

moved to New York City in 1918.96  In addition to editing the Negro World in Harlem, 

Walrond became internationally known for his 1926 novel, Tropic Death, a series of 

short stories that explored themes of imperialism, race, and sexuality.  One chapter 

delved into the world of a Jamaican-born Miss Buckner, a sixty-year-old “mulatto,” who 

employed her five daughters at her brothel in Colón.  

For Eric Walrond, Miss Buckner’s brothel embodied a contradictory world where 

money, class, and racial betrayal collided.  Women of African descent, according to 

Walrond, shamelessly sold sex to achieve wealth and respectability, but in the process 

contributed to the oppression of the “Negro race.”  Walrond portrayed Miss Buckner, for 

example, as a woman fixated on maintaining an aura of respectability in pursuit of 

whiteness for herself and her daughters.  Miss Buckner, according to the narrator, “would 

have liked to be white; but, alas! she was only a mulatto.”  Moreover, she resented her 

daughters’ choice in spouses because of their dark skin color.  To Miss Buckner’s 

dismay, one daughter, described as “white as a white woman,” fell in love with a “shiny-

armed black.”  Moreover, another daughter eloped with an “able young man, strong and 

honest,” but since he had a job in the Canal Zone, Miss Buckner protested in horror.  

“Silver employee!  Blah!  Why couldn’t he be a ‘Gold’ one?  Gold is white; white is 

gold,” she decried, “silver is nigger; nigger is silver.  Nigger-silver.”97  

                                                
96 In 1898, Walrond was born in British Guiana by a Barbadian mother and a Guyanese father, but the 
spent his adolescence in Colón after the family moved to the city in 1911.  His uncle, H. N. Walrond, likely 
introduced him into journalistic and literary circles while in Panama.  Walrond worked for the Panama Star 
and Herald from 1916 to 1918.  Louis J. Parascandola, ed. ‘Winds Can Wake Up the Dead’: An Eric 
Walrond Reader (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1998), 13; 333. 
97 Eric Walrond, Tropic Death (New York: Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2013), 90-91. 
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Eric Walrond’s analysis of how U.S. racial imperialism manifested itself in the 

sex trade also echoed anxieties in the black press over the sexuality of women of African 

descent with lighter skin color.  In 1920, one of the most read black newspapers in the 

hemisphere, the Negro World, published an article that highlighted a certain “evil” that 

existed in Panama, which it described as “ultra-racial.”  Women of African descent in 

Panama with a light-skin color, according to the Negro World, not only betrayed racial 

cohesion, but they also infected the “Negro race” with venereal disease contracted from 

white men.  The article complained of a growing tendency for “light complexioned 

women” who “willing [became] the paramours of syphilitic ‘Crackers.’”  The Negro 

World made clear the solution: women of African descent who had relations with white 

men “should be made pariahs of and should be ostracized as if afflicted with a loathsome 

disease.”98 

Afro-Caribbean Women Mobilizing Patriarchal Institutions 

Few Afro-Caribbean women escaped the suspicions of black activists during the 

World War I era regardless of class or color.  How did women respond to the 

misogynistic discourse of Afro-Caribbean men who blamed women for their moral 

failures in achieving racial advancement?  What recourse did working-class Afro-

Caribbean women have as U.S. officials attempted to deport them and Panamanian 

authorities viewed them as a convenient sexual buffer to protect the nation?  

Both aspiring and working-class Caribbean women pursued a variety of methods 

to challenge ideas of black manhood during the tumultuous period of war and labor revolt 

in Panama.  The debates over immorality engaged in different organizational cultures and 

challenged ideas of black manhood.  This section examines Afro-Caribbean women as a 
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very different type of activist that took to the streets, union halls, courtrooms, and 

newspapers to demand new moral standards. 

Although the Workman frequently obscured the voices of Afro-Caribbean women, 

archival sources demonstrate how women accused of prostitution resisted U.S. efforts to 

deport them.  Canal health authorities, for instance, targeted Rosita Hall as one of the 

West Indian women of “ill repute” desired for deportation.  Hall, a Jamaican migrant, had 

worked for ten years as an employee of the Panama Canal in the laundry division and 

joined the West Indian Labour Union (WILU).  Following a long day’s work on August 

20, 1918, she returned to her home in Panama City where Canal Zone health authorities 

ordered her arrest.  The U.S. officials claimed that they had received complaints from her 

neighbors and a “male companion” who accused her of clandestine sex work.  Hall soon 

petitioned representatives of the labor organization to advocate on her behalf against the 

charges.99  Despite their general condemnation of women engaging in sex work, the 

WILU championed Hall’s cause. 

The case of Rosita Hall also illuminates how some Afro-Caribbean men 

sympathized for working-class women unjustly pursued by U.S. authorities.  Although 

the West Indian Labour Union applauded the U.S. anti-prostitution campaign, they also 

requested that U.S. health authorities “use more discretion in the daily performance of 

their duties.”  The WILU petitioners reminded U.S. officials of the important role that 

reputations played for the Afro-Caribbean community.  “Such unwarranted arrests,” they 

complained, “cannot but damage the character of a woman, which we all know when 

once lost can never be regained.”  The union representatives attributed the accusations 

against Hall to “persons with malicious feelings…[with] intents of marring the character 
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and good reputation of this respectable, though a poor wage-earning West Indian 

woman.”  Moreover, they argued that Hall’s case was not an isolated incident and that 

“this instance has many parallels” and that the “perpetration of such pernicious actions on 

poor, helpless hard-working women of our race is deemed… very unjust.”100 

Despite the West Indian Labour Union assuming a benevolent role in protecting 

its members, Afro-Caribbean women also organized themselves within unions to 

articulate their own concerns.  During a unionizing drive for the United Brotherhood, 

Afro-Caribbean women played a major role in formulating the strikers’ key demands.  As 

early as July 1919, the Workman could not ignore the growing demands of West Indian 

women: 

All the stir in labor circles among colored people on the Isthmus is 
not confined to men…it has spread to the ranks of the female 
domestics from laundresses to house maids and from shop girl to 
seamstress.  These poor girls who have toiled and spun in the past 
without satisfactory pay have heard the slogans… of the United 
Brotherhood, and have sought the aid of the gigantic union in having 
themselves organized in their own protection and advancement.101 

Throughout the 1920 strike, women pushed labor organizers to incorporate their concerns 

into the United Brotherhood’s key demands, such as equal pay for women.102  

Likewise, Afro-Caribbean women also independently organized themselves 

within the UNIA and demanded recognition for their role as activists.  Although editors 

marginalized women writers in the press, post-World War I mobilization created space 

for Garveyite women to rally other women to the Pan-African cause.   Ellen Joshua, a 

UNIA activist, published article entitled “Awake!  Ye Daughters of Ham!” in the 
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Workman.  “We the girls of Isthmus, had a great responsibility in the great war,” she 

began, “our brothers went to the front to fight for democracy, they gave their lives, their 

manhood… we [women] gave our time in knitting, in singing in concerts, in dancing, to 

raise money for the war: but alas!  What have we got?  Nothing.  So girls brace up!”103  

While acknowledging West Indian manhood, Joshua also called for the 

acknowledgement of black women’s labor in the war effort. 

Within a movement dominated by Garveyite men, working-class women took 

advantage of openings within labor unionizing to articulate specific grievances.  A brief 

announcement in the Workman revealed that women created their own spaces to organize 

independently.  “There will be a meeting of all women members of the United 

Brotherhood at the St. Anthony Hall,” the newspaper announced, “to nominate and elect 

officers and to discuss a name for said local also to make application for the charter.”104  

The activism of West Indian women fueled many of the demands for equality and better 

working conditions.  Not coincidentally, Afro-Caribbean women pushed the issue of 

equal pay for women as one of the official demands during the 1920 strike.105  Labor 

organizing, however, provided only one avenue for women to promote work-related 

injustices.  They also found ways to challenge black men’s double sexual standards. 

Working-class Afro-Caribbean women frequently used the Panamanian court 

system to hold Garveyite men accountable to their high moral standards.  In 1921, for 

example, Amelie Lucenay, a Martinican migrant who labored in a shoe mending shop, 

filed a complaint before the alcalde (mayor) of Panama City against Hubert Nathaniel 

Walrond, the owner the Workman.  Since 1919, Lucenay and Walrond had feuded over 
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the custody of their six-year-old illegitimate daughter, Olivia Magdaleine.  Walrond 

complained that Lucenay “notoriously adhered to bad moral conduct” because of her 

supposed illicit sexual relationship with Henry Eustace.  The affair between Lucenay and 

Eustace became “publically known,” according to Walrond, after he and his friends 

caught the couple conversing in Walrond’s home during the early hours of the morning.  

Startled by the encounter, Eustace escaped out the balcony in order to avoid a 

confrontation with Walrond.  According to Walrond, this incident brought an end to their 

relationship.  He asserted that Lucenay was not “worried about educating the minor 

Magdeleine by setting a good example for her.”106 

Amelie Lucenay, however, highlighted the hypocrisy of Walrond’s accusations 

against her supposed “immoral” conduct.  Lucenay claimed that Walrond had hid the fact 

from her that he had a wife and several children and only discovered this secret when 

Mrs. Walrond arrived in Panama from Barbados.  This particular omission, according to 

Lucenay, remained emblematic of Walrond’s duplicitous character.  She also alleged that 

he had cheated on her with “other women in the streets,” and that he was an unrepentant 

philanderer with who had relations with “one woman today and another tomorrow.”  For 

this reason, she claimed, she separated herself from him. 

Amelie Lucenay’s primary justification for her custody over Olivia Magdeleine 

rested on the fact that Walrond’s womanizing had a detrimental impact on her daughter.  

She asserted that his mistresses provoked domestic discord and fostered an abusive 

environment for Olivia Magdeleine.  According to Lucenay, he treated her daughter “as if 

she were an orphan,” because his lovers harbored jealousy toward her.  She also 
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portrayed Walrond as a tyrannical disciplinarian who lashed out at her daughter because 

his lovers despised her and urged him to “beat her to death.”  Lucenay emphasized that 

“because he punishes the girl very harshly… and torments her so much” even his 

concerned neighbors eventually complained to the police, which landed Walrond in jail 

for a week.107  Although Lucenay’s legal attempt to reclaim custody over her daughter 

failed, the case underscored how migrant women frequently challenged men to uphold 

the same standards that they leveled at women in the press. 

By the late 1920s, West Indian women from the aspiring class made significant 

breakthroughs in the isthmian black press previously monopolized by men.  They used 

their newfound pulpit to promote gender equality and denounce the chauvinism 

articulated by Garveyite activists during the war era.  In 1928, both the Workman and the 

Panama Tribune featured a special “Of Interest to Women Section.”  The women’s page 

featured everything from beauty tips to international politics, with a particular emphasis 

on women’s anti-colonial activism across the world.108   

Two factors contributed to middle-class Afro-Caribbean women’s participation in 

the local black press.  First, West Indian women actively partook in a growing 

transnational movement for women’s rights in Panama and the Americas.109  For black 

women in Panama, these new spaces of political womanhood allowed them to promote 
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alternative ideas of equality into discourses of racial uplift.110  Second, the emergence of a 

“Women’s Section” in the black press also represented the growing economic power that 

black women exerted as consumers and advertisers.  Following a trend pioneered from 

1924 to 1927 by Amy Jacques Garvey in the Negro World, black newspapers in Panama 

expanded opportunities for women print culture in order to maintain and increase 

circulation at the local level.111  Aspiring Afro-Caribbean women journalists consciously 

took advantage of a “healthy rivalry” within the isthmian black press, according to Smart-

Chubb, and women frequently wrote to the editors demanding a “woman’s page.”112  

Many women journalists, such as Louis St. Hill, who wrote for the Workman, also owned 

beauty shops and advertised their storefronts in the Panama Tribune while selling copies 

of the Workman in their parlor.113 

Afro-Caribbean women’s activism in print culture stemmed from their vibrant 

participation in associational life.114  Louis St. Hill, the beautician-turned-journalist, also 

performed as a concert vocalist and lead the Women’s Life Problem Club, an Afro-

Caribbean social club organized to address women’s issues.115  At a meeting for the La 
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Boca Literary Society or Athenaeum Club, another women’s social club, members, such 

as Louis Lindo, read “a humorous story” about “women-folks… able to get along nicely 

without men.”116  Women members of Colón’s UNIA Division 877 announced “ladies 

will control tomorrow” in order to initiate “the fair sex… into the social and political 

affairs of life… monopolized by men.”  Moreover, they added that Garveyite men have 

not “fully appreciated women’s potential resourcefulness” or their “ability to… [carry] on 

a successful organization.”117  The La Boca Literary Society hosted “ladies nights,” where 

they held mock court trials in order for members to learn about the legal system and 

prepare for cases.118  

Before the Workman and the Panama Tribune published “women” sections in 

1928, Afro-Caribbean feminist activists, such as Linda Smart-Chubb, began to make 

inroads in the press during February 1926.  Smart-Chubb started her foray into journalism 

by writing to the Workman to critique “West Indian journalism.”  She demanded clearer 

printing, less typos, better photographs, more style, readable articles, and headlines that 

did not “cast a stigma on any particular branch of the community.”119  Over the coming 

weeks, the Workman published a series of columns by Linda Smart, where she articulated 

various critiques around ideas of black womanhood.  By May 1926, her writing became a 

source of heated debate among Afro-Caribbean men because her “feminist” ideas 

threatened to undermine racial unity rooted in black manhood.  Consequently, the 

Workman ended the controversy by eliminating Smart-Chubb’s column.  The paper also 

reprinted misogynistic editorials from the 1920 strike, such as the “Eternal Feminine,” to 

reaffirm the papers dedication toward Afro-Caribbean men’s ideas of appropriate forms 
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of womanhood.120  This episode, however, only temporarily silenced women in the 

newspaper columns of the black press. 

Afro-Caribbean women journalists reignited the debate in 1930 on the pages of 

the Panama Tribune.  Amy Denniston, the editor of “Of Interest to Women” section, 

used her position to criticize Afro-Caribbean men’s perspective on prostitution and racial 

uplift.  In one column, she attacked the perspective that black workingmen did not 

receive enough pay to support their wives as hypocritical.  “These men clamour that they 

cannot support a wife with meager salaries they are earning,” Denniston wrote, “yet they 

have the nerve to live the life as a modern Solomon.”  Denniston challenged Garveyite 

men to rethink who should bear the moral burden of racial uplift.  “Some of these same 

men,” she continued, “will tell us that the progress of the race depends on our women, yet 

they contribute to our downfall.  We find this type of men as leaders of fraternal 

organizations.”121  Denniston argued that men bore equal responsibility to uphold 

morality in the community. 

Four years earlier, Linda Smart-Chubb agreed that Afro-Caribbean women 

suffered from men’s double standards.  She argued that the idea of women as morally 

superior to men ultimately served to subjugate women.  “The statement that women are 

morally stronger than men is the golden bait which women have been swallowing too 

readily,” Smart-Chubb emphasized, “it is a dainty trick by which men are allowed too 

much license and women are kept in moral subordination.”122  Moreover, as Afro-

Caribbean men pointed to women as the cause for the downfall of ancient civilizations, 

Smart-Chubb argued that women of African descent had historical precedent for 
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women’s political activism curtailed by men shifting blame to them.  “At the flower of 

Egyptian rule,” she wrote, “women held high and fine offices.  At its decay women were 

made to carry overwhelming burdens.”123 

For Denniston, West Indian men who espoused the moral imperatives of racial 

uplift consistently practiced a different standard for men.  She railed against hypocritical 

men as flirtatious philanderers.  “They are never seen with their wives,” she highlighted, 

but instead, “they are always chirping with other women.”124  In another column 

Denniston wrote: “This type of men are always running around looking for some 

unsuspecting girl to ‘kill.’”  She argued that a new morality campaign directed at men 

was needed in order to “help those of our struggling married women whose husbands are 

wrecking lives.”125 

For aspiring Afro-Caribbean women, the debate over morality and racial uplift 

illuminated a larger argument over patriarchy and gender inequality.  “Some men think,” 

Denniston ridiculed, “that women are only for the purpose of propagating and to be 

domestic slaves.”126  Likewise, she contended, this mentality translated into marital 

relationships: “some married men… only think of their wife carnally or as household 

equipment.”127  Denniston urged women to take collective action and demand that men 

treat them as equals.  “Women, we ought to make such men realize that we are made of 

the same flesh and blood.  We have the same heart throbs and we can think and reason.”   

Denniston also argued that women were not necessarily obligated to the domestic 

sphere as more and more aspiring black women entered different professions. “The idea 
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that a woman’s place is by the fireside,” she wrote, “has been exploded long ago.”  

Nevertheless, she suggested that men could always hire women as domestic workers 

while their professional middle-class wives worked in the office.  “If he wants a woman 

to cook his food and do his laundry,” she argued, “he should employ some one to do 

it.”128 

Newspaper editors diffused the calls for equality from Smart-Chubb and 

Denniston by publishing women who critiqued “feminism” and reaffirmed the innate 

“traits of difference between the sexes.”129  In 1929, the Workman published an editorial 

by British novelist Ethel Mannin entitled “I’m Glad I’m a Woman.”  Mannin criticized 

“sexequality,” or a strand of “feminist thought” where women remained “envious of 

men.”  The editorial argued that “true feminism” embraced biological and social 

differences as well as “femininity.”  Women, Mannin argued, should not “ape the 

achievements of men in dress… and mental attitudes.”  “Do not we get fun out of this 

motherhood business?” she asked, “Be honest now.  Of course we do!”130   

Class tensions also emerged in the writings of Afro-Caribbean feminist writings.  

Smart-Chubb criticized gossipmongers among working-class Caribbean women.  She 

retold how a “young, petite, ebony, well-trained, and shy” woman, who innocently 

socialized with a white North American man, created a “scandal among the coloured 

element.”  Smart-Chubb reported the reactions of Afro-Caribbean women, who 

supposedly scoffed at an upwardly mobile black woman socializing with a white man.   

Smart-Chubb also quoted the women in dialect and speech pattern to indicate 

their lower-class status.  One woman commented: “Well look what I lived to see.  Watch 
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how this child just stay so and broke out.  She walking now wid white man.”  “Naw what 

a place this Colon is,” another woman added, “she going to the dogs.  Whe she’ get dis 

wite man now!”  For Smart-Chubb, the “social enemies of women” were too frequently 

working-class women themselves.131  Despite class divisions exhibited in Smart-Chubb’s 

writings, both working-class and aspiring women found various avenues to assert their 

voices. 

From labor halls to the courtroom and on pages of the newspapers, Afro-

Caribbean women managed to subvert institutions designed to control their lives.  Their 

pushback against misogynist discourses, however, did not end discussions of sexual 

morality in the Afro-Caribbean community.  Instead, it shifted debates over morality 

increasingly toward a new generation of West Indians in Panama.  Throughout the 1920s, 

both men and women of the aspiring class placed emphasis on the importance of a new 

implicitly racial project called “youth uplift.”  Successful racial uplift now depended on 

the morality of the youth as never before during a period when the Afro-Caribbean 

community faced increasing waves of xenophobia in the Republic.  

Uplifting the Youth: The Boy Scouts and Girl Guides Movement 

Men and women from the Afro-Caribbean aspiring class vehemently disagreed on 

gender roles, morality, and racial uplift during through the 1920s.  However, they both 

concurred on the importance of “youth uplift” in order to prevent social ills.132  This 

marked a distinct generation divide among the Afro-Caribbean community toward 
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attitudes of morality.  Editorial titles decried “The Problem of Our Young People,” 

lamented “Our Future Generation of Failure,” and asked “Are Parents to Blame?”133   

Afro-Caribbean activists directed their efforts toward the cultivation of morality 

among the youth through education, elocution, physical culture, and participation in 

community organizations.  Disrespect towards adults, profanity, and improper clothing 

became sure signs that the youth were drifting toward the “dreaded evils of cocaine and 

the brothel.”134  This perceived increase in immorality among youngsters had notable 

implications for the West Indian community as Panamanian nationalists scapegoated 

them for the country’s problem after the 1920 strike. 

During the early 1920s, the isthmus witnessed the emergence of increasingly 

racist Panamanian nationalist movements that typically viewed West Indians as black 

outsiders and pawns of U.S. imperialism.  They complained that “chombos” (a racially 

derogative term) refused to learn Spanish and adopt Panamanian culture.  Common 

stereotypes portrayed black men of Caribbean descent as lazy drunks prone to criminality 

and Caribbean women as sexually promiscuous.  According to nationalists, this new 

generation of black West Indian men born as citizens in Panama, known as criollos, 

subverted national sovereignty by selling their vote to the highest bidder.135  Panamanian 

nationalists lamented this new generation of “pseudo Panamanians.”136  Indeed, criollos 

emerged as an important political constituency by the 1930s with the rise of Harmodio 

Arias to power.  Nevertheless, the Afro-Caribbean community resisted xenophobia 
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through the project of youth uplift as racist anti-immigration laws swept Panama and the 

entire hemisphere more broadly.137 

The 1920s initiated an unparalleled era of legislation directed against the Afro-

Caribbean community that lasted for decades to come.  Following the 1920 strike, a two-

year economic recession compounded by high unemployment fueled anti-immigrant 

sentiment among many Panamanians.  Moreover, a largely West Indian rent strike 

provoked a U.S. military intervention in 1925.  In response, the National Assembly of 

Panama passed new anti-immigrant legislation in 1926.  It designated non-Spanish 

speaking blacks as “undesirable” immigrants, required a hefty alien registration tax, and 

prevented members of “prohibited races” who had left the country temporarily from 

returning.  Although impracticality made it unenforceable, the new laws also required 

that Panamanians make-up at least 75 percent of a company’s workforce in the Republic.  

The global depression of the 1930s further exacerbated tensions and a wave of populist 

politics under the banner of “Panama for the Panamanians” swept Arnulfo Arias into 

power in 1940.  As president, Arias spearheaded the implementation of a new 

constitution in 1941 that retroactively stripped citizenship from nearly 50,000 

Panamanians of West Indian descent.138   

Caribbean activists adopted a variety of strategies to combat the growing 

xenophobia from the 1920s to the 1940s, including the project of youth uplift.  They 
                                                
137 For a hemispheric perspective on the implementations of these restrictive laws, see Putnam, Radical 
Moves, 82-122.  Putnam demonstrates how many countries throughout the region viewed the change of 
U.S. immigration law in 1924 as a model. 
138 Conniff, 64-65; 98-103.  Not all Panamanians, of course, supported these measures and advocated for 
the incorporation of West Indians into Panamanian society. Demetrio Porras, son of former-President 
Belisario Porras and leader of the Panamanian Socialist Party, for instance, strongly denounced repatriation 
schemes in the 1930s, see “‘Advance Guards’ Oppose Repatriation of West Indians,” Workman, 2 July 
1933.  For a detailed and nuanced examination of West Indians and Chinese in nationalist politics during 
the 1930s, see Marixa Lasso De Paulis, “Race and Ethnicity in the formation of Panamanian National 
Identity: Panamanian Discrimination Against Chinese in the Thirties,” Revista Panameña de Política (N. 4, 
Julio-Diciembre 2007), 61-92. 
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utilized their experience in organizational culture to create new institutions for girls and 

boys to become upstanding members of the community.  In 1929, feminist activist, Amy 

Denniston, argued that associational life would ensure women social advancement: 

“W[e] need more organizations for the welfare of our girls… women must [be]come our 

leaders –teachers, lawyers, doctors, and ministers.”139  The Panama Tribune pointed to 

women activists with the Wesleyan Church as “proof of greater activity among our 

women in welfare work for the future of our girls… devoting time and energy to the 

social and moral uplift of our young girls.”140  Meanwhile, the goals of the Atlantic Girls 

Athletic and Sporting Club included the “intellectual, physical, and social development” 

of young women in Colón.  Violet James penned a song that encapsulated the 

organization’s moral mission: “We know of the wrongs but we see them but light; Most 

of our girls are toiling for right; Hurrah, Athletic Girls!”141 

Many Afro-Caribbean men viewed the moral upbringing of girls as the most 

critical component of youth uplift although they left the task to women activists.  

Previous debates over gender roles in racial uplift carried over to discussions of younger 

generations.  “It is obvious,” an editorial argued, “that the need for uplift movement is far 

more necessary for the girls of our community than for our boys.”  The editorialist 

reassigned the familiar moral burden on girls.  “The way is much more easy for our girls 

to drift into the paths of danger,” it warned.  The newspaper also cherished the potential 

for a young woman’s moral influence upon a young man: “On the other hand girls of 

high moral character, of virtue and intelligence, while being more strongly fortified to 

                                                
139 Amy Denniston, “Modern Literature and the Girl,” Panama Tribune, 10 February 1929. 
140 “Welfare Workers,” Panama Tribune, 25 May 1930.  Many women unsatisfied with the lack of 
recognition from the Panama Tribune wrote letters to the editor demanding that a host of women deserved 
acknowledgment for their work.  See, “Views and Reviews,” Panama Tribune, 8 June 1930. 
141 Panama Tribune, 1 June 1930. 
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resist temptation on their own part become an inspiration to the young males, and are able 

to fire them with noble ideals and zeal of ambition.”142 

Afro-Caribbean feminist journalists also lamented the decline of “rising 

generations,” but they focused their attention on the responsibility that young black men 

had to uphold morality.  “Nothing could be more fatal to morality,” Amy Denniston 

argued, “than the popular idea that the young man may sow his ‘wild oats’ and still be a 

‘fine fellow’ and worthy of positions of trust and responsibility in society.”  Women, 

according to her, had bore the brunt of anti-vice campaigns for far too long.  She urged 

her readers to consider a new type of morality campaign against hypocritical men leading 

the Afro-Caribbean community: “Let us start a campaign against these social lepers!”143  

In fact, Garveyite activists had established already a campaign against “immoral” young 

men in the form of Boy Scout troops. 

After the collapse of the 1920 strike, the Baden Powell Boy Scout and Girl 

Guides movement became a central institution for youth uplift in Panama.  Initially 

founded in 1908 by Robert Baden Powell, a retired military officer of the British Army, 

the movement spread quickly among Caribbean migrants during the war.  Robert Baden-

Powell, according to Cynthia Enloe, intended to reinvigorate white British imperial 

manhood under assault from “venereal disease, intermarriage of the races and declining 

birth rates.”  Nevertheless, Caribbean migrants made the movement into their own.144  In 

May 1920, a returning BWIR veteran and dockworker, Corporal David V. Watson, 
                                                
142 “More Workers Wanted,” Panama Tribune, 8 June 1930. 
143 “The Decline of Modesty,” Panama Tribune, 10 November 1929. 
144 In Panama, Jamaican migrants tended to dominate the Boy Scouts leadership and the movement’s 
associational ties to the Jamaica remained particularly strong from the 1910s to the 1930s.  See also, Lara 
Putnam, “Nothing Matters but Color: Transnational Circuits, the Interwar Caribbean, and the Black 
International,” in Michael O. West, William G. Martin, and Fanon Che Wilkins, eds. From Toussaint to 
Tupac: The Black International since the Age of Revolution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2009), 113-114; quote from Cynthia Enloe, Bananas, Beaches, and Bases: Making Feminist Sense of 
International Politics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000 [1989]), 49-50. 
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founded a local Bad-Powell troop called the “Boys Brigade” inside Colón’s Negro 

Hall.145  Watson’s work as head of the Boys Brigade led him to establish a reform school 

known as the Colón Boys Institute in 1924.  The school’s primary goal aimed to 

transform “incorrigible boys” into true men.146  One grateful mother lauded Watson’s 

work for converting her “wayward son” into a “young gentlemen.”147  Likewise, the Boy 

Scouts aimed for a similar goal.  “Scouting makes a man of your boy,” Scoutmaster 

Clifford Bolt contended, “and the kind of a man you would like him to be.”148 

The Baden Powell Boy Scout movement’s global vision of militarized manhood 

and collective uplift resonated with other transnational organizations, such as the UNIA.  

During 1921, the Colón’s Boys Brigade worked under the auspices of the UNIA and 

went by the name the African Legion.149  Moreover, throughout the 1920s, several 

scoutmasters, such as Leon Gilkes, also served as UNIA officers, and the troops 

frequently participated in the organization’s mass demonstrations.  Through military 

drills, Watson trained the boys with sticks, bugles, and drums in order to prepare them to 

“defend their FOREFATHER’S land.”150  Likewise, Lieutenant General of the brigade, 

Rudolph Nuby, portrayed the Boys Brigade as Pan-African militarized movement ready 

to “take up [the] rifle and go forward in defense of the Red, the Black, and the Green [the 

UNIA flag].”151  After the establishment of the reformatory school, Watson’s Boys 

                                                
145 Rudolph Nuby, “General Watson Congratulated,” Workman, 10 December 1921. 
146 “The Colon Boys Institute,” Workman, 10 May 1924; “The Colon Boys Institute,” Workman, 5 June 
1926.   
147 “Marriage of Commander Watson,” Workman, 10 January 1925. 
148 Clifford A. Bolt, “Scout Corner,” Panama Tribune, 6 January 1929. 
149 “The Colon Boys Brigade” Workman, 28 October 1921. 
150 Ibid. 
151 Rudolph Nuby, “General Watson Congratulated,” Workman, 10 December 1921. 
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Institute continued to participate in UNIA demonstrations and parades throughout the 

1920s.152  

Youth uplift also provided a common language of moral betterment for 

Garveyites to create alliances with the Panamanian state.  The mission of collective uplift 

and reformation of morally “wayward boys” received enthusiastic support from 

politicians in Colón.  In contrast, UFCo officials blacklisted Garveyite activists in Bocas 

del Toro for similar Boy Scout training exercises because they feared it might lead to 

“race war.”153   

Panamanian state authorities in Colón, however, reacted much differently.  

Watson’s mission to reform young men garnered praise from Colón’s mayor and 

governor, the British consul, and a Canal Zone judge by 1925.  In addition to financing 

the Boys Institute, Mayor Elias Aizpuru “voiced the sentiment of all Panamanians” and 

applauded Watson, who “as a foreigner has done great good for the Republic.”154  

Governor Rafael Arosemena awarded the commander a medal on behalf of the Republic 

for “caring for the wayward and destitute boys of this country.”155  Despite the in-roads 

made with local state officials, the project of youth betterment did not stem the rising tide 

of anti-West Indian sentiment.  

In the face of growing nationalist disdain against black foreigners, the Boy Scout 

movement continued to imbue the moral uplift project with a global vision of manhood.  

                                                
152 “Big Demonstration by UNIA Yesterday,” Workman, 2 August 1924.  In August 1930, Colon’s UNIA 
President Hector Connor formed the Colón Colored Sea Scouts, a rival organization to Baden-Powell’s Boy 
Scout, after Baden Powell commented that “Negro education” should be “confined to industrial training in 
order not to raise false aspirations in them.”  See, “The Chief Scout Comments on Important Question,” 
Panama Tribune, 6 July 1930; “Colon Sea Scouts Rival Boy Scouts in Rapid Growth of Membership,” 
Panama Tribune, 10 August 1930. 
153 Harpelle, 61-62. 
154 “Marriage of Commander Watson,” Workman, 10 January 1925. 
155 “Head of Boys Institute To Be Awarded Medal by Panama,” Workman, 12 March 1926. 
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West Indians in Panama frequently travelled throughout the region as “Boy Scout 

contingents.”  Carl Smart led a group from Panama to Jamaica in 1922 for an annual 

campout, and C. A. Harris headed contingents to Bocas del Toro and Limón in 1930.  

Colón’s Boy Scouts also hosted contingents on “good-will” tours from Colombia and 

Mexico.  According to the Panama Tribune, Colón’s troop also shared the same 

“scouting spirit” with the Spanish-speaking Panamanian Boy Scouts.156   

In July 1924, a “Panama Contingent of British Boy Scouts,” composed of fifteen 

scouts and officers, set sail for an international meeting of the organization at the 

“Imperial Jamboree” held in Wembley, England.  Among others, Sydney Young, a 

journalist who later established the Panama Tribune, traveled with the group as a 

scoutmaster to exchange training techniques with other chapters throughout the globe.157  

The Workman reported that the Jamboree left participants with “a better sense of 

brotherhood.”158   In 1928, the Panama Tribune published a photograph from the event 

with a caption that read: “Illustrating the comradeship of the Scout movement and its 

fight for World-wide Brotherhood.”159  In addition to the material culture of uniforms and 

badges, the language of brotherhood allowed for scouts to forge alliances with multiple 

groups across national and linguistic boundaries for the common purpose of moral 

betterment.160  

Caribbean women played a central role in the institutionalization of youth uplift 

culture in Panama, including the Baden-Powell Boy Scout and Girl Guides movement.  

                                                
156 “Training the Boys,” Panama Tribune, 16 June 1929; Panama Tribune, 27 July 1930; 17 November 
1929; 21 July 1929. 
157 As a scout activist, editor Sydney Young dedicated a regular “Scout Corner” in the Panama Tribune to 
promote its activities beginning with its first issue. 
158 “Imperial Jamboree of Scouts at Wembley Ends,” Workman, 6 September 1924. 
159 “Scout Corner,” Panama Tribune, 2 December 1928. 
160 For the importance uniforms among UNIA members in Cuba, see Guridy, Forging Diaspora, 91-92. 
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Utilizing their rich experience in associational culture, they transformed the institution for 

youth uplift in order to facilitate their participation in “training the youth.”  Afro-

Caribbean feminists, such as Linda Smart-Chubb and Amy Denniston also organized and 

led chapters of the Girl Guides during the early years of the movement.  In 1929, the 

Panama Tribune remembered Linda Smart-Chubb’s critical role in organizing the Colón 

scouts.  “Back in the early days,” the Panama Tribune recalled, “Miss Linda Smart… 

stood out prominently as our only Lady Worker… she worked earnestly and hard, and 

when the history of scouting in these parts are written her name will go down as our 

pioneer Lady Worker.”161 

Women utilized their organizational skills and fundraising abilities to partake in a 

variety of projects for youth uplift.  The Girl Guides, according to the Panama Tribune, 

raised funds “with hearts and hands” to send the Boy Scout contingent to the Imperial 

Jamboree in England in 1924.  The Workman reported that the same “trip was made 

possible by the indefatigable efforts of the Ladies Committee.”  In gratitude, the returning 

troop distributed “Thanks Badges, the highest honor the Boy Scouts confer” to several 

women, including Scoutmaster Amy Denniston.162  Likewise, David Watson applauded 

the Women’s Life Problem Club for their major contributions to the Boys Institute.  The 

women, “desirous of showing the world,” raised at least one hundred dollars in order to 

purchase clothes for the boys.  According to Watson, the club’s “noble work” enabled the 

Institute to fulfill its goal of charitable and become a “living memorial of the efforts 

Colored individuals and organizations make for the betterment of their own.”163 

                                                
161 “The Ladies and Our Movement,” Panama Tribune, 23 June 1929. 
162 “Monster Parade by Baden Powell Boy Scouts,” Workman, 11 July 1925. 
163 “Commander Watson of the Boys Institute,” Workman, 18 August 1928. 
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In the face of growing suspicion from Panamanian nationalists, the Afro-

Caribbean aspiring class attempted to demonstrate their moral respectability through the 

vehicle of youth betterment.  It also allowed for men and women to continue debates over 

the role of gender in policing sexuality in the community.  After the collapse of the 1920 

strike had left the demands for racial manhood unfulfilled, women demanded a greater 

role in collective uplift.  The youth uplift movement, moreover, provided a mechanism 

that allowed Caribbean activists to demand national inclusion while simultaneously 

contributing to a broader transnational mission of equality through moral betterment. 

Conclusion 

Afro-Caribbean men and women did more than labor on the Panama Canal.  

Although seemingly caught in between U.S. empire-building and Panamanian 

nationalism, they imagined alternative political realities and dreamt of a less hostile 

world.  A long history of migration and associational culture tied to the emergence of a 

transnational black press facilitated activism among Caribbean migrants.  These cultural 

institutions that developed alongside the constant movement of people connected West 

Indians in Panama to communities spread across the circum-Caribbean basin and the 

United States.  Expansive networks of migrant communities also fostered global 

perspectives while sexuality emerged at the forefront of debates over the future of the 

race worldwide.  Both men and women creatively utilized a broad range of intellectual 

currents circulating the globe as they articulated what it meant to uphold racial standards 

of manhood, womanhood, and youth culture. 

The Afro-Caribbean community in Panama consistently framed sexual deviancy 

through global lenses.  Likewise, as activists circulated throughout the region, the 

isthmus emerged as a central locale for the creation of gendered ideas and sexual 
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anxieties in the articulation of racial uplift.  Furthermore, U.S. imperial formation in 

Panama produced particular local conditions that combined with global trends to make 

sexuality a primary concern for black activists.  Caribbean migrants fashioned new ideas 

of black masculinity in dialogue with competing notions of manhood on the isthmus.  

Canal authorities dismissed the bread and butter demands of silver workers and targeted 

Afro-Caribbean women as a primary threat to white male supremacy worldwide.  As the 

Canal Zone became the preeminent military enclave in the region by the First World 

War, protecting white U.S. soldiers from black women emerged as the central goal of 

militarization during wartime.  Meanwhile, given the hierarchical arrangements of power, 

the Panamanian state officials invested in policies that protected “their” women from 

U.S. soldiers at the expense of Caribbean women.  This expression of gendered 

nationalism, moreover, foreshadowed attempts to define lines of inclusion and exclusion 

of Panamanian nationality.  Afro-Caribbean men, in turn, devoted their energies toward a 

form of protest politics based on a transnational sense of black manhood and racial 

advancement.  Likewise, Afro-Caribbean women also turned to various forms of protest, 

but frequently with a very different perspective on sexuality and the future of the race. 

The politics of prostitution in Panama reveal constant negotiation between 

multiple state actors and non-state actors all vying to control sex and morality.  Although 

canal authorities crushed the 1920 strike and undermined the efficacy of organized labor, 

the next chapter examines the impact of a different sort of labor activism in Panama.  It 

analyzes the impact that registered sex workers had on the formation of legal codes 

governing sexual commerce in the Republic of Panama.  The state regulation of 

prostitution in Panama, in part, facilitated a form of labor mobilization that allowed 

migrant women to overcome various social divisions to demand rights, but not without 

contradiction.
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Chapter 3:  The Regulation of Prostitution and Sex Worker Activism in 
Panama, 1908-1932 

On January 17, 1929, President Florencio Arosemena received a petition from a 

diverse group of 75 registered prostitutes in Panama City voicing support for their 

preferred candidate for an important political appointment.  These petitioners included 

not only Panamanian women, but also female migrants from South America, Central 

America, the English-speaking Caribbean as well as Europe.  The petitioners voiced their 

support that Dr. José E. Arjona lead the newly created National Venereal Prophylaxis 

Department.  “We have known him since 1919,” they stated, “and we are thankful for his 

treatment since this kind gentleman gives us the attention needed by all human beings, 

without regard on his part to our condition as prostitutes.”  They contrasted Dr. Arjona’s 

“humane” treatment with their past experiences with former public health officials who 

“unmercifully exploited” them.1  Although President Arosemena later appointed Dr. 

Arjona to the office in 1929, a fundamental question went unanswered:  Did the petition 

impact the decision to promote Arjona?2   

                                                
1 “They Ask for Dr. Arjona,” Diario de Panama, 18 January 1929.  The petitioners included Esperanza 
Chavez, Prudencia Gutiérrez, Margot Verderes, Matilde Souniqua, Mercedes Morgan, Cándida Izquierdo, 
Rosa M. Quiel, Alicia Tricosh, Mariόn Renois, Aguinet Celeste, Juana Lartaco, Clotilde Becerra, Cornelia 
Ros, Ofelia Sánchez, María Ortega, Ernestina Hidalgo, Esperanza Arias, Clotilde Miranda, Mercedes 
Voldés, Raquel Bader, Carmen Edwardo, Elean Valencia, J. Cossi, Fermina Braze, María Betancur, Juana 
Villareal, Isabel Amores, María Isabel Ramírez, Eloiza Gutiérrez, Enriqueta Quintero, Silvia Elena Lucero, 
Antonia Anguizola, María Camero, Lorenza Arrocha, Matilde Elida Clement, Norma V. Sánchez, Josefa 
Perlasa, Juana Rodríguez, Julia Lara, María de los Angeles Rodríguez, Francisca Vásquez, Suzane Geurier, 
Emma Bedford, María Herrera, Isabed M. Garibaldo, Matilde Rodriguez, Jeanne Dumulong, Julia Munet, 
Jane Edwards, Ambrosia Medina, Clementina Ramos, Maca Ochoa, Inés M. Navarrete, Salvadora Ramirez, 
Augustina Gonzalez, Juana Jordan, Nicolasa Garcia, Sofia Robins, Chana Wodistawsca, F. Lasard, María 
Salomé Avila, Carmen Ducort, Luisa Durant, Anita Hernández, María Richard, E. Medina, Carmen 
Martínez, Idis Mude, Brígida Figueroa, Juana Resnouard, Mélid Fetriche, Ester Luis, Leonor Carrera, 
Rebeca Rostein, and Agripina Ortega. 
2 See Alfonso Mejía Robleto, Quién es quién en Panamá: diccionario biográfico y bibliográfico de 
personalidades actuales (Medellín, Colombia: Editorial Bedout, 1949), 320. 
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A telling paradox developed out of a complex relationship between two distinct 

public personas prominent in Panama’s urban arena: hombres públicos and mujeres 

públicas.   The expression hombres públicos, or “public men,” referred to government 

officials as morally upstanding men who selflessly served the interests of Panamanian 

citizens by protecting social and moral order.  Mujeres públicas, or “public women,” on 

the other hand, served as a marker for deceptive and morally depraved prostitutes prone 

to scandalous social disorder.  Despite their clashing social status, these two groups 

frequently interacted and both could have a powerful impact on one another.  The 

reputation of Panamanian politicians as “hombres públicos” greatly depended on 

perceived notions that they were the protectors of both morality and hygiene among the 

citizenry.  They largely fulfilled this role by regulating sexual commerce.  

This chapter argues that state regulation of prostitution inadvertently facilitated 

sex worker activism among a diverse group of migrant women at a key crossroads in the 

Americas.  This allowed various migrant women to overcome social divisions to demand 

rights, which ultimately impacted the legal terrain that governed their labor.  The analysis 

utilizes a collection of municipal laws from 1908 to 1932 in conjunction with petitions 

and complaints initiated by migrant registered prostitutes found in the municipal court 

records located in the National Archives of Panama.  I argue that the changing contours 

of the law read in tandem with sex worker demands reveal a process of compromise in 

the formation of legal codes during this period.  The chapter begins with an examination 

of how prostitutes creatively responded to the implementation of laws that 

simultaneously governed “hygiene” and “morality.”  Next, the analysis explores how 

women sought to remove their names from the official prostitute registry as they pursued 

alternative vocations.  The chapter concludes with an analysis of a petition filed by a 
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group of unexpected historical actors clamoring for state authorities to prosecute illicit 

prostitution and enforce “moral hygiene” laws. 

An examination of evolving municipal decrees governing prostitution reveals 

registered sex-workers’ active use of a patriarchal state for their own purposes.  They 

achieved this by exploiting contradictions embedded within liberal ideology as 

government officials inconsistently applied the law while attempting to reconcile ideas of 

individual liberties and public morality.  State officials balanced their resolve to enforce 

regulations with licensed prostitutes who, in turn, challenged injustices.  Sex workers 

exerted their own notions of health, profitable business practices, and morality by 

actively engaging with the dominant ideas of public health, liberalism, and decency.  In 

petitions and testimonies before municipal authorities, registered sex workers from across 

the globe claimed rights by arguing that they had fulfilled their legal obligations under 

the regulatory regime.  In pursuing this strategy, they employed a sophisticated blend of 

displaying obedience to legitimate authority while at the same time threatening to defy 

specific measures that they considered illegitimate.3 

This chapter illuminates understandings of the historical role of women have 

played in the process of state formation in Panama.  Recently historians have highlighted 

                                                
3 For the use of the law by sex workers in New York during the 19th century, see Marilynn Wood Hill, 
Their Sister’s Keepers: Prostitution in New York City, 1830-1870 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1993), 145-174.  For women resisting the registration process in the British empire, see Philippa Levine, 
Prostitution, Race, and Politics: Policing Venereal Disease in the British Empire (New York: Routledge, 
2003), 220-223.  Eileen Findlay also notes how regulation in Ponce, Puerto Rico “engendered a sense of 
rights among registered women.”  See Findlay, Imposing Decency: The Politics of Sexuality and Race in 
Puerto Rico, 1870-1920 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999), 100-101.  Lara Putnam and Carlos Luís 
Fallas Monge have noted similar dynamics in Costa Rica.  Putnam, The Company They Kept: Migrants and 
the Politics of Gender in Caribbean Costa Rica, 1870-1960 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2002), 96; Carlos Luís Fallas Monge, El movimiento obrero en Costa Rica, 1830-1902 (San José: 
Editorial Universidad Estatal a Distancia, 1983), 113.  Katerine Elaine Bliss has highlighted how Mexican 
sex workers adopted the nationalist discourse in a complaint to President Plutarco Elías Calles regarding 
regulatory laws on prostitution.  Bliss, Compromised Positions: Prostitution, Public Health, and Gender 
Politics in Revolutionary Mexico City (University Park: Pennsylvania State Press, 2002), 1-2. 
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the various experiences of migrant women’s labor during the construction of the Panama 

Canal from 1904 to 1914.4  Furthermore, scholars in Panama have also begun to explore 

the complex social movements for gender equality on the isthmus.  These studies 

frequently have examined organized political movements led by elite and middle-class 

women to reform the political system in Panama with a particular focus on the suffrage 

movement from 1920 to 1940.5  This research contributes to this literature by 

emphasizing how socially marginalized women in the sex industry also played a 

formative role in the early development of legal codes in Panama.   

Migrant prostitutes, in particular, took advantage of two distinct openings to 

influence the legal landscape in which they operated.  First, elite Panamanians 

intrinsically depended on the presence of all “foreign” prostitutes regardless of race in 

order to assuage their sexual anxieties.  They feared that white Panamanian women 

would enter the booming sex trade in large numbers in order to service the sexual needs 

of the North American population.  Women from across the globe, therefore, found a 

relatively safe haven in the Republic.  Although Panamanian authorities always had the 

option to deport migrant women who they considered to be “pernicious elements,” they 

very rarely pursued this route.  Rather they accommodated foreign prostitutes by treating 

sex work as a legitimate profession with legal rights.  Migrant women of diverse 

backgrounds, in turn, exploited the openings unintentionally created by elite Panamanian 

men.          

                                                
4 Eyra Marcela Reyes Rivas, El trabajo de las mujeres en la historia de la Construcción del Canal de 
Panamá, 1881-1914 (Panamá: Universidad de Panamá, Instituto de la Mujer, 2000); Julie Greene, The 
Canal Builders: Making America’s Empire at the Panama Canal (New York: Penguin Press, 2009), 226-
266. 
5 Mujeres que cambiaron nuestra historia (Panamá : UNICEF : Embajada de Canadá : Instituto de la 
Mujer, Universidad de Panamá, 1996); Yolanda Marco Serra, Clara González de Behringer: Biografía 
(Panamá: [S.N.], 2007). 
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Demanding Rights: Registration, Medical Exams, and Activism  

At the beginning of the twentieth century as the U.S. canal project commenced, 

Panamanian elites fashioned their policy of hygienic regulation within a global forum.  

Although the adoption of regulations concerning prostitution and venereal disease in 

Panama had roots in Colombian and Spanish legal codes and practices, Panamanian 

officials also modeled their policies on theories of regulation circulating throughout 

world.6  The practice of licensing brothels, registering prostitutes, mandating medical 

exams, and forcing hospitalization all derived from a broader western context of 

governing sexuality, which conformed to “modern scientific” ideas of disease and 

treatment.   

With the creation of the Panamanian nation-state in 1903, the governing elite 

already had experience implementing a system that regulated prostitution in the 

nineteenth century. Nevertheless, Panamanian officials looked with renewed vigor to 

control a growing sex trade by 1908.  Traditionally, the regulation of prostitution in 

Panama fell under the jurisdiction of a city’s alcaldía, akin to a municipal city council.  

Appointed by the governor, the alcalde presided over the municipal council similar to a 

mayor, but functioned as both a judicial authority and an administrative official.  The 

office oversaw the city’s police judges, or corregidores, and often adjudicated on cases 

appealed in those courts.  If a plaintiff or defendant appealed the alcalde’s decision, the 

                                                
6 Donna Guy, White Slavery and Mothers Alive and Dead: The Troubled Meaning of Sex, Gender, Public 
Health, and Progress in Latin America, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000), 17-33; Laura 
Briggs, Reproducing Empire: Race, Sex, Science, and U.S. Imperialism in Puerto Rico (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2002), 21-45; Levine, Prostitution, Race, and Politics; Roger Davidson and 
Lesley A. Hall, eds. Sex, Sin, and Suffering: Venereal Disease and European Society Since 1870 (London, 
Routledge, 2001); Allan M. Brandt, No Magic Bullet: a Social History of Venereal Disease in the United 
States since 1880 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985); Mark David Wyers, ‘Wicked’ Istanbul: The 
Regulation of Prostitution in the Early Turkish Republic (Istanbul : Libra Kitapçılık ve Yayıncılık, 2012); 
Laurie Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters: Prostitutes and Their Regulation in Imperial Russia (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995); Alain Corbin, Women for Hire: Prostitution and Sexuality in France 
after 1850 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990). 
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governor examined the case.7  The alcalde also commanded the national police in his 

respective district to enforce “public morality” laws promulgated by the municipality.8  If 

a woman decided to work legally in the sex trade, she would submit her name along with 

a doctor’s note stating that she did not have a venereal disease before she could begin 

working in the officially designated “red-light” district.9  Once inscribed in the alcalde’s 

registry of prostitutes, although she submitted herself to stringent rules, a registered 

prostitute also had access to legal rights related to her profession.   

Municipal officials played a key role in shaping a registered prostitute’s daily life.  

They demarcated where prostitutes could live, scheduled the time and day of their 

medical examinations, and forced hospitalization if she contracted venereal disease.  In 

the hospital, the sick women underwent painful treatments with dubious results.  An 

appointed “sanitary doctor” held weekly examinations of registered prostitutes.10  He then 

submitted three separate reports to the alcalde: a white list indicating women who were 

considered “healthy”, a green sheet of those deemed “infected,” and a red one for women 

menstruating.11  After an examination, if the doctor approved that the mujer pública was 

                                                
7 The position originated from Spanish colonial governing structures and became an elected position in 
1944, Basil C. and Anne K. Hedrick, Historical Dictionary of Panama (Metuchen: Scarecrow Press, 1970), 
8; República de Panamá, Ley 14 de 1909 de 21 de enero, sobre régimen político y municipal, (Panamá: Tip. 
Diario de Panama, 1909); República de Panamá, Código administrativo, (Panamá: Editorial “La Moderna” 
– Quijano y Quijano, 1928). 
8 República de Panamá, Ley 14 de 1909 de 21 de enero, sobre régimen político y municipal; P.R.Z., 
Vocabulario del agente de policía, (Panamá: Tip. Guardia Hnos., 1918); La Municipalidad de Panamá, La 
Municipalidad de Panamá, (Panamá: Editorial Novel Limitada, 1936).  
9 Municipal laws also required managers of brothels to register with a note from a certified doctor who 
attested to the buildings “hygienic sanitary state” as well as a note from the property owner stating that they 
consent to leasing out the property for the stated purposes. 
10 Women found these intrusive exams humiliating and degrading. Judith R. Walkowitz, Prostitution and 
Victorian Society: Women, Class, and the State (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 202; 
Findlay, Imposing Decency, 92-93. 
11 Presumably, a separate list for menstruating women indicates a degree of uncertainty regarding infection.  
For Colón’s Ordinance 17 of 1909 outlining the regulation of “houses of tolerance” see expediente 1203, 
caja 353, Juzgado Segundo del Circuito de Colón (2nd JSCC), Ramo Criminal (RC), Sección Justicia (SJ), 
Archivos Nacionales de Panamá (ANP).  During the construction era, the municipalities frequently printed 
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free of venereal disease he would stamp the prostitute’s medical certificate “bien,” which 

indicated that she did not have a venereal infection.  The law required registered 

prostitutes to place this certificate in a visible place in her room for her clients to peruse.12  

Although the municipality appointed the health inspector for the exams, it did not pay his 

salary.  Rather the individual prostitute paid the doctor directly for each examination. 

At the height of the canal construction project, irregularities regarding exam costs 

sparked legal activism among several licensed prostitutes.  Six months after the 

implementation of Decree 18 of 1909, eight Spanish-speaking prostitutes collectively 

denounced Dr. Alfonso Preciado to the local police inspector.  They charged that he had 

violated Panama City’s decree, which stipulated the price for an exam.13  As the 

appointed municipal doctor, they argued, Preciado attempted to charge them two balboas 

per exam when the law stated that he could only charge one.14  According to the 

prostitutes, Preciado violated their “vulnerable” but “natural rights” protected by the law.  

“It is true that we are mujeres de la vida [prostitutes],” they petitioned the police, “but our 

natural rights are protected by the Panamanian Constitution.”   

Although the petitioners hailed from different countries or regions in Panama, 

these migrant women organized around a shared profession, vocalized grievances and 
                                                                                                                                            
ordinances governing prostitution in Spanish, English, and French due to the large number of migrant men 
and women.  
12  The medical certificate not only indicated her health record, but it also stated the name, age, nationality, 
civil state, and “color” as well as a description of her hair, eyes, nose, mouth, and height for purposes of 
identification.  The cedula also recorded where she previous resided and her previous occupation.  For early 
examples of medical certificates and registration cards see expedientes 37, 42, 43 caja 2, 1910, Alcaldía de 
Panamá (AP), Secciόn Administraciόn del Estado (SAE), Archivo Nacional de Panamá (ANP); expediente 
88, caja 8, 1911, AP, SAE, ANP. 
13 These women included María Reina, Luisa Mendoza, María Micolta, Vicenta Abiles, Ercilia Quiroz, 
Juana A. Zamora, Isabel Bonilla, and Margarita Acuña.  Expediente 57, caja 3, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP.  
Alfonso Preciado was among the leading medical doctors in Panama City.  He later headed Santo Tomás 
Hospital and presided over the National Board of Hygiene in the 1920s.  
14 The balboa was the formal Panamanian currency based on the silver standard.  Although the balboa is 
now pegged directly to the U.S. dollar, during the period of this study a “gold” U.S. dollar equaled two 
“silver” Panamanian balboas.  The U.S. dollar was widely used in Panama as it is today. 
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claimed rights based on the newly written Panamanian constitution of 1903.  Luisa 

Mendoza, for example, had arrived from the Caribbean port of Barranquilla, Colombia, a 

city with a large population of people of African descent.15  While Ercilia Quiroz and 

Margarita Acuña also came from Colombia, Isabel Bonilla had migrated from Ecuador.16  

Another petitioner, Vicenta Abiles, came from Ocú, a small rural village in the interior 

Panamanian province of Hererra.  María Micolta and María Reina cited Panama City as 

their place origin.17  During their denouncement at the police station, the prostitutes stated 

that although “we have fulfilled” the requirements of the decree, the health official had 

abused his authority granted by the municipality.  After waiting over two months for a 

decision by the police inspector regarding their plight, they continued to press their 

complaint in front of the corregidor of Santa Ana who forwarded the case to the 

alcalde’s office.18 

The prostitutes’ legal activism created a forum to address their grievances that 

medical officials routinely performed cursory exams.  The women argued that Preciado’s 

sole interest to conduct the exams was to profit from their labor.  Indeed, the weekly 

exams paid for by prostitutes provided a small but steady stream of income for the 

appointed doctors.  Vicenta Aviles and María Micolta testified that when they went to 

Preciado’s office without enough money, he simply refused to examine them and 

threatened to send the police to arrest them.  Aviles stated that when she went to 
                                                
15 Expediente 57, caja 3, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP. 
16 Although Panamanian authorities did not record their nationalities, a 1910 report by the Canal Zone 
police on the prostitutes and brothels in Panama City and Colón that circulated among U.S. immigration 
officials listed Ercilia Quiroz, Margarita Acuña, and Isabel Bonilla’s nationalities.  A similar 1909 report 
listed Acuña and Juana A. Zamora as Panamanian.  The nationalities of Mendoza, Reina, and Micolta listed 
on the 1909 and 1910 report are consistent with Panama City’s alcalde records.  See casefile 52484/7, Reel 
4, Part 5, Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, Series A, Subject Correspondence Files 
on microfilm. 
17 Expediente 57, caja 3, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP.  During this period municipal records did not list racial 
categories. 
18 Ibid.   
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Preciado’s clinic and told him that she was menstruating, he refused to examine her 

because of it, and responded that “he had nothing to do with that” but that “he only 

wanted his two balboas.”   

Preciado denied the charges and claimed that he had followed standard operating 

procedures.  Doctors typically sent women to the hospital if they menstruated for more 

than two or three weeks, he explained.  If the women did not have enough money, 

Preciado clarified, he simply added their names to his list for the alcalde of women who 

did not receive their exam, and therefore, it was technically the alcalde who ordered their 

arrest.  Although the corregidor and the alcalde ultimately privileged the doctor’s 

testimony, the proceedings revealed that dire financial straits could land a prostitute in 

prison despite her attempt to attend to state-required medical exams.19  

The subsequent examination of the Preciado case by a lawyer for Panama City 

exposed a mixture of casual abuse of power by doctors as well as official neglect by 

municipal officers.  The 1909 decree, in fact, stipulated that the appointed doctor could 

charge two different prices.  If examined at the prostitute’s residence, the doctor could 

charge the women two balboas, presumably because of the convenience for the women 

and the inconvenience of the doctor to travel to their home.  However, the exam price 

was only one balboa if conducted at a “location determined by the authorities.”  Preciado 

admitted to charging the women two balboas without conducting the exam at the 

prostitute’s home, but rather at his own private clinic.  Technically, his private office fell 

into neither category but he still required the women to pay the higher price.  The 

municipal lawyer argued that he could not charge the higher price because the alcalde 

had not yet appointed an “official location” even ten months after the implementation of 

                                                
19 Ibid. 
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the decree.  Preciado took advantage of this ambiguity, but according to the lawyer, the 

doctor’s “poor interpretation” of the decree was committed without “ill-intent.”  Rather 

than designating an alternative location, the alcalde merely instructed Preciado to 

conduct the exams in the prostitutes’ rooms.  As a result, the women received no refunds 

for wrongful pricing and they continued paying the higher fee without any real choice as 

provided by the decree.20 

Hard-fought struggles over the price of medical exams eventually paid off for all 

registered women.  Although the immediate results remained bleak for these particular 

prostitutes in 1909, these legal fights appeared to influence indirectly future municipal 

laws.  For example, while a 1912 decree continued to acknowledge a differential payment 

scheme, the fee schedule reduced the higher price to only one balboa and the lower price 

lessened to 50 centavos with the assumption that the latter option existed in practice.  A 

municipal law in 1918 dropped the two-tier pricing scheme all together and mandated 

that prostitutes pay a one balboa fee across the board.   

Negotiating Morality: Struggles Over “Moral Hygiene” 

The hygienic aspects of regulating prostitution, however, encompassed only part 

of the official logic to police the sex trade.  Morality remained an equally important 

component in the logic of controlling sex work.  Panamanian municipal authorities’ 

promoted the idea of “moral hygiene.”  This concept necessitated the unification of two 

distinct ideas: “public health” and “public morality.”  Despite the rational to protect 

public health, municipal laws had more to do with constructed ideas of morality rather 

than a person’s physical healthiness.   

                                                
20 Ibid. 
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Several municipal decrees attempted to shield the public from witnessing the acts 

of debauchery inside of the brothels.  Decree 18 of 1912 in Panama City, for example, 

stipulated that the entrance of a brothel must have a “resistant wood shutters which will 

have fixed curtains and will be at least ¾ the size of the door.”  This prevented a person 

on the street from viewing the “immoral” acts taking place inside.  Further, the authorities 

required signs on the outside door to disclose the nature of business inside to prevent an 

unsuspecting passerby from stumbling into a house of prostitution unwillingly.21 

Urban residents often called upon the patriarchal authority of hombres públicos in 

order to reinforce their own authority over family members.  The most important moral 

aspects of the “hygienic regulations” aimed at sheltering the youth of the city from 

physical and social contact with brothels, prostitutes and the general culture of drinking, 

gambling, dancing, fighting, and carousing.  Many neighbors agreed that government 

officials served a vital function in protecting minors, or children under the age of 18, 

from the “corrupting” influences of the increasingly expanding urban cities, which 

threatened to bring “moral ruin” upon the children from “the homes of respectable 

families.”22  Panama City’s 1909 decree prohibited “boys” from brothels, and “girls” 

under the age of 17 could not register as prostitutes.23  In 1912, authorities banned 

mothers and daughters from living in the same brothel.24 

The state’s regulation of prostitution focused on controlling women’s bodies and 

relegating them to distinct social spaces of the city in order to protect decent families 

from “contamination.”  Drawing from discourses circulating throughout the U.S., the 

                                                
21 For an example of a prostitute’s cedula with Decree 18 of 1912 printed on the backside see: expediente 
4, caja 1, 1913, AP, SAE, ANP. 
22 República de Panamá, Cόdigo Administrativo, Barcelona, 1917, 236. 
23 Expediente 37, caja 2, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP. 
24 Expediente 4, caja 1, 1913, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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Caribbean, Latin America and Europe, Panamanian authorities frequently employed 

prison terminology.  They typically labeled a woman inside of the district or a brothel as 

an “inmate” while a prostitute who ventured outside of the zone illegally became a 

“fugitive.”   

Panamanian officials also viewed the regulatory regime, like the prison system, as 

part of a redemptive and regenerative process that had the potential to restore morality 

through a series of steps.  The first stage in the effort to “moralize” mujeres públicas 

included containing “disgraceful” events from occurring in public as well as restraining 

the acts of prostitutes outside of the brothel doors.  Colón’s Municipal Decree 20 of 1908 

forbade prostitutes from walking the streets after nine o’clock at night, visiting “public 

places in indecent dresses,” and riding in “an uncovered automobile.”25   

Panama City also had analogous laws.  Decree 18 of 1909 strictly prohibited 

registered prostitutes from “occupying box or orchestra seats in theaters or places of 

entertainment” or “passing through the interior of parks.”  In 1912, the municipality 

proscribed prostitutes from walking up to a coach with an intoxicated passenger or 

approaching it in a “licentious” manner.  It also required prostitutes to keep their dresses 

in a “perfect state of cleanliness.”  Moreover, in the restricted district, prostitutes could 

not stand in front of their doors or windows nor verbally solicit or gesture a passerby to 

come into her room.26   

Migrant women working in the district used their legal status as licensed 

prostitutes to oppose perceived injustices perpetuated by clients and the police as they 

sought to achieve a greater degree of autonomy, comfort, and justice.  An examination of 

                                                
25 Expediente 1278, caja 353, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP. 
26 For an example of a cedula with the 1909 decree printed on the back see: expediente 37, caja 2, 1910, 
AP, SAE, ANP. 
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several petitions reveals that this method of engaging the law allowed for women to 

pursue their own agendas while taking advantages of the fault lines inherent within 

administrative power structures and practices.  Authorities negotiated morality laws with 

sex workers over a broad range of issues, including the presence of bartenders in the red-

light district, the protection of a prostitute’s honor, the legal right to leave a door open at 

night, and the consistent application of the law. 

Although authorities designed the red-light district as a site of male heterosexual 

release, morality laws also sought to control and scrutinize the presence of men as well as 

women.  Not all men in the district came for sex.  Some labored as bartenders, piano 

players, and waiters in the brothels, saloons, and dancehalls.  Municipal officials, 

however, immediately became suspicious of these men as potential pimps and required 

that women possess legal ownership of a brothel’s business.27  Decree 18 of 1909, for 

example, declared that “men” were “prohibited from remaining in the brothels or making 

business off of the women or trafficking their bodies.”28    

Bartenders became a particularly important form of male labor for the women 

who managed and owned the brothels during the construction era.  Since most brothels 

also functioned as bars, the owners of these establishments typically hired male 

bartenders, or cantineros, to help dispense drinks to thirsty patrons.  Bartenders in the 

district also hailed from various parts of the world, including the Caribbean, the U.S., and 

Europe, as well as Panama.  The position of bartender quickly gained a reputation as 

serving as a front for shady traffickers and notorious pimps.  For authorities, a “pimp” 

                                                
27 During the construction era, the “madam” who owned the establishment also typically worked as both 
the manager and a prostitute along with other women in the brothel.  Typically the number of prostitutes in 
a brothel ranged from two to seven women.   
28 Expediente 37, caja 2, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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consisted of a man who did not have an “honorable means of living” and that shamelessly 

profited off the labor of prostitutes.   

Even as state authorities policed the presence of men, demands by brothel owners 

for the right to employ bartenders forced Panamanian authorities to adapt to the social 

realities in the districts.  Beginning in July of 1909, a cohort of madams began requesting 

permission from the alcalde to employ bartenders in their establishments.  The procedure 

required testimonies from two other men, who could confirm the man’s “morality and 

honorability.”  Officials also questioned the witnesses if the establishment truly needed a 

cantinero and probed whether the applicant was a “husband or boyfriend” of a woman in 

the brothel or if he was “simply a cantinero.”29  In November of 1909, the alcalde of 

Panama City forbade bartenders from living in the brothels in order to dispel concerns 

that the bartenders were in fact pimps.  This provoked an immediate response from 

twelve brothel owners who quickly organized a protest.30  

Brothel madams valued bartenders as vital employees because they acted as a 

male figurehead for the establishments’ prostitutes and provided physical protection 

against potentially rowdy customers.  The petitioners argued that they needed bartenders 

to live in the brothels in order to safeguard their interests in disputes with patrons long 

after drinks had stopped being served to clients.  For prostitutes, more customers equaled 

more profit, but also a greater potential for physical abuse and violent clashes.  “As you 

know that on those days men of all classes and types come with the pretext of staying to 

sleep with a woman,” they explained, “[but who] try imposing on our interests by later 

                                                
29 For cantinero petitions see expediente 62, caja 3; expediente 90, caja 4; expediente 140, caja 5; 
expedientes 159, 162-66, 170-74, 176-84, caja 6, 1909; expedientes 8, 10, 12, caja 1; expedientes 77, caja 
2; expediente 106, caja 3; expediente 232, caja 5; expedientes 336, 338, 341, caja 7, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP.    
30 Expediente 74, caja 3, 1909, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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searching for a way to do us harm.”31  The women claimed that the presence of bartenders 

remained necessary after the bar closed because municipal authorities could not 

adequately protect them since the police were “not always around or in the same place.”32 

The brothel managers also appealed to the Panamanian officials’ perception that 

the U.S. canal project created a mixture of races and nationalities of men that inherently 

imposed social mayhem in the Panamanian cities.  Ironically, the women themselves 

were migrants from Russia, France, and the U.S. as well as Panama.  Nevertheless, they 

claimed that Canal Zone paydays increased the chances for violent clashes in the 

brothels.  The main culprits of criminal acts against them, the women argued, consisted 

of drunken “Jamaicans, Spaniards, Italians, and Americans,” but they assured him that 

this did not include “sons of this country [Panamanian men].”  After deliberation, the 

alcalde decided to rescind his previous decree and allowed one man to live in each 

brothel “strictly” as a bartender.33  The concession offers a revealing glimpse into the 

effectiveness of sex worker activism.  Not surprisingly the struggle between the 

authorities and the madams over consistent law enforcement continued, especially when 

conflicts arose that challenged women’s honor. 

From the perspective of prostitutes, the struggle over honor became a two-front 

battle against both their multi-national clientele and the Panamanian authorities.  On 

March 6, 1911, for example, Marie Rogers, who had previously signed the petition for 

the bartenders, appeared before Panama City’s alcalde as a brothel owner.  She asserted 

that since she abided by the city’s regulatory codes then the police were required to 

                                                
31 Ibid.  The petitioners included Rose Jourdan, Carmen Normand, Rose Ballard, Maria Luisa Valderrama, 
Gabriella Berthel, Henriette Dussand, Jeinne Peine, Rosie Silver, Elise Luciami, Marie Rogers, Blanche 
Ramona, and Clara Goldstein.  Their request was typed in Spanish. 
32 Ibid.  
33 Ibid.  Also, see expediente 8, caja 1, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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protect her legal entitlements to maintaining her honor.  Rogers, who identified her 

birthplace as France, complained that her male patrons constantly committed “offenses” 

against herself and her employees.  As a brothel owner, however, she could not simply 

refuse the men “the right to enter,” because this was supposedly a manly “liberty.”   

Nevertheless, Rogers and the women living in the brothel demanded a degree of 

respect from their patrons.  “When somebody wants to insult me or the young women of 

the house,” Rogers explained, she would seek the police to support them against their ill-

mannered clientele.  The arrangement, however, came to an abrupt end.  After one 

incident, the Panamanian police officers told Rogers that they had orders “from their 

immediate superiors” not to bother protecting prostitutes from verbal insults.  The 

authorities, therefore, had concluded that the prostitutes and madams had no “honor” to 

insult.  But Rogers, on behalf of all the women of La Mascota, vehemently disagreed.34  

Marie Rogers insisted upon her status as a tax-paying mujer pública and business 

owner to claim equal rights under the law.  “It is not just to deny us the protection that is 

due to us,” she emphasized, “for the laws and constitution of this country, as in every 

civilized nation, is to protect the people.”  She also emphasized not only her status as a 

brothel owner but also as a workingwoman.  Rogers argued that the women as a 

collective in the house labored to pay for their brothel license and liquor taxes in order to 

operate a legitimate business.  She demanded that the alcalde had the obligation “to 

legally protect us.”  The alcalde acknowledged Rogers’ “strictly legal” rights and 

informed the police to grant her “protection.”35  These small victories achieved by 

licensed prostitutes, however, would remain tentative at best. 

                                                
34 Expediente 3, caja 1, 1911, AP, SAE, ANP. 
35 Ibid. 
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Panamanian authorities inconsistently enforced the frequently changing municipal 

codes.  Efforts to apply certain laws often generated protest from sex workers.  In March 

of 1921, Panama City’s alcalde received a flurry of complaints from registered 

prostitutes regarding authorities forcing them to close the doors to their bedrooms after 

midnight and barring them to walk outside on the streets of the district.36  While some 

prostitutes filed protests as individuals, others submitted their grievances as collective 

groups.37  The petitions also underscored why women involved in the sex industry 

engaged in dominant notions regarding patriarchal authority, nationalism, and hygiene.  

Simply put, these ideas had an important material impact on their day-to-day struggles for 

dignity, survival, and a degree of comfort.  Tussles over an open door could spell the 

difference between a breath of fresh air and a night of stuffy squalor. 

The case of Jennie Gregory Saunders’ struggle to keep her door open underscores 

the give-and-take process between mujeres públicas and hombres públicos.  On March 

12, 1921, Jennie Gregory Saunders, a migrant woman from the U.S. working as a 

registered prostitute in Cocoa Grove, went before alcalde Archibald Boyd to complain 

that police officers had ordered her to close the door to her room after midnight.  She 

demanded the alcalde’s protection and appealed to ideas of public health, obedience to 

patriarchal authority, and race.   

First, Saunders claimed that she had a right to keep her door open on the basis of 

personal health concerns.  Her room on Pedro de Obarrio Street, she explained, “is small 

and it is not well ventilated and ordering me to close my door at such an hour is notably 

damaging to my health.”38    Saunders’ reasoning replicated the dominant public health 

                                                
36 See correspondence between alcalde Archibald Boyd and Police Inspector Albert Lamb, in expediente 
255, caja 8, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
37 Expediente 255, caja 8, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP; expediente 75, caja 3, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
38 Expediente 75, caja 3, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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notions of the day that decried the ill effects of stagnant air while promoting the 

importance of air circulation for healthy living.  Although Panamanian lawmakers and 

policemen viewed open doors in the red-light district as morally degrading because it 

allowed the public an intimate peek into the prostitute’s room, the women living in these 

rooms left the doors open, not so much as a seductive gesture, but as a means of fresh air 

and a cool breeze for their living quarters in the humid climate.  Over the decades, 

opened and closed doors became a constant source of contention between the authorities 

and women living in the restricted district as they struggled over ideas of public health 

and public morality. 

Jennie Saunders employed an approach that validated alcalde’s sense of authority 

over public morality while denouncing police officers for acting beyond the purview of 

their authority.  In February 1921, municipal authorities attempted to reinvigorate the 

regulatory regime “re-segregating” prostitutes to Cocoa Grove.39  Saunders and other 

women had a very keen knowledge of the political campaign to re-establish a functioning 

regulatory system.  In her struggle to keep her door open at night, Saunders informed the 

alcalde:  “As soon as I was notified, I was one of the first women to comply religiously 

with an order from your authority,” which required “prostitutes disseminated throughout 

the city” to return to Cocoa Grove.  Although Saunders noted her obedience to the 

alcalde’s authority, she revealed, in fact, that she had left the district illegally at some 

point.  Regardless, after returning to the district, she claimed that the police out of 

“ignorance or animosity” unjustly ordered her to close her door at midnight.  She 

                                                
39  This campaign responded in large part to the Canal Zone policy during World War I that banned U.S. 
soldiers from the cities, which effectively undermined the Panamanian regulatory system.  In response to a 
marked decrease in clients many women left the district in search of economic opportunities elsewhere.  
Many observers portrayed this phenomenon as prostitutes “spreading throughout the cities.” 
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highlighted, however, that their demand “did not emanate from any authority.”40  

Although Saunders accused that the police had specifically targeted her beyond the 

purview of their duty, she feared that the alcalde may had been considering the 

enforcement of such a rule.   

Saunders petition also illustrates how some prostitutes strategically acknowledged 

the alcalde’s moral authority and employed shared racialized notions of good behavior as 

a means of claiming rights.  If the alcalde decided to enforce the closure of doors at 

midnight, Saunders argued that well-behaved white women from the U.S. deserved an 

exception.  She likely assumed the alcalde shared her racialized ideas that women of 

color were the true source of shameful conduct in the red-light district.  “You will 

understand Señor Alcalde,” Saunders stated, “women of our race are enemies of scandals 

and… I only mind my own business.”  Meanwhile, she argued, “the rest of the women 

that live in the barrio leave their rooms open and some of them in the adjacent streets are 

devoted to true orgies.”   

Saunders strategy to employ common racial understandings of sexual behavior 

appeared to sway the authorities.  The prostitute inspector, Tadeo Fortuno, agreed with 

Saunders.  He informed the alcalde: “This woman, in my opinion, is one of the most 

decent women of all of them in the barrio, an enemy of scandals, reliable to obey the law, 

to register, and to pay the month in advance.”  Fortuno also acknowledged that forcing 

Saunders to close her door was “without just cause,” but grumbled that “the rest of the 

women in the barrio not only have the doors open to their room but that they are also 

found in the streets [after midnight].”41  As Jennie Saunders’ complaint suggests, 

municipal regulations designed to uphold public morality depended upon more than a 

                                                
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid. 
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given-and-take process between municipal officials and women laboring in the sex 

industry.  The enforcement of laws also relied on low-paid police officers. 

The implementation of municipal decrees depended largely on the willingness of 

individual officers assigned to patrol the red-light district.  The inspector de meretrices, 

or the prostitute inspector, and his personal assistant played a particularly important role.  

Assigned by the alcalde to oversee that registered prostitutes attended their weekly 

medical exams and abided by regulations, the prostitute inspector took charge of arresting 

women practicing “clandestine prostitution” outside of the state-sanctioned zone for 

prostitution.      

Changes in the administration of law enforcement due to political appointments 

could also have an immediate impact on the streets.  In February 1921, an ongoing border 

dispute between Panama and Costa Rica erupted in an armed conflict.  After declaring 

war without a standing army, Panamanian President Belisario Porras quickly transformed 

the national police force into an army in order to “repel” Costa Rican soldiers from the 

Coto region on the Pacific coast.  He then ordered the firefighters of Panama City to 

substitute for the responsibilities of the national police to patrol the cities.42 

After causing uproar among registered prostitutes, the shift in law enforcement 

duties revealed that certain laws were never being followed or enforced by the police.  On 

March 21, 1921, thirteen women signed a petition appealing to notions of national pride 

as they asserted their objections regarding the change of authorities in the district:  

“Given the state of war imposed on this country by the aggression against the Republic 

made by the government of Costa Rica, in fulfilling sacred duties the National Police had 

to march to the front in defense of national integrity.”  As a consequence of a majority of 

                                                
42 René de la Pedraja Tomán, Wars of Latin America: 1899-1941, (Jefferson: McFarland & Company, Inc., 
2006), 93-100. 
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the police mobilizing for armed conflict, the fire department took charge of law 

enforcement in the city.  The women, however, complained that the firefighters had 

illegally jailed “us poor women… against our freedom” because they had walked the 

streets of Cocoa Grove past midnight.  Although the firefighters had correctly 

implemented a previous provision that apparently the police had chose not to put into 

force, the women objected that they could not even “get dinner in the neighboring 

establishments after 12 am without being confined to prison.”  According to the women, 

this consisted of “a usurpation of their duty” since the firefighters did not technically 

enforce the will of the alcalde, but rather only mundane police functions of protecting the 

residents of Panama City.  

Even after the brief border skirmish, negotiated struggles between prostitutes and 

municipal officials over open doors, standing in the street, and moving freely at night 

continued sporadically into the 1930s in both Panama City and Colón.  The changing 

contours of municipal laws reflect the indirect influence prostitutes had on shaping legal 

measures.  In Colón, Municipal Decree 42 of 1930 stated that women “may keep the 

doors of their rooms open, but they are to observe the best possible modesty and not to 

station themselves on the sidewalk.”  A few months later in February 1931, authorities 

clarified that “it is strictly forbidden for [prostitutes] to keep open the front doors of their 

rooms, unless they put up a screen or window blinds.”43  The changes in municipal 

decrees for Colón demonstrate the evolving nature of laws governing morality arose from 

a process of constant compromise between official determination to enforce regulations 

and registered women exerting their own ideas.  

                                                
43 For Decree 42 of 1930 and Decree 36 of 1931 see 64-Y-4 (II), RG 185, NARA.   
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The Logic of Removal from the Prostitute Registry 

For most women involved, licit sex work remained a relatively temporary 

vocation.44  Registered sex workers typically identified their occupational status before a 

magistrate as a meretriz, or term that implied being a registered prostitute.  However, 

only an exceptional few toiled for decades in the profession.  Many women labored for 

years, others only worked several months or less.  Some ventured outside the restricted 

district to engage in the illicit sex trade on a more seasonal basis while juggling 

obligations of other forms of labor.  Regardless, if a registered prostitute decided that she 

wanted to avoid legal conflicts and police harassment, she would go before the alcalde to 

request her name removed from a list of registered prostitutes kept at the municipal 

office.  For women who planned to reside in the city, this measure became particularly 

important, while for migrant women who planned to leave Panama altogether, the process 

of de-registration could be less important if they left the city or the country.  

Licensed women could also abandon the “profession” entirely and find work 

outside of the district without bothering to slog through the administrative procedure.  

Many former prostitutes did not submit applications until the issue became a hindrance in 

their daily life.  After leaving the district, most obtained positions that consisted of low-

paying, menial jobs including domestic labor, washing and ironing clothes for the 

neighborhood, working as vendors selling fruit, serving at restaurants and hotels, or 

occasionally finding employment in the retail sector.  While working in these trades, 

former prostitutes often rejoined their parents’ household and contributed to the family’s 

                                                
44 Likewise, Barbara Meil Hobson noted that for women in North American and European cities during the 
19th century, sex work was not a life-long career but a transitory stage in a woman’s life.  She concludes 
that frequently changing types of employment indicated that women’s overall “lack of integration in the 
work force.”  See, Hobson, Uneasy Virtue: The Politics of Prostitution and the American Reform Tradition 
(New York: Basic Books, Inc. 1987), 86-87, 98-99.  See also Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian 
Society, 195. 
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income.  They also supported widowed mothers or their children by laboring in various 

jobs.  These practices suggest that members of familial networks tolerated the practice of 

prostitution as one of many avenues of financial support available to laboring women. 

Bernabella Terán and Guillermina Prendez’s applications to remove their names 

from Panama City’s official registry of prostitutes provided glimpses into economic 

reasons why women might have registered themselves as prostitutes.  They also revealed 

the multiple supportive roles that prostitutes fulfilled in familial networks that often 

spanned the region.  Prendez stated that she became a prostitute “out of necessity” 

because of the “lack of licit means of a livelihood” due to “the alarming conditions” in 

Panama “caused by the disastrous and horrendous European war.”  After expressing 

regret and disillusionment with her choice to become a prostitute, she stated, “I have 

family in the Interior.  I am thinking to go live in peace and remain at the side of my 

elderly mother and my sons.”  She provided the alcalde her future prospects for 

employment as a domestic worker with a year-long contract in the household of Antonio 

Ortega for 180 balboas per year (15 per month) plus medicine, room, and board.45   

Similarly, Bernabella Terán, labeled as a “morena” from Colombia, stated that 

she had two interrelated familial duties that required her attention.  Not only did her 

elderly mother need her “company and service,” but she also had an obligation to raise 

her nine-year old brother because her mother could no longer do so because of her age.46  

These accounts suggest that families did not automatically shun women who worked as 

prostitutes, but rather depended on their multiple forms of labor.  

                                                
45 Expediente 117, caja 4, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
46 According to her prophylactic card, Bernabella Terán attended her exams since at least November 1920 
if not earlier.  Expediente 64, caja 2, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP.  U.S. authorities also identified Terán as 
Colombian.  William Jennings Price to Chester Harding, 20 March 1919, 37-H-10 (3), RG 185, NARA. 
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For Panamanian municipal authorities, excluding women from the list of 

registered prostitutes held greater significance than a simple bureaucratic practice by 

government officials.  The official process served as an important “moralizing act” 

granted by hombres públicos to mujeres públicas based on “the very healthy principles of 

public morality.”47  According to legislation from the 1910s, the entire process of “moral 

regeneration” required a minimum period of six months.  During this time, the former 

prostitute could not live in the “center of the city,” although the law allowed her to live 

outside of the district.   

According to Panama City’s Decree 18 of 1912 and subsequent municipal 

decrees, a woman had the right to have her name expunged from the registry if the 

applicant presented a “respectable man” to guarantee that the applicant would not 

practice prostitution.  The male guarantor routinely testified that the woman had one or 

more of the following legally prescribed reasons to be excluded from the registry: 1) she 

had “honorable” means of supporting herself through work; 2) she had contracted legal 

marriage; 3) she had reached an “advanced age;” or 4) she had an illness.  Alcalde 

Federico Boyd assumed the stance of moral patriarch as he noted the important role the 

guarantor performed in the ritual of excluding women from the city’s registry.  The 

guarantor, according to Boyd, served “to contain the advancement of corruption among 

our country’s poor daughters.”48  Although Boyd emphasized his preoccupation with 

protecting and reforming young Panamanian women through patriarchal supervision, 

registered prostitutes from many nationalities sought removal from the registry. 

During this process, women most often worked within the legal codes in order to 

avoid police harassment and arrest.  However, in some cases they challenged the official 

                                                
47 Expediente 81, caja 3, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
48 Expediente 20, caja 1, 1911, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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legal rationale for state regulation of sexual commerce and asserted claims to 

constitutional rights and equality.  For example, on February 1, 1921, Carmen Aragón, a 

registered Panamanian prostitute living on West 17th Street, went to the alcalde’s office 

to expunge her name from the registry without the assistance of a lawyer.  Equipped only 

with her knowledge of the Panamanian constitution, she began stating her case in front of 

Panama City’s alcalde Archibald E. Boyd that she did not want “to live a life of such 

suffering and anxiety.”  Aragón promised to “observe good behavior and to search for an 

honest occupation for my livelihood.”  Further, she claimed the Panamanian constitution 

protected her individual right to choose to exclude herself and to lead an “honorable life” 

despite having worked as a professional prostitute.  “The authorities of the Republic are 

required by Article 15 of the Constitution,” Aragón argued, “to protect the people in life, 

honor, and well-being,” and “no legal provision required any woman to live a life of 

prostitution and misery.”49   

The alcalde, however, had conflicting ideas of individual freedom, constitutional 

rights, and the nature of women engaged in prostitution.  Carmen Aragón’s claims to 

constitutionally-based individual rights and the alcalde’s duty to uphold those freedoms 

provoked a forceful response from Archibald Boyd.  If he denied her the petition, she 

implied, the alcalde committed the act of forcing her to continue working in the sex 

industry against her will.  Boyd began his legal juggling act of rationalizing state-

imposed restrictions versus individual rights by acknowledging that there was, in fact, no 

legal provision that “obligates a woman to continue to be a prostitute.”  However, the 

                                                
49 Expediente 172, caja 6, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP.  Archibald Eladio Boyd was one of Federico Boyd and 
Teolinda María Briceño Arosemena’s 14 children and named after his grandfather Archibald Boyd, who 
migrated to Panama from Scotland during the California gold rush and started publishing the Panama Star 
and Herald with his brother.  Archibald Eladio Boyd inherited his political status that allowed him to 
become alcalde from his father Federico Boyd, who was a leading liberal of the Revolutionary Junta that 
sought independence from Colombia.       
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primary duties of the law existed “to protect public morality” which superseded 

“individual liberties enshrined in the Constitution” and therefore, “practicing prostitution 

freely cannot be permitted without seriously compromising public health.”  Thus, Boyd 

implied that Aragón’s intentions were simply to get off the registry to avoid hygienic 

surveillance and municipal oversight.   

Archibald Boyd’s reasoning underscored his perception that the Panamanian state 

had to consider the “duplicity” of prostitutes.  Despite their legitimate profession, he 

viewed that any woman involved in the sex trade remained inherently untrustworthy and 

state officials needed to account for this fact.  Boyd began his rationale by articulating his 

understanding of why women choose to become prostitutes.  First, he dismissively 

acknowledged the complexity of motivations for women choosing to engage in 

prostitution: “Without going into the reason why… women get dragged into 

prostitution… since the reasons are many and complex.”  Boyd contended that the 

overriding reason for the decision consisted of an individual moral failing, including “the 

reluctance to honorable work and the love of luxury.”  Thus, the driving motivation for 

women to enter prostitution, according to Boyd, stemmed from a woman’s innate 

aversion to “honest labor” coupled with a greed for the undeserved finer things in life 

rather than the limited options available for working women.   

For Boyd, the many “complex reasons” quickly reduced to a simple choice: “a 

woman chooses, out of free will, the type of life that she wants.”  He concluded that if 

this choice of free will became harmful to society, then individual freedoms would be 

subordinate to state regulations.  The alcalde’s logic illustrates the tensions within liberal 

ideology with regards to regulating prostitution as historian Lara Putnam has also 

highlighted for elites in late-19th century Limón, Costa Rica.  These strains, Putnam 
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noted, include “individual and commercial liberty and due process” versus “the 

promotion of public morality and economic progress by a strong and active state.”50    

Boyd’s explanation also revealed his personal frustrations with his official role in 

allowing women off the municipality’s registration list.  Months earlier, on November 17, 

1920, he had evicted a group of nine women, including Carmen Aragón, from their house 

on “C” Street for exercising prostitution outside of the district.51  “Experience already 

shows, except in a few cases, the petitions of those retiring from prostitution,” Boyd 

claimed, “are nothing but a means for the interested parties to avoid medical 

examinations and police vigilance so that they can practice their profession 

clandestinely.”  If the authorities gave into “poorly understood sentimentalism… then the 

regulations would serve nothing” and the results would be “so disastrous that their affects 

shall transcend to other generations.”52  Boyd’s statement highlights the anxiety of 

officials over the idea that prostitution beyond the supervision of the authorities spelled 

doom for the future of the Panamanian nation by infecting young men, their future wives 

and children.   

Although Boyd denied Aragón’s petition on insufficient evidence for 

guaranteeing her future conduct, she persisted but attempted a new approach that 

appealed to the alcalde’s understanding of paternal guidance, supervision, and moral 

regeneration.  The day after her original denial, Aragón spent hard-earned cash and hired 

a lawyer to fight her case.  The lawyer, Domingo Lopez García, and Aragón soon 

compromised on a different approach rather than pursuing an argument based on the 

concept of individual liberties.   

                                                
50 Putnam, The Company They Kept, 86. 
51 Expediente 211, caja 6, 1920, AP, SAE, ANP. 
52 Expediente 172, caja 6, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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García and Aragón’s new tactic concentrated on operating within the legal 

framework and highlighted the logic of paternalism to persuade the officials.  Aragón 

promised to live with her mother, María Suaréz, and dedicate herself to household chores 

for at least one year.  Lopez García also emphasized the importance that Suaréz’ 

“motherly” role could play in the “moral regeneration” of her daughter.   “It would be a 

great satisfaction for Señora Suaréz, a decent woman if there are any, to obtain the moral 

rehabilitation of her daughter,” the lawyer attempted to persuade Boyd.  He added that 

Suaréz was “ready to make all the sacrifices that only a moral and loving mother knows 

how to do.”  Days later, the secretary of the alcaldía, José Angel Casís, who filled in for 

an absent Archibald Boyd, approved Carmen Aragón’s request after she presented 

“respectable” man as her guarantor.53  Not all applicants achieved the same success as 

Aragón in removing their name from the official registry in the alcalde’s office.   

In many ways, the regulatory system created several incentives for women to risk 

the dangers of practicing prostitution illegally.  Not all licensed prostitutes who wished to 

live outside of the district, however, choose to retire officially from the registry.  They 

simply stopped attending their mandated exams and began living elsewhere in the city 

outside of the restricted district.  These women became known as “clandestinas” or 

“clandestine women” by the authorities and other residents.  The final section explores 

the political economy of registered prostitutes who choose to pursue the “clandestine” 

route during the 1920s. 

                                                
53 Aragόn’s guarantor was Julio Arjona Quintero.  Quintero, a renowned “hombre publico” from an elite 
property-owning family in the Azuero peninsula.  His father was Dr. José E. Arjona, the prominent medical 
doctor in Panama City who specialized in the treatment of venereal disease and headed the National 
Venereal Prophylaxis Department in the 1929.  For more on Julio Arjona Quintero see his file in the 
“Panamanian Biographies” section of the Ernesto J. Castillero R. Biblioteca Nacional de Panamá.  For 
Carmen Aragόn’s case see expediente 172, caja 6, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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The Political Economy of Clandestine Sex Work 

The crime of practicing “clandestine prostitution” could encompass a wide range 

of scenarios.  If a woman chose to forgo the legal process of excluding her name from the 

registry to pursue alternative work as a laundress or seamstress, authorities might 

considered her as clandestine prostitute whether or not she traded sex for money.  Many 

suspicious observers, lovers, and family members accused former prostitutes as 

clandestinas if they continued frequenting cantinas and dancehalls or maintained 

friendships and social ties among prostitutes despite having stopped sleeping with men 

for money themselves.  

By the 1920s, municipal authorities became increasingly sensitive to perceptions 

surrounding their moralizing role as hombres públicos.  Panamanian officials expected 

prostitutes to observe “irreproachable conduct,” if they granted them exclusion from the 

registry.  From one alcalde’s perception, the measure too often failed and became a 

“means of speculation by people” because women consistently defied the “moralizing 

reach,” which intended “to facilitate their return to the bosom of society,” by not living 

up to their promise to lead an honorable life.  Instead, prostitutes only left the red-light 

district “to make trouble” after presenting the alcalde “guarantees of people they do not 

know,” which resulted in “deceiving hope… for the moral regeneration of women.”54  

This fundamental distrust of women working in the sex trade ironically undercut the 

efficacy of officials to maintain and protect a morally upright citizenry in a bustling 

metropolis. 

For the Panamanian state, clandestine prostitution in tandem with U.S. Canal 

Zone policies often undermined legislation governing prostitution and “moral hygiene.”  

Registered prostitutes, for example, adapted to U.S.-led anti-vice campaigns through an 
                                                
54 Expediente 108, caja 4, 1918, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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array of creative strategies.  For over a year between May 1918 and July 1919, Canal 

Zone authorities forbade U.S. soldiers from entering Panamanian territory.  This policy 

created incentives for many women to leave the red light district and exercise prostitution 

illegally in hopes of making more money elsewhere.  Others left the cities and moved 

back to their rural homes to live with their families or joined relatives in relatively nearby 

ports, such as Bocas del Toro, Colón, and Portobelo.  Many Afro-Caribbean women 

joined a broader flow of migrants and left Panama altogether in search of prospects in 

Costa Rica (Limón), Nicaragua (Bluefields), Honduras, Colombia (Cartagena and 

Baranquilla), Cuba, and other booming port towns located throughout the Caribbean 

basin.   

Geographic mobility remained an important aspect of life for women who 

remained in Panama.  One U.S. health official commented on the frustrating difficulty of 

keeping track of where prostitutes lived, even within a small city such as Colón: “the 

addresses are changed so often that the correct address today may not be correct 

tomorrow.”55  Women not only moved within a given city, but they also migrated 

between cities and ports.  Criminal records of women engaged in the sex trade also reveal 

a similar emphasis on the ability to travel freely.  In July 1936, Maria Ortega, who also 

went by the surnames Gaitan, Ardines, and Garcia, faced a two-year jail sentence in 

Puerto Obaldia, a remote port near the Colombian border on the Caribbean.  Authorities 

arrested her for “disrespecting a police officer” after causing a “scandal” with a Chinese 

bartender over the payment of beer in Colón.  The police identified Ortega as a 28 year-

                                                
55 Jesse Byrd to Henry Fischer, 13 October 1919, 37-H-10 Part 3, RG 185, NARA. 
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old “black” Panamanian prostitute known as “La Gallinita” or “The Little Hen” with an 

extensive police record that spanned 16 years.56   

Ortega’s criminal record reflected the geographical breadth of her travels within 

Panama over decades, and it also reveals how Panamanian authorities treated women of 

African descent differently based on perceptions of race.  Ortega’s many run-ins with the 

law began at the age of 11 in 1920 for her involvement in a fight and “scandal” in 

Panama City for which she served eight days in prison.  Six months later she spent 

another 25 days in prison for insulting a neighbor in Colón.  Within another six months 

she returned back to Panama City at the age of 13, where she was charged with 

clandestine prostitution and received a fine for not having her medical certificate.  In 

comparison with other criminal records in the alcaldía records, authorities regularly 

allowed for the registration of young Afro-Panamanian girls under the age of 18 as 

mujeres públicas, such as Ortega.57  Regardless, in April 1923 Ortega went to Colón only 

to return a month later to Panama.  Her criminal record indicates that she continued to 

move between the cities at least twenty separate times as well as spending two distinct 

periods in Bocas del Toro on the Caribbean coast and two stops at Puerto Armuelles on 

the Pacific coast near the Costa Rican border.58  Most likely her journeys took her to 

locations even beyond these places as she followed well-worn migratory paths that 

                                                
56 Asunto: Expediente Provocaciones de Riña, Corregiduría del Barrio Sur Colón, Expedientes, 1936, SAE, 
ANP. 
57 In comparison to other criminal records, this appears to have been the rule and not an exception for many 
girls under the age of 18 who authorities racialized as either “morena,” or “negra.”  See expediente 231, 
caja 7, 1923, AP, SAE, ANP for criminal records of six “morenas” and five “negras” registered under the 
age of 18 in Panama City.  I use the infractions such as “not having a medical certificate” as an indication 
that they were on the registry under-age, because simply being charged with “clandestine prostitution” 
while under the age of 18 did not necessarily mean that they were registered.  See also: expediente 114, 
caja 4, 1926; expediente 187, caja 6, 1926, AP, SAE, ANP. 
58 Asunto: Expediente Provocaciones de Riña, Corregiduría del Barrio Sur Colón, Expedientes, 1936, SAE, 
ANP. 
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transcended Panama.59  The criminal record, unfortunately, does not reveal her 

motivations nor the social networks that facilitated such mobility.   

The movement of mujeres públicas within the cities often elicited outcries from 

residents who pursued their own agendas by appealing to the reputations of hombres 

públicos to enforce “public morality” decrees.  For example, on September 14, 1922, 

Raul Ponce R., who identified himself as a Panamanian and local resident of Colón, 

denounced Mary Peltier, Eugenia Merchant, and Rosa Figueroa, three women of African 

descent, for living outside of the official district even though their names remained on 

Colón’s municipal registry of prostitutes.  Ponce begged the corregidor, “for the sake of 

morality and public decency,” to remove the women from their homes on Broadway 

Avenue.  The police quickly hauled the women before the corregidor and charged them 

with “clandestine prostitution.”  Peltier, Merchant, and Figueroa, however, defended their 

living arrangements on Broadway Avenue, the main thoroughfare in Colón.60  Their 

protests highlighted the conflicting tensions embedded in the legal notions of “moral 

hygiene” that underpinned the system of regulation. 

Mary Peltier and Eugenia Merchant argued that it was necessary to live inside of 

the official district to meet hygienic standards.  Peltier, a 23 year-old migrant from St. 

Lucia, replied to the charges: “I live on Broadway because the whole world lives there.  It 

is where I earn money while in the barrio you can’t earn anything.”  But she also argued 

that “every week I get my health certificate in the clinic and that is why I live on 

Broadway.”  Thus, she twisted official rationale to argue that registered prostitutes should 

be able to live outside the district as long as they attended their medical appointments, 

                                                
59 Putnam, The Company They Kept, 35-76. 
60 Expediente 1, caja 1, 1922, Barrio Sur de Colón (BSC), Alcaldia de Colón (AC), SAE, ANP.  Broadway 
Avenue was also known as Avenida Central as it is currently named, see Max Salabarría Patiño, El Colón 
de ayer, 1926-1950 recuerdos (Colόn: República de Panamá, 1994). 
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which, according to official logic, ensured that their sexual organs to be hygienically 

sound.  Her argument that a district was unnecessary for public health concerns turned 

the theory of “moral hygiene” on its head.  Similarly, Eugenia Merchant, who identified 

herself as a 20 year-old “antillana” or West Indian, stated: “I live on Broadway, because 

Microbio [the prostitute inspector] doesn’t say anything to me and I still get my papers 

weekly.”61  Merchant’s dismay at the inconsistency in enforcement of regulations 

revealed that state-sponsored crackdowns against illegal prostitution often stemmed from 

local pressures, such as indignant neighbors. 

Peltier and Merchant’s subsequent attempt to present a guarantor to assure their 

“future good conduct” forced the corregidor to compromise with the women.  They 

stated “we both intend to marry” and that “it has been some time since we’ve worked in 

prostitution.”  Peltier presented Nick Stanley as her future husband and guarantor.  That 

day in the Second Municipal Court of Colón they applied for civil matrimony and 

received approval.  The corregidor, however, did not believe them and wanted Peltier 

and Merchant to return to the district in Boca Grande.  Ignoring the fact that Peltier had 

contracted marriage, he negotiated with them by dropping the charges of “clandestine 

prostitution.” 62  On October 14, the corregidor closed the case by stating that Peltier and 

Merchant had returned to the district a few days earlier, and “as always, they are 

complying with the sanitary regulations.”  Further, he stated, even when they were living 

outside the district “for some time” they were “always complying with the sanitary 

regulations” and that “the mistake should be attributed to the prostitute inspector,” who 

should have cited them in a more “timely manner.”63  

                                                
61 “Microbio” was an informal nickname for Miguel Bustamante, a prostitute inspector in Colón, that 
translates to “microbe” or “germ.”  Expediente 1, caja 1, 1922, BSC, AC, SAE, ANP. 
62 “Clandestine prostitution” typically carried a fine of $25-50 or the fines equivalent for days in jail. 
63 Expediente 1, caja 1, 1922, BSC, AC, SAE, ANP. 
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Rosa Figueroa pursued a different tactic than Peltier and Merchant by hiring a 

lawyer to fight relocation.  Figueroa, who identified herself as a 21 year-old 

“Panamanian,” testified that although she had been registered as a prostitute three years 

prior, she left the district to recover from a medical operation that prohibited her from 

practicing prostitution.64  Her lawyer, Roberto Cuervas, added that “she should be able to 

live where she pleases so that she may have the opportunity to embrace reform, which 

would be impossible to obtain remaining in the district’s unhealthy environment.”  

Further, Figueroa promised to marry a Lorenzo Romo, a U.S. soldier, who lived with her 

for more than two years and provided her financial support, although she also worked as 

a domestic laborer.  Convinced that Figueroa “[was] a regenerated woman” and without 

any proof of practicing prostitution, the corregidor absolved her of the allegations.65 

A number of women who engaged in the sex trade illicitly also chose not to live 

in the restricted zone because of the higher costs of living associated with living in the 

district.  On September 7, 1921, nine Spanish-speaking women appealed to the alcalde 

from a dank jail cell in Panama City in protest against outrageous rent prices.66  The 

police had charged them with practicing clandestine prostitution and living in Marañόn, a 

largely Afro-Caribbean neighborhood.   The police had required them to move back to 
                                                
64 Ibid.  U.S. archival sources and criminal court records conflict with the alcalde records of Colón 
regarding the nationalities of Figueroa and Merchant.  For example, two separate U.S. documents for 
deporting Afro-Caribbean women identify Eugenia Merchant as “Barbadian” on one list and “Antiguan” 
whereas she simply identified herself as “West Indian.”  U.S. officials listed both Eugenia Merchant and 
Rosa Figueroa with having two separate residences in Panama City and Colón.   Rosa Figueroa may have 
identified herself as a “Panamanian” in this prostitution-related case to avoid the possibility of deportation 
as she had faced in 1918 when U.S. authorities identified her as a “Colombian” prostitute.  In another, non-
prostitution related court case in Colón, Figueroa identified herself as a “Colombian,” along with many of 
her associates including people of English surnames from Colombia.  Most likely, she was a Spanish-
speaking woman of Afro-Caribbean descent.  See expediente 233, caja 341, 2nd JSCC, RC, SJ, ANP; See 
Chester Harding to William Jennings Price, 20 March 1919, 37-H-10 Part 3, RG 185, NARA.   
65 Ibid.  Most likely, Lorenzo Romo was one of the many Spanish-speaking Puerto Rican soldiers 
segregated into their own regiments but stationed in the U.S. Canal Zone during this period. 
66 The petitioners included Evangelista Sala, Encarnaciόn Morones, Delfina Gonzalez, Amanda de Grasía, 
Estanistav Vásquez, Deonisia Masa, Serafina Fuentez, Patrosinia Rodriguez, and Guiyermina Ricarota. 
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Cocoa Grove, but they protested.  As “women from this city,” they requested alcalde 

Archibald Boyd to revoke the sentence because of the high cost of rent in the restricted 

district.  “In the barrio,” they complained, “there is not a room for prostitutes that costs 

less than one balboa per day for rent while in Marañόn we only pay 5 silver pesos per 

month, which works out to be more beneficial to us to stay there.”  Furthermore, the 

detained women protested that the police unjustly persecuted them while other 

“clandestine” prostitutes freely walked the most important streets of the city with full 

complicity of the police and authorities: “They do not capture those that are truly 

lucrative, and they live openly on Central Avenue with the full knowledge and approval 

of authorities charged with overseeing [prostitution].”67   

On occasion, municipal authorities mediated conflicts over rent prices in order to 

prevent registered prostitutes from fleeing the district.  If landlords expected more profit 

from the sex industry, women could voice discontent with their feet by leaving the 

district.  Colón’s Municipal Decree 36 of 1931, in fact, explicitly adjusted to such actions 

by registered prostitutes who felt the pinch of increased rent prices.  After recognizing 

that previous legislation three months earlier had shrunk the size of the district (during 

their political opponents administration), municipal officials admitted that legislation 

caused dramatic increases in rent prices resulting in “conflicts between the house owners 

and the women.”  The decree, in effect, sought to reverse the fact that many women left 

the district to other parts of the city.68  Their political allies in the press cheered on the 

new officials and declared that their action would bring “an abrupt end to landlord 

                                                
67 Expediente 84, caja 3, 1921, AP, SAE, ANC. 
68 Decree 36 of 1931, 64-Y-4 (II), RG 185, NARA. 
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profiteering.”69  Not all prostitutes viewed “going clandestine” as a justified act of 

resistance against exploitative landlords. 

Registered prostitutes often harbored bitter feelings against women outside the 

restricted district for stealing clients even before arriving to the barrio rojo.  On 

December 3, 1921, forty-five registered prostitutes living in Cocoa Grove petitioned 

alcalde Archibald Boyd to bring a swift end to their largest competitors: clandestine 

prostitutes operating beyond the confines of state regulation and public health 

supervision.  Their complaint employed a skillful manipulation of official anxieties over 

“moral hygiene” and rampant unregulated prostitution.  These women prosecuted a litany 

of complaints against the status quo and veiled their grievances with threats of 

disobedience.  Further, the petitioners appealed to the alcalde’s sense of morality by 

expressing deep regret for having to sell sexual favors “in order to provide for the 

necessities of life… in a place that defames us.”  They began their petition:  “We 

understand, for reasons of public morality and in order to stop the development of 

corruption in this city, they have put into force the laws intended to achieve these 

results.”  They complained that although they abided by state measures for mandatory 

exams and living within the restricted district, thus “demonstrating our compliance with 

the law,” other women continued ply their trade unrestricted throughout the city “with 

grave damage to us, much less public morality.”70  This fact, they argued, created a 

substantial disincentive to conform to the laws related to prostitution and exacerbated 

competition among sex workers.  

Although the Cocoa Grove prostitutes did not directly address the ethnic or racial 

identity of the undersigned, these women apparently formed a cross-racial and cross-

                                                
69 “Colon’s Mayor Extends City’s Restricted District,” The Panama American, 6 February 1931.   
70 Expediente 238, caja 7, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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ethnic alliance that bridged national divisions.  They forged this coalition through a 

shared professional experience as registered prostitutes to plead their case.  The names of 

some petitioners, including Raquel Wilson, Marie Davis, Sabina Rangel, Gabrielle 

Canton, Cloisa Morgan, Fanny Brown, Rosa Kartlin, Carmen Darcourt, and Jane Henard, 

suggest either their parents or ancestors came to Panama or Central America as 

Caribbean migrants and/or they themselves were migrants.71   

Micro-historical methods of tracking individuals across various archival cases 

reveal further complexities into the lives of the petitioners.72  In another municipal case, 

authorities identified petitioner Balbina Herrera as a “white” naturalized Panamanian 

from Guatemala.73  Likewise, Emma Hernandez had migrated from Colombia.74  Other 

women who signed the petition, such as Feliciana Gonzalez, a 24 year-old woman from 

the small hamlet of Natá in Coclé province, had journeyed from the Panamanian 

countryside.  Gonzalez, among other petitioners, had also received jail time on multiple 

occasions for practicing clandestine prostitution despite signing the petition urging a 

crack down on unregulated sexual commerce.75 However, archival records suggest that 

many of the individuals that signed the petition had years of experience working as 

registered prostitutes.  One petitioner, Fanny Lazar from Romania, appeared to have 

                                                
71 Another possibility is that some of these women came from the U.S., England, or other English-speaking 
countries.  For petition see expediente 238, caja 7, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
72 In order to find out more about the individual women, I searched for names that repeatedly surfaced in 
U.S. archival records and Panamanian municipal and criminal court documents. 
73 For the racial identification and nativity of Balbina Herrera see expediente 26, caja 1, 1918, AP, SAE, 
ANP. 
74 Expediente 47, caja 2, 1922, AP, SAE, ANP.  U.S. officials also identified Emma Hernandez as 
Colombian.  William Jennings Price to Chester Harding, 20 March 1919, 37-H-10 (3), RG 185, NARA. 
75 Expediente 321, caja 10, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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worked in Cocoa Grove for at least twenty-six years until she retired at the age of 50 

years-old due to health reasons.76    

In their complaint, the Cocoa Grove petitioners underscored the high financial 

price of obeying the law.  By remaining “secluded” within the district, they explained, 

“there are innumerable obstacles for those of us who follow [the law] and there are also 

many rules that reduce our competitiveness.”  The financial costs of abiding by public 

health measures remained a burden for women in the district and they pressured 

authorities to rethink how charging registered prostitutes for exams in reality created an 

enticing motivation for clandestine prostitution.  “Because of our isolation in the red-light 

district,” they argued, “we are forced to keep ourselves in such a clean and healthy 

state… [that] we are imposed with high fees and besides we have to have weekly 

exams… which costs us a dollar a week… [or] we are fined and punished with arrest.”  

On the other hand, they complained, clandestine prostitutes “are left in peace, and 

obligated to nothing, they pay nothing for their license of health, and they are protected in 

some cases [by authorities] with harm to public health and decency.”77 

The petition by the Cocoa Grove prostitutes also highlights that the decision to 

leave the district in search of better prospects extended beyond a shrewd economic 

calculation.  In life after prostitution, women continued to deal with their past in the form 

of wounded reputations, official suspicion, and mistrust from lovers.  “If we leave the 

barrio in search of better results for our business,” the petitioners explained, “we are 

persecuted with cruelty [by the police] and if we retire from the trade we remain subject 

                                                
76 It is also very plausible that Fanny Lazar worked clandestinely outside the restricted district and/or 
attempted to other lines of work outside of the sex trade during this period.  See, expediente 61, caja 2, 
1911; expediente 238, caja 7, 1921; expediente 115, caja 5, 1937, AP, SAE, ANP.   
77 Expediente 238, caja 7, 1921, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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to the authorities’ vigilance and the distrust of men, which becomes difficult for us to 

maintain a peaceful marriage.”78   

Despite the official rationale that women could achieve “moral regeneration” 

through marriage or employment, the Cocoa Grove petitioners contended that social 

stigma continued to plague the lives of women after they retired from prostitution.  They 

felt that this forced them to continue practicing prostitution.  “Condemned then by 

Destiny not to live a decent life,” they declared, “we have thought that at least we should 

exercise our commerce in accordance to the law.”  Although they adhered to legal 

provisions, the unwillingness or inability of municipal authorities to enforce the laws 

caused them great “injustice.”79  

These registered sex workers also articulated a hazy definition of the term 

“prostitute.”  This ambiguity reflected the legal culture in which they worked and it also 

reinforced widespread cultural understandings that conflated promiscuous sex with 

prostitution.  Municipal efforts to control deviant women’s sexual behavior had produced 

fuzzy legal definitions of who exactly was a “prostitute.”80  Loose definitions allowed for 

officials to prosecute more easily women suspected of “clandestine” prostitution during 

their sporadic efforts to reinforce the regulatory regime.  A decree in 1918 defined a 

“prostitute” as “a person known to be practicing sexual intercourse promiscuously.”81  

Finally, in May of 1929, a municipal decree clarified the definition of a “mujer pública” 

as “a woman that engaged in commercial intercourse.”82  Likewise, in the popular 

                                                
78 Ibid. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Historian Philippa Levine has analyzed a similar failure by British imperial officials to define who 
constituted as a “prostitute.”   See Levine, Prostitution, Race, and Politics, 188-191. 
81 A copy of Decree 1912 of June 28, 1918 located in 37-H-10, Part 1-A, Record Group (RG) 185, 
National Archives and Records Administration, College Park, Maryland (NARA).  
82 A copy of Decree 2 of May 28, 1929 is located in 64-Y-4 (II), RG 185, NARA. 
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imagination, “mujeres de mal vivir” or “women of bad-living” included not only 

professional prostitutes and illegal streetwalkers, but any woman perceived to be sexually 

active with multiple partners or who frequently changed sexual partners.   

The vague and imprecise definitions throughout the 1920s could deeply impact 

the lives of women with sullied reputations.  If a judge determined that a woman was 

sexually promiscuous, he could order her to register as a prostitute and live in the red-

light district.  In other words, women did not always register as prostitutes willingly, but 

rather a woman perceived to be sexually loose by authorities could be forced to enlist her 

name on the registry against her will.83 

The petitioners, nevertheless, reiterated popular and much wider understandings 

of sexual looseness as the defining characteristic of a prostitute.  They argued that 

sexually promiscuous women were equally prostitutes as the meretrices in the district 

who exchanged sexual favors for cash.  “All women who enter into carnal traffic with 

individuals of the other sex with the aim of making some profit and those that maintain 

sexual relations that change frequently even though there is no apparent material 

interest,” they contended, “are considered prostitutes.”  Therefore, every woman of mal 

vivir, they urged, should be “inscribed in the book of prostitutes and secluded to the 

‘barrio rojo’” as a means of ending “the corruption and grave harm” that clandestine 

prostitution “causes us and all of society.”   

If the alcalde refused to initiate a new crusade against illegal prostitution and 

female sexual promiscuity, the Cocoa Grove petitioners suggested that he allow them an 

alternative choice.   They urged the authorities to permit them “to leave the red-light 

district” and “to help us with more freedom of action in consideration of our necessities 

                                                
83 See the case of Ignacia Lopez: expediente 348, caja 7, 1910, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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that are of an urgent character from these unfavorable circumstances… regarding the 

laws that govern matters of sanitation.”84 

Ultimately the petition by the Cocoa Grove women underscores how registered 

prostitutes cleverly co-opted official state logic regarding the sex trade, public morality, 

and venereal disease in order to advance their own agenda.  At the same time, they sought 

to achieve this goal by manipulating elite notions of obedience to patriarchal authority, 

shame, female sexual deviancy, and economic viability.  Engaged in selling sex for 

money through legal channels, they strategically crafted a contradictory ultimatum that 

would hopefully create one of two favorable outcomes: 1) it would compel municipal 

authorities to eliminate their perceived competition via police repression; or 2) it would 

persuade authorities to grant them a greater freedom of movement and more lax 

regulations in order to effectively compete with their rivals.  The status quo, according to 

their perspective, trapped them in the middle of official reluctance to prosecute young 

women suspected of sexual looseness and vigilance over relatively older, well-known 

professional prostitutes.  Ironically the future actions of many petitioners appeared to 

contradict their call in 1921 for increased vigilance over “clandestine prostitution” as the 

authorities prosecuted many of these same women for engaging in the sex trade illicitly.  

Conclusion 

Prostitutes frequently sought less exploitative arrangements by calculating 

economic decisions, which ultimately impacted lawmakers’ decision-making process.  

They also forged informal social networks of mutual support often along lines of racial 

identity, national background, or ethnicity.  As historical actors, sex workers did not 

always share uniformity in action.  Rather, they often had conflicting agendas, 
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competitive business interests, intertwined personal dramas, and occasional disdain 

toward each other.  Although rifts could divide prostitutes along lines of racial identity, 

ethnicity, language, religion, nationality, and class, at times they transcended these 

divisions through a shared professional experience largely structured by municipal 

authorities. 

The heterogeneous coalition of prostitutes that demanded state officials either to 

tighten enforcement mechanisms or to loosen the regulatory apparatus illustrates the two 

underlying themes of this chapter.  Migrant women could influence the law by claiming 

rights and manipulating official ideas of regulation in order to vindicate perceived 

injustices.  They often achieved small but important victories.  This active negotiation 

with the state could simultaneously reinforce patriarchal notions of authority while 

challenging its material manifestations.  The results often had contradictory implications 

for migrant women. 

In the 1920s, the politics of race and sex shifted to the growing cabaret scene in 

the Republic of Panama as new venues for entertainment shaped the urban nightlife.  

Many registered sex workers felt marginalized by these new sites of labor associated with 

sexual promiscuity but seemingly unregulated by the state.  As the urban economy 

became increasingly reliant on the arrival of U.S. sailors with cash to spend, white North 

American women came to dominate respectable the high-end cabaret circuit.  The next 

chapter examines how the process of racialization of migratory networks unfolded for 

different groups of women working in Panama’s dancehalls.  Although North American 

performers largely escaped suspicion from local U.S. and Panamanian officials, their 

claims of respectability did not go completely unchallenged. 
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Chapter 4:  New Routes to Respectability: Contesting Whiteness, Class, 
and Sexuality, 1918-1945 

Mary Lee Kelley built her reputation as a savvy North American businesswoman 

as the owner of the Kelley Ritz cabaret in Panama City.  She represented a new group of 

North Americans that entered the isthmus’ urban milieu from the 1920s through the 

1940s.  Her establishment in Panama became famous throughout the Americas for 

hosting the latest musical revues from the States during the 1920s.  North American 

entertainment publications frequently lauded the Kelley Ritz for hosting the best 

American talent in the “tropics.”1  By the 1940s, Mary Lee Kelley’s larger-than-life 

personality also inspired the main character of Cole Porter’s Broadway musical hit and 

MGM feature film: Panama Hattie.  Despite her worldwide fame, Mary Lee Kelley’s 

reputation suffered from relentless skepticism.  Although she claimed to be a former 

vaudeville performer, rumors constantly circulated that Kelley had been a brothel madam 

in Panama during the construction era.  Likewise, her establishment, the Kelley Ritz, 

which she carefully cultivated into an exclusive and respectable space for white women, 

became known as “one of the most famous whorehouses in the world.”2 

Mary Lee Kelley’s multi-faceted career highlights the continuities and changes in 

the perceptions of North American women involved in Panama’s nightlife during the 

interwar period.  North American entrepreneurs, such as Kelley, renegotiated ideas of 

whiteness in order to carve out a new space for migrant sexualized labor that maintained 

an acceptable level of decency.  Mary Lee Kellley played a central role in creating a 

high-end cabaret business in the Republic that catered to North American patrons that 

state authorities considered acceptable.  U.S. military authorities and Canal Zone officials 
                                                
1 “Revue for Panama,” The New York Clipper, 6 June 1923. 
2 Michael Macdonald Mooney, Evelyn Nesbit and Stanford White: Love and Death in the Gilded Age (New 
York: William Morrow and Company, 1976), 297. 
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considered the Kelly Ritz as the most reputable cabaret for servicemen to enjoy.  They 

viewed the establishment as a respectable space of whiteness and a welcomed alternative 

to the red-light districts, the “low-class” dancehalls, and the general multiracial milieu of 

the cities.  The Kelley Ritz’s conflicting reputations as a respectable establishment and a 

“whorehouse” underscores the contested process of sexuality in the racialization of the 

cabaret business.  Kelley’s career as a successful businesswoman also represented how 

North American women managed to forge new routes to respectability in Panama’s 

service oriented economy regardless of continued anxieties over the degradation of white 

women in the “tropics.”  

The process of racialization of Panama’s nightlife revealed how differently 

women experienced race, class, and sexuality at distinctive imperial sites.  It also 

highlights the contradictions embedded in colonial categories and the limits of imperial 

designs as multiple actors vied to profit from U.S. imperialism.  Mary Lee Kelley and 

other North American cabaret owners aimed, in Ann Stoler’s words, “to make empire 

respectable” on their own terms.3  They achieved this by negotiating patriarchal ideas of 

race, class, gender, and morality.  Although cabaret owners and workers challenged ideas 

and practices about the role white women could play in the empire, they simultaneously 

reaffirmed other colonial hierarchies of race, class, and gender.   

This chapter explores the racialization of entertainment during the Jazz Age of the 

interwar period by tracing overlapping migratory circuits that shaped the cosmopolitan 

cabaret scene in Panama.  It first analyzes how North American entrepreneurs 

reformulated new notions of whiteness and respectability by creating new itineraries for 

white women bound for Panama.  This research utilizes a host of sources including 

                                                
3 Ann L. Stoler, “Making Empire Respectable: The Politics of Race and Sexual Morality in 20th-Century 
Colonial Cultures,” American Ethnologist 16 (November 1989): 634-660.   
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newspapers in the U.S., newspapers in Panama, films, poems, memoirs, military reports, 

and diplomatic correspondences.  It highlights why even the most preferential and 

renowned white entertainers became subject to scrutiny.  Next, the chapter examines the 

creation of a distinctly different transnational network of black performers that shaped 

entertainment in the region.  People of African descent from the U.S., Panama, and the 

Caribbean used performance culture to challenge racial segregation locally and globally.  

Meanwhile, various women of different national backgrounds and skin color expanded 

the profile of who could be considered a “respectable” cabaret entertainer. 

This chapter contributes to expanding the geographic boundaries of racialization 

of whiteness and North American urban culture during the interwar period.  Recently, 

scholars have historicized how certain ethnic groups in the U.S., such as Irish, Italian, 

Jewish, and Polish migrants– once considered racially inferior– joined the ranks of 

“white” Americans during the twentieth century.4  This research highlights how new 

borderland sites in the U.S. empire opened alternative avenues for people to reformulate 

and challenge ideas of whiteness.  North American cabaret owners in Panama frequently 

came from working-class, immigrant backgrounds in the States, including Irish- and 

Jewish-Americans.  In Panama, they creatively carved out exclusive spaces of whiteness 

denied to them a generation or two earlier.  This research confirms Richard Dyer 

argument that imperialism played a central role in creating “whiteness” as it intersected 

                                                
4 David Roediger, Working Toward Whiteness: How America’s Immigrants Became White – The Strange 
Journey from Ellis Island to the Suburbs (New York: Basic Books, 2005); Roediger, The Wages of 
Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working Class (New York: Verso, 1991); David A.J. 
Richards, Italian American: The Racializing of an Ethnic Identity (New York: New York University Press, 
1999); Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of 
Race (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998); Richard D. Alba, Ethnic Identity: The Transformation 
of White America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990); Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White 
(New York: Routledge, 1995); Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic, eds.  Critical White Studies: Looking 
Behind the Mirror (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997); Mae M. Ngai, Impossible Subjects: 
Illegal Aliens and the Making of Modern America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004). 
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with constructions of gender, class, and sexuality.5  It also underscores the variety of 

ways people contested the practice of whiteness and respectability as new performance 

networks culturally linked urban cities throughout the Americas and shaped local 

economies.   

Recreating Whiteness and Class at the Isthmian Crossroads 

The changing dynamics of the U.S. military presence in Panama had a profound 

impact on the economic growth of Panama City and Colón.  After 1903, the U.S. Army 

used the Canal Zone as a tactical location for stationing soldiers on call for military 

interventions in the region.  With the opening of the Panama Canal, the isthmus became a 

vital transit point for the circulation of naval ships.  For the U.S. Navy, the canal served 

as a vital strategic link between the Caribbean and the Pacific.  As the fleets passed 

through the canal, U.S. sailors enjoyed the opportunity to take a furlough and spend their 

paychecks at the bustling bars, restaurants, cabarets, and brothels.  

Prohibition laws in the U.S. also contributed to the growth of the cabaret scene in 

the Republic’s port cities during the 1920s.  With alcohol outlawed in the Canal Zone, 

residents flocked across the border into the Panamanian cities to socialize and drink in the 

city’s flourishing high-end cabaret scene.  Furthermore, prohibition laws in the U.S. also 

provided incentive for many nightclub owners in the U.S. to expand or relocate their 

business abroad.  Panama became a very enticing place for North American 

entrepreneurs because of the large U.S. presence on the isthmus.   

For many North Americans, leisure space at sites of U.S. empire building figured 

as an important arena to remake racial privilege within the racially fluid cities of Panama.  

Ironically, North American cabaret owners of Irish and Jewish descent partook in the 

                                                
5 Richard Dyer, White (London: Routledge, 1997). 
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creation of new enclaves of white privilege in Panama despite the troubled racial 

experience of certain European migrants in the U.S.  As nightclub managers, they 

actively engaged in forging transnational networks by hiring all-white theatrical groups 

and catering to an affluent white clientele that had access to surplus U.S. dollars.  In 

response, critics highlighted the ethnic and working-class backgrounds of North 

American cabaret owners as a means of undermining their claims to respectability.  Still, 

these migrant business owners primarily achieved success in reformulating whiteness and 

respectability due to the “tropical” location.  Many North Americans viewed the 

Panamanian cities as a dizzying kaleidoscope of races, languages, religions, and cultures.  

This dynamic allowed for a more expansive inclusion of privilege based on race and class 

despite its severe limitations.   

Even so, white women travelling the transnational cabaret circuits became subject 

to public scrutiny.  Popular culture in the U.S. frequently portrayed almost all women 

who labored on the cabaret circuits as “gold diggers” or ambitious social climbers who 

used their sensuality to rise from their working-class background by means of sexual 

manipulation of wealthy men.  Panama’s tropical location, already associated with sexual 

excess and racial degeneration, added another layer of speculation.  The particular 

location of the cabaret scene in the cities nearby the red-light districts challenged the 

viability of entrepreneurs to forge respectable entertainment that upheld the virtues of 

white womanhood while simultaneously deploying public female sexuality for male 

consumption.  

North American cabaret owners attempted to negate this perception by equating 

their quest for respectability in the “tropics” with earlier transformations in leisure and 

consumption culture that emanated from New York City at the beginning of the century.  

In Panama, they frequently portrayed their establishments as reputable as their peers in 
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New York City.  An article in the Panama Times compared the Kelley Ritz cabaret with 

the internationally famous Rector’s restaurant in New York City, which hosted 

celebrities, foreign dignitaries, and wealthy businessmen.6  According to Darcy Tell, a 

cultural historian of Broadway, when the new restaurant opened in 1899, it abandoned 

the “exclusive atmosphere” of previous elite clubs.  By 1910, white middle class 

Manhattans also flocked to the establishment for a taste of high-end dining.  Most 

importantly, however, Rector’s clientele could engage in a “fashionable mix of elite and 

lowlife activity” without harming their reputation or social standing.  Elite and middle-

class white women, both married and unmarried, could partake in public activities, such 

as drinking, smoking, and late-night-dancing, which would have been previously 

associated with lower-class forms of recreation in the saloons, dancehalls, and brothels.7      

During the 1920s, an anonymous commentator for the Panama Times noted 

contradictory tensions in the most “respectable” nightclubs in Panama.  This derived 

from the attempts by cabaret proprietors to market ideas of both inclusivity and 

exclusivity simultaneously.  The author noted that the Kelley Ritz “attracted not only the 

elite,” or “the socially prominent Four Hundred,” but also “the less carefully chosen Four 

Million” with the exception of “the brazenly submerged.”8  The article indicated that 

high-end cabarets engaged in a precarious balancing act of decency: “It is sufficiently… 

respectable to the extent that it is never sordid; and there is no sham or pretense about the 

state of its wetness.”9  The cabaret scene thus attempted to harmonize conflicting notions 

of moral decency and nightlife activities.   

                                                
6 “An Image of the Crucified.  Entered in Competition,” The Panama Times, 31 October 1926. 
7 Darcy Tell, Times Square Spectacular: Lighting Up Broadway (New York: Smithsonian Books: Collins, 
2007), 16.  For more background on Rector’s restaurant see Ken Bloom, Broadway: Its History, People, 
and Places: An Encyclopedia (New York: Routledge, 2004) 427-428. 
8 The Panama Times, 31 October 1926. 
9 Ibid. 
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The Manhattan cabarets offered one model for reinventing whiteness and 

respectability, but the “tropical” location in Panama also presented new challenges.  The 

racial fluidity of the Panamanian cities challenged the system of white supremacy and de 

jure segregation throughout the U.S. Canal Zone.  Therefore, in order to obtain racial 

respectability in the urban setting, cabaret establishments aimed to uphold white privilege 

in the consumption of sexualized entertainment.  The sultry tropical environment, 

however, allegedly threatened the “Anglo-Saxon race” with racial degeneration.  The 

local context of the degrading effects of race and the environment added impetus for the 

creation of a respectable, high-class cabaret scene in the Republic of Panama.   

North American cabaret owners, however, did not simply reject other foreign 

cultures in their pursuit of respectability.  They often embraced their “tropical” locale and 

promoted their establishments as safe places for their white clientele to consume “exotic” 

entertainment.  Their dancehalls featured opportunities for customers to observe 

“authentic” tastes of “other” cultures, often through minstrel-like shows.  These 

performances typically catered to racial or cultural stereotypes held by white North 

Americans in Panama.  Bilgray’s cabaret marketed its nightly performances as “an 

unusual programme of American entertainment by artists from all over the world.”10  

Although the shows featured “unusual” worldly performers, the space remained 

“American.” 

During the 1910s, popular cabaret performances in Panama frequently showcased 

an “oriental” theme for an evening’s entertainment.  This trend reflected a broader craze 

that swept the vaudeville stages of the U.S. and Europe during the early nineteenth 

century.  Hector Downe, the manager of the Jardine cabaret in Colón, hosted a weeklong 

                                                
10 The Panama Times, 2 January 1927. 
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“spectacular event” and “the greatest café-scene ever attempted in Panama.”  The show 

entitled “a week in China” featured a “full Chinese Orchestra” as well as “Chinese 

illumination” and “Chinese attendants.”11  During the same week, the Lobby featured the 

“famous Philippino Orchestra, direct from the Far East.”12   

Despite the advertisements’ promises of an exotic experience, both the 

entertainers and the audience consisted largely of North Americans.  The main 

performers for the Jardine’s special event featured two vaudeville stars from the United 

States.  Jessie Overman, the “prima donna” from the Boston Opera Company, sung 

“Madam Butterfly” and “The Mikado.”  Rose De Young promised to “spring some new 

ragtime songs never heard before in the city.”  She also wrote an original “ditty” for the 

night with the pianist Milo Harte entitled “A Chinese Love Song” with the “entire 

chorus… sung in the Chinese language.”13  Although it remains doubtful that performers 

sung the chorus in Chinese, the audience probably relished the spectacle.  Onlookers 

typically consisted of U.S. military personnel, Canal Zone bureaucrats, Panamanian 

dignitaries, and a sprinkling of North American tourists. 

By the mid-1930s, high-end cabarets showcased “exotic” shows that featured 

women who typically passed as “white” although they came from diverse backgrounds.  

The Moulin Rouge, known as “Colon’s most colorful cabaret,” for example, featured 

nine “artists and señoritas,” and announced a “fresh cargo of blondes, burnettes, and 

redheads” that had recently arrived from Peru.  These women included Virginia Casas, a 

“beautiful Mexican Señorita, direct from ‘Teatro Seguro,’ Lima” who performed “tango 

and rhumba” dances.   The cabaret also billed Maria Luisa Sanchez as “Havana’s favorite 

                                                
11 The Panama Morning Journal, 10 March 1915. 
12 Ibid, 2 March 1915. 
13 Ibid, 2 March 1915; 16 March 1915. 
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singer and dancer, showing something new in Tap Dancing and the ‘Carioca.’”  Helen 

Lane performed “sensational Esthetic and Oriental dances.”  Carmen Lara, a “charming 

and well-known artist from Lima’s leading night clubs” presented “Peruvian Folk Songs 

and Native Dances.”14 

By the 1940s, both “white” North American and Latin American entertainers 

performed eroticized and increasingly risqué shows in these famous nightclubs for the 

increasing droves of U.S. military personnel.  Fifi Alonzo became known as the “White 

Godess of the Negro Rhumba” while Dale Hall danced to “primitive Indian rhythms.”15  

Jade Rhodora, a North American dancer from Los Angeles, performed one of the most 

controversial shows at the Kelley Ritz immediately at the end of World War II.  

Rhodora’s act entitled “The Beauty and the Beast,” but also known more popularly as 

“The Rape of the Ape,” quickly became the “talk of the fleet.”  In an elaborately staged 

dance, Rhodora, half-dressed in a gorilla suit, simultaneously performed two roles as both 

“the beauty” and “the beast.”  Wide-eyed sailors watched the one-woman show as the 

“gorilla” tore off the “beauty’s” clothes before simulating forced copulation with the 

naked woman.16  The stage show evoked the common wartime racial images of U.S. 

propaganda that depicted Japanese men as beasts and serial rapists who threatened white 

womanhood. 

The racialized payroll structure in the Canal Zone buttressed attempts to create 

white recreational enclaves in the Panamanian cities and promoted an informal mode of 

racial segregation in a country where no formal legal structures of segregation existed. 

                                                
14 The Panama Star and Herald, 4 May 1935. 
15 Herbert and Mary Knapp, Red, White, and Blue Paradise: the American Canal Zone in Panama (San 
Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanich, 1984), 174; Michael E. Donoghue, “Imperial Sunset: Race, Identity, and 
Gender in the Panama Canal Zone, 1939-1979” (Ph.D.  Dissertation: University of Connecticut, 2006), 
258. 
16 “Long Voyage Home,” Life, 29 October 1945.  See also Knapp, 174, and Donoghue, 258.  
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High-end cabarets charged the steepest prices for drinks and entrance, which essentially 

functioned to keep out working-class customers of various racial origins.  Moreover, 

Panamanian laws also forbid “people well-known for provoking fights and scandals or 

whoever the owner or police deem to be sources of insecurity.”  Cabaret managers 

typically coordinated with the police to keep “social order.”17 

These enclaves of white recreation, however, tolerated a degree of racial fluidity, 

particularly among the cabaret’s labor force.  Black men, for instance, could sometimes 

find employment in these establishments as servers, cooks, bartenders, and musicians.  A 

common sight included Afro-Caribbean waiters serving white customers, but not vice-

versa.  However, men of African descent rarely enjoyed the consumption of leisure 

culture reserved for white men: watching white women stage sexually evocative 

performances.     

Ultimately, cabaret owners marketed their establishments to people with the most 

access to surplus U.S. dollars.  In 1955, sociologists John and Mavis Biensanz succinctly 

commented: “American cash keeps Panama’s cabarets wide open and solvent.”  This 

typically meant white North Americans, including Canal Zone residents, U.S. military 

personnel, and visiting tourists from the States, but it also could include elite 

Panamanians and visiting foreign dignitaries.  Although the Biensanz noted that the 

“predominantly male audience” included a “sprinkling of upper-class Panamanian men,” 

they also highlighted how the high-end cabarets functioned to keep white North 

Americans culturally insular from a racially-mixed population: “When two gringos meet 

and discover they both have been to Panama the first exchange of comments rarely has 

                                                
17 Copies of Decree 49 of 1929 are located in expediente 20, caja 1, 1930, AP, SAE, ANP and in file 64-Y-
4 Part II, RG 185, NARA. 
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anything to do with bazaars, tamboritos, or polleras.”  Instead they asked each other: 

“Didja go to Kelly’s?”18 

Class became a marker for race in the cabaret business in Panama.  Bilgray’s in 

Colón attempted to embody a “first class establishment with a first class clientele.”19  

Advertisements in the Panama Times announced that the business sought to 

accommodate a “better class of Isthmians” in addition to the “thousands of visitors” for 

“dancing” and “excellent music in Central America’s finest and largest ballroom.”  Max 

Bilgray, a North American of Jewish descent, acknowledged a growing demand for 

respectable venues to experience the latest trends in dance culture.  “People on the 

Atlantic Side began to wish for a place to dance,” the article echoed Bilgray’s advertising 

campaign, “where respectable people could go.”20   

North American cabaret owners in Panama City also presented their venues as 

“high-class” in local English language newspapers.  An advertisement for Casino Vista 

Alegre in 1915 announced that it was a “place where only respectable people are 

admitted.”21  The Kelley Ritz proclaimed itself as “Panama’s Smartest Rendevous… 

Where the elite meet.”  Another advertisement claimed that the Ritz was “a café and 

cabaret that has set the standard in Panama offering high-class and refined American 

entertainment nightly.”  Other entrepreneurs, however, also claimed to bring high-class 

refinement and respectability to the cabaret scene in Panama.  

Max Bilgray, known as “the cabaret king of Colón,” presented himself as a 

transformative entrepreneur who created a respectable place for North American men to 

                                                
18 John and Mavis Biensanz, The People of Panama (New York: Columbia University Press, 1955), 367.  
19 “Bilgray’s: Where All Residents Drop In and All Strangers Find Their Way,” The Panama Times, 29 
February 1926. 
20 Ibid. 
21 The Panama Morning Journal, 22 January 1915. 
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drink in Colón.22  In 1921, he stressed the importance of class distinctions for the saloon 

business in the Panamanian cities.  Previously Bilgray owned saloons in Chicago 

beginning in 1902, but when the U.S. government implemented the Volstead Act, he 

relocated in Panama to open the Tropic.  According to Bilgray, when he arrived to the 

isthmus “the saloon business in Colon was a joke.”  He claimed to have single-handedly 

transformed the cabaret business from a “frontier style” to a “rallying place for genial 

comrades.”  He assured the Panama Times that “rowdyism was taboo.”  Moreover, 

Bilgray asked the men who visited his establishment to “act like gentlemen.”23   

Bilgray maintained the cabaret’s reputation as a space for manly camaraderie until 

he sold the establishment in 1956 at the age of 70.  Time magazine eulogized how he had 

“earned his fame by making the Tropic into a serious drinkingman's bar—an honest 

saloon that scorned chromium, jukeboxes and B-girls.”  The atmosphere, the article 

noted, rested on refinement: “Its sights and sounds were shiny brass, dark wood panels, 

man-to-man talk and softly whirling fans.”  The main clients included “freighter captains, 

Navy C.P.O.s, Panama Presidents and judges, pugs, policemen and passing yachtsmen.”  

Notable guests included foreign leaders such as a “young U.S. Army officer named 

Dwight Eisenhower [who] once cashed his paycheck there” and “Argentina's exiled ex-

President Juan Perón [who] has dropped in lately.” 24   

Although Bilgray’s cabaret largely functioned as a place for “man-to-man talk,” a 

critical component to its respectability entailed maintaining a safe space for “respectable” 
                                                
22 The Panama Times, 29 February 1926; Kenyon Nicholson, “Nature it Seems Follows Art,” The New 
York Times, 7 January 1932. 
23 The Panama Times, 29 February 1926. 
24 “Panama: Bottle Alley Barkeep,” Time, 2 January 1956.  Juan Perόn frequented several nightclubs in 
Panama while in exile from Argentina.  He met for the first time his third wife in a Panama City, María 
Estela Martínez, after watching her perform in a dance troupe at the Happyland cabaret in 1956.  See, 
Robert Crassweller, Perόn and the Enigmas of Argentina (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1987), 
300; Paul L. Montgomery, Eva, Evita: the Life and Death of Eva Perόn (New York: Pocket Books, 1979), 
209.  
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white women from the U.S. to patron.  Bilgray claimed to be “the first man” to open a 

drinking establishment “where ladies would feel not the slightest scruples in entering for 

a cool draught after a hot tour of the shops.”  Bilgray also promised men that they could 

feel confident to allow “their” women to enter the cabaret without harming their 

reputations.  “Gentlemen could rest assured that if their wives or lady friends dropped in 

at Bilgray’s,” the Panama Times guaranteed, “they would suffer not the slightest 

affront.”25  Likewise, Casino Vista Alegre, “Panama’s Pleasure Palace,” advertised itself 

as a “place to bring your wife, children, mother, and sweetheart.”26  The Lobby in Colón 

had a special section called “The Green Room” described as a “cave of refinement for the 

ladies.”27  

Max Bilgray’s competition in the high-end cabaret business also made similar 

claims of transforming the nightclub scene in the Panamanian cities.  In a 1926 Panama 

Times interview, the owner of the Kelley Ritz cabaret, Mary Lee Kelley, portrayed 

herself as a “rags to riches” American entrepreneur of Irish descent.  “Why I’m as Irish as 

Patty’s pig,” Kelley told the newspaper reporter, “I came from Boston where everybody’s 

Irish including all the politicians and policemen.”  Before arriving in Panama, according 

to the article, she owned the Orchard, a small restaurant in New Orleans, but a fire due to 

a hurricane destroyed the uninsured building.  Unfortunately the incident “left her broke 

and discouraged” and “almost without funds.”  She soon joined a vaudeville troupe 

dubbed “The 1000 Pounds of Harmony” and the group soon found steady work at the 

Elite cabaret in Colón.28  “I could sing a little – enough to get by,” she recalled, “[but] just 

                                                
25 The Panama Times, 29 February 1926. 
26 The Panama Morning Journal, 22 January 1915. 
27 The Panama Morning Journal, 10 March 1915; 4 May 1918. 
28 Katherine Pittman Paul, “Kelley’s,” The Panama Times, 6 March 1926; Nicholson, The New York Times, 
7 January 1934. 
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long enough to get on my feet again.”29  On June 1, 1918, Kelley opened her own cabaret 

in Colón, which featured a “beautiful Mandarin room… in Japanese style” reserved for 

private parties.30   

Other American women who knew Mary Lee Kelley lauded the story of 

entrepreneurial success of a strong woman in the tropics.  One entertainer, Evelyn Nesbit, 

remembered how Kelley felt no compunction in maintaining order over a potentially 

rowdy group of men.  “She was a big woman,” Nesbit recalled, “I was told she could pick 

up two unruly sailors by the scruff of the neck and dump them outside with neatness and 

dispatch."31  Katherine Pittman Paul, a North American journalist in Panama, wrote of 

Kelley’s background as a “poor young girl” who arrived “penniless in a strange city,” but 

who “through her own efforts and resources” gained “fame and fortune within a few short 

years.”  Before relocating her cabaret to Panama City’s “old American Hotel,” Kelley 

claimed to have transformed the Jardine and Hawaiian Room in Colón into a “first class 

cabaret[s],” according to Pittman Paul, “[by] bringing entertainers down from the 

States.”32   

Theatrical agencies based in the U.S. became important intermediaries between 

cabaret employers in Panama and their potential workforce of women in urban cities 

across the United States.  The performers who worked at the Kelly Ritz, for example, 

typically arrived in Panama under contracts from a theatrical agent in the States.  Mary 

Lee Kelley’s agent in New York, Harry Walker, signed-up entertainers with the most 

“universal applause,” such as Mae Baxter, the “pretty blonde” as well as a dozen other 

dancers.  According to the Panama Star and Herald, Harry Walker scouted out the best 
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talent from Broadway and had several years of experience “providing the cabarets in the 

Cuban capital with New York talent.”  Moreover, during his stay in Panama he visited 

the most elite North American clubs in Panama City.  The American Society of Panama 

hosted him at the Rotary and Miramar Club in celebration of an important U.S. holiday: 

the Fourth of July.33 

From the 1910s through the 1940s, North American cabaret owners in Panama 

directed a steady traffic of traveling cabaret entertainers from the U.S. to Panama.  In 

January 1915, the “well-known merchant” and owner of the Jardine, David Englesberg, 

left Panama for New York City on a six-week “mission” to “secure some good talent.”  

He subsequently negotiated a contract with a booking agent to host a performance by the 

Missouri Girls Quintette, who had toured all the “leading vaudeville theatres throughout 

the States.”  In addition to sending “lady artists,” Englesberg also brought back a “large 

shipment of buggies… and an automobile” which allowed him to shuttle top-paying 

customers to and from the Canal Zone towns of Corozal and Balboa directly to the 

Jardine cabaret in Panama City.34  Thus, cabaret proprietors, such as Englesberg, sought 

to fashion “respectability” in Panamanian territory by importing both their performers 

and customers from beyond the national borders of Panama. 

The mandate to import talent also explains why Panama’s cabaret proprietors 

welcomed the prospects for reduced costs in transporting entertainers to the isthmus with 

the advent of regular airline service.  During the late 1920s, the U.S.-based Pan-American 

Airlines with the assistance of the U.S. government began to dominate air transportation 

as it connected diverse cities throughout U.S., Central America, the Caribbean, and South 
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America.35  In a 1929 interview with the Los Angeles Times, Mary Lee Kelley noted the 

importance of air travel for the “sparsely settled districts of the United States” throughout 

the world.  “One of the sta[u]nchest supporters of airplane travel is the theatrical 

profession,” Kelley told the newspaper, “it realizes that time means everything.”   

This flow of white women entertainers became vital to Kelley’s business model in 

Panama.  Her financial success in Panama allowed her not only to renovate the Ritz, but 

also to invest in cabarets elsewhere throughout the U.S., including remodeling the old 

Absinthe House in New Orleans.  Although, most entertainers from the U.S. continued to 

travel by steamship, the prospects of air transportation allowed her to contract a group of 

entertainers to tour from Los Angeles to perform first in Panama and a few days later in 

New Orleans.36    

High-end cabaret proprietors, such as Mary Lee Kelley, also timed their contract 

with performers abroad with the periodic arrival of U.S. naval fleets.  During naval stops 

in Panama, thousands of sailors at a time would deluge the streets of Panama and Colón 

with dollars to spend.  Pittman Paul observed: “with most of the United States Navy 

anchored in the waters around Panama, the Ritz is about the busiest place in Panama after 

nightfall.”  Kelley described to Pittman how she catered to “the men” who had remained 

“restricted to each other’s society for some months on the battleships.”37  Likewise, an 

observer wrote in the New York Times that Bilgray’s cabaret and the Kelley Ritz were 

“known throughout the Seven Seas, and it is not unusual to find three or four hundred 
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bluejackets gathered in each resort on those gala nights when the battleships are standing 

through the locks.”38   

Although cabaret proprietors in Panama counted on large revenues during the dry 

season as North Americans arrived as tourists in increasing numbers, the U.S. military 

presence continued to generate enormous financial profits for high-end cabarets.  In two 

months alone during 1929, a wave of 180,000 U.S. sailors visited the port cities doubling 

the number of residents in both Colón and Panama City.  This periodic arrival of U.S. 

naval personnel became known as “La Sábana Blanca” or the “White Sheet” as sailors 

dressed in their white naval garments flooded the streets.39  In 1921, a Canal Zone official 

estimated that with the arrival of a fleet U.S. sailors would spend more than $1,500,000 

in Panama City and Colón.40  In April 1923, when 146 naval ships anchored in the Port of 

Balboa and sailors spent $3,000,000 in the cities within two months.  The New York 

Times reported that this amount equaled half the money in circulation in the entire 

country.41  Even during the global economic depression of the 1930s the increasingly 

strategic military importance of the Panama Canal leading up to World War II kept the 

nightclubs well-supplied with customers.  Given these sums, it is no surprise that high-

end cabaret owners feared the ramifications of a fifteen percent pay cut in the salaries for 

U.S. military personnel during the early-1930s.42   

Along with most local businesses in the Panamanian cities, the high-end cabarets 

thrived off the economic boom brought about by the surge of U.S. dollars that 

accompanied the influx of sailors as U.S. naval fleets rotated throughout the Pacific, 
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Atlantic, and Caribbean oceans.  A 1923 editorial for the El Diario Nuevo highlighted the 

importance of the U.S. fleet for the local economy.  It compared the advent of “30,000 

men” who were “eager to spend their money saved up from a long time on the open seas” 

with other locations in the region that were economically dependent on seasonal cash 

crops grown for export to the U.S. and abroad.  “The arrival of the fleet is for the 

isthmus,” the editorialist equated, “is like the zafra season in Cuba.”  He optimistically 

concluded that the coming of the U.S. fleet represented the “economic redemption of 

Panama.”43   Another newspaper warned residents “not to kill ‘the goose that lays the 

golden egg’” and urged their readers “to be hospitable to our visitors.”44   

The constant passage of U.S. warships through the Panama Canal generated a 

lucrative tourist economy that offered sailors and other North American visitors a range 

of “exotic” commodities.  Naval ships returned from Panama to U.S. ports teeming with a 

“menagerie of tropical birds and animals,” including “monkeys, marmosets, bright-hued 

macaws and parrots, and even tarantulas and armadillos.”  Migrants from China and 

South Asia catered to tourists desire for “oriental” souvenirs.  The “Chinese and Hindu” 

stores along Central Avenue sold “hats, purses, kimonos, games, Oriental clothes and 

hangings, jade and ivory ornaments, necklaces, beads, and souvenirs ranging from 

cheaper trinkets to more expensive silks.”   

Panama emerged as a major point of consumption during an “oriental” craze in 

the United States.  Mahjong, the New York Times reported, had displaced bridge as the 

card game of choice throughout the States because of its “lure of Oriental mysticism” 

among U.S. sailors coming from China.  The demand for the Chinese cards had “stripped 

the shelves… in Panama- as in certain American cities- forcing Americans to give orders 
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for purchases in Shanghai and Canton.”45  Despite the efforts of local residents to profit 

from the U.S. military presence, ideologies that linked race, class, and nationality gave 

North American cabarets a dramatic advantage over their competitors. 

The U.S. press lauded the booming success enjoyed by white cabaret owners in 

Panama during the early 1920s.  One newspaper in Cleveland, Ohio perhaps exaggerated 

the huge profits grossed at the Kelley Ritz from the U.S. sailors on furlough.  They 

estimated that when a “fleet of 146 American war vessels were anchored off Panama City 

for two months… the 40,000 officers and men aboard spent $3,500,000… $2,000,000 of 

this… found its way to Mayme’s [Mary Lee Kelley’s] cash registers.”46  A Panama Star 

and Herald article also commented on Kelley’s financial success.  It noted that Kelley 

purchased “one of the finest eight-family apartment houses in Dorchester,” near her 

hometown of Boston.  She also carried with her from Panama a “fortune in novelties, 

souvenirs, and decorations…”47 

Kelley welcomed media attention and frequently gave interviews while travelling 

to the States to negotiate contracts with booking agents.  The Panama Star and Herald 

commented, “New Orleans, Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus, St. Louis, and Chicago have 

all opened their columns to the many stories that Miss Kelley has given them.”  The 

newspaper praised her ability to demonstrate that high-class, respectable entertainment 

could exist in the tropical environment: “She has done a great deal to place Panama in the 

right light before the American public.”48  Such claims of respectability by cabaret 

entrepreneurs, however, became a hotly contentious point of debate. 
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“Sensation Hunters”: Fears of White Women in Panamanian Cabarets 

For some Canal Zone residents, the high-end cabarets in the neighboring 

Panamanian cities were not safe zones of entertainment but represented a particular 

danger to white womanhood.  In 1922, for example, Robert Grossman, who claimed to be 

a relative of Mary Lee Kelley and resident of Cristobal in the Canal Zone, pleaded to the 

U.S. Chief Emigration Inspector in Washington D.C. to “save our daughters from this 

horrible slavery.”  He claimed that Kelley had organized a white slave trade through her 

cabaret business.   

According to Grossman, Kelley had arrived recently in New York in order to 

“fetch… another batch of ‘cattle’ as she calls them” even though she “treated [them] 

worse than cattle.”  She supposedly paid each woman a set stipend of one-hundred 

dollars per month but then subtracted another fifteen dollars for lights, bed-linen, a 

bedroom key, and agent fees.  After the deductions, Grossman asserted, the women could 

not support themselves and had to prostitute themselves, which resulted in a “perfect 

disgrace to American Womanhood.”  He illustrated how the horrifying prospects of 

interracial sex in the Panamanian cities compounded the shameful situation.  “There is an 

instance,” Grossman mourned, “where one of her girls which she brought from the 

United States is now living with an irreputable Panamenan [sic].”49 

Grossman’s letter illustrates how nationality and class connected gendered ideas 

of whiteness with respectability and social order.  Although Mary Lee Kelley claimed to 

be a U.S. citizen of Irish decent as well as a respectable woman, Grossman highlighted 

her Irish background in order to undercut her pretensions of whiteness.  He emphasized 
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to the emigration inspector that Kelley was “not an American citizen, she is Irish.”  Her 

true nationality, Grossman clarified, explained why she “laughs at the American 

Consul… and defys [sic] all authority over this end.”  Moreover, he charged that Kelley 

would “browbeat” Canal Zone immigration officers to get her way or simply bribe 

them.50 

Mary Lee Kelley’s public persona in both Panama and the U.S. as a successful 

businesswoman often generated such attacks on her personal character.  Grossman, for 

instance, argued that her financial success did not come from entrepreneurial talent but 

instead “by fleecing all the men she can.”  He painted Kelley as disreputable and immoral 

because she travelled with Sodie Trumain who “kept an ill famed house for [Kelley] in 

New Orleans.”  From this supposed brothel, according to Grossman, Kelley planned to 

“bring down some supposed half-relatives.”  Moreover, he also relayed a rumor that 

Kelley had been married three different times, which automatically expunged her from 

the ranks of the respectable.  He asserted that each time that Kelley travelled to the U.S. 

she “takes a different husband,” which functioned as a ploy to obscure her true intentions 

of seducing American women to Panama.51   

Although an investigation into Grossman’s complaint by two U.S. Justice 

Department officers found nothing irregular about the Kelley Ritz, fears of white slavery 

soon resurfaced.  Five years later, a League of Nations report renewed anxieties that an 

underground traffic in women from the U.S. to Panama existed with sinister connections 

to high-end cabarets.  In December of 1927, a special committee investigating global 

traffic networks in women and children published their report that Panamanian cabarets 

served as centers for an illicit organized sex trade.  The anonymous investigator visited 
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cabarets in Panama and interviewed the owners.  One claimed to have contracted eight 

girls in New York via a theatrical agent.  The owner, reportedly, actively sought out “a 

kind of girl” who would be willing to work in the sex trade.  According to the 

investigator, the cabaret proprietor told him frankly: “They all... practice prostitution.  I 

wouldn’t want them here if they didn’t.  The only thing is I don’t let them leave until we 

close and even then, if they are dated up (have a customer), they can’t take them 

upstairs.”52  In other words, the cabaret owners in Panama encouraged women to trade 

sex for money but not in the rooms allocated under their contract.   

According to the report, cabaret owners had come up with ingenious methods to 

avoid accusations of ensnaring white women into prostitution in the tropics.  “We have to 

take precautions, otherwise it would be White Slavery,” the proprietor told the 

investigator, “I’d let you have a room with a girl if the girl ain’t one of my singers.”  

Although each cabaret entertainer had their own room, the League of Nations argued that 

the cabarets also functioned as hotels and thus encouraged prostitution.  Moreover, the 

anonymous proprietor told the investigator that the cabarets had an unspoken agreement 

to accommodate the sex trade: “My girls usually jump to the 11-X (hotel-cabaret) and the 

11-X girls come here.” 

The League of Nations report also portrayed the cabaret scene in Panama as 

particularly “rough,” especially for white women.  After an interview with the owner, the 

investigator questioned a cabaret entertainer from the U.S.  “How did you land down 

here?” he asked her as if the “tropics” was not an acceptable location for white women.  

“Didn’t you know what kind of place it was?” he followed up.  The investigator had 

apparently already made-up his mind on what “kind of place” Panama was.  She replied: 
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“Yes, but I didn’t think it was quite so rough.  Now I like it; I signed my second contract 

the other day… The boys are very nice to me so I can’t complain.”53 

According to the investigator’s report, Panama’s cabaret scene corrupted innocent 

young women from the U.S.  The ensuing conversation confirmed his suspicions when 

she “solicited” him for the price of $20 to have sex with him after she completed her shift 

at the cabaret as if it was second nature for her.  The report clarified that her nonchalance 

attitude toward sex work, however, developed in Panama.  “Prior to coming to Panama,” 

the investigator charged, “she did not prostitute herself.”  The “singer” revealed that she 

was a 21 year-old woman and came to the United States from Russia as a young girl who 

desired to become a vaudeville star.  Unfortunately, she had a “hard time getting a 

booking” in the States and she agreed to a three-month contract in Panama, according to 

the report, without knowing what she was getting herself into. 

The League of Nations report successfully created fresh concerns of a “white 

slave trade” for newspaper audiences in the United States.  The New York Times reported 

that the committee documented how the “so-called cabarets [in Panama]… recruit girls 

through theatrical agents in New York… many of them described as actresses.”54  Time 

magazine wrote that “the Panama Canal Zone is now one of the chief headquarters of this 

international [white slave trade] traffic.”55  A U.S. prosecuting attorney in New York, 

Charles Tuttle, immediately began investigating the charges.   

Meanwhile, Andy Wright, a theatrical booking agent in Manhattan, defended 

himself that the “publication of newspaper stories about the alleged white slave traffic 

between New York and Panama had given an erroneous impression of the conditions.”  
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After he had contracted twenty-two entertainers for Bilgray’s cabaret their mothers 

“threatened to break up the troup” until he persuaded them that Bilgray’s establishment 

was a “reputable resort.”  He reassured the mothers that “reputable agents” had already 

began working with the Panamanian government, which “made it safe for any legitimate 

theatrical or cabaret company to go to Panama.”56   

For Canal Zone authorities, the League of Nations accusations of “white slavery” 

placed an unwelcome spotlight on the Panamanian cabaret scene and their role as moral 

guardians for white womanhood.  Canal Zone Governor Meriwether Lewis Walker wrote 

to Charles Tuttle that the committee’s report was “wholly groundless.”  The cabarets in 

Panama where “American girls” worked, he argued, “are much the same as the night 

clubs and cabarets in New York.”  Governor Walker reassured him that immigration to 

the Panamanian cities came through the Canal Zone ports under the strict control of U.S. 

quarantine officers who “prevent persons of bad character” from entry.57  U.S. Consul 

George M. Hanson also wrote to Tuttle that “the American cabaret” in Colón was 

“patronized by the best people in the Republic and the Canal Zone and by army and navy 

officers and their wives.”58 

In a less public forum, Canal Zone health and quarantine officials privately 

discussed the League of Nations’ accusations as inaccurate, but they also confided that 

cabarets had a detrimental effect on white women.  Health officer, Dr. Henry Goldthwaite 

flatly denied the charges that an organized effort existed to bring white women to Panama 

                                                
56 “White Slave Inquiry Pressed by Tuttle,” The New York Times, 31 December 1927. 
57 Governor Walker to Charles H. Tuttle, 9 February 1928, File 64-Y-4 (II), RG 185, NARA; “White Slave 
Data Refuted by Tuttle,” The New York Times, 9 March 1928. 
58 “White Slave Data Refuted by Tuttle,” The New York Times, 9 March 1928.  Other public officials wrote 
to Tuttle with similar denials of the accusations including the commanding Major General of the U.S. 
Army in the Canal Zone, the U.S. Prosecuting Attorney of the Canal Zone, and the Panamanian Governor 
of Colón. 
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for “the purpose of prostitution.”  Nevertheless, he also noted that “cabaret girls… are 

employed as entertainers and naturally they are subject to many temptations.”  Moreover, 

he argued that the “moral tone of a girl certainly is lowered by her association with 

various classes that frequent the night cabarets.”  Cristobal’s quarantine officer, Dr. 

Charles Hearne, agreed and argued that the “influences of the cabarets is towards 

demoralization.”59 

The League of Nations’ charges also indirectly challenged the competency of 

Canal Zone officials to protect white women from nefarious sex trafficking.  As an 

experienced U.S. quarantine officer, Dr. Hearne, for example, took pride in his ability to 

discern morally suspect women.  The reputation of Dr. Hearne and other Canal Zone 

officials, however, remained intact given that the New York prosecuting attorney’s probe 

revealed sloppy investigative work by the League of Nations committee that had raised 

the charges of prostitution.   

Evidence soon emerged that the lead investigator, Bascom Johnson, had “loaned” 

a biased report from a long-time activist from the American Social Hygiene Association, 

who wrote the account in August 1924.60  According Charles Tuttle, Johnson did not 

“personally make any investigation with reference to traffic with Panama” as required by 

the League of Nations.  Johnson also refused to corroborate their evidence with verifiable 

information, such as the identities of women involved or specific cabarets mentioned in 

the report.  Tuttle, therefore, suspended the investigation indefinitely due to “lack of 

corroborative evidence of a legal nature.”  Tuttle claimed that his probe had “resulted in 

                                                
59 Henry Goldthwaite to Chief Health Officer, 6 February 1928, File 64-Y-4 (II), RG 185, NARA. 
60 The New York Times, 9 May 1928; according to archival documents in Panama, neither Bascom Johnson 
nor William F. Snow, official members of the League of Nations Committee travelled to investigate 
personally the situation in Panama.  See Liga de Naciones Unidas, 1921-1924, Volumen 3, Los Archivos 
de Relaciones Exteriores de Panamá. 
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much impressive evidence to the very contrary” based on the statements made by U.S. 

Canal Zone officials.61      

Although Charles Tuttle ended the investigation after concluding that the 

committee’s report was “without foundation in fact,” the League of Nations’ allegations 

had a lasting impact on the perception of Panama as a “tropical” den of sexual corruption 

for white women.  Accusations of sex trafficking portrayed Panama as a central nexus 

point of “tropical resorts” that extended from “Cuba to Central and South America.” This 

typically involved theatrical agencies who used “false advertisements” to lure potential 

white entertainers into prostitution.62   

The ensuing perceptions of “white slavery” in the “tropics” reverberated 

throughout popular culture in the U.S. during the early 1930s.  An upsurge in the cultural 

production of movies, plays, musicals, and books continued to flourish in the U.S. about 

the cabaret scene in Panama through the 1940s.  Stage productions and films included My 

Sin (1931), Sailor Beware! (1932), Panama Flo (1932), Sensation Hunters (1933), Marie 

Galante (1934), Swing High Swing Low (1937), Panama Lady (1939), and Panama 

Hattie (1942).   

In U.S. popular culture, Panama represented a place of particular sexual danger 

for young white women from the States.  In 1933, for example, the film Sensation 

Hunters told the story of a starry-eyed Dale Jordan’s moral downfall, which ultimately 

landed her in a clandestine brothel in Panama.63  Jordan, a beautiful and innocent young 

woman from San Francisco, joined an all-white cabaret troupe headed for the “Bull 

                                                
61 The New York Times, 9 May 1928. 
62 “U.S. Begins Probe White Slavery Here,” The Panama American, 16 December 1931. 
63 Whitman Chambers (story “Cabaret”), Albert Demond (dialogue), and Paul Schofield (adaptation), 
Sensation Hunters, DVD.  Directed by Charles Vidor (Motion Pictures for Television, 1933). 
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Ring,” a “high-class” cabaret in Panama City owned by Trixie Snell.64  The film 

illustrated the particular dangers that the environment and racial mixing presented white 

women in Panama.  

The tropical climate became an important backdrop to tell the story of Dale 

Jordan’s dangerous journey down the slippery slope of sexual degradation.  Tom Baylor, 

a potential suitor who Jordan met on the steamship, warned Jordan before their arrival 

about the dangers that she faced in Panama’s “tropical” environment.  “Everlasting 

moonlight,” Baylor forewarned, “one of the baits of the tropics… face the truth Dale, half 

of the girls who come down here never get home unless some man pays their way.”  

Another character described Panama as a “God-forsaken no-woman’s land.”  Regardless, 

a confident Jordan reacted to the warnings by stating that it would “take more than 

climate or a crowd to make me unwanted.”  Later when she decided to return to the U.S., 

however, she confessed: “I’m afraid that if I stay in this part of the world any longer I 

might be contaminated by some of its filth.”65   

Sensation Hunters also highlighted the popular perceptions that only a “particular 

type” of woman would consider performing in Panama and that alcohol played a 

degrading role in their moral ruin.  “Most of the girls signs up with Trixie as a last 

resort,” Baylor warned Jordan, “or at most because they were hunting for sensations.”  

Alcohol, according to the warnings, could hastened a process that left cabaret performers 

“stranded” in the “tropics.”  Baylor lamented: “I’ve seen how it goes… the girls start 

drinking and they forget how rotten and sordid the whole thing is… they show up too 

drunk to go on and there’s a fight with Trixie and she throws them out.”66  As a result, the 
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65 Ibid. 
66 Ibid. 
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down-and-out women, according to popular U.S. imagination of the “tropical” cabaret 

scene, would likely turn to selling sexual favors in order to return to the safety of the U.S. 

True to convention, the film’s storyline warned U.S. audiences of the likelihood 

that white women inevitably wound up in dire circumstances in Panama.  The film 

warned its audiences that many cabaret dancers like Dale Jordan would be forced to work 

as prostitutes in a multi-racial “dive bars.”  The film’s two main characters, Dale Jordan 

and her friend Jerry Royal, an experienced performer, begin their stint at the Bull Ring by 

singing songs such as “If it Ain’t One Man its Another” and “There’s Something in the 

Air” while other dancers flirt, pet, and kiss “upper-class” white men of diverse 

nationalities.  Jordan and Royal quit work at the cabaret after a confrontation with an 

abusive Trixie Snell.  In dire circumstances, Jordan and Royal resort to work at the 

Cobra, a “low-class dive” owned by a “revolting” and mustachioed owner who expects 

his “cabaret girls” to “please” paying customers in search of “loose” women.  The film 

depicts the dancehall as motley group of drunken native mestizos, rowdy U.S. sailors, 

and other dangerously “uncivilized” characters, such as the smarmy, knife-wielding “Joe 

the Indian.”67   

Narratives of “tropical white slavery” in U.S. popular culture have continued to 

influence both fictional and non-fictional historical accounts of women’s experiences in 

Panama.  Although no archival evidence suggests that Mary Lee Kelley worked as a 

prostitute or madam, some of the historical literature has portrayed her as such.  Historian 

David McCullough claimed that “Mayme Lee Kelley” became “one of the best known 

Americans on the isthmus” by managing a brothel in the Navajo district during the 

                                                
67 Ibid. 
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construction era.68  McCullough’s assertion of Mary Lee Kelley’s profession as a madam, 

however, relied on an oral interview with a long-time Zonian resident, Crede Haskins 

Calhoun, who remembered her as “lusty, large, voluptuous, very profane and very 

capable.”69  Calhoun, who arrived in Panama in 1907 to work as a postal clerk, later 

became a journalist for the New York Times from Panama and served as the Chief of Civil 

Division for Civil Affairs and Director of Posts in the Canal Zone from 1922 to 1947.70  

His recollections, therefore, remained thoroughly steeped in the cultural understandings 

of race, climate, and sex of the early twentieth century.71 

More recently, portrayals of Mary Lee Kelley as a brothel keeper have inspired 

popular fiction about “exotic” sexual adventures in the “tropics.”  In Shelby Hiatt’s 2009 

romance novel for young adults entitled Panama, the author used the “tropical” setting of 

Panama and the construction of the canal as the backdrop to narrate a story of a forbidden 

romance.  Intended as a “sex trumps cultural clash” message, Hiatt tells the story of a 

sexual relationship between a 16 year-old white girl from Ohio and a middle-aged 

Spanish canal worker, who opens her heart to social justice and racial equality.  

According to the story, the madam of a local brothel, “Mamie Lee Kelley,” provides the 

                                                
68 David McCullough, The Path Between the Seas: The Creation of the Panama Canal, 1870-1914 (New 
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girl with birth control.72  In addition to the portrayal of Kelley as a construction-era 

madam, Hiatt reproduced McCullough and Calhoun’s depiction of her as “lusty, large, 

and voluptuous, and… very capable.”73   

Biographical accounts of Evelyn Nesbit, a famous cabaret entertainer who toured 

through Panama in 1930, also reveal how U.S. cultural anxieties of the time period 

influenced non-fiction narratives.74  Although U.S. popular culture associated Nesbit’s 

life with sex scandals, her visit to Panama signified a new moral low.  At the very 

beginning of her career she had set a new standard for unblemished beauty in U.S. 

newspapers and magazines as well as on stage at Broadway.  Thirty-years later, her short 

stint as a high-end cabaret dancer led many observers to assume that she went to Panama 

to work as a prostitute in “one of the most famous whorehouses in the world.”75  

Long before her visit to Panama, the story of Evelyn Nesbit represented a 

cautionary tale of the moral dangers faced by lower-class white women who sought 

social advancement in the United States.  At the turn of the century, U.S. advertising 

agencies had transformed Nesbit, a working-class girl from Pittsburgh, into an iconic 

model that embodied an idealized standard of beauty for white womanhood.  She first 

reached fame as a model for illustrator Charles Dana Gibson who sold his drawing to 

magazines and newspaper advertisers.  The advertisements celebrated not only her 

youthful innocence and angelic features, but also her glamour and independence.   
                                                
72 Shelby Hiatt, Panama: a Novel (New York: Houghton Milton Harcourt, 2009).  The quote is taken from 
Shelby Hiatt’s description of the novel’s theme on her website: 
http://www.shelbyhiatt.net/writingpanama.htm. 
73 Ibid, 108.  Similar descriptions of “Mamie Lee Kelly” as a brothel madam in Navajo district has also 
been recycled in a recent compilation of short stories.  See Robert Basso, Searching for Hula Love Under a 
Papaya Moon (Lincoln: iUniverse, 2004), 104.   Basso, however, elevates Kelley’s status as a brothel 
keeper to the “most notorious madam in the world.” 
74 I would like to give special thanks to Sue Ash and Cliff Ash for bringing the story of Evelyn Nesbit to 
my attention and introducing me to a distant relative of Evelyn Nesbit, who provided an article written by 
Michael Macdonald Mooney. 
75 Mooney, Evelyn Nesbit and Stanford White, 297.  
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Nesbit’s photographic modeling not only highlighted her virtuous youth, but also 

hinted at a mischievous quality through the use of half-naked poses and seductive 

glances.  Despite her obscure working-class background, her fame as a “Gibson Girl” 

opened doors into Manhattan’s exclusive social world of the rich and famous.  As a 

chorus dancer in the century’s first Broadway hit Florodora, Nesbit attracted the 

attention of the city’s wealthiest men.  She soon found herself, however, in the middle of 

a deadly love triangle.   

In 1906, the sensationalized and highly publicized “trial of the century” propelled 

Nesbit further into the public eye.  She served as a symbol of the potential for the 

corruption of the innocence of young working-class women who attempted to scurry up 

the social ladder only to be exploited by deranged powerful men.  The trial emphasized 

the failure of rich white men to uphold proper Victorian moral values.   

The contretemps emerged when Nesbit’s wealthy newly wed husband, Harry 

Thaw, fired three bullets in the face of Stanford White on the crowded rooftop cabaret of 

the Madison Square Garden.  Thaw claimed that he killed White, a rival millionaire, in 

order to avenge the “ruin” of his beautiful young wife.  Three years prior, a 47-year-old 

White had “seduced” 16-year-old Nesbit with champagne and a red velvet swing in a 

luxurious penthouse decorated with lion and polar bear pelts.  Thaw’s argument 

successfully garnered widespread sympathy for a husband protecting his wife’s honor 

against a lecherous man.76 

Many contemporary observers viewed Evelyn Nesbit’s post-trial life as a further 

downward spiral that reached its ultimate low-point in Panama at the age of forty-five.  

After the trial, Thaw’s mother cut off Nesbit from access to the family’s massive fortune.  
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Nesbit, in turn, found opportunities in the booming entertainment industry during the 

1920s by touring the nightclub circuits singing “I’m Just a Broadminded Broad from 

Broadway.”  She wrestled with financial problems as well as substance abuse and 

attempted suicide on various occasions.  As biographer Paula Uruburu noted: “Her name 

appeared with colorful regularity in the papers and in gossip columns due to drunken 

brawls (her nose was broken more than once), nonpayment of bills and evictions, 

auctions of her clothes and what remained of any furs and jewelry, car accidents, 

suspected abortions, speakeasy arrests, and associations with mobsters, etc.”77   

According to most of her chroniclers, sailing to Panama, at this point in Nesbit’s 

life, seemed an act of desperation and further self-annihilation.  One biographer, Michael 

Mooney, described how the “grimmest days of her odyssey” occurred when she “worked 

in the toughest whorehouse in the world – ‘The Kelley Ritz’ in Panama.”78  Although 

Nesbit’s most recent biographer, Paula Uruburu, avoided calling the Kelley Ritz a 

“whorehouse,” she employed a similar tone: “Gradually, the nightclubs and cabarets she 

performed in… were seedier and farther away (as far as Panama City).”79  The origins of 

Panama’s reputation as a “seedy” place or the cabaret scene as flagrant prostitution 

reproduced by Nesbit’s biographers, however, stem more from the rumors of the late 

1920s and early 1930s circulating in the United States than from Nesbit’s experiences on 

the isthmus.  

Evelyn Nesbit’s 1934 autobiography, Prodigal Days, captured how the U.S. 

popular imagination continued to associate Panama with white slavery and interracial sex 
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at a “tropical” locale.  She recounted her decision to work at the Kelley Ritz cabaret, 

which had become “immortal in song and story.”  After meeting Mary Lee Kelley in New 

Orleans, Kelley invited Nesbit to come to Panama.  Although Kelley agreed to pay her a 

high salary of five-hundred dollars per week, Nesbit had to consider carefully the venue’s 

location after hearing “some weird tales about working in a Panama cabaret.”80  Nesbit 

recalled the warnings of fellow entertainers: “You won’t like Panama.  It’s terribly hot 

and frightfully dirty!”  They also cautioned her about the prospects of forced prostitution 

and interracial social contact: “Don’t go there, whatever you do!  …Why they even sell 

girls into white slavery, and you will have to sit and drink with Chinks, Hindus, and 

Turks, and all sorts of men!”81   

Nesbit decided to investigate these rumors by soliciting the opinion of 

experienced performers with first-hand experience working in Panama’s high-end 

cabarets.  According to Nesbit, the Thornton Sisters, a popular singing duo who for many 

years performed regularly on the isthmus, assuaged Nesbit’s anxieties by simply 

responding: “Nonsense… You will like Panama.”  In the end, Nesbit decided that her age 

and vast experience prepared her for any situation.  “‘Well, I said, ‘I’m no chicken – and 

if I can’t take care of myself at this stage of the game,” she wrote, “I’m not safe 

anywhere!”  Along with her “colored maid and Belgian griffons” and “Mrs. Kelley and 

her pet monkey,” Nesbit soon joined the Thornton Sisters and “three pretty blonde” 

dancers, the Jay Sisters, as they set sail aboard a United Fruit steamship for Panama.82 

                                                
80 Nesbit, Prodigal Days, 309.  For her salary see The New York Times, 14 April 1930.  The article also 
reported that Nesbit had been arrested at 3:30 am with a group of five cabaret dancers and six men in 
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81 Nesbit, Prodigal Days, 309-310. 
82 Ibid, 310. 
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Although Evelyn Nesbit’s “colored maid” remained anonymous in her 

autobiography, she was most likely an African American cabaret performer as well.  

Performance studies scholar Jayna Brown argues that in the U.S. “black women 

performers formed complex working relationships with women of the white vaudeville 

circuit.”  A number of famous African American performers, including Ethel Waters, 

Zora Neale Hurston, and Ida Forsyne, labored as personal maids for white performers in 

the U.S. and at times performed alongside their employers.83  For Nesbit, the importance 

of maintaining racial hierarchies must have been a powerful force in the retelling of her 

journey to Panama.  By obscuring the role of her “colored maid” and highlighting her 

association with “three pretty blonde[s],” Nesbit could claim “respectable whiteness” 

amid a lifetime of constant public scrutiny. 

In defense of her own reputation, already tarnished due to her notorious past, 

Nesbit attempted to dispel widespread misconceptions of the cabaret scene in Panama 

regarding white women.  “The absurd, far-fetched tales told and written about Panama 

and its cabarets in magazines and newspapers always amuse,” Nesbit wrote, “and at the 

same time irritate anyone who has known the isthmus republic.”  She compared the 

“dives” in Panama to other low-end cabarets in New York and Paris “or anywhere else.”  

Further, Nesbit assured her U.S. readers that the high-class cabarets in Panama remained 

a safe place for white women’s sexuality: “The American girls working at Bilgray’s and 

the Kelley Ritz were protected from all danger; no man was ever permitted in or near 

their living quarters, and the girls were never compelled to sit and drink with any 

objectionable character.”84 
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The image of Evelyn Nesbit and her “colored maid” headed to Panama on a 

steamship suggests a shared, yet variegated history, amongst all cabaret workers on the 

isthmus.  The next section examines the development of black vaudeville performance 

culture in Panama within the context of formal and informal racial segregation on the 

isthmus.  In many ways, black performers shared a parallel history with their white 

counterparts: they both attempted to recreate and expand ideas of racial respectability at 

an important cultural crossroads in the Americas.  Moreover, the cabarets in Panama did 

not only function as sites of recreational consumption for U.S. servicemen and Canal 

Zone residents.  These black performances had political implications that expanded well 

beyond the isthmus.  Although Nesbit’s account suggest that white and black North 

American women travelled together to Panama as employer and employee, African 

American entertainers created their own performance circuit tightly linked to Afro-

Caribbean migration networks throughout the region. 

The Development of Black Entertainment Circuits in Panama 

Music and dance not only emerged as a central component of the white cabaret 

performers but it also became important for Afro-Caribbean culture in Panama and 

beyond.  A new generation of cosmopolitan-minded youth challenged but also built upon 

notions of cultural performance and racial advancement.  The ideology of racial uplift 

encouraged men and women to engage in dancing as a moral activity marked by elegance 

and sophistication.  For example, the “West Indian News Section” of the Panama 

Morning Journal newspaper encouraged its readers to attend “physical culture” classes to 

learn the cherished qualities of discipline and refinement.85  The newspaper encouraged 

its Afro-Caribbean readership to perform their skills in “physical culture” at social 
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functions:  “Dancing is a mark of training and refinement... So don’t be fooled or 

bamboozled by weak-kneed cranks and faddist when they tell you dancing does harm.”86   

The public performance of music also became an important political act as well as 

a cultural bridge that connected people of African descent together as part of a broader 

political movement.  For local Afro-Caribbean activists, such as Eduardo V. Morales, 

musicians who performed at the local cabarets and dancehalls in the Republic of Panama 

became an important demographic during efforts to build unity among Afro-descended 

peoples throughout the Americas.  As president of the musicians union in Colón, Morales 

announced his intention to recruit more Afro-Panamanians into the cause: “We want to 

inform the musicians of Colón that this not a concern for West Indians alone,” Morales 

emphasized, “we are not selfish with our movement, we want to impress on the 

Panamanian musicians especially, that they are a bit slack in their attendance.”  

According to Morales, Afro-Panamanians comprised nearly three-quarters of the 

musicians in the cabarets and dancehalls in Colón.  This fact appeared to represent a 

significant opportunity for cultural and political exchange: “It is right and only right, that 

[Panamanians] should attend these call meetings: it is not too late, so let us get together, 

stick together, and pull together.”87  Although the political success of Morales’ efforts in 

organizing Colón’s musicians remains difficult to gauge, the social interactions at the 

clubs and dancehalls by people of African descent of diverse backgrounds had a profound 

effect on cultural transformations over the next decades. 

By 1940, popular music in black nightclubs in Panama had become a diverse 

musical crossroads for various styles including “jazz,” “swing,” “cumbia,” and “rhumba.”  

The Cotton Club and George Kelly’s Club Ritz in Colón became fertile spaces for local 
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exchanges in dance culture.  One musical group, Eduardo and His Sultans, for instance, 

attracted large crowds to Kelly’s Club Ritz where the crowd of “dance lovers” and 

“pleasureseekers” enjoyed a “number of surprises.”88  The Cotton Club, named after the 

famous nightclub and music venue in New York, featured multiple local musical groups 

in friendly competition for an enthusiastic crowd of “dance hungry ‘jitterbugs’ and 

‘rhumberos.’”  The main attraction, Trym’s Hotcha Boys, entertained the “dance fans 

with both swing and Spanish music,” which also included “‘Cumbia’ rhumbas, and a 

little MENTO.”  These dynamic cultural exchanges in the 1940s, however, largely relied 

on the foundations laid during the late-1920s and early-1930s as ideas of racial equality 

travelled alongside musicians and performers who circulated throughout the U.S. and 

Caribbean basin.    

In the process, people of African descent also fashioned a unique set of diasporic 

linkages that centered on their labor and leisure yet within the context of racial 

discrimination.  Afro-Caribbean efforts to reframe respectable entertainment in the cities 

mirrored the attempts of white North American cabaret owners in Panama.  Faced with 

exclusion from the “high-class” cabarets and social clubs, Afro-Caribbean residents 

created their own recreational venues in Panama City and Colón along the most “moral 

streets.”  Granville Thompson, a “popular man about town, equally known on both sides 

of the isthmus,” for example, opened the Rising Sun Café, “an entertainment place de 

luxe [sic] on Central Avenue for West Indians who desire the best service.”89  The 

Variedades Theatre across from Santa Ana Park along Central Avenue in Panama City 
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regularly hosted travelling black vaudeville groups and musicians as well as other 

distinguished visitors including Marcus Garvey.90   

Despite the racial contours of leisure space in the cities, black performers of 

diverse backgrounds also created opportunities to perform for diverse audiences in 

Panama.  Such performances occurred in a vast array of venues even as they confronted 

racial discrimination both in the Canal Zone and the Republic.  The Isthmian 

Syncopators, an Afro-Caribbean musical group led by the 28 year-old Walter Woods, 

took pride in “being the only persons of color to enter the Shriner’s Mosque and several 

other such places,” according to the Panama Tribune.91  Yet, white privilege permeated 

social institutions throughout the isthmian borderlands.   These sites of segregation 

included Club Union in Panama City, an exclusive member-only social club for wealthy 

Panamanians and Canal Zone personnel as well as the formally segregated establishments 

in the Canal Zone.   

The Panama Tribune’s laudatory tone of the Isthmian Syncopators’ musical 

talents to break down racial boundaries in 1929 reflected how some members of the Afro-

Caribbean aspiring-class viewed these moments as important steps toward inclusion and 

respectability.  The performers took pride in playing at spaces of white privilege in both 

the Panamanian cities and the U.S. Canal Zone.  “The Syncopators have played for the 

most elaborate functions at the Union, Miramar, Yatch, and Century Clubs,” the Panama 

Tribune reported, as well as “the Tivoli Hotel…several Gold Clubhouses… [and] the 

most exclusive clubs and societies on the isthmus.”   
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The experience of the Syncopators in both Panama and the Canal Zone also 

informed their perception that they belong to a broader social struggle.  Their band’s 

name suggests that they were culturally in-tune they were with the latest black musical 

groups in the U.S., such as “Mamie Smith and the Jazz Hounds” and the “Savannah 

Syncopators.”  Formerly known as the Jazz Hounds, the Isthmian Syncopators, “aspired 

to rival the leading dance orchestras on the isthmus for honors in the jazz world,” 

especially in the face of “many adverse circumstances.”92 

The pages of the Panama Tribune during the late-1920s reveal that Afro-

Caribbean print culture in Panama linked local struggles for inclusion with diasporic 

performance culture beyond.  The newspaper’s “Illustrated Feature Section” displayed 

photographs of up-and-coming artistic, physical, and intellectual talent from the local 

Afro-Caribbean community alongside other diasporic celebrities in Harlem, Havana, and 

Paris during the black cultural “renaissance” of the 1920s and 1930s.  For example, the 

November 9, 1929 edition of the Panama Tribune, for instance, devoted an entire page to 

a photograph of Ethel Waters, a legendary “blues and jazz” performer and film actress 

who had travelled on the black vaudeville circuit during the early 1910-20s.  By 1929, 

she also succeeded as one of the first black women to perform on Broadway for white 

audiences in the States.93  The Afro-Caribbean community in Panama not only looked 

from afar to black performers in Harlem, but they also directly contributed to the Harlem 

scene.  Garfield Murray, for example, left Panama after signing a long-term contract to 

perform in a “popular orchestra… in the United States.”94  
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The Afro-Caribbean community also hosted famous diasporic entertainers in 

Panama at various venues in Panama City, Colón, and the Canal Zone.  One of the first 

black vaudeville performances from the U.S. arrived in Panama on May 27, 1929.  The 

troupe included Sam Manning from Trinidad, Amy Ashwood Garvey who was born in 

Jamaica but raised in Panama, and Syd Perrin, a native of New Orleans.  All three 

members, well-known Pan-African political activists, performed a musical comedy, 

“Brown Sugar,” in Panama City and Colón as part of a global tour, which included stops 

in Jamaica, Panama, Barbados, Trinidad, the U.S., and ultimately Britain.95   

Although Amy Ashwood Garvey, Marcus Garvey’s ex-wife, played a leading role 

in the artistic collaboration and had spent much of her childhood in Panama, The Panama 

Tribune focused on the masculine role that Sam Manning played in popularizing 

“Calypso” music for a broad audience beyond Trinidad.  New groups of people 

throughout the U.S. and Caribbean became exposed to the “haunting melodies of the 

Caribbean isles” after Manning signed a commercial contract with the Colombia 

Phonograph Company to record hit songs which included “Jamaica Blues” and  

“Barbados Blues.”  Manning’s presence, the newspaper noted, also afforded the West 

Indians in Panama “an opportunity of hearing and seeing one of the greatest West Indian 

comedians on the American stage.”   On a visit to The Panama Tribune’s office, 

Manning told a reporter: “I could not miss the opportunity to afford my countrymen in 

Panama the chance of seeing me in several of my favorite pieces.”96 
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The Manning-Ashwood Garvey-Perrin arrival to Panama, however, entailed more 

substance than frivolous songs and dances.  Their visit was inherently political.  After the 

group performed “Temple of Jazz” at a benefit show as a parting farewell, the group 

attended the local Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) meeting in order 

“to show their great desire to see our people advance in every way.”  At the meeting, 

Manning and Perrin also spoke about the “proposed movement for our unification.”97  

The coupling of musical performance and political activism added even greater 

significance when the Isthmian Syncopators joined forces with the Manning-Ashwood 

Garvey-Perrin troupe to perform at the upper-class enclave of the Club Union.  The 

Workman asserted that if their visit had not been cut prematurely short, Manning and 

Perrin would have played at the elite venue of the National Theatre in Panama City that 

only hosted the most elegant and refined art performances with “European” sensibilities, 

such as operas or classical piano recitals.98 

Many Afro-Caribbean performers in Panama also viewed themselves as actively 

engaged with a broad community of people of African-descent that stretched from 

Panama across the Caribbean basin to the U.S. east coast to Western Europe and Africa.  

On July 10, 1929, a local playwright, Milton Garvey, hoped to “dazzle” theatergoers in 

Panama with a “‘knock-out’ chorus troupe” of twelve West Indian women at the 

Variedades Theater.99  “Miss Edwards” performed the lead title role as “Neta, the Scarlet 

Woman,” which portrayed Parisian nightlife as a burgeoning locale for Afro-diasporic 

interaction.100  Months later, Garvey and the Isthmian Dramatic Company also produced 
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another musical comedy entitled “Lovely Ladies,” which featured “one laugh after the 

other” accompanied by “one sweet melody following” as well as “one beautiful girl 

dressed in a fig leaf and a smile…”101  

Global visions for racial equality informed the Afro-Caribbean community’s 

warm reception of William Benbow and the Miami Follies-Revue, a black vaudeville 

group from the United States.  The Panama Tribune enthusiastically welcomed their 

performance at the Variedades Theater with much fanfare as “the first company of 

colored artists to visit the Republic.”  The Miami Follies-Revue, according to the 

Panama Tribune, consisted of an “exceedingly capable group of performers whose 

specialty is singing and dancing,” and who also brought their “own complete jazz 

orchestra and is thus able to present a number of very clever combination numbers.”102  

Much of the reporting from the Panama Tribune focused around the Miami Follies’ 

manager, Benbow, who also acted and produced the staged shows.  

William Benbow and the Miami Follies’ Caribbean tour represented part of a 

growing cross-cultural interaction among various people of African descent throughout 

the Americas during the early twentieth-century in the wake of U.S. empire-building in 

the region.103  Born in Montgomery, Alabama, jazz historians credit Benbow for playing 

an influential role in the development of the black vaudeville circuit throughout various 

locales in the U.S. South as he managed groups and frequently performed alongside 

musical legends, such as Jelly Roll Morton during the early 1900s.104  By 1929, as the 
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manager of the Miami Follies based out of Pensacola, Florida, he looked to the Caribbean 

as a promising arena for black vaudeville performance.   

The Miami Follies’ touring circuit reflected well-worn paths forged by Afro-

Caribbean labor migration throughout the region. Originally based out of Florida, the 

Miami Follies soon established a semi-permanent presence in Panama by travelling along 

destinations in a circuit with large populations of people of African descent.  Months 

before arriving in Panama in 1929, the troupe performed at the “leading theatres” in 

Havana, Cuba for seven months and then travelled to Kingston, Jamaica.105  In 1932, the 

Miami Follies also travelled from Panama City to Bocas del Toro to perform several 

“successful” shows in 1932 for West Indian workers, who labored for the United Fruit 

Company harvesting bananas.106   

The Panama Tribune portrayed the Miami Follies’ Caribbean tour as an 

opportunity for people of African descent to participate in part of a creative cultural 

dialogue based simultaneously on sameness as well as difference.  The newspaper 

reported that their performance at the Ward Theatre in Kingston, Jamaica brought an 

“unfamiliar” but “stimulating form of entertainment to the Jamaican public.”  On July 29, 

1929, the Miami Follies performed in Colón and billed themselves in newspaper 

advertisements as “the great colored American company” consisting of “32 all colored 

artists” and “hot mamas” that would introduce audiences to the “Shimmy, Jazz, 

Charleston, [and] Black Bottom” dances.107  Benbow’s “sketches” also offered “realistic 

phases of American Negro life thinly disguised under comic situations.”  The Panama 

Tribune, however, described the group’s aesthetics as more transcultural than the 
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advertisement.  The newspaper article acknowledged the groups significance as “bringing 

Broadway, Harlem, and Havana all rolled into one…”108  

For some West Indian observers, the arrival of black travelling entertainers 

functioned as a powerful uniting force in their struggles for inclusion in leisure spaces on 

the isthmus.  The Panama Tribune, for example, reported that the Miami Follies’ opening 

debut attracted a “cosmopolitan crowd of Americans, Panamanians, and West Indians.”  

William Benbow attributed the troupe’s popularity in Havana and Panama as part of a 

larger global phenomenon.  “Colored artists,” he insisted, “are all the rage in theatre 

circles throughout the world.”109   

Despite the early success enjoyed by William Benbow and the Miami Follies, the 

theatrical group found themselves in difficult financial circumstances after nearly two 

years in Panama.  The group soon dissolved while in Panama City, according to the 

Panama Tribune, for “lack of support.”  The newspaper also attributed their troubles to 

the fact that “[Benbow’s] presentations became commonplace.”  Benbow, nevertheless, 

remained on the isthmus and began teaching dance classes and working at “short-order 

stands” in order to “eke out a living.”110  Despite the Panama Tribune’s assessment of 

Benbow and the Miami Follies fall from popularity, the group continued to perform 

throughout the isthmus in early 1932.  

The decline in of William Benbow and the Miami Follies also mirrored an 

increasing difficulty in travelling freely for people of African descent in the Caribbean.  

The troupe first began to experience challenges travelling within Panama during what 

turned out to be their farewell tour as they went back and forth between Bocas del Toro 
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and Colón.  On March 12 of 1932, when they arrived on the pier to enter Colón, the 

customs officer questioned their legality because they supposedly had overstayed the 

initial time allotment granted during their initial entry in 1929.  Benbow had arranged 

with the Panamanian Secretary of Foreign Relations by requesting that the Miami Follies 

be “rounded up” and sent back to the U.S., “their native land.”  He also utilized a 

Panamanian business connection, Enrique Pasqual, a “theatrical and circus impresario,” 

to help persuade Panamanian authorities of their “legal entry” into the Republic.111  

Negotiating the path back to the United States, however, did not impact the troupe’s 

members equally. 

The experience of Katie McLain revealed how African American women 

performers without “proper” documentation faced extraordinary troubles moving freely 

throughout the Caribbean basin.  McLain, born in Kentucky and an original member of 

the Miami Follies, for instance, wanted to return to the U.S., but lacked the money for a 

steamship ticket.  She therefore solicited the help of a prominent “negro” lawyer in 

Colón, W. C. Todd, a graduate of the University of Michigan.112  From his own financial 

resources and money from the local Red Cross, Todd had secured enough money for 

McLain to travel to Havana, Cuba and then onwards to Florida.113   

In Cuba, however, Katie McLain faced new dilemmas once she arrived in 

Havana.  Cuban immigration authorities detained her for ten days because she did not 

have a passport or papers to prove that she was a U.S. citizen.  Although McLain asserted 

that she was an “American Negro,” Cuban authorities refused to “believe her statements” 
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because they feared that McLain was simply another black “antillana” from the West 

Indies. 114  Although the Cuban authorities agreed she was indeed a “Negro,” without a 

passport they could not distinguish her nationality from the multitude of Afro-Caribbean 

migrant laborers working in the sugar fields.  Nevertheless, McLain managed to obtain a 

copy of her birth certificate to prove her citizenship while in detention for ten days, but 

even with this documentation the Cuban officials decided to deport her back to Colón, 

Panama because of “her lack of funds and the proper papers.”115  

Although the fate of Katie McLain remains unknown after Cuban authorities sent 

her back to Panama, before her departure to Cuba, McLain secured employment as a 

cabaret entertainer at several establishments in Colón.   In fact, in the wake of the 

troupe’s collapse, many of the women in the Miami Follies-Revue found work 

performing in local cabarets and dancehalls.116  Most of them, however, did not secure 

employment at Bilgray’s cabaret or the Kelley Ritz.  Rather they probably could only 

obtain work in “less reputable” establishments that hired women of African descent.   

The African American women of the Miami Follies Revue who obtained work on 

the cabaret scene in the cities indirectly challenged the racially-inflected categories of 

cabaret work established in Panamanian law.  U.S. and Panamanian authorities attempted 

to maintain racial and class divisions in the cabarets through the application of different 

grades of cabaret work that essentially divided women based on whether or not they were 

“Panamanian.”  During the 1920s, the distinction of “artist,” for instance, had become a 

category reserved for white women contracted abroad to perform theatrical, vaudeville, 
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or burlesque-type shows.  The function of the “artist” category aimed to separate “white 

foreign artists” from “colored local cabaretistas.”  The Miami Follies, however, occupied 

an in-between status as a black dance troupe from the United States.    

The racial barriers that initially intended to separate honorable white “artists” 

from suspect women of color working in “low-class” cabarets, however, began breaking 

down by early 1930s.  Legal documents from 1932 reveal that a wide variety of women 

working in cabarets began applying for the status of “artist.”  Mario José Mata, owner of 

the Nuevo Happyland cabaret, for instance submitted a list of fifteen North Americans, 

three Cubans, four Panamanians, two Colombians, two Romanians, one Spaniard, one 

Guatemalan, and one Nicaraguan to be considered by the alcalde of Panama City as 

“artists.”117 

In an investigation for the U.S. State Department in 1933, U.S. officials expressed 

racial concerns over the blurred distinctions of “appropriate” establishments for white 

women from the U.S. to work.  The report urged that “American girls” should not work 

at the Atlantic Night Club in Colón because of the mixed racial groups that attended the 

cabaret.  For U.S. investigators, the “riff raff of all colors and races” that frequented the 

Atlantic Night Club made it a “low cabaret” even though it was “frequented by enlisted 

men of the American armed forces.”118 

During this period, the overlapping struggles between nightclub owners and the 

performers facilitated an alliance as they both attempted to seek a greater degree of 

equality on the cabaret scene.  Although the racial divisions amongst women performers 

became discernable between “high-end” and “low-class” cabarets, the owners of “less-

reputable” establishments included a diverse demographic group who sought to capitalize 
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on the burgeoning cabaret boom in Panama.  These owners included people from the 

U.S., such as Andrew Bray, elite Panamanian men, such as Tomas Herrera, and 

Panamanian women, such as Felicidad Rivera and Eudomilia Durán de Rivera as well as 

a host of European migrants.  Vicente Scorza, Antonio Vigna, and Rocco Spino, for 

example, migrated from Italy to open a score of dancehalls and cabarets in Panama City 

while Joseph Schubaschitz migrated from Austria and opened the Moulin Rouge in 

Colón.  Regardless of the nationality or socio-economic class of the owner, Panamanian 

and U.S. authorities perceived these establishments as sites of social disorder. 

These “less-distinguished” cabarets, in comparison to the Kelley Ritz or 

Bilgray’s, hired women of African descent from abroad to work as “artists” to perform as 

the main attraction.  One of the most popular entertainers during the 1930s included an 

Afro-Cuban woman with the stage name “Josefina Baker” in honor of the world-famous 

African American performer, Josephine Baker, who dazzled multi-racial audiences in 

Paris.  On December 20, 1930, the California Cabaret advertised in El Panamá América 

the “Colossal Debut of Our Josefina Baker” in a presentation of a special show entitled 

“Bohemia,” which featured “all artists.”119  Two years later, Josefina Baker had signed a 

contract with Nuevo Happyland cabaret where she worked alongside fifteen “North 

American” women.  Although the documents do not list racial categories of the 

individual women, it is possible that many of these entertainers were ex-members of the 

Miami Follies.120  Regardless, by the 1930s, women of African descent as well as other 
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women from Latin American countries began working in Panama’s cabarets in increasing 

numbers as “artists.”   

For local Panamanian women, however, the badge of “artist” was nearly 

impossible to obtain in comparison to the more mobile women from abroad.  First, 

cabaret employers had little need to sign contracts with Panamanian women as “artists” 

because they tended to have less geographic mobility and therefore took their presence 

for granted.  The employers could simply hire local women for the less prestigious 

positions for the lowest wages possible.  Foreign workers in Panama’s cabarets, however, 

required contracts with better pay, not only to entice them to travel long distances to 

perform, but also to fulfill basic immigration requirements for a host of nation-states 

monitoring the increasing flows of people during the twentieth century.  

Conclusion 

Panama’s cosmopolitan entertainment industry during the interwar period 

emerged as a central arena for struggles over race, class, and sexuality.  The Panamanian 

cities remained at the heart of cultural and economic changes that swept the Americas.  

The militarized service economy created conditions beyond the control of U.S. or 

Panamanian authorities and the isthmus became a magnet for travelling performers.  The 

huge influxes of U.S. soldiers and sailors, however, allowed dance troupes from across 

the region to take part in the booming urban economy.  The increased demand for 

entertainment by the servicemen in the multi-racial cities ultimately undermined some of 

the racial barriers within the entertainment world.   

Local women in Panama, however, found more constrained opportunities as 

cabaret workers.  The structure of the cabaret business favored entertainers from abroad 

over local women.  The mobility of foreign performers as contract workers in the 
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cabarets allowed them to live by a different set of rules and earn more money than their 

local counterparts in Panama.  The next chapter examines how this dynamic generated 

discontent among local women in Panama.  Meanwhile, nationalist Panamanian officials 

ignored the plight of Panamanian women laboring in the dancehalls but embraced other 

Latin American dance troupes in their fight against U.S imperialism.  Working-class 

women, nonetheless, vocalized their dismay at the hypocrisy of men who waved the 

nationalist flag but failed to protect “their women” from injustices. 
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Chapter 5:  Panamanian Nationalism and the Criminalization of 
Venereal Disease on the Isthmus, 1925-1945 

At three o’clock in the morning on March 4, 1933, Ana Julia Tenorio had finished 

a long day of work as a hostess in one of Colón’s many cabarets.  On her solitary walk 

home, a municipal police officer arrested and charged her with illegally fleeing the red-

light district.  According to the police, a local resident, Reynaldo Fernández, denounced 

her as a clandestine prostitute.  Confronted with the accusation, Tenorio admitted that she 

had worked for several years as a registered prostitute in Panama City after moving from 

Capira, an impoverished town on the outskirts of the city.  She explained that she had 

legally retired almost a year earlier with the approval of Panama City’s alcalde, Héctor 

Valdés.  Tenorio claimed she found “honorable” work as a cabaret worker in Colón 

where she earned enough money to support herself.  Nevertheless, the Colón police sent 

her on the first train to Panama City despite Tenorio’s protest that she had been 

“arbitrarily detained and deprived of [her] liberty.”  After her arrival in Panama City, the 

municipal authorities did not charge her with a crime.  Rather, the police sent Tenorio to 

Santo Tomás Hospital on the assumption that she needed to be examined and cured of 

venereal disease.1 

The plight of Ana Julia Tenorio highlights several salient issues that many women 

faced as they labored in the cities during the interwar period in Panama’s cabaret scene.  

Despite having followed the legal requirements for retiring from legal sex work and 

obtaining an “honorable” wage-earning job, she continued to face public harassment and 

scorn for her past profession as a prostitute as well as official persecution.  Moreover, the 

desire to control venereal disease further legitimated the state’s denial of individual rights 

as authorities targeted working-class women in the name of public health.  Both U.S. and 
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Panamanian officials remained suspicious of all women who worked in dancehalls or 

cabarets.  Indeed, arrangements for illicit sex did occur at these sites on a regular basis.  

Authorities, therefore, frequently viewed these establishments as fronts for prostitutes to 

ply their trade as well as a prolific source of venereal transmission emanating from 

women. 

This chapter argues that U.S. and Panamanian authorities turned to the dancehalls 

as the critical battleground in their campaigns against clandestine prostitution and 

venereal disease during the interwar period.  It explores how ideas of race, class, gender 

and nationality created contradictory alliances and unexpected divisions among various 

groups of state actors and cabaret workers.  It begins with an examination of how 

Panamanian eugenicists crafted nationalist legislation in a global forum of fellow 

“scientific brothers.”  This new sense of international medical authority resulted in local 

divisions among the Panamanian governing elites.  Nevertheless, they all agreed to target 

cabaret women as potential clandestine prostitutes and criminalize venereal disease as a 

method to protect the nation from harmful disease.   

Recent scholarship has expanded our understanding of such relationships between 

gender, cultural performance, nationalism, and foreign relations.2  Carmen Miranda, 

known as the “Brazilian Bombshell,” for example, embodied U.S. stereotypes of Latin 

America during the Good Neighbor era.  She became a symbol in the U.S. of Latin 

America as a friendly and overtly sexualized commodity available for North American 

consumers.3  More recently studies have begun to examine how travelling entertainers 
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embodied various representations of the nation as they performed throughout Latin 

America as well as the United States.4  This research demonstrates how the development 

of public health legislation in Panama generated legal activism among local women 

working in the dancehalls and cabarets.  These women articulated their own demands and 

challenged Panamanian men who claimed to have the nation’s interest at heart.  They 

questioned why their masculine counterparts did not support working Panamanian 

women.   

Race, Nation, and the Transnational Dimensions of Eugenic Legislation in Panama 

During the interwar period, Panamanian legislators linked the state-building 

enterprise to an international dialogue on eugenics or the study of how to improve a 

national population through better breeding.5  They underscored the central role that they 

played on the world stage.  Panamanian legislators believed that they had developed an 

effective model for the control of venereal disease in a cosmopolitan port city.  During 

the mid-1920s, Panamanian public health officials embarked on a mission to vindicate 

the regulatory approach to prostitution.  Controlling sex and disease associated with 

cabarets, however, emerged as the most formidable challenge to demonstrate the 

feasibility of the approach.  In the process, these struggles over sex and disease exposed 

broader racial implications for the nation.   
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After World War I, nationalisms based on concepts of mestizaje –the ideology of 

racial and cultural mixing– emerged throughout Latin America as a counterweight to the 

scientific racism emanating from the U.S. and Europe.  Although mestizaje ideology 

challenged assertions that racial hybridity equaled racial degeneracy, it did not 

necessarily celebrate ethnic diversity.  Mexico’s Minister of Education (1921-1924), José 

Vasconcelos, famously advocated that a new superior mestizo race would dominate the 

globe with the 1925 publication of La raza cósmica: misión de la raza iberoamericana 

(The Cosmic Race: Mission of the Ibero-American Race).  Panamanian nationalists 

celebrated José Vasconcelos in local newspapers and circulated his ideas as a model for 

Panama.   

As various scholars have shown, the goal of mestizaje encouraged assimilation 

and the elimination of black and indigenous populations.6  The large presence of West 

Indians in the terminal cities formed the principal obstacle to this ideology in Panama 

because of supposed linguistic, religious, and other cultural differences in addition to 

their blackness.  Xenophobic nationalists in Panama, as well as throughout the region, 
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also portrayed Afro-Caribbean migrants and their descendants as pawns of U.S. 

imperialism and fundamentally anti-panameñidad.7   

Panamanian nationalists also linked the Afro-Caribbean presence in the port cities 

with disease, vice, corruption, and criminality.  Unemployed black workers from the U.S. 

Canal Zone flooded into the cities, they lamented, to become pimps, drug traffickers, and 

thieves since “idleness [was] the mother of all vices.”8  An editorial in Acción Comunal 

claimed that West Indians comprised eighty percent of the country’s social delinquents 

while filling the insane asylums, hospitals, and jail cells at the public’s expense.9  Afro-

Caribbean women, the newspaper decried, shamelessly prostituted themselves throughout 

the city and spread harmful disease beyond the confines of the regulatory system.10  

Acción Comunal concluded that “Jamaicans and antillanos [West Indians] of the negro 

race” presented a “formidable threat to the stability of our race.”11  These racist 

sentiments contributed to increasing calls for new state measures to solve the country’s 

social ills.   

As nativist legislation garnered support, Panamanian medical authorities also 

achieved political clout among nationalists to restore the health of the nation.  Armed 

with the science of eugenics, these nationalist medicos crafted legislation that aimed to 

produce a future population of healthy Panamanian citizens protected against the ravages 

of venereal disease.  Deputy of Panama’s National Assembly, Dr. Jose Guillermo Lewis, 

promoted legislation to fight against the “gruesome scourge” of venereal disease that 

                                                
7 For a classic text that articulated a xenophobic racism in Panama, see Olmedo Alfaro, El peligro antillano 
en la América Central: la defensa de la raza (Panamá: Imprenta Nacional, 1924). 
8 “El problema de los antillanos,” Acción Communal, 4 June 1931. 
9 “Un problema social,” Acción Communal, 6 May 1926. 
10 “Amargas reflexiones,” Acción Communal, 13 April 1933. 
11 “No mas antillanos,” Acción Communal, 16 July 1931; Julio C. Arosemena, “El problema de los 
antillanos,” Acción Communal, 4 June 1931. 
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threatened the “physical and moral strength of the nation.”  These measures included the 

required pre-nuptial exams as well as regular medical check-ups for local cabaret 

workers.12   

Panamanian health officials also envisaged this project of national renewal as part 

of a broader transnational eugenic movement.  Leading Panamanian eugenicists stood 

proudly in the neo-Lamarkian tradition of thought that contended that humans could alter 

environmental conditions in order to improve the population.   As Nancy Ley Stepan has 

demonstrated, this strand of thought contrasted with the Mendelian belief that claimed 

that specific racial traits passed down to the next generation unaltered, but the mixture of 

discrete races produced degenerate outcomes.13   

Although historians have shown that Latin American eugenicists drew from both 

camps, the neo-Lamarkian theory often appealed to a new generation of Latin American 

state-builders who increasingly embraced the ideology of mestizaje.14  Panamanian 

eugenicists viewed themselves as important members of a scientific community dedicated 

                                                
12 See José Guillermo Lewis, Por las generaciónes futuras (Panamá: Imprenta Nacional, 1929), 1.  Lewis 
graduated from Georgetown University in Washington D.C. with a medical degree in 1923 and returned to 
Panama where he became a pupil of Augusto Boyd.  He also presided as Deputy of Panama’s National 
Assembly from 1927 to 1931 and served as Vice President of the Pan-American Medical Association.  
From 1931 to 1937, he returned to the States and worked at the Mayo Clinic and held fellowships with the 
American College of Surgeons and the American Medical Association.  See, “Dr. Jose Lewis Dies in 
Panama; Hospital Chief” The Washington Post, 13 February 1939. 
13 Nancy Leys Stepan, ‘The Hour of Eugenics’: Race, Gender and Nation in Latin America (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1991); Alexandra Minna Stern, “From Mestizophilia to Biotypology: Racialization and 
Science in Mexico, 1920-1960,” in Race and Nation in Modern Latin America, 190-191; José Guillermo 
Lewis, Panamá y su legislación social (Madrid: Javier Morata, Editor, 1932), 221-222. 
14 Patience A. Schell, “Eugenics Policy and Practice in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Mexico” and Gilberto 
Hochman, Nísia Trindade Lima, and Marcos Chor Maio, “The Path of Eugenics in Brazil: Dilemmas of 
Miscegenation” in Alison Bashford and Philippa Levine, eds. The Oxford Handbook of the History of 
Eugenics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010); Andrés Reggiani, “Depopulation, Fascism, and 
Eugenics in 1930s Argentina,” Hispanic American Historical Review Vol. 90 No. 2 (May, 2010); Yolanda 
Eraso, “Biotypology, Endocrinology, and Sterilization: The Practice of Eugenics in the Treatment of 
Argentinian Women during the 1930s” The Bulletin of the History of Medicine Vol. 81 No. 4 (Winter, 
2004): 293-322; Julia Rodriguez, Civilizing Argentina: Science, Medicine, and the Modern State (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006). 
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to the betterment of the “Hispanic race” throughout the Americas but also guided by the 

politics of mestizaje.  As part of this vanguard, Panamanian health officials attended 

international Pan-American conferences and maintained a constant dialogue with other 

doctors and legislators throughout Latin America and Spain as well as other public health 

officials across the world.15  

Eugenics provided a common language to express a racialized political fraternity 

among medical men throughout Latin America.  The establishment of the National 

Department of Hygiene and Public Health in Panama, according to H. Toledo Trujillo, 

the Venezuelan Director of National Sanitation, fulfilled salubrious goals among “our 

Hispanic American nations.”16  Likewise, Uruguayan politician, Dr. Miguel Páez 

Formoso, praised Dr. Lewis’ “advanced legislation” as a “crusade in defense of the 

race.”17  Likewise, Lewis frequently exchanged ideas with his “scientific brothers” in 

Spain, Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Colombia, Venezuela, 

Peru, Chile, and Uruguay.  He viewed himself as part of a scientific community of health 

authorities that aimed to “improve the future generations” and “the soul of our great 

intercontinental race.”18  In homage to their hemispheric role to public health, he 

dedicated his second publication of social hygiene laws to his fellow “legislators of 

America.”     

                                                
15 Katherine Bliss also noted Mexican eugenicists integration into global health networks during the 1930s.  
Bliss, Compromised Positions: Prostitution, Public Health, and Gender Politics in Revolutionary Mexico 
City (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2001), 194; Lara Putnam, “Eventually Alien: 
The Multigenerational Saga of British West Indians in Central America, 1870-1940,” in Lowell 
Gudmundson and Justin Wolfe, eds.  Blacks and Blackness in Central America: Between Race and Place 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 291-296.  For a transnational approach to the eugenic movement 
worldwide see Bashford and Levine, The Oxford Handbook of the History of Eugenics. 
16 Lewis, Panamá y su legislación social, 126. 
17 Ibid, 237. 
18 Ibid, 10, 15. 
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The struggle of medico-legislators across the Americas to improve national 

populations also intersected with the politics of anti-U.S. imperialism.  Panamanian 

health officials often portrayed themselves at the forefront in combatting venereal disease 

despite opposition from the United States government.  He reaffirmed the Panamanian 

state’s commitment to regulating the sex trade explaining to potential skeptics why 

abolitionism was simply impractical.  Lewis underscored Panama’s relationship to the 

United States military and the emergence of tourist networks in the terminal cities, both 

of which promoted prostitution.  Without the red-light districts, he argued, the men from 

the U.S. naval fleets would “unleash sexual debauchery upon helpless women” in the 

city.19  Lewis believed this represented a fundamental difference of approach between 

“Anglo-Saxon” and “Latin” countries.  Abolitionism, he contended, did not eradicate 

prostitution but rather aggravated clandestine prostitution, which bred the primary 

sources of venereal disease.20  In order to vindicate the regulatory approach, Panamanian 

health authorities had to prove the viability of policing illicit sex and detecting venereal 

disease among suspect populations.   

Although Panamanian medico-legislators adapted eugenic laws from abroad for 

state-building, they also contributed to the global dialogue on how to control 

degenerative diseases.  Dr. Lewis highlighted the isthmian experience of managing 

venereal disease in a cosmopolitan setting.  In 1925, municipal legislators mandated that 

cabaret workers submit to venereal exams and began marking the presence of gonorrhea 

and syphilis as immediate proof that a woman practiced clandestine prostitution.  In 

theory, state regulation kept registered prostitutes disease free.  Panamanian officials, 

                                                
19 Ibid, 72. 
20 Lewis, Por las generaciónes futuras, 157. 
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such as Lewis, argued that such measures proved effective in governing over transient 

populations. 

Panamanian officials also turned to their Pan-American colleagues to develop 

eugenic legislation that would function as a mechanism to curb venereal disease.  In 

1930, the National Assembly passed a Venereal Contagion Law that criminalized the 

transmission of venereal disease.  Legislators fashioned their law on Mexico’s Penal 

Code but modified it in order to improve the model for authorities in other countries to 

draw from.21 

The fraternal connections cultivated in the international arena between 

Panamanian eugenicists and Latin American medico-legislators, however, engendered 

local divisions among the Panamanian governing elite.  As Panamanian public health 

officials attempt to implement their model legislation, they encountered the most 

resistance from fellow Panamanian state officials.  This resulted in rival departments with 

conflicting agendas over how to regulate sex, promote public morality, and enforce health 

measures.  As a new generation of nationalist public health officials attempted to exert 

their medical authority, significant conflicts emerged over the levers of state power.  Elite 

Panamanian men found themselves at odds over how best to fulfill their roles as hombres 

públicos (public men) and effective enforcers of moral hygiene.  

                                                
21 In addition to reducing the standard prison sentence from the Mexican Penal Code, Panamanian officials 
added a measure to punish false accusations.  Although the Mexican venereal contagion law represented 
the standard approach common throughout the hemisphere, Dr. José Guillermo Lewis borrowed from his 
Mexican colleagues because they viewed their struggles over disease as part of a broad Pan-Latin American 
process of state-building.  Prominent U.S. health officials also promoted these same measures at the state 
level.  See, Lewis, Panamá y su legislación social, 66-68; Claude C. Pierce and H.F. White, “Lessons 
Taught by Measures for Control of Venereal Disease: Suggestions for the Future,” Journal of American 
Medical Association Vol. 75 No. 17 (October 1920), 1135-1136.  For Claude Pierce’s career in Panama, 
see Alexandra Stern, Eugenic Nation, 42-48. 
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Divisions among State Officials over Venereal Disease 

The failure during World War I to control effectively illicit prostitution 

undermined the standing of municipal officials as they attempted to transform themselves 

into the moral vanguard of the nation during the 1920s and 1930s.  Their reputation as 

protectors of public morality and hygiene had eroded over the first three decades of the 

twentieth century and diluted the political authority of the liberal oligarchy that controlled 

the state.  Populist factions and liberal stalwarts alike criticized each other as ineffective 

regulators of sexual commerce.  In 1936, the new alcalde of Panama City, Carlos Manuel 

de la Ossa, revealed these tensions by announcing “a moral and administrative 

reconstruction” of the alcaldía by tackling anew the problem of clandestine prostitution, 

venereal prophylaxis, and pimping.22  

The struggle over regulatory authority derived from the ambiguity over who 

ultimately presided over the complicated and thorny issue of prostitution.  Tensions over 

the concept of “moral hygiene” manifested in an ongoing turf war between two 

governmental departments over the control of prostitution: the National Department of 

Hygiene and Public Health (DHPH) and the alcaldes’ office.  From the beginnings of the 

conflict in the late-1920s, officials of the DHPH presented themselves as rationale and 

scientific men on a quest to educate the nation on “principles of modern sanitation.”  

Initially the National Assembly had established the DHPH to work with 

transnational organizations, including the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Red Cross in 

1925.  This state-building effort focused on combating tuberculosis, malaria, hookworm, 

and yellow fever through centralized public health campaigns.23  It also aimed to 

incorporate formerly distant and relatively autonomous regions into a larger nation-state 

                                                
22 La Municipalidad de Panamá, (Panamá: Editorial Novel Limitada, 1936), 29. 
23 Lewis, Panama y su legislación social, 122-198. 
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apparatus.  Previous health campaigns on the isthmus, under the direction of U.S. 

interests, had focused on the transit region surrounding the canal and railroad.  These 

efforts primarily concentrated on diseases that hindered the construction projects’ labor 

force.  By the 1930s, the DHPH re-examined its role in protecting public health in the 

cities as they devoted greater concern to the problem of sexually transmitted diseases. 

The roots of departmental infighting over public health measures that addressed 

prostitution stemmed from the creation of the DHPH by the National Assembly, which 

placed the department in charge of the “study of prophylaxis of venereal diseases.”24  

This structural reorganization essentially revoked Law 25 of 1915, which allowed the 

governor of the provinces to grant authority to the alcaldes to administer venereal 

prophylaxis in the cities.  Officials were to appoint Panamanian doctors to direct the 

prophylaxis with approval by the National Board of Hygiene.25  With the formation of the 

new department, the ministry recognized the importance of receiving cooperation from 

municipal authorities for their various health crusades.  “Without the unanimous and 

determined cooperation of the alcaldes, all measures… are ineffective,” warned the 

Secretary of Public Works in his biannual report to the National Assembly in 1928.    

In the battle to win support from the alcaldes, Panamanian health officials 

wielded the language of modern sanitation in the hopes of energizing lethargic 

bureaucrats.  “It is embarrassing to state that the authorities in charge of enforcing 

executive orders regarding hygiene and sanitation,” the Secretary of Health complained, 

“do not comply with their duties and express carelessness and even stubbornness to obey 

                                                
24 Memorias de la Secretaría de Agricultura y Obras Públicas, 1926, 30; Memorias de la Secretaría de  
Agricultura y Obras Públicas, 1928, 15-16. 
25 Memorias de la Secretaría de Gobierno y Justicia, 1916, 20; Gaceta Oficial, 24 February 1915.  The 
National Board of Hygiene was a precursor to Department of Hygiene and Public Health, but also existed 
after 1925. 
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the instructions that are made to them in this respect.”  Although the secretary’s remarks 

pertained to all public health campaigns, his language positioned the initial struggles 

between the DHPH and the alcaldes in a language of scientific progress versus outdated, 

backward practices:   

It is necessary then that the [alcaldes], supported and encouraged by 
their administrative authorities, adopt a tone in the spirit of the 
provisions of modern sanitary orders by the [DHPH] if we do not 
want to remain stagnant in our archaic customs and completely 
remote from the vigorous social meaning that prevails today… in 
the most advanced countries on earth.26 

Despite health officials’ exclusive claim to a new scientific knowledge of modern 

sanitary measures to combat venereal disease, many DHPH measures also continued to 

promote traditional ideas of the need for female moral regeneration as a prerequisite for 

national progress.  In 1926, Panamanian public health officials lauded the venereal 

treatment of women as both the “moral and physical advancement of the country.”27   The 

department also reported that the Correctional Institution for Women, constructed in 

1933, served as a vital institution of moral reform that could house 120 women and 

featured a chapel where they tried to “elevate moral feelings of the corrected women with 

the teaching of Christian doctrine.”28  By 1940, the health officials oversaw the teaching 

of “sexual ethics” in the schools, prisons, factories, and correctional facilities throughout 

Panama.29 

Nevertheless, during the 1930s, the DHPH increasingly employed a scientific 

language of modern public health and hygiene measures as a means of wrestling control 

over prostitution from the alcalde.  Within the governmental structure, the DHPH 

                                                
26 Ibid, 22. 
27 Memorias de la Secretaría de Agricultura y Obras Públicas, 1924, 14. 
28 Ibid, 12. 
29 Memorias de la Secretaría de Agricultura y Obras Públicas, 1940-1942, tomo 2, 5. 
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reported to the Secretary of Agriculture and Public Works (SAPW).  The SAPW, in turn, 

reported to the President of the Republic as part of his executive cabinet.  The ascendancy 

of Ricardo J. Alfaro to the presidency in 1931 after a successful coup led by the highly 

nationalistic movement Acciόn Comunal also represented a watershed for an internal 

struggle over levers of power in relation to public health, venereal disease, and 

prostitution.  The DHPH had a potentially powerful new ally in the presidency.  

In a memorandum to President Ricardo J. Alfaro, Dr. Sergio González, the 

National Director of the DHPH, emphasized the detrimental impact that official 

reluctance to enforce legal decrees related to prostitution had on the campaign against 

sexually transmitted disease.  “The control of venereal disease,” González emphasized, 

had grown into “the most important and most difficult problems that confronts this 

Department.”  In May of 1931, the department had re-opened public venereal 

prophylactic clinics in each city to treat men entering the red-light districts.  In 

conjunction with these clinics, the examination and treatment of prostitutes produced 

“encouraging results” for the department.  Further, the wide-ranging decrees gave 

authorities enough legal provisions to control the problem successfully.  The largest 

obstacle to achieving desired results, according to González, remained the unwillingness 

of the cities’ alcaldes.  González complained that Héctor Valdés, the alcalde of Panama 

City, and in charge of “putting the rigorous measures into practice… had demonstrated 

on various occasions very little interest in attending to these affairs.”  As a result of the 

“alcalde’s inertia,” González claimed that registered prostitutes went to their exams 

whenever the women felt that it was necessary.  Even more problematic, he reported, 

clandestine prostitution “[grew] more each day in the city.”30   

                                                
30 Sergio González to Ricardo J. Alfaro, 5 September 1931, serie 3, caja 74, tomo 2, documento 1 
(3.74.2.1), Archivo Ricardo J. Alfaro (ARJA). 
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For González, alcalde Valdés, charged with protecting the moral sanitation of the 

city, ironically became the largest impediment to “combat the evil” of venereal disease.  

His uncooperative attitude had hampered other public officials from performing their 

functions, according to González, which created a growing threat to the public health of 

the city.  The doctor in charge of the prophylactic clinic complained to González that the 

prostitute inspector told the doctor that “his work is pointless.”  When the inspector 

brought women who he caught exercising clandestine prostitution or registered 

prostitutes who did not go their exam in front of the alcalde “he answered that he 

[Valdés] ‘did not have knowledge of that’ or that he ‘did not want to know about those 

things.’”31   

As National Director, Sergio González attempted to utilize the structural 

organization of the DHPH within the government to muscle legal reforms in spite of the 

alcaldes via the presidency.  Soon after González’s memorandum, President Alfaro held 

a conference with Héctor Valdés, the alcalde of Panama City, the Superintendant of 

Santo Tomás Hospital, Dámaso Cervera, the Secretary of Agriculture and Public Works, 

and the doctor of the prophylaxis clinic regarding González’s concerns.  President Alfaro 

wrote González the results of the meeting: “we later agreed with you… [over] the 

measures that we should take to prevent the propagation of the venereal.”32   

Although President Alfaro downplayed the controversy between the DHPH and 

the alcalde, the power struggle between the two offices continued over the installation of 

running water and genital soap in the rooms of prostitutes.  According to Panamanian 

health officials and the general medical knowledge of the day, running water and soap 

allowed prostitutes and clients to reduce the transmission of venereal diseases by washing 

                                                
31 Ibid. 
32 Ricardo Alfaro to Sergio González, 17 September 1931, 3.74.2.1, ARJA. 
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their genitals after intercourse.  Dámaso Cervera, the Secretary of Agriculture and Public 

Works, sent President Alfaro a draft of a decree that required property owners within 

three months to install a special sink with running water in rooms occupied by prostitutes 

in the cities’ red-light districts.  After three months, a person designated by the DHPH 

would then give the alcalde a list of property owners who had not complied.  The decree 

would have required the alcalde to fine violators fifteen to twenty-five balboas or 

sentence them to 15 days in jail.  The draft also made a special provision that explicitly 

required officials and police officers to cooperate and comply exactly with the decree in 

order to “sufficiently support the Department of Hygiene and Public Health to achieve, 

with timely success, the control of venereal disease in Panama City and Colon.”33   

Secretary Cervera hoped that the president would issue the decree by “executive 

power,” thus overriding any objections by the alcaldes.  Alfaro, however, cautiously 

refrained from becoming dragged into the rival departments’ squabble and rejected the 

notion of issuing a heavy-handed decree.  “I think that the Chief Executive,” President 

Alfaro wrote, “should not meddle in these affairs.”  Therefore, he refused “to dictate 

decrees of this nature.”  Instead, Alfaro instructed the department of hygiene and the 

municipal officials to resolve these conflicts without his interference.34 

Despite this temporary setback for the DHPH, Panamanian health officials 

continued to make inroads against the recalcitrance of the municipal offices by wrestling 

control over measures against sexually transmitted disease.  Although the alcaldes 

continued to initiate “morality campaigns” into the 1940s, the National Director of Public 

Health sentenced clandestine prostitutes to jail by 1950, a duty previously reserved for 

                                                
33 Ricardo Alfaro to Dámaso Cervera, 11 December 1931, 3.73.2.8, ARJA. 
34 Ibid. 
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the alcalde.35  On December 26, 1930 in Panama City, and in Colón on February 27, 

1931, the DHPH officially took charge of the oversight of prostitutes.  The National 

Assembly reorganized the position of the prostitute inspector, formerly a police 

subordinate of the alcalde, and placed it under the Department of Public Health.36  This 

represented a significant victory for the DHPH over the office of the alcalde.  Further, a 

presidential decree in 1941 required the SAWP to create a special division for the control 

of venereal diseases.37  

Although the Panamanian health officials had gained considerable control from 

the alcaldes over the regulation of prostitution by 1934, the DHPH began to acknowledge 

the complexity of controlling sexually transmitted diseases.  In addition to blaming the 

alcaldes for lack of support, the department also acknowledged the inadequacies of 

“modern hygiene” to combat venereal disease.  “Prostitution is such a calamity from a 

public health viewpoint, as it is from a general social point of view,” Sergio González 

reported in 1930, “even though prostitutes are forced to undergo exams… these women 

are always a threat… because many of them are eternal carriers of gonorrhea and 

syphilis, because nobody is in charge of inspecting the men before, who could well be 

sick.”38  Thus, the hygiene department promoted the idea that prostitutes continued to be 

the main source of venereal disease even under supervised medical regulation, even while 

acknowledging that men could also spread sexually transmitted infections. 

Panamanian health officials occasionally exhibited an acute awareness of the 

limitations of the medical practices of the day.  Many doctors in Panama trained and 

                                                
35 1950-1952, notas y resoluciones de Panamá, Salud Publica, Secreteria de Higiene Beneficencia y 
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Ministerio de Salud, SAE, ANP. 
36 Memorias de la Secretaría de Agricultura y Obras Públicas, 1934, 115. 
37 Memorias de la Secretaría de Agricultura y Obras Públicas, tomo 2, 1940-1942, 4. 
38 Memorias de la Secretaría de Agricultura y Obras Públicas, 1934, 116. 
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earned degrees at U.S. medical schools and largely followed the standard methods of 

testing for venereal disease.  Physicians at Santo Tomás Hospital used Wasserman tests, a 

serological blood exam, to detect syphilis.  Although the most effective method at the 

time, medical authorities knew that the Wasserman exam could produce false positives.  

In laboratories at Santo Tomás Hospital, personnel also used microscopic smears to 

identify gonorrhea but the test results were not always accurate.39   

Although both U.S. and Panamanian health officials supposedly employed the 

best-practice methods available at the time, medical treatment for sexually transmissible 

infections only produced minimally effective results before the advent of penicillin in 

1943.  After 1915, physicians treated syphilis either through intravenous injections of 

neosalvarsan, a chemotherapeutic compound, or the application of antiseptic mercurial 

ointments.  Both methods had negative toxic side effects.  The phasic nature of the 

syphilis also complicated these procedures.  The most effective use of salvarsan required 

lengthy periods of patient isolation during treatment.  For the most prevalent STI, 

gonorrhea, doctors typically used potassium permanganate, an anti-septic silver 

compound, but its effectiveness, if any, depended on how quickly the patient received 

treatment after transmission.40  Although health officials remained aware of the 

shortcomings of medical practices, they typically blamed the ineffectiveness of treatment 

on non-compliant patients. 

With this understanding, the DHPH challenged a long-held view by many 

Panamanian officials that argued medical exams and forced hospitalization kept 

                                                
39 Allan M. Brandt, No Magic Bullet: a Social History of Venereal Disease in the United States since 1880 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), 152. 
40 Despite the prevalence of gonorrhea, as Brandt highlights, syphilis received the majority of research 
attention from the medical community because it was viewed as the most damaging and lethal venereal 
disease.  Ibid, 154. 
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registered prostitutes disease-free.  Nevertheless, from the perspective of municipal 

authorities, the source of venereal infection largely originated outside the confines of the 

red-light district by women who practiced prostitution illicitly beyond the supervision of 

the state.  The crude words of a Panamanian lawyer in 1939 reflected the persistent 

attitude toward those who spread the disease: “The only difference between a slut and a 

woman from the restricted zone is sexual hygiene.  A slut is not overseen by prophylactic 

care.”41  Regardless, state health authorities recognized that the official rationale for 

regulation did little to end venereal disease in either women or men.   

The schisms among state authorities underscored the vast gulf between official 

policy and what authorities acknowledged as reality.  Despite these divisions and 

contradictions, state officials agreed on a new method to tackle the venereal disease 

epidemic during the 1920s and 1930s.   They chose to target women laboring in 

dancehalls and criminalize venereal disease.  Notwithstanding the frustrations among 

state health officials, Panamanian men by and large escaped the purview of the state in its 

battle with STIs.  Instead, state officials implemented measures against women associated 

with promiscuous sex.  

Cabaret Workers and the Origins of Criminalizing Venereal Disease 

Both Panamanian and Canal Zone authorities grew suspicious of the growth of 

cabarets, which flourished during the 1920s.  They frequently viewed these 

establishments as safe havens for unregulated sexual promiscuity.  Likewise, both U.S. 

and Panamanian officials frequently considered women working in cabarets as 

prostitutes.  According to a 1929 Panamanian law, the classification of a “cabaret” 

consisted of any dancehall that served alcohol and employed women to dance with the 
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patrons or hosted theatrical shows.  The law, however, recognized different categories of 

women who worked in cabarets.  A “cabaret girl” encompassed a woman hired by the 

owner to dance with customers, but who was not recognized as an “experienced artist.”  

The proprietor of the cabaret could also hire “artists” or women who were contracted for 

theatrical or burlesque shows with the approval of three members of the Censor Board of 

Public Shows appointed by the city’s alcalde.42  Despite attempts to distinguish 

“honorable women” working in cabarets from devious prostitutes operating beyond the 

state’s purview, municipal authorities frequently conflated cabaret dancers with 

clandestine prostitutes.  

A 1947 U.S. Army report on the “Control of Venereal Disease and Prostitution” 

noted how women employees served as a crucial source of revenue for cabaret owners.  

According to the report, cabaret employers hired women both “to entertain male clients” 

and “to persuade [them] to spend their money.”  The women typically sat at the table 

with the male patron, while he bought her drinks in return for her company and perhaps a 

dance or two.  The owners, however, prevented their female workers from consuming 

alcohol out of fear they “would soon be drunk and useless.”  Instead they served the 

women “Blue Moons” or “the equivalent of ginger ale at the price of a more potent 

drink.”  The prevalence of this practiced soon earned cabaret workers the nickname 

among U.S. officials as “Blue Moon Girls.”43 

Canal Zone health authorities viewed “Blue Moon Girls” as “promiscuous” and a 

“definite source of venereal disease.”  Although the cabaret hostess acted as a “menace” 

to U.S. soldiers, according to the Army report, they were less dangerous than prostitutes 

                                                
42 A copy of Decree 49 of 1929 is located in expediente 20, caja 1, 1930, AP, SAE, ANP and in file 64-Y-4 
Part II, RG 185, NARA. 
43 United States Army, Caribbean Command, Historical Section, Control of Venereal Disease and 
Prostitution, (Quarry Heights CZ, 1947), 15. 
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because their number of contacts remained more limited than “a streetwalker who can 

dispose of one client and return in a matter of minutes to continue her solicitations.”   

Moreover, the report noted, given that a cabaret worker had a job and a steady income, 

she was not “under pressure” to solicit clientele.  The cabaret owners also required the 

women “to maintain an appearance requisite for the type of place where she is 

employed.”44 

Despite their legitimate income, U.S. authorities viewed most cabaret hostesses as 

a class of prostitute who would eventually exchange sex for cash.  Most often, the Army 

study contended, a hostess would date one of her “drinking companions” and spend the 

rest of the night with him after her shift at the cabaret ended, but always for a price.  “The 

fee is believed to be based on the persuasiveness of the girl,” the report speculated, “and 

is much higher than the fee extracted from those who visit houses of prostitution or 

consort with streetwalkers.”  It also noted how the price scale lacked standardization.  

“There are no official reports on the initial cash cost of acquiring venereal infection,” the 

study reported, “but military personnel questioned after becoming infected indicate that 

the usual charge is around three dollars.”  Military officials added that some soldiers had 

spent anywhere between five to ten dollars with a few individuals who paid a “Blue 

Moon Girl” more than ten dollars for sexual intercourse.45  

The year 1925 witnessed an unprecedented attempt by the Panama City 

authorities to categorize cabaret dancers as underground sex workers and pernicious 

transmitters of venereal disease.  In the midst of a “pro-morality campaign” during 

August 1925, the newspaper, El Diario de Panamá, reported that the alcalde of Panama 

City, General Luis García Fábrega, considered cabaret dancers to be “mujeres públicas.”  

                                                
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
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Fábrega argued that the “majority of syphilitic infections” among men in the city had 

come from cabaret dancers who he considered prostitutes.  He claimed that formerly 

registered prostitutes had begun working in the cabarets where they continued to sell sex.  

Moreover, as a “prophylactic measure,” García Fábrega announced, all cabaretistas 

would be required to live in the red-light district of Cocoa Grove.46   

The alcalde’s interview placed the entire legal status of dancehalls and their 

employees into question.  His statement implied that cabaret owners essentially operated 

clandestine brothels.  Two days after the publication of the article, David Rodríguez and 

Andrew Bray, owners of the Imperial, California, and the Half-way House cabarets, 

complained to the authorities and claimed to represent the “thirty-two women who work 

as cabaretistas” in their establishments.  Their petition immediately clarified the 

difference between their employees and prostitutes:  “Women who work at our 

establishments receive a salary to serve the public… while a prostitute is a woman that 

makes free commerce with her body taking money as the only consideration.”47 

For the cabaret owners, “honor” and “decency” surfaced as the defining 

characteristics that distinguished a cabaret worker from a prostitute.  Rodríguez and Bray 

argued that their employees could not be considered “meretrices… since the universal 

principle of the law is that a person is honorable while not proven otherwise.”  

Furthermore, if the alcalde required them to register as prostitutes and move into the red-

light district, the authorities would effectively remove the women from a “decent home” 
                                                
46 “Las cabaretistas también se hallaran dentro del Dec. 36,” El Diario de Panamá, 5 August 1925.  See 
also “Sobre la campaña pro-moralidad pública,” El Diario de Panamá, 15 September 1925.  
47 Expediente 65, caja 2, 1925, AP, SAE, ANP.  Only Rodríguez and Bray signed the petition.  They also 
hired Dr. Francisco Moreira as their lawyer.  The typed petition in the alcalde records originally had six 
cabarets with 56 employees listed, including “Angelo’s Place,” “Ryan’s,” and “Alamo,” but apparently 
Moreira edited these out of the official petition and no other owners signed the petition.  El Diario de 
Panamá also published the three cabaret owners’ petition, although not verbatim as written in the alcalde 
records.  See “La alcaldia mantiene en todas sus partes el decreto 36 de 1925,” El Diario de Panamá, 12 
August 1925. 
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and “honorable” work.  “This is far from being the mission of the State,” they 

concluded.48  

Ironically, Rodríguez and Bray’s petition only further encouraged Panamanian 

authorities to link the transmission of venereal disease to the clandestine prostitution that 

supposedly occurred in the cabarets.  “Perhaps it would be necessary to submit these 

women to special regulations… but that would be different than declaring them 

meretrices ipso facto.”  Although they disagreed with the alcalde that their employees 

were truly sex workers, they suggested an alternative measure that propagated the 

stereotype.  The alcalde’s task, the cabaret owners urged García Fábrega, “is not to 

declare that the cabaretistas are prostitutes, but to oversee that there shall not be 

prostitution in the cabarets.”49  

The fact that some Panamanian officials considered only some cabaret workers as 

prostitutes also elicited cries of inequality from the cabaret owners.  The Rodríguez and 

Bray petition complained that different establishments would be treated unequally based 

the overall reputation of the cabaret, the clientele, and the employees.  Located along the 

border of the red-light district of Cocoa Grove, the Imperial, California, the Half-Way 

House, Happyland, Angelo’s Place, Ryan’s, and the Alamo cabarets had reputations as 

rowdy, rough, and lower-class joints populated by non-white women.  Their customers 

included U.S. soldiers, sailors, and tourists as well as other residents in the city.  The 

employers also tended to hire “local” women as hostesses.  The moral character of these 

women, usually racialized as “morenas” or women with a “brownish” skin color, tended 

to be called into question more frequently than “white” women working in “higher class” 

cabarets.  

                                                
48 Expediente 65, caja 2, 1925, AP, SAE, ANP. 
49 Ibid. 
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In comparison to the “low-class” cabarets that lined Cocoa Grove, North 

American-owned venues such as the Kelley Ritz and the Metropole enjoyed upstanding 

reputations.  The women working on the theatrical circuit experienced relatively short 

stints in Panama and they frequently changed every couple of months as the employers 

constantly sought “new talent.”  These Panama City cabarets also enjoyed a privileged 

location in the “respectable” areas of the city along Central Avenue.  Their target 

customer-base consisted of U.S. administrative officials, gold-roll employees, and high-

ranking U.S. military personnel from the Canal Zone as well as “respected” white 

businessmen residing in the city and affluent North American tourists on brief visits to 

the Isthmus.  Rodríguez and Bray highlighted this distinction and complained that it was 

unjust.  If their female employees were considered prostitutes, they asked, “what about 

the foreign cabaret dancers who work at the Kelley Ritz?”50 

Although alcalde García Fábrega did not issue a decision, President Rodolfo 

Chiari ultimately resolved the question of the cabaret workers’ “honorable” status in 

August 1925.  First, he clarified that cabarets were not considered brothels or “meeting 

places where debauchery or licentiousness was practiced.”  Rather, he considered them 

“establishments that are created for entertainment that are not immoral in civilized 

nations,” and “any person could leave or enter [a cabaret] without losing their 

honorability.”  Second, he ruled that a woman could not be considered a ‘mujer pública’ 

for the simple fact of being a cabaret girl…dedicated principally to dancing and 

singing…” despite their supposed “doubtful morality.”51 

President Chiari’s defense of the cabaret workers marked a turning point in the 

relationship between state officials and women laboring in cabarets.  Although his ruling 

                                                
50 Ibid. 
51 “No son casas de libertinaje los cabarets,” El Diario de Panamá, 26 August 1925.   
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clarified the women’s legal status as “honorable” workers, Chiari also provided a greater 

role for police authorities to regulate the cabaret scene in order to ensure “morality and 

honorability.”  Although the presidential decree did not explicitly state that the police 

should test cabaret workers for venereal disease, Chiari’s call for greater police vigilance 

would then open the door for Panamanian officials to link sexually transmitted infections 

and clandestine prostitution. 

Such presidential interventions provided the impetus for municipal officials to 

formulate two new more strict laws.  In September of 1926, a new alcalde, Juan Pastor 

Paredes, issued Decree 19 that required women to submit a medical certificate to indicate 

that they were free of venereal disease before they began working as a cabaret host.52  

Next, the decree stipulated that they must also attend monthly medical exams for venereal 

disease.  The sequential logic behind these measures revealed how authorities attempted 

to create a mechanism to detect clandestine prostitution occurring in the cabarets. 

By June of 1926, documents from the alcalde office of Panama City reveal that 

municipal officials had already begun to cite venereal infection as evidence to convict 

cabaret workers as clandestine prostitutes.  This typically occurred with very little 

semblance of due process.  On June 16, the corregidor of Santa Ana sentenced six 

“cabaretistas” to pay a 15 balboa fine each for having “a contagious venereal disease 

acquired in the practice of clandestine prostitution.”  The alcalde, Mario Galindo, 

however, modified the corregidor’s sentence.  He gave the women an ultimatum: within 

twenty four hours they could choose to either pay a fine of twenty balboas or register as 

prostitutes and enter the red-light district.  All of the accused paid the fine.53 

                                                
52 Issue #4702 of Gaceta Oficial. 
53 Expediente 28, caja 1, 1926, AP, SAE, ANP.   For a similar case in August 1926, see expediente 57, caja 
2, 1926, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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The case of Ana María Jiménez, one of the cabaret workers sentenced above, 

suggests that many cabaret workers charged with the crime of clandestine prostitution 

were not necessarily exchanging sex for money.  On a July 29, 1926, Jiménez became the 

center of a jealous fight between two of her co-workers at the Alamo Cabaret.  After 

closing down the establishment, Felix Molina, the bartender, went to Jiménez’s room in 

order “to sleep with his woman as usual.”  When he opened the door, however, Molina 

encountered Jiménez in bed with Nemesio Antonio Arias, a musician also working at the 

Alamo.  After a few heated words, Molina and Arias began fighting over “their woman” 

and Jiménez stood aside and watched until the police arrived.  Although Molina and 

Arias received jail sentences for the scandal, the alcalde cited Jiménez for practicing 

clandestine prostitution without bothering to investigate whether or not she received any 

monetary compensation from either Arias or Molina for sex.  The alcalde also omitted 

the usual practice of testing Jiménez for venereal disease.  Rather, the appearance that she 

had multiple sex partners provided the alcalde with sufficient evidence of Jiménez’s 

guilt.54 

By 1926, municipal decrees legally codified the use of venereal disease exams as 

a tool to discern between cabaret dancers and clandestine prostitutes.  Municipal decrees 

required “cabaretistas” to attend a monthly exam for STIs as opposed to registered sex 

workers, who had to submit to weekly check-ups and live in the district.  In 1929, the 

alcalde of Panama City made the law even more restrictive by requiring the testing of 

cabaret dancers once a week.  Every Monday from 1 to 3 pm, municipal authorities 

required them to attend an exam at the annex clinic of the police jail.  On February 18, 

1929, several co-workers at both the Alamo and Happyland cabarets mobilized to protest 

                                                
54 Expediente 26, caja 1, 1926, AP, SAE, ANP.  Mario Galindo presided as alcalde during this case. 
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the revision as illegal and unjust.  They formulated a two-pronged argument that the law 

offended their honor and that it was beyond the alcalde’s jurisdiction to dictate such 

extreme public health measures. 

The cabaret dancers vehemently protested the revised law because they perceived 

it as a challenge to their status as honorable workingwomen.  Although the lawyers for 

the cabaret workers attempted to persuade the alcalde to revoke the most recent decree on 

technical grounds, the women considered any measures unjust that forced them to submit 

to venereal exam as a mechanism to distinguish morality.  Rather, they charged that the 

alcalde failed to uphold their honor as women, particularly as “Panamanian” women.  

“Far from protecting the women that live in Panama,” they charged, “the authorities are 

denigrating the daughters of the country by diminishing their honor and accusing them of 

shameful deeds,” because they believed that the authorities simply “lack[ed] evidence.”55 

The cabaret workers at Happyland considered the most recent mandatory weekly 

exams as an insult that reduced them to the same status as registered prostitutes.  “The 

measure that you have taken against us Panamanian women,” the petitioners informed 

alcalde Julio Arosemena, “places us on the same level as women who publically live by 

trafficking their bodies.”   Although the authorities viewed the profession with suspicion, 

the cabaret workers emphasized that their occupation had clear moral boundaries.  “We 

are not prostitutes.  We are only artists and dancers, and our profession is limited… to 

entertaining the clients that come for one reason or another to the dancehall where we 

lend our services.”  They clarified that the “services” provided at the cabarets, however, 

                                                
55 18 February 1929, tomo 1, caja 81, 1929, correspondencia de Secretaria de Agricultura y Obras Pública, 
SAE, ANP.  I thank Marixa Lasso for sharing these documents. 
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did not include sex.  “The man that goes to the cabaret does not go to obtain material 

pleasure that would allow him to use the body of one of us.”56 

The Happyland workers also expressed regret for their initial compliance with the 

original measures that subjected them to monthly exams.  “We recognize that the silence 

that we kept that time has been detrimental,” they confessed, “because if we had 

protested against the provisions then they would not have imposed on us today new 

restrictions to earn our livelihood.  Today we break that silence to request that you return 

to codes of fairness.”  In the petition they argued that this concession had placed them in 

a “straightjacket."  The fact that they “had tolerated the abuse committed by your 

predecessor [Juan Pastor Paredes], who forced us by means of Decree 19 of 1926 to 

submit to the alcaldía a health certificate to be able to enter a cabaret does not mean that 

we consider ourselves as women of licentious living or prostitutes [rameras] subject to 

prophylactic exams.” 57   

The Alamo cabaret workers meanwhile attempted to exploit ongoing tensions 

between Panamanian officials at the Department of Hygiene and Public Health (DHPH) 

and municipal authorities over control of venereal disease.  They argued that the alcalde 

had overstepped his legal jurisdiction.  They argued that both the 1926 and 1929 decrees 

lacked “legal basis” and remained “unconstitutional” since the laws were founded on 

Law 124 of 1928 approved by the National Assembly but subsequently vetoed by 

President Florencio Arosemena.  He opposed it because he believed that the wording of 

the bill was problematic and confusing since “venereal prophylaxis” should be regulated 

by the DHPH.  The alcalde believed that the president’s veto, however, did not question 
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the “principle” of the decree.  Rather, he argued, it was “simply a question of 

formality."58  

Alcalde Julio Arosemena responded to the Alamo and Happyland workers by 

clarifying the logic of the decree.  He stated that cabaret dancers were not considered 

prostitutes unless they tested positive for venereal disease.  The decree, he explained, 

served as a “preventative measure” for the dubious “moral situation” that occurred inside 

the cabarets.  He reminded the petitioners that the original reasons behind the decrees 

were “reports by innocent victims” who contracted venereal disease, “by attending these 

public dances and through their relations with so-called cabaretistas.”  Clearly, the 

authorities considered cabaret workers as potential clandestine prostitutes who functioned 

as duplicitous sources of venereal disease.  Officials continued to blame women for the 

public health problem while ignoring the role men played in actually spreading disease. 

Alcalde Arosemena concluded that the organizational structure of cabarets that 

incorporated women, alcohol, and money necessarily contributed to the precarious 

morality of dancehalls.  Although he considered dancing an “honorable” activity, he felt 

that cabarets were suspect because these establishments used women to sell alcohol.  

Cabarets, he argued, relied on “paid women” to serve alcohol as a means of persuading 

the customer to spend more money.  “Can you can continue to argue,” he asked 

rhetorically, “that this is an innocent act?”59 

Although Panamanian authorities did not consider venereal legislation as an 

offense to the “honor” of cabaret workers, women continued to challenge decrees on the 

                                                
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid.  The cabaret workers appealed the alcalde’s decision and Governor Archibald Boyd confirmed the 
alcalde’s decision.  On March 4, 1929, the chief of Panama City’s venereal clinic reported that the 
“cabaretistas” did not show up for their scheduled exam.  Their lawyers continued the appeal process until 
the president sent it to the Secretary of Government and Justice and the Secretary of Agriculture and Public 
Works who also confirmed the alcalde’s ruling. 
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basis that it damaged reputations.  In May 1930, Ignacia Atencio, a Panamanian woman 

who had recently began work as a cabaret hostess, requested the alcalde for a special 

exemption from attending her venereal exam at the police station.  Rather, she wanted to 

have “private exams” that were not conducted in “public” or “at least go directly to Santo 

Tomás Hospital where the laboratory was.”  For Atencio, the fact that she had to go to the 

same clinic as prostitutes threatened to gravely undo her social standing.  “My conduct is 

irreproachable,” she emphasized, “and as an honorable woman I cannot be subject to 

doubts.”  The alcalde denied her request.60   

The criminalization of venereal disease for cabaret workers also expanded to 

other women on the streets suspected of sexual promiscuity.  By December 1926, state 

officials routinely convicted women of African descent for practicing illegal prostitution 

without any semblance of due process.  Convictions for clandestine prostitution rested 

solely on the confirmation of venereal infection.  Alfonso Preciado, the superintendent of 

Santo Tomás Hospital, for example, informed the corregidor of San Felipe and Chorrillo 

that Louisa Johnson and Rita Calender suffered from venereal disease.  The alcalde of 

Panama City then determined that this information sufficiently demonstrated that they 

had both practiced clandestine prostitution.  He ordered them either to enter the red-light 

district within three days or pay a bond of twenty-five balboas in order to guarantee that 

they would observe “good conduct” in the future.61 

Panamanian police officers on the streets also arrested women that they suspected 

of sexual deviancy.  In the courtroom, positive results for venereal disease again 

determined the verdict.  In 1928, for example, an undercover police officer, Leonardo 

                                                
60 Expediente 104, caja 3, 1930, AP, SAE, ANP. 
61 Expediente 23, caja 1, 1926, AP, SAE, ANP.  See also: Expediente 19, 24, 25, 26, caja 1, 1926, AP, 
SAE, ANP.  
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Villalobos, arrested two Panamanian women, Ema Chacón and Estefanía Acevedo, for 

practicing clandestine prostitution.  Villalobos charged that the two women not only had 

sexual intercourse with a minor, but that they also regularly brought U.S. sailors to their 

room in order to exchange sex for money.  The police night judge, Ernesto de la Ossa, 

subsequently fined Chacón and Acevedo fifty balboas each after the police medical 

doctor tested them both positive for gonorrhea, which “demonstrated their 

responsibility.”  Acevedo and Chacón appealed de la Ossa’s ruling to the alcalde of 

Panama City and hired a lawyer, Felipe Solano, to protest Ossa’s ruling.62   

Chacón and Acevedo’s appeal disputed the logic that a venereal infection was 

sufficient evidence of practicing prostitution illegally.  Felipe Solano argued that 

although his clients suffered from gonorrhea, it did not constitute irrefutable proof that 

they were prostitutes.  He contended that medical law protected against this fallacy 

because gonorrhea was considered a “contagious disease” and this could be spread in 

several different ways.  “It is known,” he illustrated, “that these [diseases] are even 

acquired through clothes that are given to launder.”  Solano concluded that the defendants 

“had been condemned by a simple assumption,” and the night judge violated their civic 

rights.63 

Solano also linked Chacón and Acevedo’s struggle for equality before the law 

with the struggle of cabaret workers.  He argued that municipal authorities had routinely, 

but unjustly, convicted honorable cabaret workers and reduced them to a dishonorable 

status as prostitutes.  On several occasions, Solano charged, the corregidores and police 

judges throughout the city had “punished many cabaretistas” by sending them to the red-

                                                
62 Expediente 14, caja 1, 1925, AP, SAE, ANP.  Although the expediente is located in caja 1 for the year 
1925, the documents are clearly dated from 1928. 
63 Ibid. 
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light district on the same flawed logic of linking venereal disease to the practice of 

clandestine prostitution.64   

Regardless, Estefanía Acevedo had a long experience with the Panamanian 

criminal justice system and her struggle with gonorrhea.  In 1926, authorities had arrested 

her on multiple occasions for vagrancy, clandestine prostitution, disobedience, and 

corrupting minors, although Acevedo herself was only 14 years old.65  The police labeled 

her as “morena” and declared her a “meretriz” by occupation despite the fact that her age 

barred her from legally registering as a prostitute.  The assistant prostitute inspector 

accused her of visiting the fire station with the intention of “seducing men to make carnal 

commerce.”  After Dr. Alfonso Preciado submitted a note declaring her infected with 

gonorrhea, the alcalde sentenced her to six months in prison because her lengthy history 

of “immoral acts” and that she was “suffering from gonorrhea.”66   

In Acevedo’s appeal to Governor Archibald Boyd, her lawyer, Alejandro Cajar, 

underscored her legal status as minor.  In addition to Acevedo’s complaint that there was 

insufficient evidence for her conviction, Cajar argued not to put her in jail “with women 

who are already perverted.”  As an alternative, he suggested that the authorities place her 

under the care of her parents or legal guardians for “moral regeneration.”  Boyd ignored 

the lawyer’s suggestion and confirmed Acevedo’s prison sentence.  For the governor, 

Acevedo’s criminal record and the fact that she had venereal disease overrode Cajar’s 

concern for her legal age.67 

In 1932, the authorities once again arrested Estefanía Acevedo on the charges of 

clandestine prostitution and based her sixty-day arrest on the fact that tested positive for 
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gonorrhea.  The prostitute inspector also arrested a companion of Acevedo, Marcelina 

Jiménez but after her venereal test results came back as negative, the authorities deemed 

that the accusations against Jiménez “did not have merit” and ordered her immediate 

release.  Acevedo, on the other hand, admitted that she had legally retired from the city’s 

prostitute registry.  The venereal test for gonorrhea proved to Panamanian authorities that 

she had continued illicit sex work after her retirement rather than the likely possibility of 

ineffective treatment for an ongoing infection.68   

Although a venereal exam could determine a woman’s fate in the courtroom, the 

consistency of test results could vary from day to day.  An array of treatments available 

from local physicians and products sold by neighborhood pharmacies could also 

complicate the accuracy of the exams.  The venereal exams for Rosa Guevara, for 

example, a 19 year-old Colombian migrant suspected of practicing clandestine 

prostitution near the Trigémino dancehall, varied greatly after multiple tests over the 

course of sixteen days.  The superintendant of Santo Tomás Hospital sent a memo to the 

Panama City alcalde, Héctor Valdés, which reported the results of Guevara’s venereal 

results.  After her arrest, the police held her in the station for four days until they moved 

her to the hospital where she remained forcibly detained in the hospital’s venereal disease 

clinic.  Although her first exam tested negative for gonorrhea, the next day’s test result 

came back as positive as did the third exam.  A week later, another exam showed 

negative results for gonorrhea, but two days later she tested positive once again.  Finally, 

after three consecutive days of negative test results, hospital officials released her after 

they deemed her not a “danger” for infecting others.  Nevertheless, the alcalde sentenced 

her to sixty days in prison as punishment for illicit prostitution.69 
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The structural inequalities that emerged in the cabaret industry in Panama that 

resulted in the criminalization of venereal disease generated significant resentment 

among local cabaret workers against foreign “artists.”  Oftentimes this division on the 

surface appeared to reinforce ideas of race, gender, and nationalism, but it also created 

tensions for laboring women on the cabaret scene to denounce the hypocrisies embedded 

within nationalist discourses promoted by Panamanian men.  The next section explores 

the how the public discussion of mandating venereal exams for all cabaret performers 

exposed these contradictions as Panamanian men and women confronted a rapidly 

changing society at onset of the 1940s. 

The Politics of Mandating Venereal Exams for Foreign Cabaret Performers 

By the Second World War, the Panama City and Colón had urbanized during the 

previous decade at an unprecedented velocity.  Panama City’s population between 1930 

and 1940 had at least doubled to over 133,0000 people with one-quarter of the Republic’s 

inhabitants resided in the Pacific port.70  The Panamanian cities also belonged to a 

broader Caribbean world that shared a history of entertaining North American tourists 

and U.S. military personnel.  Panama City, Colón (Panama), Havana, Guantanamo 

(Cuba), Port of Spain (Trinidad), and San Juan (Puerto Rico) all hosted service 

economies that catered to a renewed influx of U.S. soldier in the region.  

In the midst of World War II, complaints from Panamanian cabaret workers 

encouraged Panamanian authorities to reconsider the long-standing policy of exempting 

foreign cabaret “artists” from venereal exams.  Although these policies generally favored 

foreigners, many nationalist Panamanian men still protested against the idea of testing 

these women.  On June 6, 1943, El Flas-Lay, a weekly humor and opinion newspaper 
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edited by Panamanian nationalist poet Demetrio Korsi, called a proposal to require all 

cabaret artists to submit to weekly venereal exams an absurdity.  The newspaper 

considered these women honorable “ladies” and “married women.”   

From the perspective of El Flas-Lay, such testing would reduce the greatest Latin 

American women entertainers to the same level as prostitutes.  “Soon the great Brazilian 

star Carmen Miranda will come to Panama.  Should this marvelous woman be submitted 

to a prophylactic exam?  Isn’t this excessive fervor?”71  These outcries revealed how 

Panamanian nationalists frequently viewed other women from Latin America, such as 

Carmen Miranda, as part of their global vision of a Hispanic mestizo race that stood in 

contrast to U.S. imperialism.  Although they embraced the arrival of Latin American 

dancers as respectable symbols of hispanidad, they ignored Panamanian cabaretistas 

demand that foreigners and nationals receive equal treatment.  

From the perspective of Panamanian nationalists, a growing presence of Latin 

American troupes had earned a place as respectable entertainers.  They also recognized 

the financial impact that legislation mandating venereal exams would have on an 

economy that thrived entertaining U.S. troops.  If the authorities required cabaret 

entertainers to fulfill these prophylactic requirements, the newspaper argued, then many 

of the women would simply leave Panama.  This action would damage the city’s 

reputation as a first-class entertainment center in the world.  “The legion of cabaret 

women, almost all foreigners,” the newspaper warned, “will prefer to return to their 

countries before exposing themselves to this humiliating sexual examination.”  The result 

of this “foolish” policy would deprive the country of “entertainment for native residents 
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and members of the American military… and we will earn nothing.”72  Indeed, the 

dancehalls and cabarets had become valuable cash cows in the new regional economy. 

El Flas-Lay agreed that illicit sex and disease were a major problem in the cities, 

but argued that foreign cabaret performers had become an unfair target.  Rather than 

“confusing ‘Juana with Chana,’” the newspaper proposed tackling the true source of 

venereal disease: streetwalkers or “the dirty women from the side-streets, from the patios, 

from the little hotels, from the corners, and the clandestine brothels.”73  The newspaper 

contended that any woman in the company of U.S. soldiers on the public streets should 

be considered suspect.  The editor asked: “Are the cabaret women the only ones prone to 

infecting the soldiers and marines?”74 

The call by El Flas-Lay for Panamanian authorities to redouble its efforts by 

combating streetwalkers had clear racial connotations.  The “dirty women” from the 

“side-streets” evoked working-class women of African descent who earned money by 

selling fruit at the markets.  Cabaret “artists,” on the other hand, implied white “Latina” 

women.  Carmen Miranda, for example, represented a new idealized and respectable 

form of sexuality for Panamanian nationalists because they identified her as a symbol of 

Hispanic Latin American.   

The high-end cabaret scene in Panama had become a new space to construct ideas 

of sexuality and race for a growing nationalistic hispanidad movement in Panama during 

the 1940s.  Nationalist men achieved this, in part, by employing a racialized sense of 

hemispheric unity to “Latin America.”  An advertisement in 1943 for the “Alamo 

Nightclub,” for example, proclaimed to have the “best Hispanic-American Artists” that 

                                                
72 El Flas-Lay, 6 June 1943. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid, 4 July 1943. 
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performed at each of night’s three different shows.75  Many Panamanian nationalists 

identified with what they perceived as “Hispanic” women from Mexico, Argentina, Cuba, 

Brazil, and other Latin American countries in stark contrasts with black and Afro-

Caribbean women as well as North American entertainers who they directly linked with 

the U.S. imperial presence. 

During World War II, U.S. military officials’ renewed concern for unencumbered 

“manpower” increased concerns that soldiers remained healthy.  After venereal disease 

rates skyrocketed among “white U.S. soldiers” between October 1945 and January 1946, 

U.S. military officials in the Canal Zone pressured Panama’s Ministry of Health to re-

examine the policy towards cabaret artists.  Military analysts suggested that the rise in 

infections had less to do with cabaret performances, but had more to do with a “change in 

psychology” after the U.S. declared victory over Japan and as military authorities relaxed 

previous wartime discipline in Panama.76  Nevertheless, Canal Zone health officials 

attempted to target cabaret workers by pressuring the Panamanian government to adopt 

new regulations toward “artists.” 

Observers for El Flas-Lay blamed Canal Zone Chief Health Officer, Major 

Forrest Brown, for infringing on Panamanian sovereignty by attempting to impose new 

venereal prophylactic ordinances on Panama’s Ministry of Health.77  Panamanian health 

officials apparently compromised with their Canal Zone counterparts.  Decree 142 of 

1945 exempted “artists” who arrived under contract exempt from the weekly exams.  

However, artists who decided to renew a contract in Panama had to present themselves 

                                                
75 Ibid, 27 November 1943.   
76 United States Army, Caribbean Command, Historical Section, Control of Venereal Disease and 
Prostitution, (Quarry Heights CZ, 1947), 71. 
77 “Nuevo Reglamento Sobre Exámenes de Artistas Expide el Ministerio de Salubridad,” El Flas-Lay, 13 
January 1946. 
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before the Censor Board of Public Shows to determine if they were deemed worthy of the 

“artist” status.  Moreover, the Censor Board reserved the right to require any artists at any 

time to submit proof of “good health” if it deemed necessary.78 

This new revision was no bluff to appease Canal Zone officials.  Rather, 

Panamanian officials periodically choose to examine a handful of “artists.”  In August 

1946, police arrested three North American women because their “microscopic exams” 

resulted in positive for gonorrhea.  Although El Flas-Lay initially scoffed at the thought 

of submitting cabaret “artists” to prophylactic exams, especially “Hispanic” women 

whom they considered “ladies,” the weekly relished in the news that North American 

artists suffered from venereal disease: “Who would have thought it so beautiful and so 

rotten!”  The newspaper rejoiced in publishing the news that “gringas were also sick” and 

that they were “not immune to gonorrhea.”79 

The fact that North American cabaret artists had remained exempt from 

mandatory venereal exams caused Panamanian nationalist men to highlight a glaring 

inconsistency in the testing of cabaret workers.  Diseased North American women 

furnished them indisputable evidence of U.S. hypocrisy.  According to El Flas-Lay, the 

news caused “a great commotion in the scientific world.”  At the heart of in this 

“commotion,” according to the article, remained the perceived presupposition of white 

North Americans on a fundamental racial difference between “Yankee” and “Latina” 

women.   The positive results of the venereal exams for North American entertainers 

proved that “women of the Yankee race are susceptible to harboring the dreadful 

gonococcus,” and that “not only Latinas suffered from the infection.”80 

                                                
78 “Se Expide Reglamento Aplicable a Antifrionas, Artistas y Alternadoras de los Clubs Nocturnos y 
Cabarets,” El Flas-Lay, 20 January 1946. 
79 “Las Gringas también se enferman,” El Flas-Lay, 12 August 1946. 
80 Ibid. 
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Although Panamanian men found the social disparities on the cabaret scene a 

fertile place to articulate nationalist thought, working-class Panamanian women also 

engaged nationalist discourses in creative ways.  Cabaret workers, in particular, became 

adept at expressing their own grievances and critiques of the dominant political order.  

Many Panamanian women, for instance, embraced aspects of nationalist rhetoric that 

emanated from Acciόn Comunal activists and populist politicians, such as President 

Arnulfo Arias.  Although xenophobia and racism directed at Chinese, Middle Eastern, 

and Afro-Caribbean migrants remained prevalent throughout Panamanian nationalist 

expression, Panamanian women working in the cabaret industry focused their criticism 

on the failed promises of Panamanian men to address economic injustices and societal 

inequalities.     

Despite the enormous growth in the entertainment sector during the World War II 

era, many women engaged in cabaret work did not equally benefit from the growing 

profits due to well-entrenched ideas of race, class, gender, and nationality.  In May of 

1941, an unemployed Panamanian cabaret worker, Carmen González, highlighted how 

the booming cabaret scene undermined national sovereignty while enriching foreign 

business owners at the expense of Panamanian women in particular.  Her litany of 

complaints provides insight into the perspective of local cabaret workers forced to 

undergo exams in order for gainful employment and the gendered dimensions embedded 

in Panamanian nationalism. 

In a letter to President Arnulfo Arias, González “and compañeras” complained 

that the cabarets in Colón and Panama City remained exempt from an important 

nationalist legal provision.  In 1932, after the populist movement Acción Comunal aided 

in a military coup, the National Assembly passed a law that required all businesses in 

Panama to employ Panamanians for at least seventy-five percent of their workforce.  
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González emphasized that all of the most important cabaret employers refused to hire 

Panamanians for any position.  She protested that all the bartenders, waiters, artists, and 

cabaret dancers were foreigners: “Not one Panamanian is found there.  Not even as a 

token.”  Foreign cabaret owners, she claimed, “come to get rich off our country,” but that 

they did not have to abide by Panamanian law.81 

Carmen González’s grievance singled out the Atlantic Night Club in Colón as a 

particularly heinous offender of the law because the owner, a fellow Panamanian 

ironically, refused to hire her.  Two months prior, González and a friend begged the 

cabaret owner, Ramón Patiño Lamos, to hire them as workers.  Patiño Lamos responded 

rudely that “not even the President of the Republic of Panama could force him to give 

work to Panamanian women,” since the cabaret did not serve Panamanians but American 

tourists.  According to González, Patiño Lamos then stated that the Atlantic Night Club 

was “too aristocratic to have Panamanian women.”  Instead, he awaited the coming 

arrival of at least twenty women from the United States.82 

From Carmen González’s perspective, whiteness became the overriding factor in 

the cabaret owner’s decision to hire women as “artists.”  Race, according to González, 

even trumped weight.  Although Torchy Lamar, a long-time North American singer for 

the Atlantic Cabaret with bright-red hair, weighed “around four-hundred pounds,” her 

employment was secure because she was white.83  González argued that cabaret 

employers preferred to hire foreign cabaret dancers who had “light skin-color” versus 

“darker” Panamanian women.  “The cabaret owners do not want to give us Panamanian 

                                                
81 Asunto: Ministerio de Agricultura Comercio e Industria.  Comercio – Turismo- General I, Procedencia: 
Presidencia de Arnulfo A. Madrid, caja 6, 1940-41, primero periodo, Arnulfo Arias, SAE, ANP. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Ibid.  For another account of Torchy Lamar as a “three-hundred pound, red-head singer” at the Atlantic 
Cabaret, see Stanley Hale’s recollection, which is located on-line at 
http://www.oldmonovians.com/text2/stanleyhale.htm. 
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women work,” she charged, “because they prefer those who are whiter.”  The owner of 

the Atlantic Night Club told González that white women from abroad knew “how to 

better exploit the men.”84   

As a consequence of the discriminatory practices in employment of cabaret 

workers, many Panamanian women felt particularly threatened at what they perceived as 

rapidly deteriorating conditions during the early 1940s.  The gains that “non-white” 

women gained on the cabaret scene during the 1930s appeared in danger.  “Nowadays,” 

González informed President Arias, “things have changed so greatly because they no 

longer want us in the cabarets because they prefer to bring twenty or thirty American 

women and displace us.”  Although González’s letter reserved particular bitterness 

toward North American women, she clarified that women from Mexico, Chile, Brazil, 

Cuba, and Peru also threatened to displace honorable Panamanian working-class 

women.85  But not all the blame rested on other “Latinas.”   

Rather Carmen González redirected her criticism toward the Panamanian 

government for failing to develop a cultural export out of Panamanian womanhood in the 

form of travelling performance troupes.  “Why are cabaret owners not required to form 

their own musical revues,” she asked, “with Panamanian women or Latina girls who live 

here and have resided in the country for a long time?”  Her incorporation of resident 

“Latinas” in Panama as possible dance partners highlights a key aspect of her critique.  

González’s ire did not simply derive from xenophobic nationalism, but rather she 

directed her indignation at the racialized structural inequalities embedded in the cabaret 

scene.  “Why can it not be done in Panama like they do in the rest of the countries that 

                                                
84 Asunto: Ministerio de Agricultura Comercio e Industria.  Comercio – Turismo- General I, Procedencia: 
Presidencia de Arnulfo A. Madrid, caja 6, 1940-41, primero periodo, Arnulfo Arias, SAE, ANP. 
85 Ibid. 
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have their own artists such as Cuba, Chile, Brazil, Peru, the United States, and other 

countries?” she asked President Arias: “If other countries send artists to Panama, why can 

Panama not send artists to other countries?”86 

González also condemned the Panamanian authorities in charge of the oversight 

of the cabaret scene for their utter failure to prevent clandestine prostitution among 

foreign “artists.”  “If there would be a well-managed Board of Censors,” she charged, 

“they would see that the majority of these women, American women, are not artists… 

they are nothing more than clandestine women in the United States.”  According to 

González, these foreign women deceived immigration officers under the “pretext that 

they are ‘artists.’”  In reality, she charged, the cabaret entertainers “sit with a client and 

say to him “spend ten dollars in the cabaret on house drinks and give me ten dollars to go 

with you to your hotel.”  Further, she challenged that if the Colón’s prostitute inspector 

was stationed “in front of Hotel Astor and Hotel Royal… he would be convinced that 

these Mexican, American, and Cuban artists are practicing prostitution without any 

restrictions.”87   

At the heart of González’s complaint remained the discrepancy between “foreign 

artists” and “Panamanian cabaretistas” when it came to Panamanian authorities policy 

toward venereal exams and cabaret dancers.  “They require us Panamanian women to 

attend a monthly prophylactic exam,” she illustrated, where officials took “Wasserman 

tests and vaginal exams as if we were prostitutes [mujeres de la vida.]”  González 

underscored how Panamanian authorities unjustly subjected them to the humiliating 

procedure and argued that if they were subject to the exams then all cabaret dancers 

should be tested.  “We gladly comply with the law,” she wrote, “but why we ask are 

                                                
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
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foreign women that are not artists and even those that are artists…not required to do 

so?”88   

For many women cabaret workers in Panama, the disparities in venereal exam 

policy represented larger societal inequalities that Panamanian politicians had failed to 

address.  For Ignacia Atencio, the woman who complained of disgraceful “public” 

venereal examinations at the police station also connected the offensive policy to larger 

social injustices in 1930.  The beginnings of the global economic depression, according 

to Atencio, had a detrimental impact on workingwomen in Panama.  Although she 

clarified that her work in the cabaret was not equivalent to prostitution, she did admit that 

the “profession that I adopted is not for me.”  Rather Atencio claimed to work in the 

cabaret business out of economic necessity in order to “provide for my multiple 

necessities and not to fall into the clutches of misery, which is a factor that leads women 

to evil.”  She explained that she choose the profession because there were few other 

economic alternatives available for women.  “There is no place today,” she complained, 

“where a woman can earn a salary to confront sharp increase in the costs of living.”  

Moreover, Atencio emphasized the fact that a woman could earn “sixty, seventy, or even 

ninety balboas per month” by working in a cabaret.89   

Atencio also connected the lack of economic opportunities with the absence of 

educational opportunities for women in Panamanian society, which also contributed to 

“all of the difficulties of life.”  She complained to the alcalde that “Panamanian women 

lack adequate education” and pointed out how many politicians in the National Assembly 

associated with the political movement of Acción Comunal failed to address a host of 

                                                
88 Ibid. 
89 Expediente 104, caja 3, 1930, AP, SAE, ANP. 
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popular concerns by women.90  “Despite the fact that our legislature is composed of the 

youth element,” Atencio stated in reference to Acción Comunal, Panamanian politicians 

“had better consult these urgent needs of work and protection for women in order to 

overcome all these problems.”91     

Over a decade later, Carmen González echoed similar concerns regarding the 

dearth of educational opportunities for women in her letter to President Arias.   “Señor 

Presidente, things are getting very serious for us Panamanian women,” she warned, “we 

have not had schooling.”  This fact severely limited women’s ability to obtain more 

“honorable” skilled jobs in the city.  “We cannot get a decent position in an office,” 

González highlighted, “nor can we get a position as a nurse since we do not have 

sufficient training.”92  She also underscored how many cabaret women also labored as 

single mothers.  This fact posed an additional challenge to obtaining skills that would 

allow them to obtain a more “respectable” job. 

González revealed that she struggled as a mother to pay for her children’s 

education because of the deficient public school system.  Moreover, she claimed that 

mothers could work honorably as ficheras or paid dance partners and still provide for 

their children without resorting to selling sex.  “We earn our living in the cabaret by only 

drinking and dancing with men in order to pay for our children’s education and we have 

no need to sell ourselves,” González maintained.93  The salary as cabaret entertainers, 

moreover, also played a crucial role for another vulnerable segment of the population. 

                                                
90 Ibid.  For the increase in schools during Arosemena’s government, see Patricia Pizzurno Gelόs and 
Celestino Andrés Araúz, Estudios sobre el Panamá republican, 1903-1989 (Manfer, S.A., 1996), 177. 
91 Expediente 104, caja 3, 1930, AP, SAE, ANP. 
92 Asunto: Ministerio de Agricultura Comercio e Industria.  Comercio – Turismo- General I, Procedencia: 
Presidencia de Arnulfo A. Madrid, caja 6, 1940-41, primero periodo, Arnulfo Arias, SAE, ANP. 
93 Ibid. 
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The wages earned by many cabaret workers also went to supporting elderly 

relatives, which became particularly important during a period when the government did 

not provide social security for retired or disabled citizens.  “If we work as waitresses,” 

González claimed, “we cannot earn enough to support our mothers and our children.”  

Furthermore, she portended that if foreign entertainers continued to displace Panamanian 

women then they would indeed be forced into prostitution in order to support their 

family.  “We will have to walk the streets in search of a person to give us a dollar to eat,” 

González pleaded for the president’s empathy, “and possibly even sell our body in order 

to get something to eat for an elderly mother and two or three children without a father.”94 

Conclusion 

The demands of working-class women in Panama highlighted contradictions 

embedded in nationalist ideology.  Petitions from women laboring in the dancehalls 

exposed a major disconnect between nationalist Panamanian men and working-class 

women.  Although women co-opted the language of nationalism for their own purposes, 

their complaints revealed how Panamanian nationalism remained an inherently masculine 

project.  For working-class women, nationalist politics did not address employment, 

education for women, child-care for single working mothers, or fair wages.  Nationalist 

leaders prided themselves on passing laws such as requiring businesses to hire more 

Panamanians, but when it came to enforcing laws that might impact women’s labor they 

fell incredibly short.  Moreover, the most fervent nationalist men seemed most concerned 

with protecting foreign Latin American performers or even North American entertainers 

at the expense of Panamanian women. 

                                                
94 Ibid. 
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Both working-class women in Panama and elite property-owning men had a stake 

in the service economy kept afloat by soldiers sojourning to the cities for entertainment.  

Although Panamanian men chastised “loose Panamanian women” for succumbing to the 

almighty U.S. dollar in the pockets of U.S. soldiers.  Nationalist Panamanian men, 

however, ignored their financial interests in the U.S. presence as well.  As property 

owners, they too profited from the very dancehalls that they were suspicious of.  Both 

Panamanian men and women remained ambivalent to the U.S. militarization of the local 

economy structured around ideas of manly privilege.  The final chapter examines how 

soldiers emerged as a key component to solving the crisis of venereal disease at the 

center of the U.S. empire in the Americas.  Although authorities frequently blamed 

women, U.S. public health and military officials understood the central role soldiers 

played.  Contradictory ideas of what it meant to be a young white single man, however, 

foiled attempts to reshape manhood or address the broader structural hierarchies that 

engendered inequality on the isthmus.
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Chapter 6:  Contesting Military Manhood at a Tropical Crossroads, 
1918-1945 

As the First World War raged in July 1918, a pragmatic Lieutenant Arthur T. 

McCormack, the Chief Health Officer of the Canal Zone, pondered schemes to tackle the 

high rates of venereal disease among U.S. soldiers in Panama.1  U.S. authorities feared 

that the growing number of venereal cases would undermine military efficiency.  On the 

isthmus, however, McCormack faced a frustrating situation.  His superiors in Washington 

D.C. demanded that he reverse a longstanding custom among Canal Zone officials.  

Instead of embracing the Panamanian state’s regulation of prostitution, the Woodrow 

Wilson administration now insisted on complete abolitionism.  Ironically, McCormack 

had received these strict orders from William Gorgas, a former Chief Health Officer in 

Panama.2  McCormack had a much different plan in mind.  He wanted Canal Zone 

authorities to regulate the sex trade in the Republic as an urgent wartime measure. 

Meanwhile, Panamanian authorities steadfastly refused U.S. demands as an 

imposition on their national sovereignty.  They argued that moneyed North American 

men remained the fundamental root of the problem.  Interestingly, McCormack came to 

the defense of his Panamanian colleagues in defiance of his superiors.  “These people 

know that 90% of the patrons of prostitutes have been American soldiers, sailors, and 

civilians,” he warned Gorgas.  The most practical solution to tackle the rise in venereal 

infections, McCormack argued, rested in the transformation of men’s sexual behavior.  

“Without American male prostitutes,” he exclaimed, “there is no paying demand for 

Panamanian female ones!”3 
                                                
1 I use the historically specific terms “venereal disease” and “venereal infections” interchangeably with 
more contemporary terms “sexually transmitted disease (STDs),” and “sexually transmissible infections 
(STIs)” for the reasons of variation and repetition.  
2 William Gorgas served as U.S. Surgeon General of the Army from 1914 to 1918. 
3 Arthur T. McCormack to Chester Harding, 22 July 1918, File 37-H-10, Part 2, RG 185, NARA. 
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The most striking aspect of McCormack’s rare denunciation of North American 

men’s complicity in the spread of disease remains the fact that he labeled men involved 

in commercial sex as “prostitutes.”  Indeed, most U.S. Army doctors in Panama 

consistently blamed women for the transmission of venereal disease, but not U.S. 

servicemen.  Nevertheless, McCormack’s explicit acknowledgement of men’s role 

highlights a major theme of this chapter: how U.S. military personnel stationed in 

Panama became a central stumbling block to imperial order and colonial control from 

World War I to World War II.  U.S. authorities understood that the management of 

soldiers’ sexual activities remained a central component to the maintenance of social 

boundaries on the isthmus.  This project required clearly demarcated racial divisions.  

The U.S. military presence, however, generated a host of intimate ties between the 

Republic and the Canal Zone that threatened to undermine the stability of colonial 

categories that implicitly attempted to distinguish white North Americans from the 

cosmopolitan population.   

Women in the Republic forged a wide array of relationships with U.S. soldiers in 

the streets of the Panama.  Undoubtedly, numerous men routinely paid cash for 

anonymous sex, but many soldiers and local women developed ambivalent relationships 

fraught with affection, conflict, and distrust.  Moreover, the cosmopolitan setting of 

Panamanian cities serves as a reminder of how the U.S. military presence fueled 

economic booms when soldiers flooded the cities with extra income.  This influx of U.S. 

dollars attracted migrants to work in Panama’s urban service-oriented economy catering 

to U.S. military personnel.  Alongside economic opportunities, however, migrant women 

and U.S. servicemen cultivated personal relationships that made the Canal Zone/Panama 

border irrelevant.  
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This analysis of U.S. efforts to control venereal disease in Panama during the first 

half of the twentieth century bridges two distinct historiographical trajectories.  

Postcolonial scholars of Latin American history have provided perceptive examinations 

of the racial and gender politics surrounding venereal disease control in relation to 

imperial formation.  This literature has underscored how state and colonial officials 

consistently marked women as disease transmitters.  These scholars have also highlighted 

that a sexual double standard prevailed for men while women bore the blame for venereal 

disease.4  What such studies have neglected is an examination of the contested struggles 

to control male sexuality in relation to colonial projects in Latin America.5  Meanwhile, 

cultural historians of U.S. militarism have chronicled how progressive reformers in the 

United States selectively directed their efforts at military personnel to transform the 

morality of the nation.6  This scholarship, however, has insufficiently examined how 

these efforts were deeply embedded in the process of U.S. empire-building abroad.7  My 
                                                
4 Donna Guy, Sex and Danger in Buenos Aires: Prostitution, Family, and Nation in Argentina (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1991), 48; Eileen Suarez Findlay, Imposing Decency: The Politics of 
Sexuality and Race in Puerto Rico (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999) 88-94, 175-177; Laura Briggs, 
Reproducing Empire: Race, Sex, Science, and U.S. Imperialism in Puerto Rico (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2002), 38-40; Katherine Bliss, Compromised Positions: Prostitution, Public Health, and 
Gender Politics in Revolutionary Mexico City (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
2001); Natalia Milanesio’s research remains an exception to the lack of focus on managing male sexuality, 
see “Redefining Men’s Sexuality, Resignifying Male Bodies: The Argentine Law of Anti-Venereal 
Prophylaxis, 1936” Gender & History 17 (August 2005). 
5 Scholars of militarized masculinity have begun to explore these dynamics in other global contexts.  See 
Philippa Levine, Prostitution, Race, and Politics: Policing Venereal Disease in the British Empire (New 
York: Routledge, 2003); Antje Kampf, “Controlling Male Sexuality: Combating Venereal Disease in the 
New Zealand Military during Two World Wars” Journal of History of Sexuality 17 (May 2008); Annette F. 
Timm, “Sex with a Purpose: Prostitution, Venereal Disease, and Militarized Masculinity in the Third 
Reich” Journal of History of Sexuality 11 (January/April 2002).  
6 Allan M. Brandt, No Magic Bullet: a Social History of Venereal Disease in the United States since 1880 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985); Nancy Bristow, Making Men Moral: Social Engineering during 
the Great War (New York: New York University Press, 1996); Christina S. Jarvis, The Male Body at War: 
American Masculinity during World War II (Dekalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2004); for 
militarized manhood in the Australian context, see Joy Damousi and Marilyn Lake, eds. Gender and War: 
Australians at War in the Twentieth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
7 Historians of the U.S. military in the Philippines remain notable exceptions.  See Ken De Bevoise, Agents 
of Apocalypse: Epidemic Disease in the Colonial Philippines (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 
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research seeks to bridge these two divergent but complimentary historiographical strands.  

This chapter highlights the dynamic process of managing colonial manliness while 

simultaneously blaming pernicious women for disease propagation. 

An analysis of venereal disease control among soldiers requires a 

reconceptualization of how they fit into U.S. military ventures abroad.  Mary Renda’s 

path breaking study of the U.S. military occupation of Haiti emphasizes how the 

discourse of paternalism served as a vehicle for the cultural conscription of U.S. marines 

to implement policy.8  Renda argues that paternalism encouraged marines to view 

Haitians as children in need of discipline.  This examination of the U.S. military presence 

in Panama reveals how Army authorities targeted U.S. soldiers themselves as unruly boys 

in need of parental guidance.  This image of unruly soldiers, as Philippa Levine has 

highlighted, associated them closely with colonized populations.9    

The attempts to control venereal disease among U.S. soldiers reveal the inherent 

instability embedded in colonial attempts to shore up military manhood.  This reiterates 

what historians have found in regards to policing masculinity, class, and sexuality in 

relation to the British empire.  Military masculinity played a crucial symbolic role in the 

colonial enterprise but officials rarely succeeded in altering working class codes of 

manhood despite education attempts, genital exams, as well as a combination of punitive 

and preventative measures.10  As a result, the “maintenance of an idea of masculinity that 

could sustain colonial rule,” Levine argued, “required impossible explanation, generating 
                                                                                                                                            
69-94; Paul Kramer, “The Darkness that Enters the Home: The Politics of Prostitution during the 
Philippine-American War” in Haunted by Empire: Geographies of Intimacy in North American History, ed. 
Ann Laura Stoler (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006); Kristin L. Hoganson, Fighting for American 
Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the Spanish-American and Philippine-American Wars (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 188-190. 
8 Mary Renda, Taking Haiti: Military Occupation and the Culture of U.S. Imperialism, 1915-1940 (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001), 12-18. 
9 Levine, Prostitution, Race, and Politics, 294. 
10 Ibid, 276-280. 
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contradiction after contradiction.”11  The U.S. imperial enterprise bore a striking 

resemblance to other colonial projects across the globe.  In this way, the failed attempts 

by the U.S. to shore up manliness represented an utterly common outcome for colonial 

experiments seeking to control manhood.  It belonged to a broader trans-imperial 

phenomenon that struggled with the tenuous constructions of masculinity in colonial 

settings.  

This chapter employs a variety of archival sources in the U.S. and Panama to 

explore how the inability to police sex and control disease exemplified the limits of U.S. 

power on the isthmus.  It begins during World War I and analyzes propaganda material 

designed to reshape soldiers’ understanding of military manliness based on a new notion 

of patriotic abstinence.  It also traces the failure of this campaign as commanders 

implemented sex education on the ground during the interwar period.  Although Army 

officials capitulated to soldiers’ demand for sex, they also debated how best to manage 

enlisted men’s sexual activity through disciplinary measures.  These efforts, however, 

repeatedly produced unintended consequences.  Army authorities, therefore, increasingly 

attempted to stymie interracial sex in the Republic.  By World War II, this endeavor 

resulted in coordinated effort to prosecute women suspected of infecting U.S. soldiers.  

The final section analyzes a set of 97 criminal cases from Colón’s 2nd Circuit Court, 

which provide a unique window into the diverse social relations forged by the local 

population and U.S. Army personnel. 

 

                                                
11 Ibid, 294. 
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 U.S. Soldiers and Sexual Propaganda in Panama 

For U.S. Army officials, soldiers in Panama embodied white American manhood 

abroad.  In reality, however, this obscured the reality of ethnic diversity among enlisted 

personnel stationed in the Canal Zone.  According to Nancy Gentile Ford, nearly a half-

million foreign-born soldiers from forty-six different countries accounted for eighteen 

percent of the total U.S. military during World War I, not to mention the countless 

numbers among the rank and file from second-generation immigrants.12  Moreover, these 

groups tended to swell the lower ranks of the armed services.  Although the U.S. military 

refused to station African American servicemen on the isthmus until 1943, the Canal 

Zone housed a large contingent of segregated Puerto Rican soldiers.  Army officials 

located them at Camp Galliard from World War I to 1927 notwithstanding misgivings 

that “members of an alien race” could loyally defend the canal.13   

With the largest longstanding U.S. Army garrison stationed in Latin America, 

Panama became a major battleground for the struggle to reform ideas of military 

manhood and to alter the sexual practices of enlisted men abroad.  Military officials 

employed a very frank and explicit discussion of men’s sexuality and venereal disease in 

an effort to alter the soldiers’ social practices.   

The attempt to control U.S. soldiers’ sexual behavior coincided with a steady 

growth of the Army’s presence on the isthmus between 1911 and 1945.  The first Army 

regiment of 985 troops arrived in October 1911 and lived uncomfortably in tents.  

                                                
12 Nancy Gentile Ford, Americans All!: Foreign-Born Soldiers during World War I (College Station: Texas 
A&M University Press, 2001). 
13 In 1926, 1082 Puerto Rican soldiers were stationed at Camp Gaillard but by May 1927 the number had 
dropped to 429.  Quotation from John Major, Prize Possession: The United States and the Panama Canal, 
1903-1979 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 188.  John Lindsay-Poland has highlighted 
how the U.S. military during World War II tested mustard gas on Puerto Rican soldiers in Panama on San 
José Island to determine if it affected them differently than white “continental” troops.  Emperors in the 
Jungle: The Hidden History of the U.S. in Panama (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), 57-58.  See 
also Cynthia H. Enloe, Ethnic Soldiers: State Security in Divided Societies (London: Penguin, 1980).  
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Nominally their mission entailed the fortification and protection of the canal project, but 

the U.S. also periodically employed them to intervene in Panamanian elections.14  In 

1915, the number rose to almost 6,000 following the opening of the canal.  Mobilization 

during World War I continued to expand the U.S. military presence to 12,000 Army 

troops in 1919.  The refusal of the U.S. Congress to approve funds for the Canal Zone 

garrison in the 1920s decreased the figures to an average of 8,000 to 9,000 Army 

personnel.  Numbers rose again between 1931 and 1938 from over 9000 to nearly 

15,000.15  With heightened anxieties over an enemy attack on the canal during World 

War II, the number of Army personnel surged to over 63,000 soldiers.16 

Efforts to reshape ideas of sex and manliness in Panama occurred within a 

broader context of changing notions of manhood in the U.S. military.  In the United 

States, the onset of the war encouraged a growing alliance in the progressive movement 

between social hygienists, temperance advocates, and high-ranking U.S. War Department 

officials.  The Red Cross, the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA), and the 

American Social Hygiene Association (ASHA) worked closely with the Secretary of War 

and the Surgeon General of the Army to develop a united stance toward questions of 

prostitution and venereal disease in the U.S. military.  The War Department’s newly 

created Commission on Training Camp Activities (CTCA) embodied this new coalition 
                                                
14 Major, Prize Possession, 160, 171; Anni P. Baker, American Soldiers Overseas: The Global Military 
Presence (Westport: Praeger, 2004), 96-97.  Seven hundred U.S. marines occupied the first military 
installation at Camp Elliot in 1904 and their numbers increased two-fold by 1908.  See, Michael E. 
Donoghue, “Imperial Sunset: Race, Identity, and Gender in the Panama Canal Zone, 1939-1979” (Ph.D. 
Dissertation: University of Connecticut, 2006), 388. 
15 These numbers are based off of monthly venereal disease reports that recorded the “total strength of 
command” throughout files 710 to 726.1, RG 395, NARA in addition to similar statistics from United 
States Army, Caribbean Command, Historical Section, Control of Venereal Disease and Prostitution 
(Quarry Heights CZ, 1947).  See also Major, Prize Possession, 188. 
16 The Army garrison in Panama also became particularly important as it occupied the headquarters for 
U.S. forces in the region, known as the Caribbean Defense Command and later named Southcom.  Lindsay-
Poland, 45; C.T. Sandars, America’s Overseas Garrisons: The Leasehold Empire (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2000), 131.  
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that exerted increasing influence within the upper echelons of the War Department.17  For 

these social reformers, the large number of soldiers stationed abroad became a central 

part of their strategy to transform U.S. society.  They envisioned that after the war, the 

soldiers would return to their communities in the States to serve as models for a new 

American manhood.  

Authorities in the U.S. and the Canal Zone also recognized that in order to combat 

venereal disease effectively they had to embark on the difficult task of transforming male 

sexuality.  One Canal Zone health officer in 1916 noted “strenuous objections” among 

troops to consider venereal disease a “discreditable” offense to a man’s honor.  Army 

health officials in Panama, therefore, constantly reassured soldiers that “continence” did 

not weaken a man’s “virility… as many of them are inclined to believe.”18  “It is not 

true,” one CTCA pamphlet reassured enlisted personnel, “that a man’s sex organs 

(testicles and penis) grow weak if they are not used.  Real lost manhood is usually due to 

disease or long abuse of these organs.”19  Similarly, another training manual explained: 

“The organ that secretes the seminal fluid is not a muscle, that might become weak 

through disuse.  It is, instead, a gland.  Like the tear glands, for example, it needs no 

exercise.”20   

In Panama, U.S. military authorities constantly fought against competing ideas of 

manhood and health among enlisted men.  They developed paternalistic education 

campaigns to steer recruits from the allegedly detrimental influence of veteran troops.  

Yet, older soldiers frequently taunted new recruits that they were “not a real soldier” until 

                                                
17 United States Commission on Training Camp Activities, Commission on Training Camp Activities 
(Washington D.C.: War Department, 1917).  
18 E.E. Persons to Bishop F.J. McConnell, 14 February 1916, File 37-H-10 Part 1A, RG 185, NARA. 
19 When You Go Home, Take this Book with You (Washington D.C.: U.S. War Department, 1919), 12. 
20 Francis Schiavone, The Honor Legion (New York City: The Chaplains’ Aid Association, 1917), 5. 
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they had had gonorrhea.21  These attitudes undermined the task of instilling War 

Department-approved ideas of manhood.  In 1936, a “prevalent opinion” among enlisted 

men at Fort Davis, for example, continued to view gonorrhea as “nothing more serious 

than a common cold.”22   

During the heyday of eugenic thought in the 1910s and 1920s, ideas of heredity 

and reproduction intersected with the reconfiguration of military manliness.  Notions of 

racial betterment became closely linked to concerns of male sexuality.  This remained 

particularly important in relation to the U.S. military presence abroad.  The Army in 

collaboration with the ASHA used a range of material including pamphlets, posters, 

motion pictures, slideshows and guest lectures to warn soldiers of the dangers of 

prostitution.  The central message appealed to a sense of patriotic manliness based on 

abstinence.  This literature cautioned soldiers that reckless sexual behavior overseas 

would poison white womanhood in the U.S. with degenerative diseases and irrevocably 

damage future generations of healthy citizens.   If enlisted men acted honorably abroad, 

one pamphlet distributed in Panama maintained, “the coming race of Americans, your 

children,” would become “strong healthy men and women, not weaklings handicapped by 

your violation of moral law.”23 

Social hygiene material produced during World War I attempted to convince U.S. 

soldiers that sexual abstinence ensured men with greater physical and mental strength 

necessary to win the war.  CTCA training manuals used athletes as models of manliness: 

                                                
21 Assistant Adjunct General to Adjunct General, 2 March 1937, 726.1-2, RG 395, NARA. 
22 Major George Jackson to Commanding General, 22 August 1936, 726.1-2, RG 395, NARA.  As early as 
1918 training manuals warned that “gonorrhea is a thousand times worse than a bad cold,” see Keeping Fit 
to Fight (New York: U.S. War Department, 1918), 10.  People had long thought of the infection as a 
“trivial disease” before 1879, when gonococcus was identified as the organism that caused gonorrhea, see 
Brandt, 10.   
23 Ibid, 7. 
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“The fact that famous boxers and wrestlers keep away from women while in training,” 

Keeping Fit to Fight insisted, “proves that a man is even stronger when he does not go 

with them.”  By avoiding “loose women,” it argued that soldiers would become manlier 

because the “testicles produce a substance which, when it is absorbed back into the blood, 

gives the body grit and manly vigor.”24  Similarly, The Honor Legion argued that Roman 

gladiators “were not allowed to waste their seminal fluid.”25 The literature also 

encouraged soldiers to accept the “perfectly natural” occurrence of “wet dreams” and to 

shun the practice of masturbation or “self-abuse.”26  In fact, the training manuals warned 

recruits that overuse of reproductive organs threatened to cause a boy “to be sexually 

dead before he reaches full manhood.”27 

Training manuals also used athletes as role models to illustrate appropriate outlets 

for manly sexual impulses.  According to the CTCA chairman, Raymond Fosdick, 

athletic competition served as a “legitimate expression” for men’s “healthy animal spirit” 

that would otherwise lead to sexual debauchery and malady.28  Moreover, team sports 

taught cooperation, solidarity, and trust.  It also engendered a spirit of loyalty to a larger 

community.  Soldiers who contracted venereal disease not only let down their comrades 

but also committed a serious act of treason.  The Honor Legion, for example, stated: “the 

man who puts himself in danger of venereal disease is a traitor to his pals and officers.”29  

Venereal infection not only aided the enemy but it also undermined the sacrifices of 

fellow comrades. 

                                                
24 Keeping Fit to Fight, 6. 
25 Schiavone, 4. 
26 Keeping Fit to Fight, 6, 7; When You Go Home, Take this Book with You, 11. 
27 Keeping Fit to Fight, 6. 
28 Raymond B. Fosdick, “The War and Navy Departments Commissions on Training Camp Activities,” 
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 79 (September 1918), 137-139. 
29 Schiavone, 8. 
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Linking prostitution and alcohol as “twin evils” remained an integral component 

for “educating” soldiers on manhood and preserving the white race.  Alcohol, according 

to social hygiene literature, caused the soldier to become easy prey for a “whore” as it 

undermined self-control instilled in the recruit by military training.  “Booze makes it 

harder to control your thoughts and your actions,” argued Keeping Fit to Fight, “It makes 

you an easy mark for the whore and helps you get a disease from her.”30  Alcohol thus 

perpetuated a downward spiral of degeneracy resulting in venereal disease as it warped 

the soldier’s judgment, resulting in a loss of self-respect as well as a debilitating 

infection.  Moreover, the literature warned, an infected soldier could wreak havoc upon 

innocent loved ones in the States. 

The soldier’s “wife” or “sweetheart” occupied a central theme in wartime 

propaganda.  She served as a potent symbol of soldiers’ responsibility to white 

womanhood back in the States.  The Honor Legion used the innocent “wife/sweetheart” 

to remind soldiers of their role as future fathers.  “She has chosen you to be the father of 

her children… will you endanger her future health of body and mind that you may gratify 

a passing impulse?  If you love her you will conquer it no matter how long or hard the 

battle.”31  CTCA and YMCA posters informed soldiers that syphilis could cause infected 

wives to go insane or give birth to a stillborn baby.  This literature attempted to convince 

soldiers that the “highest duties as citizen, husband, and father” required staying free of 

venereal disease.  The duty of the soldier entailed protecting “all women as the future 

mothers of its race.”32  

                                                
30 Keeping Fit to Fight, 14. 
31 Schiavone, 12. 
32 Journal of Social Hygiene (1919). 
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The propaganda campaign also enlisted mothers as a central component in the 

articulation of patriotic manliness.  A YMCA poster entitled “Mother-Mine” featured a 

mother with a letter in hand and a portrait of a soldier on the wall intended to evoke 

feelings of honor and pride.  Below the illustration a poem read: “Dear mother-mine!  I 

must be strong, I must be clean; In mind and body, too; My debt to all posterity; And 

women such as YOU.”  The mother figure could also evoke guilt as well as pride.  One 

poster featuring a hospitalized soldier infected with venereal disease read, “Gee! I wish I 

was a feller like my mother thinks I am.”  Another YMCA poster cautioned: “Remember: 

The folks at home- They are waiting for you to come back with an honorable record.  

Don’t allow a whore to spoil the reunion.”33   

The campaign encouraged soldiers to exercise mental restraint by vigilantly 

policing their own thoughts.  Maintaining self-respect required self-control.  Soldiers, 

therefore, had to fight off indecent thoughts and avoid all “smutty talk.”34  “Remember,” 

Keeping Fit to Fight advised, “thinking about women makes you want them, just as 

thinking about food makes the mouth water.”35  As part of the effort to encourage self-

policing, Canal Zone officials frequently imported propaganda material.36  As the 

production of this literature wound down in the U.S. by 1920, U.S. health officials in 

Panama began to produce their own propaganda material for the increasing numbers of 

servicemen. 

Although U.S. military personnel remained the primary target of this material, 

U.S. officials translated the material into Spanish as they attempted to extend the 

                                                
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Keeping Fit to Fight, 13. 
36 The YMCA’s director, T.S. Booz frequently wrote to ASHA requesting posters and literature as well as 
the Knights of Columbus.  Various health officials also requested materials from the Surgeon General, the 
War Department, USPHS, and ASHA.  See file 37-H-10/L, Part 2, RG 185, NARA. 
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campaign among the general public in Panama City and Colón.  YMCA officials, for 

example, received 7000 Spanish translations of The Honor Legion for distribution.37  The 

U.S. Surgeon General’s Office sent Canal Zone officials copies of Keeping Fit to Fight 

and When They Come Home.38  In 1919, U.S. officials played English and Spanish 

versions of anti-venereal films “extensively” throughout the Canal Zone and the 

Republic, including “Fit to Win,” “End of the Road,” and “Aftermath.”39  Although Army 

officials required mandatory attendance for soldiers to hear a lecture and view “Fit to 

Win” in 1918, the number of people in the Republic who watched and their reaction to 

these films remains unknown.40 

U.S. health officers in Panama employed a mixture of fear and rhyme as they 

produced their own propaganda material for local use.  William Colby Rucker, a Chief 

Quarantine Officer for the Panama Canal and a surgeon for the U.S. Public Health 

Service (USPHS), targeted his original poem entitled “The Ballad of an A.B. [able-

bodied seaman]” at Navy personnel who thought they could enjoy sexual promiscuity and 

avoid venereal disease through sheer wit.  The poem told the story of “Tom Sawyer… a 

husky, clean, upstanding lad, a tried and true A. B.” who took his chances having sex 

with a prostitute in an unnamed port town because he thought of himself as “smart 

enough to dodge their filthy bugs.”  Rucker’s poem emphasized that sailors could not 

outclass the odds of contracting a body-deforming and mind-crippling disease: “And if 

you want to take a chance of being blind, insane; Of having twisted joints and crippled 

                                                
37 P.M. Ashbury to H.C. Fischer, 13 October 1919; The Chaplains’ Aid Association to T.S. Booz, 12 
December 1919, 37-H-10, Part 6, RG 185, NARA. 
38 C.C. Pierce to A.T. McCormack, 20 November 1918, 37-H-10/L, Part 2, RG 185, NARA. 
39 See files dated 10 May 1916; 17 May 1919; 25 November 1919 in file 37-H-10/C, Part 4, RG 185, 
NARA; H.C. Fisher, Report of the Health Department of the Panama Canal for the Calendar Year 1919 
(Mount Hope, CZ: Panama Canal Press, 1920), 22. 
40 Adjunct General of the Army to all Department, Camp and Cantonment Commands, 8 July 1918, 726.1, 
RG 395, NARA. 
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heart and brain; Go to it lad, but don’t forgot that you can’t beat the game and if you fool 

with rotten girls they get you just the same.”41 

Rucker’s poem revealed how official anxieties over miscegenation at a tropical 

crossroads frequently intersected with the control of venereal disease.  He highlighted a 

common theme from wartime propaganda that a woman’s appearances could be 

deceiving, but adjusted this theme for Panama’s locality.  The poem warned that women 

in major port cities, such as Panama and Colón, also threatened the white sailors’ 

manhood through interracial contact with non-white populations.  Regardless of the 

woman’s race, Rucker cautioned, prostitutes in port cities “served the wide, wide world, 

the white, the yellow, black.”  Even if “Tom picked a girl he thought a clean and witty 

dame… he did not seem to understand that all these sirens bold; were just a lot of 

common trash, half drunk, diseased, and old.”42  Rucker’s cautionary rhyme reflected the 

racial concerns over sexual contact as well as official attempts to stymie all carnal 

encounters between U.S. soldiers and local women regardless of their skin color. 

Canal Zone officials also borrowed techniques from wartime anti-venereal efforts 

in the United States.  This propaganda sought to minimize the hierarchical relations of 

military ranks by using frank language that spoke to soldiers and sailors in colloquial 

terms.43  As they crafted local propaganda material for troops arriving to Panama, they 

replicated language associated with a “rough working-class culture” prevalent among the 

                                                
41 Proud of his contribution to anti-venereal literature, Rucker sent a copy to William Snow, the president 
of ASHA.  See, W. C. Rucker to William F. Snow, 24 February 1923; W. C. Rucker to W. D. Eastman, 1 
February 1923, 37-H-10/L, Part 2, RG 185, NARA. 
42 Ibid. 
43 During WWI, the CTCA outlined for local officials the logic of using coarse words: “It is for that section 
of the army which is habitually promiscuous in its sexual relations, which has too little education to 
comprehend mild-mannered literature couched in polite English.”  See, V.D. Putting it up to the Men, 
(Washington D.C.: Commission on Training Camp Activities, 19??), 4. 
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lower ranks of the military.44  In 1918, Dr. S. B. Grubbs, Chief Quarantine Officer and 

USPHS surgeon, authored a broadside entitled “Warning!  Beware of Whores!”  He 

rationalized the coarse word choices as a strategy to “catch the eye of the sailors.”  The 

poster also employed informal language to persuade naval personnel away from risky 

behavior: “although you may be a wise guy all right, a few drinks will make a sucker of 

you and you will soon be in a hell of a mess.”  Dr. Grubbs also employed sailing 

vernacular in the warnings.  “Have a good time,” he told readers, “but steer clear of the 

reefs.”45 

U.S. health officials in the Canal Zone also employed graphic imagery to scare 

soldiers from sexual contact with the local assortment of women in Panama.  The 

“Beware of Whores” poster, for example, encouraged sailors to imagine women in 

Panama as diseased lepers.  “You wouldn’t rub up against a woman that was covered 

with leprosy,” it told the U.S. sailor, “well, many of these women have the leprosy 

inside.”  The broadside warned of women’s deceptive looks in Panama with graphic 

details to scare sailors from engaging in risky behavior: “Some of them look pretty good 

on the outside.  They’ve got the female lure that puts a quiver down your backbone.  But 

inside! –they’re putrid, simply foul with disease, where maybe a hundred diseased men 

have left their load ahead of you.”46  In 1921 and 1922, Chief Health Officers Henry C. 

Fischer and Dalferes P. Curry ordered a total of 30,000 copies in English and Spanish of 

“Warning! Beware of Whores!” to be paid for by the American Red Cross Society for 

                                                
44 Renda, 70-72.  Gail Bederman also examined how white middle-class men in the U.S. reformulated 
notions of manhood by co-opting specific elements of working-class culture.  Bederman, Manliness and 
Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880-1917 (Chicago: University 
of Chicago, 1995), 16-17. 
45 T.S. Booz to H.C. Fischer, 20 December 1920, 37-H-10/L, Part 2, RG 185, NARA. 
46 Ibid. 
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circulation.47  In May 1932, health officials reprinted 1000 flysheets for distribution 

among newly arrived North American workers at the Madden Dam construction site in 

the Canal Zone.48  

For many Panamanians, the sexually explicit propaganda betrayed the spirit of 

Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Good Neighbor Policy.  In addition to a renouncement of 

military interventions, the new U.S. foreign policy had promised a new era of friendship 

and mutual respect between the Canal Zone and the Republic.49  The perennially 

distributed “Beware of Whores!” circular, in particular, stoked outrage among allies of 

the Acción Comunal nationalist political movement in May of 1932.50  The pamphlets not 

only insulted Panamanian women, they argued, but also the entire nation.  One 

organization, the Nationalist Reserve, a “patriotic institution” composed of “youthful 

elements,” for example, demanded that the Ricardo J. Alfaro administration complain to 

the Canal Zone on behalf of its estimated 8,000 members.51  They claimed that the 

circular was “dirty and perverse… so filled with vile opprobrium and baseness and 
                                                
47 H.C. Fischer to Panama Canal Press, 17 February 1921; D.P. Curry to Panama Canal Press, 11 March 
1922, 37-H-10/L, Part 2, RG 185, NARA. 
48 J.L. Siler to District Physician, 3 March 1932, 37-H-10/C, Part 6, RG 185, NARA.  The Madden Dam 
was part of the Franklin Roosevelt’s Works Progress Administration program. 
49 For more on the Good Neighbor Policy in U.S.-Panamanian relations, see Lester D. Langley, “The 
World Crisis and the Good Neighbor Policy in Panama, 1936-1941” The Americas, Volume 24, Number 2 
(October 1967), 137-152, John Major, “F.D.R. in Panama” The Historical Journal, Volume 28, Number 2 
(June 1985): 357-377. 
50 Acción Comunal formed during the 1920s in protest against both a corrupt oligarchy and U.S. 
domination on the isthmus.  According to Walter LaFeber, the movement attracted a bourgeoning middle-
class who remained shut out of politics.  The highly nationalistic movement eventually took power in 1931 
after deposing the Arosemena government in a bloodless coup under the leadership of two brothers, 
Harmodio and Arnulfo Arias.  In 1932, Harmodio Arias settled on a compromise with the U.S. on an 
interim president, Ricardo J. Alfaro.  LaFeber, 63-65.   
51 Guillermo Andreve to Ricardo J. Alfaro, 13 May 1932, serie 3, caja 7, tomo 1, documento 5 (3.7.1.5), 
Archivo de Ricardo J. Alfaro (ARJA), Panama City, Panama; “Group Urges Panama Ask Zone Apology,” 
The Panama America, 12 May 1932.  Thomas Pearcy highlighted how interim-President Ricardo J. Alfaro 
created the Nationalist Reserve as a “praetorianesque paramilitary organization to hold the opposition in 
check and to help arbitrate the nation’s affairs.”  See, Pearcy, “Panama’s Generation of ’31: Patriots, 
Praetorians, and a Decade of Discord,” The Hispanic American Historical Review, Vol. 76 No. 4 (Nov. 
1996), 704. 
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overflowing with hate for Panama.”  Moreover, the group claimed that it could not “but 

feel justified indignation for this unheard of outrage committed by those who owe us 

more respect, more admiration, more friendship…”52   

The pamphlets also produced outcries in the press among North American 

journalists, who demanded Canal Zone health officials behave as better neighbors.  

Nelson Rounsevell, the outspoken editor of the daily newspaper the Panama American 

and a long-time ally of the nationalist movement, decried the circular as “the nastiest 

piece of literature” written by a “foul-minded, misinformed, unscrupulous liar.”  

Rounsevell argued that any “medical man on the Isthmus” would attest that “conditions 

are BETTER in Panama than in many North American cities.”  If women in Panama were 

more diseased than elsewhere, he argued, then Canal Zone health officials were blatant 

hypocrites.  Rounsevell held Canal Zone authorities responsible for the supervision of the 

“sanitary conditions” in the Panamanian cities.  He also attributed the poster’s derogatory 

tone to a profit-hungry YMCA “anxious to steer the ‘newcomers and strangers’ into the 

clubhouses to spend their dimes and dollars.”  As a result, all entrepreneurial 

businessmen in the Republic, such as himself, suffered from Canal Zone insults against 

Panama.  Regardless, Dr. Curry responded to Rounsevell by stating that health officials 

stood by the warning because of the health dangers posed by “prostitutes of every race 

and color patronized by seamen and transients of every land.”53 

Although Canal Zone authorities feared the health repercussions of interracial 

sexual contact in Panama, efforts to dissuade U.S. soldiers from sex in the Republic 
                                                
52 Guillermo Andreve to Ricardo J. Alfaro, 13 May 1932, 3.7.1.5, ARJA; “Protest Warning Circular of 
C.Z.” The Panama Star and Herald, 12 May 1932.   
53 Nelson Rounsevell, “Rambling, Gambling and Publishing,” The Panama American, 9 May 1932; D.P. 
Curry’s memo to Governor, 13 May 1932, 37-H-10/L, Part 2, RG 185, NARA.  According to John Major, 
Rounsevell originally fled the U.S. in 1898 after a knifing incident in New York and arrived in Panama 
during the 1920s after being expelled from Chile and Peru.  He eventually became a close associate of 
Arnulfo Arias.  Major, Prize Possession, 257. 
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backfired.  Instead, it inadvertently fueled an increasingly antagonistic nationalist 

movement critical of the U.S. presence in Panama during a new era of good 

neighborliness.  The ultimate goal of the propaganda campaign from 1918 to 1932 also 

failed to change the sexual practices of U.S. soldiers stationed in Panama.  Thus, military 

officials reconfigured their approach toward altering the sexual habits of enlisted men on 

the Isthmus. 

The next section illustrates how the military brass ultimately surrendered to the 

rank and file’s insistence on pursuing sex despite the risks involved.  During the interwar 

period, Army authorities washed their hands of responsibility and saddled post 

commanders with the burden to devise their own methods of sex education.54  This 

approach fueled to an important transformation that shifted the focus away from the 

morality of purchasing sex.  Instead, commanders encouraged soldiers to adopt specific 

prophylactic measures.  It also silently condoned sexual license for enlisted men.  The 

Canal Zone/Republic border, however, complicated the quest to provide soldiers with 

adequate prophylactic protection. 

Implementing Education: From ‘Sex Morality’ to ‘Preaching Prophylaxis’ 

The shift away from a focus on sexual abstinence toward a new emphasis on 

prophylactic vigilance underscored how the World War I effort to recast ideas of manly 

behavior had ended in failure.55  This post-war change also coincided with a growing rift 

between social hygienists and U.S. army doctors on how best to manage venereal 

disease.56  By the mid-1920s, it was widely acknowledged that propaganda alone would 

                                                
54 This policy remained common throughout the U.S. Army during this period.  See Jarvis, The Male Body 
at War, 83. 
55 Christina Jarvis also noted this shift among War Department propaganda during World War II, see Ibid, 
82. 
56 Brandt, 99. 
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not stop military personnel from visiting the Republic for sex.  Military officials began to 

emphasize the need for prophylactic precautions and preventative medical treatment as 

the most effective strategy to prevent STIs.  During the 1930s, military authorities openly 

acknowledged that a “practical” approach trumped the “purist” attitude of the “old system 

of preaching ‘you must and you must not.’”57  Instead “preaching prophylaxis” became 

the favored method to reduce the venereal rate. 

Nevertheless, Army commanders at each base adopted a range of educational 

techniques in order to reshape ideas of sex, manliness, and disease among U.S. soldiers.  

Many officers continued to stress that sexual intercourse in Panama would lead to both 

moral and physical degradation.  Lieutenant Colonel Malcolm Andruss at Fort Sherman 

advocated a “visionary” approach that would “impress upon the minds” of soldiers the 

“seriousness of venereal disease.”  He based his theory on the idea that “seeing is 

believing” and argued that the U.S. Army would benefit from a financial investment in 

wax figures to place on display for soldiers to assess visually the “ravages” of sexually 

transmitted infections on a man’s body.58 

Many commanders specifically targeted new recruits as the key group to instruct 

regarding “sexual morality” and hygiene.  One official claimed that six out of seven 

soldiers who contracted a STD were men on their first enlistment.  Commanders believed 

that the most effective method to change ideas of military manhood entailed educating 

recently enlisted recruits.  The tutelage of an impressionable group of young men in a 

formative stage represented the best hope to fight against the entrenched ideas of older 

troops.  At Fort Sherman, the commander forced new recruits through a series of 

                                                
57 Adjunct General (G-1) to C. of S., 1 June 1936; Department Surgeon to Adjunct General, 29 May 1936, 
726.1-2, RG 395, NARA. 
58 Lieutenant Colonel Malcolm Andruss to Commanding General, 26 February 1931, 726.1, RG 395, 
NARA. 
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instructive steps before the soldier could leave the base.  Stage one entailed the Army 

chaplain delivering a lecture on “sex morality.”  Then a medical officer repeated another 

speech on “sex morality” followed by a discussion of venereal disease and the use of 

prophylaxis.  For the final stage, the officer continued the “visionary” method by 

providing newly arrived recruits a “tour” of Colón’s red-light district in hopes of 

instilling dread and repulsion.59 

Most officers avoided questions of morality and focused their instructional 

methods on the use of condoms as an effective preventative measure.  U.S. military 

authorities attempted to send the soldier well equipped for potential sexual encounters in 

the Republic before he departed from the Army base.  In the early 1930s, officials began 

distributing “mechanical protectives” to enlisted men for use at the “time of exposure.”  

These included both condoms and individual prophylactic kits or “pro-kits.”  A pro-kit 

consisted of a tube that dispensed a calomel ointment.  Before and after intercourse men 

would lather the cream on their genitalia to prevent infections.  Army surgeons also 

encouraged them to inject the chemical ointment into the urethra.  Soldiers could also 

purchase condoms at the base’s medical dispensary for twenty cents per package of three.  

Base commanders frequently urged all “unmarried men,” in spite of their stated 

intentions, not to leave without a handful of “rubbers.”60 

The supply of condoms and pro-kits, however, created an unanticipated outcome 

for military officials.  Commanders frequently complained that soldiers failed to seek out 

additional prophylactic treatment from Army doctors after sexual intercourse.  Enlisted 

personnel, according to one officer, “erroneously” believed the pro-kits provided 
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sufficient protection.  Army medical personnel intended the devices to serve as 

“additional precaution” and not as a sure-fire guarantee against infections.  Officers also 

had to explain to enlisted men the “proper use” of condoms.  They often stressed that 

“great care must be exercised” or the prophylactic sheaths could “be broken during their 

use.”  After intercourse, they emphasized, the soldier had to use caution when removing 

the condom to avoid infection.61 

During the 1920s, military officers also began emphasizing the prudency of 

prophylactic care.  Commanders frequently urged soldiers to “take a prophylaxis” after 

sexual intercourse.  This process entailed several steps, but the results remained dubious.  

First, the soldier would attend a prophylactic clinic administered by Army surgeons.  

Inside the station, an attendant directed the patient to urinate and then wash his hands in 

preparation for the sanitary procedure.  Next, he received instructions to “pull back [the] 

foreskin and wash [the] head of penis very thoroughly” with soap and warm running 

water.  Afterward, an Army surgeon provided a calomel ointment for the soldier to rub on 

his penis for three minutes.  Medical officers viewed this mercury bichloride compound 

as particularly effective for killing the spirochete that causes syphilis.  For the next step, 

an Army surgeon would slowly inject a teaspoon of protargol solution through the urethra 

but “without touching the penis.”  This silver nitrate compound acted as antiseptic against 

gonorrhea.  He then directed the patient to close the “opening of the penis with his thumb 

and forefinger” to retain the solution for five minutes.  Thereafter, the soldier applied 

another round of calomel cream.  Finally, attendants instructed the patient to wrap his 

penis in toilet paper and directed him not to urinate for at least four hours.  Medical 

officers intended for this practice maximized the chances for the toxic chemicals to 
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thwart any remaining bacteria.62  Before the development of penicillin in 1943, however, 

there did not exist a completely effective method for treating venereal infections.63 

Some officers zealously advocated for soldiers to develop a daily habit of 

receiving chemical prophylactic treatment, regardless of sexual activity.  One commander 

bragged to General Rowell that he had a long track record for reducing infections at Fort 

Sam Houston, Texas and Fort Davis in the Canal Zone.  Daily, the commander stressed 

the importance of “taking a prophylaxis,” regardless of exposure.  He instructed his 

troops on a routine basis that “when you have nothing else to do wander over to the 

station and take the prophylaxis, it won’t harm you.”  Although he recognized the 

absurdity of his instructions, the commander emphasized that senseless repetition would 

get “so fixed in everyone’s mind that no matter how drunk he becomes he remembers it 

and practices it.”64  Furthermore, the commander argued that his unrelenting insistence on 

the importance of prophylactic treatment also fostered a sense of group cohesion. 

Through a process of identification with the larger company, the commander at 

Fort Davis also sought to create collective unity.  “I give a well thought talk about 

venereal disease and prophylaxis,” he reported, “not as a chaplain or doctor, but as a 

member of the company.”  The soldiers of his command, he boasted, lampooned him for 

his persistent advice to “take a prophylaxis… when you have nothing else to do.”  He 

rationalized that “company jokes” fostered a collective sense among his unit.  This 

ultimately led to “a desire to look after their own men.”  If a soldier discovered a fellow 

company member intoxicated in the city, the sober soldier would make sure to “get them 
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home,” but not without a visit to the Army prophylactic station.  The commander viewed 

group camaraderie would enforce the policy that every “drunk” soldier must take a 

prophylactic whether or not they had sex.65  However, on paydays the commander still 

had to station an officer in the barracks to force any intoxicated soldier to receive medical 

treatment regardless of his sexual activity.  Nevertheless, according to the commander, 

his methods worked so effectively that the Fort Davis command supposedly did not 

develop a venereal case over a period of eleven months.66  

Attempts to provide prophylactic treatment for soldiers in the 1930s also created 

other unintended consequences, particularly competition between U.S. and Panamanian 

prophylactic clinics.  The visible presence of the U.S. military expanded with the 

establishment of Army prophylactic stations in the city streets of the Republic.  

Authorities designed these clinics specifically to serve men in the U.S. Armed Forces but 

not the local population.  However, by the 1920s, the government of Panama had already 

established public prophylactic stations at the entrances of the red-light districts for all 

men free of charge.  The revenue raised from the exam fees for sex workers financed the 

Panamanian clinics.   

Although both U.S. and Panamanian physicians followed the same procedures, 

Army officials forbade soldiers to attend private clinics or prophylactic stations run by 

the Panamanian state.  They could only attend official U.S. military prophylactic posts.  

The Army surgeon strategically designed the main Army clinic to be located on 4th of 

July Avenue in Panama City.  This busy thoroughfare served as the main artery between 

the Canal Zone and the Republic.  Military officials thought that its location would 
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encourage soldiers to seek medical treatment before returning to the Canal Zone.  The 

location, however, soon became a contested issue between enlisted men and Army 

officials.  

The policy that prohibited treatment at Panamanian prophylactic stations 

confounded U.S. soldiers.  For those who purchased sex in the Cocoa Grove district, the 

convenient location of the Panamanian clinic attracted enlisted men to seek treatment 

there.  This also made sense to them because officers frequently impressed upon soldiers 

the necessity of receiving timely treatment after intercourse.   

For example, in 1936, during a routine investigation, Provost Marshal Mahoney 

encountered Private Francis Liniandri in Cocoa Grove’s prophylactic station.  When 

asked why he did not attend an Army clinic, Liniandri replied that he worried “it would 

be too late by the time he got back to the Post that evening to take one,” and claimed to 

have no knowledge of the 4th of July Station.  Moreover, Liniandri also did not 

understand why the “prophylaxis slip” issued at the Panamanian station would not “be as 

valid as any issued by the various Army Prophylaxis stations.”  Other soldiers besides 

Liniandri had similar ideas. Mahoney reported that between 6:00 pm and 9:30 pm sixty-

three other U.S. soldiers, according to the clinic’s records, had received treatment at the 

Panamanian prophylactic station in Cocoa Grove.67 

Several other factors encouraged soldiers to seek prophylactic care at the 

Panamanian clinics.  Extensive wait lines at the Army prophylactic stations often 

influenced soldiers to opt out of treatment or search for it elsewhere.  Officers frequently 

noted that on paydays and holidays the Army clinic suffered from extremely 

overcrowded conditions.  The number of patients ran so high that post surgeons urged 
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authorities to stagger paydays over a week-long period in order to lighten the workload 

for the personnel at the station.68 

The main reason why U.S. soldiers avoided the Army’s prophylactic station was 

due to its “conspicuously public” location on a busy city street.  According to Army 

officials, the clinic remained “under the constant eyes of tourists, American citizens, and 

foreigners.”  Most soldiers, according to one official, simply did not wish “to advertise 

his indiscretions to the public.”69  Department Surgeon S.W. French, however, could not 

understand how the public locale would cause the soldier to feel “shame,” especially after 

he had “just recently co-habited with black and all other shades of lewd women.”  For 

Surgeon French, white men engaged in interracial sex amounted to the real “travesty on 

modesty.”70  The surgeon’s dismay revealed a fundamental disconnect from the soldiers’ 

view of sex in Panama as well as a shared sense of humiliation.  

The public scene of U.S. soldiers waiting in-line for venereal treatment on a busy 

street in Panama embarrassed military officials perhaps even more than the enlisted men.  

Although the authorities favored the convenient locale, they also wanted to avoid 

“parading our difficulties unnecessarily to the public view.”71  To overcome this 

challenge, Captain Alexander McCone suggested that the Army build a “trellis of pipe 

and chicken wire” with “climbing vines trained over it” in order to create a “private” 

space for soldiers to wait due to the lack of room inside.  He also suggested that 

authorities should change the neon sign outside from “Prophylactic Station, U.S. Army” 
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to “First Aid Station, U.S. Army.”72  This name change would presumably obfuscate the 

specific purpose of the clinic. 

When the insistence on Army prophylactic treatment failed, military officials 

attempted to modify soldiers’ actions through various disciplinary measures.   For 

military authorities, venereal infection signaled that a soldier failed to live up to the new 

standard of military manhood.  The following section traces the debates among military 

officers in their effort to discipline soldiers.  The main contention centered on whether or 

not to court martial soldiers who “developed” venereal diseases.  Attempts to disgrace 

infected soldiers collapsed into a state of paralysis as military authorities weighed the 

consequences of punitive action. 

The Structure of Discipline in the Canal Zone 

Disciplinary action against soldiers with venereal infections constituted an 

important tool for discrediting wayward soldiers in the eyes of their comrades.  In 1937, 

Brigadier General Frank W. Rowell emphasized the imperative to remove an infected 

soldier from the social support network of his company.  This served to humiliate him.  

“A few days in the guard house has a more ‘sobering’ effect,” Rowell explained because 

it not only isolated him from his “squad,” but the banishment also “gives him something 

to think about.”  Moreover, he suggested to the post commanders that a “member of his 

own company” chase the offender “with a rifle all day” because it helped to disgrace the 

infected soldier.  An instilled sense of shame, the general concluded, would sufficiently 

cause “a man to snap out of his petty trouble making.”73 

Many Army health officials agreed on the need to stigmatize disease in order to 

alter men’s sexual behavior.  The Army Medical Department faced considerable 
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difficulties, nevertheless, as it attempted to rebrand venereal infections as “evidence of 

reprehensible conduct.”  Military officials suggested that post commanders “bring 

discredit upon the man” by posting the soldier’s name on the company bulletin board.  As 

a “sanitary precaution,” soldiers with a venereal disease had to sit at a distinct table in the 

mess hall equipped with special eating utensils.  These cautionary measures also added to 

the public stigmatization of infected soldiers.74  The implementation of punitive 

measures, however, varied from base to base. 

Army generals placed the burden of venereal disease control on the shoulders of 

post commanders in order to develop the most effective disciplinary methods.  Military 

officials never formulated a consistent systematic approach for punishing infected 

soldiers in the Canal Zone.  Instead, they delegated each commanding officer to devise 

their own policy for the post.  “The average character of men,” General Kennedy 

rationalized, “is probably about the same.”75  U.S. military authorities ordered post 

commanders to conduct humiliating “dangle parades” or “short arm” inspections to check 

servicemen’s genitalia for infections.76 

Military authorities designed the publication of periodic venereal disease reports 

to foster a spirit of competition among the various Canal Zone posts.  Commanding 

officers routinely submitted monthly statements to the commanding general that detailed 

the number of new venereal disease cases.  The reports also documented the total number 

of “days lost from duty” as well as the number of prophylactic treatments administered 

by the company surgeon.  The general then published one consolidated report that 

indicated each command’s standing and sent it back to the officers.  The military brass 
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rewarded the officers who reported “no new cases” by placing them on an “honor roll.”77  

If the general deemed the venereal rate excessive, the post commander had to account for 

the increased numbers and the methods that he would employ to lower the rate.   

Reports by commanding officers to the Army general in Panama revealed a wide 

variation of disciplinary actions taken against individuals who contracted venereal 

disease.  The sentence of an infected enlisted man ranged from one day to six months of 

detention.  During the quarantine period, the soldier often did not receive pay.  Some 

commanders, however, only reduced pay by one-third.78  A number of officers forbade 

infected soldiers to attend film showings and other organized social events.79  Most 

denied permission to leave the Army base in order to enjoy the Republic’s nightlife.   

Many Army officials advocated the use of court-martials against U.S. soldiers 

who failed to comply with the standard policy of self-reporting venereal infections.  They 

also encouraged comrades to “report for their own protection cases of disease which exist 

among their fellow soldier.”  Through meticulous record keeping, the post surgeon kept 

close track of soldiers who applied and received medical treatment.  An infected soldier 

typically did not face court martial proceedings if he sought prophylactic treatment.  He 

did lose pay, however, for loss of time while “incapacitated,” regardless of the adequate 

prophylactic precautions taken.80 

In 1926, military authorities considered whether or not to court-martial a soldier 

for “contracting” a venereal disease.  Generals often encouraged commanders to follow a 

two-tiered system of punishment.  If the soldier received treatment from a certified U.S. 
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Army surgeon, his sentence would be greatly reduced.  Failure to seek out prophylaxis, 

however, warranted a harsher punishment.  In 1925, venereal reports showed that of some 

forty individuals who contracted venereal disease, twenty-one did not visit the 

prophylactic station.  The remaining soldiers failed to use the prophylaxis in the 

“prescribed manner” or did not receive the prophylactic treatment “promptly enough.”81 

When the general demanded accountability from commanders for “unacceptable” 

venereal rates, officers usually highlighted a number of factors.  One blamed the arrival 

of new recruits who had already contracted venereal disease during a port call in San 

Juan, Puerto Rico on their way to Panama.  Others attributed high rates to their bases’ 

relative geographic proximity to the Republic’s cities.  Many post commanders argued 

that the bases lacked adequate recreational facilities to keep the soldiers from leaving the 

Canal Zone during leisure hours.  They frequently requested projects to install new 

bowling alleys, to renovate movie theaters, or to remodel gymnasiums.82  

In 1924, Fort Amador’s commander found a convenient scapegoat for the rise in 

venereal rates.  He blamed Afro-Caribbean women who labored on the military base as 

domestic workers.  Commander J.C. Johnson began requiring all “colored servants” of 

military personnel to take Wasserman tests at the post hospital for the “purpose of 

detecting and eliminating… all ‘camp followers.’”  After subjecting seventy Afro-

Caribbean women to mandatory blood tests, Commander Johnson explained to General 

S.D. Sturgis: “I cannot assume that a syphilitic female, roaming at will on the post may 

not be a source of infection to this command.”  General Sturgis, however, quickly 
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ordered Johnson to discontinue the policy of testing all domestic servants.83  Although 

Johnson’s superiors agreed that black women infected white men, even Sturgis found this 

measure overreaching.  Moreover, the general sent a clear message.  Johnson could not to 

turn a blind eye to the role that his subordinates played in the affair. 

Pressured by their superiors to lower venereal infections, post commanders 

discovered techniques to reduce the official rates without necessarily lowering the 

number of infections.  In February 1920, Army medical officer William Hartford 

explained to the commander at Fort Gatun that the excessive monthly venereal rates had 

little relevance to the material number of STIs.  Rather, the rate had more to do with the 

“methods employed in conducting inspections.”  The more rigid the physical 

examinations, he explained, the higher the rate.  Moreover, if commanders conducted 

inspections on a surprise-basis, then the rate would also increase dramatically.  

“Symptoms,” Hartford underscored, “may be masked by self treatment so that detection 

is difficult,” particularly if the soldiers knew of the exams beforehand.   

The Army surgeon’s main point to the commander highlighted how “statistical 

information may be manipulated.”  He suggested, “A relaxation of methods employed in 

conducting inspections” would “appreciably lower the percentages of venereal disease at 

this post.”84  The surgeon effectively offered an important tip for an aspiring commander 

playing his superior’s number game. 

The strategy of holding post commanders responsible undermined efforts to track 

venereal infections effectively.  In 1937, General Rowell openly reflected on the 

counterproductive nature of circulating venereal reports:  “I have wondered whether the 
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rivalry caused by the publication each month…does not cause a certain amount of 

‘suppression’ on the part of the post commanders with the view of keeping down the 

number of trials.”85  The burden placed on commanders to control venereal rates, the 

general noted, generated an incentive for commanding officers to deflate the number of 

cases whenever possible. 

During the mid-1930s, military officials reevaluated the effectiveness of their 

disciplinary strategy.  By 1937, the top Army surgeon urged the general to rethink the 

status quo that placed all responsibility on the base commanders with varying 

philosophies of discipline.  “Are we going to ‘file and forget it’ or are we going to make a 

determined effort to really do something about it?” he asked the general.  “The easy thing 

to do is to… pass the ‘buck’ right back to the post commanders without further assistance 

from these headquarters.”  In order to reduce rates, he argued, the general had to take 

uniform action. “The attempt of ten different skippers to sail the ship from ten separate 

pilot houses, each charting a different course,” he concluded “has failed… the time for 

centralized control has arrived!”86  The surgeon believed that the Army general could 

reduce numbers more effectively.  Military generals in Panama, however, engaged in 

their own competitive numbers game with other U.S. “overseas commands,” including 

Hawaii, China, and the Philippines. 

As Army officials in the Canal Zone recalibrated methods to discipline infected 

soldiers, they experimented with a standardized system of punishment.  In 1936, a new 

proposal to court-martial all soldiers with venereal disease regardless of preventative 

steps taken became known as the “Hawaiian Policy.”  Officers in Panama modeled the 

plan after similar military measures taken by the Army in Honolulu to lower venereal 
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rates.  Colonel C.B. Hodges advocated the policy based on interviews with military 

commanders on the island:  “On my recent visit in Hawaii, I discussed this question with 

a number of officers there, in an effort to find out what methods they followed… they 

considered… universal trial by court martial an important factor.”87  Fear of trial, 

advocates argued, would keep men’s sexual impulses in check. 

Many Army commanders and some generals, however, viewed the “Hawaiian 

Policy” with skepticism.  Several officers in Panama had experience with the problem in 

Hawaii.  Colonel M. Ashwood of the Medical Corps, for example, believed advocates of 

the policy were misguided.  “I was in charge of this problem in Hawaii,” he claimed, but 

Ashwood did not attribute the low rates to the application of universal trials.  Rather, he 

argued that “the greatest factor” remained the “attitude” of the Commanding General of 

the Department to hold the commanders responsible.  In Honolulu, he reported, the 

general “went so far as to threaten relief of command… when this reduction was not 

accomplished.”  He essentially argued that the general needed to double-down on holding 

commanders responsible. 

Most commanders, however, feared that the “Hawaiian Policy” would have 

several detrimental consequences.  Lieutenant Colonel J.H. Houghton reasoned that the 

threat of trial would only cause soldiers to conceal their infection and thus become a 

“greater menace to the health of the command.”88  Colonel Hodges, an advocate for 

universal trials, admitted that this remained a problem in Honolulu.  Many infected 

soldiers had “attempted to treat themselves” by visiting “outside doctors” in order to keep 

military authorities unaware of their condition.  As a remedy, officials in Hawaii resorted 
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to “surprise inspections in the middle of the night.”89  Nevertheless, commanders 

continued to worry that the implementation of universal trials would only increase the 

number of court martials while not materially reducing the venereal rate. 

Military officers also feared that soldiers would misuse Army prophylactic 

resources in order to avoid court martial proceedings.  One commander admitted that 

some men in his command applied the Army’s prophylactic ointment before sex, but not 

after.  This pervasive habit, he explained, accounted for the large number of venereal 

cases at the post.90  Colonel Hodges viewed the situation more cynically.  “We know that 

men sometimes take the prophylaxis before exposing themselves to venereal disease,” he 

noted, “and do not take any prophylaxis after exposure, relying on the record of the 

useless pre-exposure prophylaxis to shield them from court-martial.”91  The soldiers’ 

attempts to avoid punishment, however, remained the least of military officers’ worries. 

The most serious concern among military authorities revolved around fears of 

homosexuality among the rank-and-file.92  Several military officers expressed anxiety that 

the “Hawaiian Policy” could also inadvertently alter the soldiers’ “natural” heterosexual 

behavior.  Commander Pearce at Fort Amador argued that court-martialing a soldier after 

he had taken a prophylaxis would only encourage the men to engage in “greater immoral 

practices than simple sexual intercourse.”93  Many officials, such as Pearce, believed that 

venereal disease remained a better trade off than rampant homosexuality or acts of 
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masturbation.  General Rowell agreed.  He claimed that when Canal Zone military 

authorities implemented universal trials in the mid-1920s a “wave of sodomy” worsened 

the situation.94 

Despite the aggressive campaign to promote abstinence overseas, most military 

officials believed that promiscuous heterosexuality remained a fact of life for military 

men.  Prostitution, they argued, was a necessary evil that prevented soldiers from turning 

into homosexuals.  Commanders frequently recommended that the U.S. Army should 

establish a red-light district in the Canal Zone where U.S. officials could completely 

control sexual relations and disease.  Lieutenant Eric Ramee argued that Army-

sanctioned brothels in the Canal Zone would “raise the morale of the American soldier.”  

Fear of disease or punishment, he maintained, would not prevent soldiers from seeking 

out sex.  “Even under the most adverse conditions,” Ramee stated, “the average soldier 

will seek sexual intercourse.  He always has, and he always will.”95   

For military officers who advocated Army-sanctioned brothels in the Canal Zone, 

the question of disease and the effectiveness of regulated prostitution remained inherently 

racial.  Lieutenant Ramee urged that Army officials provide “clean prostitution under 

clean circumstances.”  He shared the assumption of most military and health officials that 

dark-skinned prostitutes in Panama remained a major source of disease.  According to 

U.S. military officials, Panamanian doctors would provide health certificates to diseased 

prostitutes for a small bribe.96  When it came to his proposed district in the Canal Zone, 

Ramee did not specify where his disease-free sex workers would come from.  

Nevertheless, he argued that the status quo that continued to “expose our young soldier to 
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filth, vermin, and disease in the arms of some Panamanian Mullato” remained wholly 

unacceptable.97  Despite their shared racial assumptions, Lieutenant Ramee’s superiors 

never implemented an Army operated red-light district in the Canal Zone.  Instead 

military authorities attempted to establish and reinforce racial boundaries within the 

Republics.  These boundaries served to protect white U.S. soldiers from illicit sex and 

racial disorder. 

Patrolling Racial Borders within the Republic 

While Army officials rarely prevented soldiers from crossing the Canal 

Zone/Republic border, they did attempt to monitor the movement of soldiers within the 

Panamanian cities. Authorities frequently designated individual establishments, particular 

streets, and entire neighborhoods “off-limits” or “out of bounds.”  This designation 

forbade U.S. servicemen from entering those areas.  The military, however, rarely placed 

the red-light districts “off-limits” because they feared that it would drive soldiers to even 

less desirable black neighborhoods.  In these parts of the cities, according to military 

officials, racial conflict would inevitably occur. 

Military authorities intended the off-limits designation to uphold racial divisions 

in the city.  In a report to General David Stone, Lieutenant Emil F. Klinke expressed his 

confusion as to why authorities prohibited soldiers from places that they would not 

otherwise visit.  “In my opinion few men, not already frequenters of off limits areas in 

Panama,” he doubted, “would wander into these sections if they were placed on limits.”  

General Stone clarified the racialized logic for the off-limits designation: “The off-limits 

areas are colored areas.  These are inhabited by tough characters, and are certainly no 
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place for a white soldier.”98  Thus, Army officials sought to minimize the potential for 

racial conflict when soldiers visited the city. 

The racialized aspects of the “off-limits” sections of the city also overlapped with 

the goal to prevent illicit sexual commerce between U.S. soldiers and “clandestine 

prostitutes.”  If the red-light districts remained “off-limits,” military officials feared that it 

would only encourage sexual contact with women engaged in illicit sexual commerce.  

Both Panamanian and U.S. officials viewed unregistered women as the most dangerous 

and diseased of all sex workers because they evaded medical supervision.  Both U.S. and 

Panamanian authorities perceived women of African descent as the main purveyors of 

illicit sexual commerce as well as the most virulent source of infection.  The U.S. 

Military Police frequently patrolled the “off-limits” streets in order to prevent soldiers 

from engaging in sex with black women. 

For U.S. authorities, military police officers (M.Ps) served another crucial 

function in the cities: to shield white soldiers from the Panamanian court system.  

According to Canal Zone officials, two factors made it difficult for enlisted men to 

receive fair treatment in Panama.  First, language difficulties, they noted, resulted in 

miscommunication and conflict between soldiers and Panamanian authorities.  Second, 

U.S. officials believed that the “belligerent attitude” of the Panamanian police also 

created problems.  White soldiers, they argued, frequently became the victims of 

Panamanian “national and race prejudice” against North Americans.  After a Panamanian 

police officer arrested a U.S. soldier, according to military officials, they could suffer an 

even greater injustice inside a jail cell.  “Our white soldiers,” Major General William 
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Lassiter complained, “are frequently thrown into the same crowded room with negroes.”99  

In one case, the U.S. military vigorously protested the punishment of a soldier arrested 

for a minor infraction.  Panamanian officials, they complained, forced Private Carl Houk 

to work with a “gang of negroes under negro guard” in an U.S. Army uniform.  This 

untenable situation, according to the investigating officer, symbolized a disgraceful insult 

to the entire U.S. military.100    

At times, the U.S. Military Police charged with the task of patrolling these 

boundaries failed to uphold racial expectations, from the perspective of their superiors.  

Inexperienced soldiers working in tropical locations as Military Police (M.Ps), according 

to Army officials, became particularly susceptible to taboo sexual temptations.  The 

Provost Marshall, or the officer in charge of the M.Ps in the Republic, remained 

particularly worried that the lack of white women caused the “best of soldiers” to pursue 

illicit sex.  Even “excellent men” who arrived in Panama “after a few months,” one 

Provost Marshall explained, became “color blind due to the shortage of white women.”  

Moreover, he lamented: “the Black and Tan attract them to the extent that they become 

worthless as M.P. material.”101  For this reason he urged commanders to select only older 

men with a proven track record of impeccable, upright behavior in Panama. 

Military officials imagined that older and experienced M.Ps would serve as 

models for younger soldiers of military manhood.  For the Provost Marshal, the ideal 

military police officer functioned as a patient and accommodating leader who would steer 
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soldiers from “trouble.”  At the same time, they could also act as stern patriarch 

disciplining unruly servicemen.  Authorities hoped that M.Ps would counteract the more 

experienced soldiers who failed to uphold the military’s notions of “respectable” 

manhood.  “New recruits,” one official bemoaned, “try to imitate the hard-boiled, loud-

mouth braggart who is forever boasting of his own sex proclivities and his drinking.”  He 

reported that “there are always such in each command, ready to offer their services as 

guide and mentor to the young and uninitiated.”102 

A popular Army song from World War I highlighted the paternalistic role that 

M.Ps performed.  “Nobody loves the M.P.,” the melody began from the officers’ 

perspective, “gosh, but we’re misunderstood, though it’s a fact, we always act, just for 

the soldier’s own good.”  The song complained that although the M.Ps fulfilled their 

fatherly duties, soldiers rarely appreciated it.  “Shield him an’ keep him from harm, 

watch over him like a father, but does he treat us the same as a son, thank us with smiles, 

for our bother?” the frustrated officer complained, “not on your life, he’s as sore as can 

be, nobody loves the M.P.”103 

As the song suggests, the responsibility placed on M.Ps to uphold the soldier’s 

“self-respect” in the city generated significant tension among U.S. military personnel in 

the Republic.  One officer noted matter-of-factly that the “average enlisted man dislikes 

and scorns the Military Police.”104  Another officer sympathized with the M.Ps’ efforts to 

keep soldiers in line: “One cannot expect the tempers of the Military Police to become 

ragged after a few hours… handling… drunk soldiers, each with a chip on his shoulder 
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and fire in his eyes.”105  Conflicts most often emerged when a soldier felt that an M.P did 

not show due respect to his rank.     

These clashes between off-duty soldiers and Military Police often surfaced around 

the illicit sex trade.  In November 1922, Sergeant Dennis O’Brien and his friend, 

Corporal Jake Vincent, decided to purchase sex together in an “out of bounds” area in 

Panama City.  O’Brien and Vincent soon solicited two Afro-Caribbean prostitutes, Mary 

Brown and Victoria Hines.  They struck a deal after the men agreed to pay five U.S. 

dollars each, and all four proceeded to a small room to have sexual intercourse.  Twenty 

minutes later, two M.Ps, Sergeant Frank Amburg and Private Albert Kroeffges, entered 

the room and encountered O’Brien and Vincent naked.  The M.Ps arrested the soldiers 

and brought them back to the Canal Zone.  The incident, however, inspired Sergeant 

O’Brien to file a formal grievance against the M.Ps, particularly Sergeant Amburg.106 

Sergeant O’Brien’s complaint highlighted how officers felt dishonored when the 

Military Police did not demonstrate “due respect” despite the cause for arrest.  Although 

he alleged that Amburg employed “unnecessary use of [his] club” during the arrest, 

O’Brien’s main grievance focused on his wounded honor.  O’Brien charged that 

Amburg’s actions remained “derogatory to the dignity and position of a Sergeant.”107  In 

the eyes of military officials, Sergeant O’Brien had little “dignity” to lose after 

purchasing sex from a “negro” clandestine prostitute.  A subsequent investigation by 

Canal Zone authorities found that O’Brien could face perjury charges for lying about the 

details of events, particularly his racial description of Hines and Brown.   
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Conflicting depictions of Mary Brown and Victoria Hines revealed entrenched 

understandings about guilt and due force among U.S. military authorities.  O’Brien 

maintained that he and Vincent rented a room from a “light colored Panamanian woman.”  

The Military Police investigators vehemently disagreed.  They described Brown and 

Hines as “black negro prostitutes of the lowest order.”  Further the M.Ps emphasized that 

the women were “very black negroes” and that “no light colored woman” was in the 

vicinity.  “If it is not derogatory to the dignity and position of a sergeant to be undressed 

in the room of negro prostitutes,” the Military Police department concluded, “then it is 

difficult to see how the treatment complained of could be derogatory to such dignity and 

position even if the alleged misuse of a club actually happened.”108  Military authorities, 

therefore, justified the physical abuse because Sergeant O’Brien had slept with “very 

black negroes.”  

For military officers the “off-limits” boundaries, however, perennially failed to 

prevent soldiers in the Canal Zone and women in the Republic from forging interracial 

sexual unions.  Commanders frequently complained that there existed no “respectable 

place” for enlisted men to relax with “respectable women” even within the acceptable 

areas of the city.   One officer complained that there was “no clean amusement” where a 

man could “still maintain his self-respect.”  The root of the problem, he maintained, 

consisted of the “large percentage of women… of a race other than Caucasian, either of 

negro or yellow extraction.”109  According to Dr. Oliver C. Wenger of the U.S. Public 

Health Service, white U.S. soldiers stationed in the “tropics” became “color-blind” to 

“dark-skinned senoritas.”  Boredom and the deteriorating effects of the climate, he 
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argued, impacted men’s “judgment and morale.”110  Lower-ranking soldiers, however, 

formulated their own norms of acceptable recreation in a foreign place. 

As soldiers travelled around the globe, they shared stories of past experiences in 

distant locales.  They also told jokes, embellished stories, and gave advice about specific 

locations.  One report by Lieutenant Klinke perceptively noted the role that word-of-

mouth storytelling played among servicemen constantly on the move.  “Due to the world 

wide reputation of the legalized area of prostitution in Panama,” he observed, “the new 

recruit hears many versions of the grove [Cocoa Grove] long before his arrival.”111  

Klinke’s remark raised an intriguing question: how did North American soldiers imagine 

themselves as they left the Canal Zone into the Republic? 

A 1943 USPHS investigation by Dr. Oliver Wenger suggested that nightly trips 

into the city allowed soldiers to fulfill cultural fantasies.  He argued that the images and 

stereotypes promoted by Hollywood of white men in the tropics had a lasting impact on 

U.S. soldiers’ self-image.  “The young soldier,” Wenger conjectured, “finds himself in 

what he considers the same exotic and glamorous tropical setting.”  Moreover, he 

maintained that these Hollywood ideals also influenced women’s perceptions of soldiers 

in Panama.  They too, Wegner argued, internalized white privilege bolstered by the 

inequitable distribution of wealth between military personnel and the local population.  

“Girls equally starry-eyed, finding not one, but a steady stream of blue-eyed and fair 

skinned North Americans,” he wrote.  For Panamanian women, white soldiers embodied 
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the “living counterparts of their own movie heroes, who actually pay undreamed-of sums 

for their favor…with or without price,” according to Wegner.112 

 John and Mavis Biesanz, sociologists from Wayne University, also provided 

insight into the stereotypes held by U.S. soldiers during the World War II era.113  They 

noted: “many American males… are powerfully attracted by the coquetry of Panamanian 

girls, and usually thinks of them as more romantic, home-loving, passionate, and 

submissive than American girls.”114  U.S. soldiers as “newcomers” to the isthmus, the 

Biesanz noted, remained more open to interracial marriage compared with long-term 

Zonian residents.  Zonians stereotyped “all but a few Panamanians as colored” and 

derisively viewed them as “lazy, slovenly chiselers.”115  North American men who 

“intermarried,” on the other hand, typically viewed “Latin women” as “more passionate, 

more satisfying sexually” while giving “the husband more liberty than do American 

wives.”116 

The Biesanzs also attributed reasons why women in Panama remained attracted to 

North American men.  According to their study, Panamanian women stereotyped 

“gringos as faithful mates, good providers, considerate husbands who allow their wives a 

good deal of freedom” in contrast to Panamanian men.  Panamanian women, however, 

also viewed intermarriage as a way to “‘improve the race’ and breed out the Negro 
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strain,” according to the Biesanzs, through marriage with “‘purer’ nationalities.”117  This 

frequently generated resentment among men in Panama who viewed North American 

men as “our libidinous good neighbors, who corrupt our girls with their gold and act as 

conquerors.”118  A young woman’s parents, they noted, also disapproved of 

“intermarrying” with U.S. soldiers because of the “transient nature of their residence… 

and the reportedly numerous wartime desertions.”119  Regardless, the circumstances of 

World War II engendered increasing contacts between working-class women in the cities 

and U.S. soldiers. 

Events leading up to the Second World War transformed the isthmus into the 

preeminent military enclave in the region.  In February 1941, the War Department 

appointed the Canal Zone as the headquarters for the Caribbean Defense Command.120  

This placed the isthmus at the center of a defensive ring around the region that served to 

secure oil refineries and bauxite supply routes in the Caribbean.  For military planners, 

the Panama Canal also emerged as the most important strategic location in the Western 

Hemisphere for a two-ocean war, which required substantial defense spending.  

Moreover, military analysts constantly feared enemy sabotage and submarine attacks 

against the canal.121  As a result, the War Department pushed for an expansion of new 

military bases in the Republic of Panama for fear of entrapment in the limited space 

afforded by the Canal Zone.  Through a lend-lease program, the U.S. military negotiated 
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the acquisition of over one hundred new defense sites outside the Canal Zone, including 

the Rio Hato Airforce Base about sixty-five miles southwest of Panama City along the 

Pacific coast.122  

The increased mobilization of the U.S. military leading up to the war had a 

tremendous impact on the local economy in Panama.  It brought about an economic 

bonanza not seen since the construction days.  Although commercial traffic decreased 

during the war, U.S. military-related construction and deployment of personnel to the 

isthmus contributed to the tripling of Panama’s gross domestic product between 1939 and 

1945.123  The Third Locks project brought tens and thousands of migrant contract workers 

from Jamaica, Costa Rica, El Salvador, and Colombia to construct an extra set of locks 

for U.S. naval ships.124  A new string of anti-aircraft guns and other defense sites also 

brought a new wave of construction workers and military personnel.125  Infrastructure 

projects abounded in the service of military needs.  The U.S. built new air force bases and 

funded the construction of the Transisthmica highway, the first road to directly connect 

Colón and Panama City.126   

This era of prosperity in the Republic also led to a sizeable expansion of the sex 

trade.  The World War II economic boom generated numerous opportunities for 

financially based relationships between U.S. military personnel and women in the cities.  

The final section examines the broad range of relationships that intimately bound the 
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Canal Zone and the Republic during the era of the Second World War.  It also highlights 

how the attempt by U.S. military authorities to sever these pervasive ties in order to 

control venereal disease in a borderland setting faltered due to diverging understandings 

of the process sexually transmitted infections. 

The Politics of Venereal Trials in Colón during the Second World War  

During World War II, military officials began to utilize the Panamanian justice 

system to drive a wedge between U.S. soldiers and women in the cities as the isthmus 

became the central military enclave in the region.  The U.S. Army in the Canal Zone 

initiated a systematic campaign to prosecute local women suspected of infecting soldiers 

with venereal disease.  In order to achieve this goal, the U.S. military attempted to utilize 

Panamanian legal codes, particularly the Venereal Infection Law of 1930.  The process 

began at the Canal Zone barracks where Army doctors interrogated infected soldiers.  

After the completion of a venereal questionnaire, military officials sent groups of enlisted 

men to the Republic in order to initiate a lawsuit against the accused woman.  Although 

each trial listed an individual soldier as the plaintiff, the criminal court cases remained 

part of a coordinated effort by the U.S. Army in Panama.127  Several testimonies, for 

instance, suggest that superiors instructed soldiers to prosecute women through the 

Panamanian courts.  Leonard Griffith, for example, stated that he had filed a lawsuit 

because “my commanders sent me to the police for that purpose.”128   
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Army officials devised techniques to locate and identify the soldiers’ sexual 

partners.  Contact forms assured soldiers that the information provided would not be used 

to “prosecute the woman responsible for his condition.”  The post surgeon reassured the 

soldier that the “entire matter” would be “treated confidentially.”129  The military police, 

however, noted that soldiers systematically refused to fully cooperate during this process 

of identification.  One officer in 1937 complained that many of the contact forms 

contained only “a vague description and a vague location.”130 

Military health officials attempted to collect detailed information concerning 

suspected women.  In addition to names, medical personnel recorded racial categories 

and nationalities as well as the amount paid and the place of intercourse.  Army surgeons 

also interrogated the patient for meticulous descriptions, including an estimated weight 

and height as well as “distinctive marks, scars, birthmarks, moles, missing teeth or gold 

teeth, kind of rings or jewelry worn, mannerisms of speech, and the names and 

description of friends.”131   

Army authorities hoped that this policy of identification would prevent sexual 

relationships between U.S. soldiers and local women.  Military policy in Panama 

provided incentives for enlisted men with venereal disease to identify a specific woman.  

Commanding officers reduced the severity of punishment if the soldier singled out a 

woman as the source of the infection.  As early as 1926, Provost Marshal J.R. 

Mendenhall voiced optimism that this system of detection would also “encourage the 

women not to have sexual intercourse with soldiers.”132  
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Such military procedures underscored the implicit understanding by U.S. 

authorities that women remained the source of disease.  Venereal forms, for example, 

recorded the date that the soldier was “exposed” to the contagion.  The testimonies of 

several soldiers, however, suggest otherwise.  Many soldiers reported that they had 

struggled with venereal infections in the past.  Each time a soldier admitted to this past 

health problem, however, the plaintiff typically claimed that he had been “completely 

cured.”133  For example, Samuel Mascia Jr. accused Angela Rodríguez, a Nicaraguan 

migrant with whom he had a two-month relationship, as the source of his chancroid.  Yet 

when questioned, he admitted that he had a chancroid infection six months previously.134  

Moreover, each plaintiff stated the last time he had sex prior to his sexual encounter with 

the defendant.  Most soldiers reported that they last had sex within a range of days to 

several months.   

The venereal trials underscored the difficulty authorities had in pinpointing the 

source of venereal disease among sexually active populations.  A few soldiers who 

accused a particular woman of infecting them also admitted to having multiple sexual 

encounters on the “date of exposure.”  John Carsee Jr., for instance, named Leila Fagan 

as the source of his gonorrhea infection.  Nonetheless, he admitted that he had also had 

sex with her neighbor immediately after leaving Fagan’s residence.135  Likewise, 

Lawrence Finley identified Louisa Thompson, a registered prostitute of West Indian 

descent, as the source of his syphilis and gonorrhea.  However, Finley also admitted that 

he had sex with another unnamed woman four days after his sexual encounter with 
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Thompson.  During her testimony, Thompson could not recall if she had sex with Finley 

because on Army payday she had sex with several different soldiers.136 

Although military questionnaires categorized all women defendants as either 

licensed or clandestine prostitutes, the trials revealed a more complicated social reality.  

Testimonies exposed the variety of relationships between U.S. soldiers and women in the 

city.  A number of the plaintiffs and defendants described each other simply as “friends.”  

Likewise, many cases revealed that money did not always change hands between the 

soldiers and their sexual partners.  Kenneth Fair, for example, claimed that his only 

sexual encounter with Silva Carmen Pérez occurred “spontaneously” after they had 

become friends during the previous two months.  “She did not charge me a cent,” Fair 

clarified.  Pérez, a cabaret hostess, however, claimed that Fair “made carnal use” of her 

after she became intoxicated while drinking with him.  She defended herself against 

Fair’s accusation by claiming she had sexual relations with another U.S. soldier for three 

months and that she never infected him.137   

Such encounters often co-existed at sites of licit and illicit sexual commerce.  In 

court documents, naming practices hinted at a degree of intimacy between U.S. enlisted 

personnel and residents of Colón.  Soldiers and women engaged in sexual relations 

frequently designated affectionate pet names for one another.  They often never knew 

each other’s full names.  Henry Banks, for example, only knew Inés Henríquez as 

“Bonita” or “Beautiful.”  Henríquez, on the other hand, only recognized Banks by the 

name “Cuatro Ojos” or “Four Eyes,” perhaps inspired by his distinctive eyewear.138  

Similarly, many registered prostitutes anglicized their Spanish names for their English-
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speaking patrons.  Ana Julia Niño frequently went by the name “Annie” and attracted 

repeat customers among U.S. soldiers.139  Likewise, Marciana Pérez, a Panamanian 

cabaret hostess went by the name of “Carmen Paris.”  Although Corporal Virgil Tibbs 

frequently purchased sex from Pérez over a period of eight months, he knew her only as 

“Carmen.”  “I told him my name was ‘Marciana Pérez,’” she testified, “but he apparently 

does not remember because my friends call me Carmen.”140   

Naming practices created uncertainty for authorities as they attempted to 

determine the “source” of a soldier’s venereal disease.  Women, moreover, exploited this 

confusion.  Private Lynwood Hall accused Leocadia Córdoba, who he knew as “Rosa,” as 

the source of his chancroid infection.  Córdoba explained that Hall probably had mistaken 

her with a friend named “Consuelo” who also went by the names “Rosa” and “Delia.”   

Confronted with the fact that Hall had provided precise details of her bedroom, Córdoba 

retorted that “Consuelo” frequently stayed at her home.  She claimed that Hall’s sexual 

encounter occurred during the week that she remained in the hospital while Consuelo 

lived in her house.  After Córdoba’s test results indicated that she was free of venereal 

disease, the authorities pressed her for more information about her friend.  Córdoba, 

however, claimed ignorance.141  

Some women portrayed the soldiers’ accusations as a vehicle to seek out petty 

vengeance against women who refused sexual advances.  Rosa Martínez, a thirty-eight 

year-old domestic worker, claimed that Jerry Viscont passed in front of her home and 

stopped to chat with her.  Martínez claimed that he quickly began to make her unsolicited 

promises in exchange for sexual favors.  She stated that as a married woman his offensive 
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suggestions insulted her.  Annoyed by his insistence, Martínez responded to the soldier in 

English to “take a breeze.”  Offended by her rejection, Viscont threateningly replied to 

her: “I’m going to teach you to take a breeze!”  Martínez explained that this unwanted 

encounter inspired Viscont to accuse her of infecting him with gonorrhea.  The medical 

tests, moreover, demonstrated that she remained disease-free.142 

Other cases highlighted that soldiers and cabaret workers frequently developed 

serious long-term relationships.  Sergeant Felix Bashinski claimed a monogamous sexual 

relationship with Estella Romero, an entertainer at the Broadway Nightclub, during a 

period of eighteen months.143  Similarly, Maruja Salgado, a cabaret hostess from Costa 

Rica, and Private Robie Asbell developed “intimate relations” over the course of five 

months, according to Salgado.  In order to avoid accusations of prostitution by Canal 

Zone authorities, Salgado requested that Asbell visit her in Colón where the couple met 

two or three times per week.144   

A number of U.S. soldiers and working-class women in Colón maintained 

devoted relationships even as both groups remained particularly mobile.  Although Dr. 

Wegner asserted that “artificial ideas of ‘romance’” remained elusive in the tropics, Paul 

Cowell claimed that he maintained a monogamous relationship with Eloisa María Julio, a 

Colombian waitress, for over sixteen months.  Julio also testified that the two developed a 

romantic connection.  She recalled that Cowell had given her a ring before she travelled 

back to Colombia.  In return she presented him with two portraits of herself.145 

The U.S. attempt to prosecute women created serious strains on long-term 

romantic friendships.  The venereal trials sowed doubts of infidelity.  Women who had 
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engaged in long-term relationships with Army personnel also felt the accusations 

stemmed from vengeance on the part of ex-lovers.  Inés Cuellar, a Colombian cabaret 

hostess, insinuated that Junior Bowling’s accusation against her stemmed from a heated 

conflict during their three-month relationship.  He claimed that on January 8, 1943 

Cuellar infected him with gonorrhea.  She defended herself by claiming that they had an 

ongoing romantic relationship that began in October 1942.  “I have had sex with him 

many times” she admitted, but their relationship ended in an acrimonious fight on 

January 2.  Bowling’s accusation, therefore, came shortly after their falling out.  Cuellar 

suggested that Bowling had made the accusation against her out of bitterness.146 

The venereal questionnaires also revealed that soldiers remained out of step with 

various health measures adopted by U.S. and Panamanian officials. Army surgeons 

routinely questioned soldiers if they had checked the health certificate of registered 

prostitutes.  Only three soldiers, however, reported in the affirmative.  When asked why 

they did not, surgeons recorded responses, such as “too intoxicated,” “never entered his 

mind,” or that the serviceman “wasn’t thinking about any certificate.”  These comments 

indicate that soldiers often disregarded most official recommendations.147   

Some enlisted men provided explanations that perplexed Army health officials.  

Surgeon Meyer Corff recorded that Norman Albert did not check the certificate because 

“he had been with this woman before.”148  Surgeon S.R. Norris reported that Corporal 

Erwin Ness “thought he was safe in the ‘legal district.’”149  Other soldiers’ comments, 

such as “didn’t know they had one” or “does not know what it is” indicated that most 
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soldiers remained totally unaware of the system that furnished licensed prostitutes with 

health certificates.150 

This tendency also frustrated Panamanian health authorities.  They frequently 

blamed U.S. soldiers for their lack of precaution.  This issue repeatedly arose during 

conferences between Panamanian health officials and U.S. Army representatives.  In 

1937, Dr. Emiliano Ponce, the director of Panama’s Social Welfare Department, stressed 

that U.S. soldiers had the responsibility to check the prostitute’s health certificate.  Dr. 

Ponce also emphasized that it remained “up to the soldier” to note the date of the last 

exam and the physician who signed the certificate.  He assured U.S. military authorities 

that if soldiers fulfilled their responsibilities then he could prosecute doctors who signed 

prostitutes’ health documents in a perfunctory manner.  Army officials realized, however, 

that Dr. Ponce’s proposition was unrealistic.  One military officer frankly stated, “it can 

be safely assumed that 99% of the enlisted men do not know that a prostitute must show 

her card on demand.”151 

The fact that soldiers reported a range of prophylactic measures suggests that 

many in the rank-and-file understood that venereal disease remained an unfortunate cost 

of sexual recreation.  Many men viewed infections as an unavoidable price that most 

soldiers would pay regardless of cautionary actions taken.  Thirty-four of the plaintiffs 

claimed to have used some form of prophylaxis, including a condom, the self-application 

of sani-tube cream, or treatment at an Army prophylactic station.  Some soldiers used a 

combination of preventive measures.  John Manikowski, for example, reported using a 

condom in addition to receiving medical treatment at the M.P. station thirty minutes after 
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his sexual encounter.  Nevertheless, he still developed gonorrhea.152  Soldiers who found 

themselves with an infection after seeking treatment likely encouraged the notion that 

venereal disease occurred despite precautions. 

The U.S.-led venereal trials generated pressure not only on the Panamanian 

regulatory regime, but also on the individual women who worked as licensed sex 

workers.  For more than a decade, U.S. officials urged measures that would hold 

prostitutes accountable for the spread of venereal disease.  During the Second World 

War, when a registered sex worker faced accusations, she often simply stated that she had 

adhered to the regulatory regime that kept them disease-free.  By the 1940s, the law 

required that the room of a registered prostitute were equipped with a washbasin and 

running water.  This measure encouraged both the clients and prostitutes to adopt sanitary 

habits before and after sexual intercourse.153  Sex workers, moreover, regularly required 

customers to wash their genitalia thoroughly with anti-septic fluid before sex. 

Licensed prostitutes typically adopted these measures out of self-preservation as 

well as professional obligation.  They often followed precautions of their own to 

minimize venereal infections from their customers and habitually performed their own 

unofficial venereal examinations on potential patrons.  María Ester López, a 21-year-old 

registered prostitute, for example, stated that it was “custom for us to examine every 

person.”  Sex workers, such as López, used their fingers to squeeze down the shaft of the 

penis to see if any pus exited the urethra.   A suspicious discharge would indicate that the 

man had gonorrhea and the woman would typically refuse him sexual services.  In 

López’s case, she also declined to refund what he had paid her.154 
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The venereal trials also revealed systematic deficiencies in the state’s regulatory 

system.  During the criminal proceedings, Panamanian jurists occasionally highlighted 

persistent problems with the regulatory system.  Although most registered prostitutes 

claimed never to have had a venereal infection, a few licensed women admitted to a 

troubled past with STIs.  Raimunda Quirós, for example, admitted that she continued to 

work after a doctor diagnosed her with syphilis, or “bad blood.”  Although she did not 

possess a health certificate, Quirós suggested that twenty-eight rounds of neosalvarsan 

injections qualified her to resume sex work.  When the prosecuting attorney questioned 

why she continued to practice prostitution, Quirós straightforwardly stated: “I am a single 

woman and I have nobody who gives me anything.  I have to work in order to make a 

living.”  Moreover, she maintained that it remained a common practice for registered 

women to work with venereal infections.  “There are many women in the barrio,” she 

affirmed, “that have had bad blood and that have continued to work.”155  Quirós’ 

testimony exposed how the logic behind the regulatory regime remained deeply 

disconnected from reality in the streets. 

For registered sex workers, however, state-mandated exams provided an 

irrefutable defense against culpability.  In order to prove criminal intent, the prosecutor 

had to prove that the defendant knew that she had a venereal disease.  A clean bill of 

health from the state, likewise, established the defendant’s innocence.  The case of Louisa 

Thompson, a Panamanian of West Indian descent, illustrates how socially marginalized 

women could find refuge within the government’s logic of regulation.  Thompson’s 

criminal trial revealed how Panamanian authorities perceived women of Afro-Caribbean 

parentage as diseased black outsiders.  The prosecuting attorney portrayed Thompson as 
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a foreign black woman who constantly caused headaches for the state despite the fact that 

she was a Panamanian citizen by birth.  First, he noted that Thompson did not speak 

Spanish in “perfect Castellano.”  Then he complained that women like her embodied the 

“immigrant element” that continued to “propagate these diseases.”  

Thompson’s case also revealed how Panamanian officials ignored laws intended 

to prevent child prostitution when it came to Afro-Caribbean girls.  Thompson declared 

that she had registered at the age of sixteen.  Her criminal record logged her age as twelve 

despite legal codes that forbade women under eighteen from registration.  The 

prosecuting attorney, however, ignored this official complicity because Panamanian 

authorities typically viewed black women as inherently promiscuous.      

Despite their social marginalization, Afro-Caribbean women such as Thompson, 

managed to manipulate Panamanian state logic for their own defense.  When faced with 

Lawrence Findley’s accusation, Thompson stated matter-of-factly that she could not 

remember if she had sex with Findley.  She testified that she slept with “many North 

American soldiers.”  Regardless, Thompson argued that it remained irrelevant because 

she attended her weekly exams.  Panamanian health authorities informed the judge that 

test results indicated that Thompson had suffered from syphilis for at least four years.  

The trial, therefore, continued on the basis that Thompson knew of her condition.  

Thompson’s defense, however, cleverly rested on the state’s regulatory logic despite the 

fact that Panamanian jurists perceived her as a diseased black foreign woman.  Thompson 

countered that she remained innocent because she was not aware of her illness because 

the “doctors did not inform the appropriate authorities,” much less herself.  Without 

adequate proof that she knew of her condition, the judge absolved Thompson.  For 

Panamanian jurists, the trials personified how foreign elements saddled the state with the 
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burden to sort through immoral acts of black foreign women and sex-starved North 

American men. 

The U.S.-led offensive against women in the city elicited conflicting responses 

from governing officials in Colón.  How did they understand this coordinated effort by 

the U.S. Army?  Did they perceive the venereal trials as another act of U.S. aggression 

toward Panamanian sovereignty?  Did the trials represent another instance where U.S. 

officials willfully ignored the complicity of U.S. servicemen?  Or did these cases 

represent an opportunity for Panamanian officials to crackdown on promiscuous women 

in an attempt to strengthen the regulatory regime?  

The presiding jurists of Colón’s Second Circuit Court remained reluctant to 

convict women of criminal wrongdoing.  In fact, the wartime effort by the U.S. military 

to prosecute women through Panama’s court system did not produce a single conviction.  

The judges routinely absolved the women for lack of evidence, particularly after their 

venereal tests resulted negative. 

In several cases the results indicated that the women had a venereal infection, but 

they still avoided conviction.  For example, Private James Swindell accused cabaret 

hostess Carlota Góndola of infecting him with gonorrhea.  Dr. Luis Arrieta Sanchez, 

however, informed the judge that Góndola suffered from syphilis but not gonorrhea.  

Although the judge exonerated Góndola of criminal intent, he also ordered her to the 

Matías Hernandez prophylactic hospital in Panama City.  Colón’s Hospital Amador 

Guerrero, he explained, lacked the “adequate scientific means” to carry out with 

“precision and accuracy” to sufficiently treat venereal patients.156  Despite the insufficient 
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system of treatment, Panamanian officials attempted to exploit the trials for their own 

purposes. 

Colón authorities used the U.S.-imposed trials to bolster the regulatory regime.  

The investigations allowed municipal officials to force women suspected of clandestine 

prostitution to register.  Ana Julia Niño, for example, was accused by at least two U.S. 

soldiers, but the court never convicted her.  During her first trial, Niño explained that 

after her mother died eight months prior she lived with a cousin, earning a living as a 

domestic worker for a married U.S. soldier.  When interrogated about leading a 

“licentious life,” Niño vehemently denied that she was a clandestine prostitute.157  

Although the judge dismissed the charges against her, the authorities suspected her of 

illicit prostitution and forced her to register.158  

A small cohort of Panamanian jurists objected to the large number of dismissed 

cases against the women.  Samuel Quintero Jr. complained that the “chronic” problem of 

prostitutes bribing doctors for a clean bill of health had marred the venereal trials.159  

Another thought the fact that not one woman had been convicted of infecting a North 

American soldier was “inexplicable.”160  Likewise, Hermogenes de la Rosa described the 

lack of convictions as a “curious phenomenon" for the “alarming number of cases.” 

Moreover, he praised the U.S. soldiers who identified the women with “admirable 

precision” and pertinent details.  One judge agreed that the defendant “probably infected 

him,” but he could not convict her of the crime if she did not test positive for the precise 

STI.   
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These frustrations suggests that the venereal trials created schisms among officials 

over how to best to grapple with U.S. demands to prosecute women but not soldiers.  

Although Panamanian officials largely shared the preconceived notion that women 

remained the primary vectors of disease propagation, the trials did not result in a single 

conviction.  This outcome highlights how targeted women successfully managed to 

manipulate the state-endorsed logic of disease control as a means of resisting persecution 

by the Panamanian government as well as U.S. military authorities.   

Conclusion 

The various anti-venereal disease campaigns in Panama between the two world 

wars demonstrate the inability of military officials to formulate a consistent method to 

control venereal disease.  The list of failed undertakings highlight the limitations of U.S. 

power on the isthmus as foot soldiers of empire exerted their own ideas of manliness.  

The collapse of the World War I-era effort to reprogram ideas of manhood and sexuality 

resulted in the acceptance by military officials that soldiers would seek out sex in the 

Republic.  As they shifted the focus toward educating soldiers on sexual hygiene, enlisted 

men continued to flaunt official ideas of disease with their own understandings of 

manhood during the interwar period.  Furthermore, the failure to prevent white men in the 

Canal Zone from engaging in illicit sexual contact encouraged the military brass to 

orchestrate a new campaign to persecute women in unprecedented ways. 

These fruitless efforts to reform U.S. servicemen’s sexual practices, however, did 

not occur in an isolated complex of barracks.  Rather, the control of venereal disease 

implicated a deeply embedded social fabric that transcended the Canal Zone/Republic 

border.  The Army’s quest to transform soldiers’ sexual practices ultimately affected a 

host of historical actors in varying ways.  Men and women experienced the campaigns 
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with a range of conflicting responses.  Women, humiliated as criminal suspects, felt both 

resentment toward strangers and betrayal by ex-lovers.  U.S. soldiers, likewise, found 

themselves with divided allegiances between their superiors in the Canal Zone and 

sweethearts in the Republic.  
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Chapter 7:  Conclusion 

During the first half of the twentieth century, various groups of people negotiated 

conflicting ideas of sex and disease at a central crossing in the Americas.  The dynamic 

interplay between multiple historical actors shaped the development of both work and 

recreation in Panama.  Authorities targeted various groups of men and women as 

problematic subjects with the potential to subvert imperial designs.  Although authorities 

rarely recognized women’s work, officials consistently attempted to exert limits on their 

economic autonomy.  State officials endeavored to control sexual commerce because it 

occupied a troubled space between leisure and labor.  This dissertation underscored how 

local anxieties over sex and empire shaped the experience of migrant workers in a 

borderland urban service economy.  In turn, they creatively engaged with state 

institutions and patriarchal discourses in order to assert their own notions of justice. 

Panama’s geographic location fostered a permanent transiency that connected 

overlapping networks of labor migration at key American crossroads.  During the canal 

construction, brothel managers and sex workers hopped aboard steamships that linked 

Panama City and Colón to New York City, New Orleans, Los Angeles, Havana, Rio de 

Janeiro, Buenos Aires, and London as well as the Pacific coast of South America.  

Meanwhile, migrant workers from the Eastern and Western Caribbean met for the first 

time in Panama before moving on to Cuba or the United States.   Likewise, urban 

entrepreneurs and cabaret performers connected the isthmus to a broader cosmopolitan 

culture during the Jazz Age.  Cabaret stages also brought together North American men 
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soldiering at the military outposts of empire with migrant women from Central America, 

the Caribbean, and South America laboring in the dancehalls.   

Through the lens of migration and labor, my research uncovered multiple groups 

of people invested in questions of sex and empire at different historical moments.  

Migrant men and women from across the globe exploited new steamship routes in order 

to convert the isthmus into a prosperous site for sex work during an age of U.S. 

progressive reform.  Domestic reforms, however, had transnational consequences as 

progressive reformers viewed the isthmus as a dangerous threat to white womanhood and 

lobbied for stricter policing of these migrant networks.  Meanwhile, migrant Afro-

Caribbean men connected manliness and sexuality to visions of racial uplift and black 

statehood during an era of global warfare.  Although they leveled blame against black 

women for sexual immorality, Afro-Caribbean women protested men’s double standards.  

U.S. authorities also targeted black women as threats to racial purity but endeavored to 

change notions and practices of military manhood as the surest means to protect the white 

race from interracial contamination during World War I.  Finally, Panamanian officials 

welcomed foreign prostitutes of all races to act as a buffer for protecting the decency of 

Panamanian women during a period of rapid demographic change beyond their control. 

A major theme of this dissertation spotlights the many variants of labor activism 

and forms of resistance as part of historical processes of negotiation.  The fluidity of 

workers through the isthmus created government apprehension over the ability to control 

mobile populations.  Working-class people, whether sex workers or Afro-Caribbean labor 

organizers, engaged in decision-making processes that followed particular lines of 
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rationality.  Registered sex workers, for example, constantly manipulated the system for 

their own purposes.  When the government legally banned them from selling alcohol to 

thirsty clients, some women found another substance to compensate that was easier to 

conceal and distribute: cocaine.  Likewise, North American entrepreneurs realized that 

they uniquely could profit from the influxes of U.S. sailors by creating “respectable” 

establishments.  Middle-class Afro-Caribbean men led strikes against racist labor 

exploitation in the Canal Zone and demanded black women to uphold moral standards in 

order to achieve political sovereignty.  Afro-Caribbean women, meanwhile, filled the 

labor halls, penned scathing editorials, and took ex-lovers to court.  Although U.S. 

soldiers did not form unions or walk out on-strike, they did enjoy furloughs and only 

half-listened to the advice of their superiors before heading out to the nightclubs of an 

exciting cosmopolitan center. 

This study argues that contested struggles over sexuality arose out of the 

overlapping circuits of migrant labor that intersected at the isthmus’ transit zone.  

Although the movement of diverse people generated multiple anxieties among state 

officials, these migratory networks largely developed independent of state management.  

Attempts to exert control over different migratory streams produced unintended results as 

people manipulated official anxieties for their own benefit or devised methods to evade 

the reach of the state power.  Even with the exception of U.S. soldiers as a state-managed 

migrant workforce, officials failed to contain sexual deviancy and venereal disease.  

Although the theme of mobility, transit, and transportation has characterized 

important aspects of the history of Panama from the colonial period to the present, U.S. 
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militarization of the isthmus constituted a major historical development during early 

twentieth century.  The stationing of U.S. soldiers at military stations in the Canal Zone 

and the increased traffic of sailors shaped work and recreation.  Male sojourning 

pioneered by military personnel fostered a vibrant urban service economy in the 

Republic.  Nevertheless, the constant influx of sailors and soldiers into the Republic and 

the constant threat of armed intervention heightened strains over political authority.  

The tensions between U.S. imperialism and national sovereignty also hindered 

state-efforts to control sex on the isthmus.  The creation of two nominally sovereign 

spaces led by governments with frequently clashing interests resulted in the 

implementation of inconsistent laws and policies.  The geopolitical borders 

indiscriminately cut across a more complex web of relationships that transcended the 

U.S. Canal Zone/Republic of Panama divide.  Migrant working-class peoples understood 

these contradictions and took advantage of opportunities created by dysfunctional state 

power on the isthmus. 

Despite moments of government paralysis, the isthmus served as an important 

testing ground for Panamanian nationalists to model venereal disease legislation during 

campaigns to clean up Panama’s image abroad.  The regulation of sex work and 

crackdowns against illicit sex in cabarets brought various working-class migrant women 

into direct conversation with state officials.  Women from North America, the Caribbean, 

Central America, South America, and rural Panama became fluent in the logic of 

regulation.  As chapter three highlighted, registered women frequently turned their 

mandatory venereal exams into a space of legal refuge and used their compliance with the 
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law as leverage to highlight contradictions or uphold their honor.  Panamanian women 

laboring on the margins of the transnational service economy also criticized men’s 

nationalist discourses for ignoring their predicaments and sidelining them from populist 

politics. 

This dissertation explored the many local level negotiations that resulted from 

complex transnational processes that developed from entangled working-class histories. 

Debates over sex and empire exposed the convergence, conflicts, and contradictions of 

the multiple cultural encounters in Panama during the early twentieth century.  The issue 

of prostitution tapped into the sexual angsts of an emerging empire and ignited 

multifaceted reactions from various historical actors with diverging agendas.  The 

resulting negotiations that occurred not only shaped material life but also informed how 

people understood the relationships between work and leisure at a vital American 

crossroads. 
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